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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines how adults with learning difficulties experioice sdf-advocacy in their 

femilies. I take a qualitative approach, using in-depth interviewing. My work explores 

participatory research with people with learning difficulties, involving a small group of people 

with learning difficulties as co-researchers. I use a dialectical materialist und^'standing of 

disability, based on the social model. The thesis adds to the receit theorising of learning 

difficulty. People with learning difficulties are discussed as an oppressed group. The sodal 

identity of adults with learning difficulties is that they need care and control, and are like 

childnoi. Se3f-advocacy is drown to claim autonon^ and adulthood. This theds argues that 

self-^ocacy challenges the social identity of learning difficulty, but that the oppresdon of 

people with learning difficulties is such that their attenqrts to sdf-organise are limited.

The theds examines the challenge to femily roles implidt in this. While the prindples of self- 

advocacy apply to home life, in my researdi practice did not consdoudy transfer sdf- 

advocacy to home. Swvice influence and the role of advisers were dgnificant. Nevertheless, 

for nty reiqrondarts, sdf-advocacy did impact at home. Day-to-day control at home seemed 

to be allowed, with real control still resting with parents. The thesis uses models from femily 

lite^ture to illuminate control and autonomy at home. The traditional concqrt of the 

"handic^ped femily is undamined by rrty research. Stereotypes of controlling parents holding 

back thdr adult diildren wCTe not found, but the values of indqraidence and sqraratmess are 

not desirable to all femili% or adults with learning difficulties. My work links adult status to 

the identity of learning difficulty itself exploring how people define thonselves.
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION

In this thesis I examine how adults with learning difficulties experience sdf-advocacy in thdr 

parental femily home. I take a qualitative ^)proach, based on in-dq>th intaviewing of ten 

people with learning difficulties, supplonenting this with interviews with thdr parents and 

sdf-advocacy advisers, and visits to sdf-advocacy groups. My work explores participatory 

research, involving a small group of people with learning difficulties as my co-researchers in 

all aspects of the research process.

This chaptCT introduces the research, defines terms, and looks at rdevant areas of research 

interest. I then discuss the methodology and analytical approadi, before introducing the 

structure of the theds and commenting on terminology.

1. Introducing sdf-advocacv and families

The topic is Hkdy to be of interest to two key areas within the learning difficulty fidd: sdf- 

advocacy and femilies. Sdf-advocacy by adults with learning difficulties is well-established in 

Britain, with as many as 5000 involved in groups (Mitchdl, 1997). Much of the emphasis in 

sdf-advocacy writing and research has been on service change, while the issue of how self



advocacy impacts at home has been rarely addressed. My investigation into sdf-advocacy and 

femilies therefore adds an extra dimension to knowledge of self-advocacy.

General femily theory has largely neglected femilies with disabled members. There is a body 

of research into femilies with members with learning difficulties (mainly as children), but there 

has been only a little attention paid to the perspective of the people with learning difficulties 

themsdves. My examination of sdf-advocacy and femilies therefore adds to knowledge about 

femilies in three ways: by drawing together general femily theory with what is known about 

femilies with people with learning difficulties; by illuminating fiirthCT the experience of femilies 

with adult children; and by highlighting the p@"q)ective of people with learning difficulties.

My thesis is also of methodological int^est. The qualitative methods used are built on 

rdationdnp-based techniques and in-depth interviewing. My participatory approach applies 

devdopments from within disability research to research with people with learning difficulties. 

My work is at the 'cutting edge' of the current debate about new jq jproaches to learning 

difficulty research.

Reflexivity is a central feature of this research, explored in the methodology and methods 

cĥ jtCTS. Atkinson and Shakespeare (1993) discuss reflexivity in rdation to three areas: the 

sdÇ researdi 'subjects' and practice. It is tha^fore appropriate to explain nty interest in this 

subject. For thirtem years, before embarking on research, I worked with people with learning 

difficulties, in both a voluntary and paid capacity, in residential, day and Idsure services. My 

fow-year involvanait in sdf-advocacy was as a devdopm«it officer in social SCTvices and 

then as a self-advocacy worker on an indqiendent sdf-advcx»cy project. In ny own



experiœce, it was evident that though self-advocacy claimed to be about all of life, and many 

mwnbers of self-advocacy groups lived with their parents, there was little link between self- 

advocacy and femilies. While a firm supporter of the principle of self-advocacy, questions 

were raised for me about its impact on femilies and home life.

My research question, as to the e?q3erience of self-advocacy and femilies, thus arose fixim my 

practice experience in sdf-advocacy. The principle of sdf-advocacy (outlined bdow) suggests 

that people with learning difficulties involved in sdf-advocacy might be expected to qieak up 

for themselves at home, both in terms of day-to-day choices and bigger decisions; and that 

this would inevitably impact on roles, rdationsMps and paceptions. Issues raised in sdf- 

advocacy such as jobs, rdationships, indq)endence and adulthood would clearly have 

particular rdevance for femilies. Sdf-advocacy might suggest that personal changes and 

achievements outside of the home would be recognised by the femily. It might also suggest a 

certain amount of knowledge of and opinion about self-advocacy in the femily . My practice 

e?q)erimce, however, suggested that there was litde link with or impact at home.

2. Defining sdf-advocacv

A simple definition of self-advocacy is 'speaking up for yoursdf - but defining sdf-advocacy 

is not ample. People with learning difficulties thonsdves have had much to say in defining 

thdr activities. Simons (1992a, 1993a) and Sutctiflfe and Sitiions (1993) fiamd a range of 

interpretations. The most common points are: having a voice of your own; forming opinions 

and making choices; bdng listened to and taker seiously; learning new skills; valuing 

yoursdf; taking action; changing services; changing attitudes; rights, responabilities and risks;



and being part of the real world. Crawley (1988) explains that self advocaoy can encompass 

small daily dedsions and life-changing choices, from having a say in the day to-day delivery of 

a service to taking up disability issues. Sdf-advocacy can take place dther individually or with 

groups, but rather than being mutually exclusive, ejqrerience in a group can lead to greater 

confidence as an individual, and vice versa.

Self-advocacy has a thirty year history, diixxissed in chfpta^ 2. Self-advocacy takes place in an 

organised feshion in groups, both situated in services and indepoidently. Crawley (1990) 

suggests a typology of groups: service-based (e.g. day centre user groups); indepœdent (e.g. 

People First); diviaonal Ç.e: part of a largCT organisation, sudi as Mencap's Participation 

Forum); and coalition (i.e. linked with other campaign groups, such as disability coalitions). In 

my ©q>erience this typology is a little rigid, since there are really many more kinds of groups, 

though most tend to be broadly dther service-based or indépendant.

Self-advocacy is a ‘movement'. Groups have linked thansdves within and across states in 

North America since the 1970s and internationally for fifteen years. People First London, a 

sdf-funded body, has since the b^jnning seen one of its functions as encouraging the 

formation of otha groups and working to link than togetha (King's Fund, 1985). There are 

national People First organisations in Irdand, Wales and Scotland, and thae have beai 

various attempts to establish an England and now United Kingdom People First. Ideas and 

material are disseminated through newsletters, confaaices, woikshops, etc., both directly to 

people with learning difficulties and indirectly through supporters and staff.



Most service groups take place in day centres, although there is a growing number attached 

to other aspects of savices also, such as housing schemes. Independent groups tend to go 

unda the name of People First, to link themsdves to the national and intanational 

movement. They can be fecilitated by indqjendent ad v o c^  schemes, voluntary sector 

bodies, the London People First organisation, and savice workers in thdr spare time. Some 

service groups also take on the name People First to associate themsdves with the 

movement, but strictly speaking are not independent. Of the ten people with learning 

difficulties I interviewed, three w ae members of indqiendart People First groups, three of 

service groups, three of both, and one was a memba of a group attached to an independent 

Idsure scheme. I visited all the groups bar one.

Most sdf-advocacy groups are supported by non-disabled people in the role of advisa. They 

have a specific role which includes fedHtating group meetings, offaing guidance and advice, 

hdping manbers learn ddHs and giving practical assistance. The national learning difficulty 

agency Values Into Action (VTA) has identified the crucial role of the advisa (Dowson and 

WWttaka, 1993), though, as Walmdey points out (1997), the role is unda-researched. 

Goodley pursues an interesting examination of the adviser's role Çn press). In my research I 

interviewed advisers in orda to gain a fiilla picture of the reqx)ndaits' sdf-advocacy 

involvement. Some groups have otha types of support. Two of the groups had advisers who 

thansdves had learning difficulties, and they had non-disabled supportas. It was the latta 

whom I interviewed. One of the groups was established to take part in a national project 

fecilitated by the King's Fund. The members with learning difficulties were supported by a 

sendee worka, whose job it was to fecilitate their involvement. I interviewed this service 

woika. One of the usa  groups lost its advisa (whom I interviewed) part way through the



research, and I interviewed the managa of the day centre, who kept a watching brief on the 

group.

3. Rdevawt rwcarch areas

Several areas of research have influenced this work, all of which are discussed in dqiffi in the 

two Ikaature chapters:

disability theoiy 

care and control 

self-advocacy 

u sa  involvement 

normalisation 

femily theory 

community care 

adulthood and identity

I win now briefly introduce each of these.

Disability theory

I use a materialist understanding of disability, based on the social modd (e.g. Oliva, 1992). I 

take a dialectical approach, in otha words, that nothing is fixed and that various fectors 

interact with each otha to s h ^  and change experiaice. Recent dd)ates in the disability, 

movement, around the reality of impairments which cannot be aUeviated totally by removal of



social barriers (e.g. French, 1993a), demonstrate the importance of this dialectical approach, 

especially in regard to learning difficulty. Learning difficulty itsdf is only recently bdng 

theorised (e.g. Williams, 1989) and my work adds to this. People with learning difficulties are 

discussed in this theris as an oppressed group, whose oppression is complicated by the reality 

of learning difficulty.

Care and control

I have turned to dd>ates about care and control, for example, Cohen and Scull (1983) and 

Trent (1994), to throw light on the social perception of adults with learning difficulties as in 

need of care and control, and being like children. The argument of this thesis is that sdf- 

advocacy challenges this social idaitity of learning difficulty, but that the oppression of people 

with learning difficulties is such that control is exerted even over their attempts to self- 

organise. The thesis also examines the challarge to femily roles inq)licit in this.

Sdf-advocacy

There has been some empirical research interest in sdf-advocacy (e.g. Crawley, 1988), but 

there is a wealth of material produced by those directly involved, both people with learning 

difficulties and practitioners. The emphasis of much of this work is service change. However, 

the claims made for sdf-advocacy d^onstrate the significance of ddlls and achievemaits that 

rdate to the whole of life, and which are also strongly assodated with adult status. These 

claims point to the relevance of self-advocacy to femilies.



Over half the adults with learning difficulties in Britain live with their paraital femilies 

(Simons, 1992a). Despite this, the question of how self-advocacy impacts at home has rarely 

been investigated. As has been warned by some writers (for example, Dowson, 1990) the 

service influ^ice on sdf-advocacy has been heavy, sometimes benevolent, sometimes 

purposefully controlling. This can be seen to have pulled the interest of sdf-advocacy away 

from other aspects of life. The role of advisCTS is also dgnificant. This thesis discusses the role 

of services and advisers in determining the agenda of self-advocacy.

User involvement

User involvement in services is an area where there are competing discourses. Savice change 

is extrondy important in self-advocacy (Whhtako’, 1993), and the 1980s saw a flouridung of 

usa- groups and a regection of the perceived patanalism of wdfere services (Croft and 

Beresford, 1990). Howeva, Simons found (1992a) that sdf-advocacy groups felt they did 

not have much power. The 1980s and 1990s have seen a change in ffie political context, with 

the New Right agenda promoting the market, individualism, consumer dioice and the right to 

exit, in place of local authority provision and collective accountability and action (as discussed 

by Beresford and Croft, 1993; Taylor et cd, 1995). This has allowed a blurring of meanings 

and control, and increased the powa of services ova* sdf-advocacy.

Usa- involvement has also led to dgnificant advances in people with learning difficulties 

making danands on savices, in partioilar, carrying out evaluations. This latta" development, 

user-led evaluations, has in turn beoi a spur to the involvonent of people with learning 

difficulties in research production.



Normalisation

Normalisation, as propagated by Wolfensberger (1972 and 1992), is important in this study 

because of its highly influential role in setting the agenda for savices and research (Chappell,

1992). Wolfensberger has an ambivalent attitude to self-advocacy. In promoting the idea of 

people with learning difficulties having access to a 'normal' lifestyle, normalisation has bear 

tied to sdf-advocacy (by, for example, Williams and Shoultz, 1982; Crawley, 1988). 

However, the emphads in normalisation on discouraging people with learning difficulties 

fi'om associating with each other (suggesting instead mixing with non-disabled people) 

militates against people coming together in groups. Wolfensberger's reformulation of 

normalisation as 'social role valorisation' (1992) emphasises people with learning difficulties 

bdng mcouraged to take on socially valued roles rather than express choice. Additionally, 

normalisation is a theory which foaises on service settings. This in itsdf has added to the 

attention on savices in sdf-advocacy.

Family theory

Mainstream work on femili% is useful for modds of femilies and the trandtion to adulthood, 

for example, in Brannen et al (1994), and for undostanding the control function of femilies 

(Creear, undated). But in the main, femily theoiy seems to set apart femilies with disabled 

membos. Feminist writing on the femily, such as Finch (1984a), has tended to charactoise 

disabled people as a burdai. This has been countered by disabled writas, for exan^le, Morris 

(1991).



There is a tradition of emphasis on stress and other n^atives within the literature on femilies 

with members with learning difficulties (e.g. Pahl and Quine, 1987). This tends to reinforce 

the idea of the separateness of such femilies, and is countered by stories of joy and survival 

(e.g. Bodienski, 1995). My theds suggests timt the more rounded-out studies such as 

Werthdmer (1981) and Walmsley (1996), focudng on the complodties, are more useful to 

the study of sdf-advocacy and femilies.

Community care

Community care is important to this work both in regard to sdf-advocacy devdopment and 

to femilies. The rhetoric about inœased choice in the 1990 National Health Service and 

Community Care Act has bear shown by researdi not yet to be a reality (e.g. Wistow, 1994; 

Singh, 1995). Nevathdess, sdf-advocacy is now 'official' and Simons has pointed out the 

risks of this in toms of increased service control (1992b).

Community care is also important regarding femilies. Smith and Brown (1989), for exanqile, 

have diown that community care idealises the femily and increases the burden of care, 

particularly on women. An effect of community care may be to keep people with learning 

difficulties in thdr femilies longer, with extra pressure on an idealised vision of the femily.

Adulthood and identity

Most of the litoature on adulthood rdates to 'normal' people. Research with disabled young 

people (e g! Centre for Educational Research and Innovation (CERI), 1986 and 1988) and

10



young people with learning difficulties (e.g. May and Ilu^es, 1988a and b) demonstrates that 

young people with learning diffieultieG do not achieve the same "markers' as others. Issues of 

independence and autonomy are important in this regard. The disability literature (Oliver,

1990; French, 1993a) has sfressed Üie distinction between indepoidaice and autonomy: 

arguing that it is not independence from assistance that is required, but control over that 

assistance, i.e. autonomy.

status.

My work explores the adult status of people with learning difficulties and links it to the 

identity of learning difficulty itself. The effects of labelling are drown by, for example, Eayrs et 

cd (1993). My work discusses the theories ofE(%erton (1993) regarding dorial, and Goffinon 

(1968) in rdation to stigma, to e?q)lore how people define themsdves. Shakeqreare (1996a) 

argues that disabled people, once consdous of sodet/s disabling effects, can redefine their 

idortity. This thesis argues that some people with learning difficulties rgect that labd and 

claim adulthood instead.

4. Methodology and Darticipatorv research

The aim of my research was to be part of the new ̂ proaches to learning difficulty research. 

The issues introduced here are dovdopod fully in duqrtors 4, 5 and 6. The qualitative methods 

I have used are built on rdationdiip^bascd techniques, such as those used by Atkinson (1988) 

and Walmsley (1995), and in-dcpth interviewing, as devdoped by Booth omf Booth (1991).

A body of reseor^ with people with learning difficulties has for some time boor influenced by 

feminiot undostandings of power in the rorearch rdationship. Methods such as in depth and

11



biographical interviews have bear adopted to make research a less e?q)loitative and more 

valuable process.

My research is difiWnt from much traditional research with people with learning difficulties 

due to its participatory nature. Participatory research is the involvement in the research 

process of people otherwise seen only as subjects. My approach applies devdopments within 

disability research (Oliver, 1992; Zaib, 1992) to research with people with learning 

difficulties. Participatory research, and its relation to onandpatory research, has been the 

subject of dd)ate and practice in disability research since the late 1980s. However, it is only 

recently being applied to people with learning difficulties (though the growing expoience of 

savice evaluation by people with learning difficulties is linked).

Much current writing on partidpatory research with people with learning difficulties is other 

tentativdy ejqjloratory (e.g. Williams, 1996) or necessarily propagandistic (e.g. Barton,

1996); thae is little in the way of reflexive disojssion of real practice (the only example of 

which I am aware are Walmdey, 1997, and Stalka, 1998). This theds therefore makes a 

contribution to devdoping research practice with people with learning difficulties.

5. Analysis

My starting point is that involvonent in self-advocacy must have an inq)act at home, no 

m atta how unconsdoudy, for those membos who live with thdr femilies. This inqjoct will be 

conffitioned by a numbo of fectors, including the nature of the sdf advocacy involvanait 

itsdf the levd of consdous eflfort to transfer sdf-advocacy to home, the experiences and

12



attitudes of femily manbers, and fectors such as age, genda, ethnicity and class. In this thesis 

I address three areas: the sdf-advocacy context, the femily context, and the question of 

identity. The first two areas I planned to address in advance; the third aspect arose directly 

fi'om the study, Thae is, thaefiare, a grounded dement to this work (Glasa and Strauss, 

1967), in otha words, issues and theory have arisen fi'om the data. It is of course not posable 

to leave to one side entirdy the assumptions with which a nesearcha enters a field, but I 

attempted to allow my investigation to be shaped as much by issues that arose fix)m it as by 

my assumptions at the start.

I examine the perspective of the people with learning difficulties, but, in orda to aid 

undastanding, I also sought the viewpoints of paraits and sdf-advocacy advisers. Howeva, 

the people with learning difficulties are central. For example, the testimonies of the two 

people with learning difficulties whose paroits I could not meet stand in thdr own right.

6. Structure of the thesis

The structure of the thesis is balanced bdweai the dual fod of partidpatory research and sdf- 

advocacy and femilies. The first literature chapta, chapta 2, discusses disability theory, and 

issues of care and control. I then address sdf-advocacy, its claims, history and influaices. The 

chapta includes an examination of the policy contexts of u sa  involvement, normalisation and 

community care. I argue that the oppresdon of people with learning difficulties is such that 

sdf-advocacy has, to a degree, beai controlled by the intoests of savices and the influence of 

the individual modd of disability. One result is that while adulthood and femilies are integral 

to sdf-advocacy, the emphasis in practice has been on services.

13



OaapiiN 3, the second literature cluqjter, investigates the relationship between femilies, 

adulthood and sdf-advocacy. General femily theory is shown to pay little attention to femilies 

with learmng disabled members, while there is a sizeable sqiarate body of literature 

specifically on such femilies. I return to community care and dd)ates around care and control 

to hdp reach an understanding of the fiinction of femilies. I argue that thae is an oqiectation 

on femilies that they will both care for and control thdr adult children with learning 

difficulties. The oqaeriences of femilies are such that the recq>tion for sdf-advocacy wiU be 

very ambiguous. I argue that sdf-advocacy, in its daims to autonomy and adulthood, 

challenges much of the bads of femilies with adults with learning difficulties.

Ch^)ter 4 is the methodology ch^>ter, justifying the dual approadi of qualitative and 

partidpatory research. It looks at the devdoping traditions of learning difficulties research, 

justifying my qualitative ^)proach. I e?q)lore the discourse and practice in disability research 

of partidpatory and emandpatory approaches, and discuss the still very new application of 

these ideas to researdi with people with learning difficulties.

In chapter 5 ' I take a reflexive approach to my experience of co-researching. I discuss finding 

co-researchos, dealing with issues of criteria for inchidon, access, consent and negotiation. I 

then address the over-arching issue of the rdationdiip between the co^researchers, mysdf and 

the research. Particular aspects of the process are fiacused on: involvement in theory, planning 

and d^gn, fieldwork, analysis, and writing and presentation. The duqxto" diows how this 

project has extoided partidpation to two areas - theory and anafysis - previoutiy considoed

14



particularly challenging, and has devdoped the eqierience of otha researchers in toms of 

writing and presentation of results. Issues for furtha eqiloration are raised.

Methods employed in the qualitative investigation are e?q?lained in chuter 6. A reflexive 

^proach is coitral, in terms of my awareness of the respondents, reflecting on the research 

plan and process, and bdng aware of the rdationdiip between the reqiondoits and mysdf as 

both reseorcha and person. The respondents ore introduced in this cluqjta. The importance 

of careful planning of the fiddwoik process, and of flexibility in practice, are both 

demonstrated here. Issues arising fî om the research rdationship arc addressed, such as access 

to and consent of respondents, getting to know people, exploitation, giving something back, 

joint intoviewing and withdrawing. The chrpta also discusses analyds, and issues of 

rdiability, validity, rqilicability and goieralisability.

Ch^>ters 7, 8 and 9 explore the findings of the research in three areas reqiectivdy: the sdf- 

advocacy context, femily context and identity. Two themes run through these three chaptos: 

aossing boundaries, and the differoice between the surfece picture and the reality 

underneath

In ch^)ta 7 ,1 use the distinction between prindple and practice to demonstrate that, while

advocacy to home. The role cff advisor and the infiuoice of savices in this are oqilored. The 

cluq)ta also discusses the control exerted by people vrith learning difficulties ova the transfer 

of sdf-advocacy to home, and explores the responses of femilies to sdf-advocacy.

15



Chapter 8 orploys modds from femily theory to hdp understand the e7q>eriences of femiliea 

in which an adult child stays at home. The ch^yter discusses the experiences and conditions of 

femilies and the e?q)eriaice of'speaking up' and autononw at home. I diow how my 

respondents with learning difficulties felt that they had day-to-day oonfrol at home, but that 

this can be seen as and that bigger issues caused more difficulties. The

advisers put forward the idea that people with learning difficulties involved in sdf advocacy 

lead double lives. This chapter Aows that I found double lives, but also that people's lives are 

conq)lex, with interactions of different fectors, and that lives do not stay the same.

In chapter 9 1 examine the related concepts of indq)endaice and identity. I diow that the 

stereotype of femilies holding on while adult children struggle to move away is not found.

The distinction betweoi indepoidoice and autonon^ is crucial in this discussion. My 

respondents largely had not attained the traditional markers of adulthood. Nevertheless, they 

claimed an adult idoitity, and some rgected the labd learning difficulties as inconq)atible.

These three areas are drawn together in the conclusion in chapter 10. The contribution of this 

research, both in content and methodology, is underlined. Recommendations are made for 

further work.

7. Terminology

'Labds are different in different countries. We say mental handicap and Angda 
from Liverpool said it should be learning difficulties. In America they say 
retarded. Lots of people woe voy upset and crying about the names they get 
called. I think labds mean people make fun of you. They diould stop doing it. 
They should scratch it out.' (People First Manchester, 1993a)
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Whatever the particular label, the words used to describe people can arouse great onotions, 

as the expaiaice above at the Third Intanational People First Confoence shows. In the sdf- 

advocacy movement, labdling has been a coitral issue. People First Wales, for example, cite, 

"make sure we are not called names we dont like, such as "mental handicap"' (Kurowski,

1993, p.2) as one of the reasons for their existence.

It is therefore right that in this research considoation is givai to the words whidi are used. It 

must be remembered, though, that although words and labds have been voy important within 

the sdf-advocacy movemoit, they are not at the heart of the matta. Beresford and Croft 

warn against lip-service, learning to say the right thing, while continuing to do the wrOng one' 

(1988, p.21). Dowson (1990) remarks that while changes in labels are inqxirtant, they are 

also an easy change to make; people can still be oppressed, whateva their labd. The issue of 

labdling and idoitity is addressed in ch^ita 3.

Learning difficulties

A few years ago this disaission would have been between 'moital handicap' and learning 

difficulties'. The debate has now moved on. The main achievonait cited in self-advocacy 

literature in the early 1990s was the commonly accqjted change fixim 'mental handioq)' to 

learning difficulties'. The tam  was seen as less degrading: Tf you put learning difficulties then 

they know that people want to learn and be taught how to do things' (respondent in Simons, 

1993a). The dioice is now between learning difficulty' and learning disability'. The 

govanmoit tominology is now learning Usability', and this has beai takoi fully on board by 

savices. While undoubtedly an inqirovemait on 'mental handioq)', it is seoi by many in the
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sdf-advocacy movement as inadequate and an example of how those in powa have not 

listened propoly. It is ethical that research into self-advocaCy uses the labels preferred by the 

people who have to live with them (as argued by Dowson and Whittaka, 1993).

As wdl as the ethical question, there is a theoretical argument against "people with learning 

disabilities' and in fevour of "people with learning difficulties". The sodal modd of disability, in 

which this thesis is located, assats that it is not the inqiairmait that causes disability, but 

sodety. Thus the disability movonent prefos the term "disabled people" ratha than "people 

with disabilities". This is more than sonantics; it is a statemoit about the source of disability. 

People with learning difficulties" describes the impairmoit; "people with learning disabilities" 

places the disability within the individual.

Howeva, it should be pointed out that the terminology used by the people so labdled is 

changing. I have noticed large numbas of the people with whom I have worked adopting the 

term learning disabilities" themsdves (and in feet some have corrected me \dien I have said 

learning difficulties", informing me that It's learning disability now"). This may be pragmatism - 

the battle ova labdling is half-won and there may be otha issues that are now considered 

more inqx>rtant. I suspect ratha that it is indicative of the levd of oppression experienced by 

people with learning difficulties that die ease of using savice jargon supersedes thdr previous 

campaigns about labds. It demonstrates the powa of services in people's lives, but also 

suggests that learning difficulties' may soon be rqilaced as the prefered term.

I continue to use the torn learning difficulties' as the one curroxtly fevoured by the sdf- 

advocacy movanoit and, in my view, theoretically correct. Howeva, learning disability' is
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now in common usage in services and much research, and so I use it occasionally when 

referring to the work of others.

User

User* is probably the most common tom  applied when discussing people in relation to 

savices. It is generally preferred to 'client', which Beresford and Croft (1988) and the U sa 

Centred Services Group (1993) argue describes a relationship in which one accepts the 

dominant role of the professional woika.

Howeva, 'user' brings with it problems. It is sometimes applied to evoyone with learning 

difficulties, as though they all use savices, which many do not. Objections are also made that 

*useri has connotations with drug use, or that it suggests a passive role, or one in which people 

give nothing back (The Usa-Centred Services Group, 1993). O tha terms currently in vogue, 

as part of the enqihaâs on marka values, are 'consuma' and even 'customo*. I bdieve these 

words imply a relationship of pow a and choice which sinq)ly does not exist. As has been 

discussed in a range of literature on community care and contracting (e.g. Hawka and 

Ritchie, undated), community care is about addresang needs as detomined through an 

assessment. When people with learning difficulties receive a savice they are not purchasos 

aiming to satisfy wants and so cannot be considered consumers.

I use the term 'user' only in spedfic relation to services.
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Self-advocacy

This term itself is one about which there is some contortion. It is without doubt a profestional 

tom. As a sdf-advocacy devdopment worker, I often found myself teaching people the 

words (which many people had great difficulty pronouncing), explaining it as 'speaking up' 

and wondering why I did not just call it that.

Part of the reason why we do not just call it that, is that in practice sdf-advocacy is actually 

fer more complex, and just calling it 'q^eaking up' is belittling. We also are operating in a 

world in which 'self-advocacy* is now the common international term Nevothdess, as 

Dowson has stressed (1990), it is important to acknowledge that it is jargon; a term not in 

common use (the rest of us just talk, or assert oursdves, or complain) and which suggests 

that the people who actually control it are the professionals and academics.

Again, as Dowson points out, sdf-advocacy is not only jargon, it is also a labd. Academics 

and practhionas talk of'self-advocates'. It seems to me that this suggests that sdf-advocacy is 

what people are - everything about them is subordinated to the feet that they are a monber of 

a sdf-advocacy group. This implies two things - that a 'sdf-advocate' 'self-advocates' all the 

time, and that other people who are not 'self-advocates' do not at all. It seems particularly 

important in this research, where I investigate vfeetfaer people vfeo are involved in sdf- 

advocacy in one part of thdr lives do the same in another, not to use a labd that automatically 

suggests that they do.
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8. Conclusion

This chapter has outlined the arguments, themes and structure of this thesis. The theas has a 

dual focus, to use partidpatory research in order to explore sdf-advocacy and Amilies. It 

makes a significant contribution to each of these areas, as well as to the fiieorising of learning 

difiBculty itsdf
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Chapter 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW: 

PEOPLE WITH LEARNING DIFFICULTIES 

AND SELF-ADVOCACY

1. Introduction

The fnirpose of this ch^Aer is to review the htaature on sdf-advocacy and place it in a 

theoretical fiamework. The argument presented is that while sdf-advocacy can be linked to 

movements of oppressed people, the oppression of people with learning difficulties is such 

that sdf-advocacy has to a degree been controlled by the interests of services and the 

infiuoico of the individual modd of disability. One result is that while sdf-advocacy is, by its 

own claims, to do with 'all of life', the enq)hasis in sdf-advocacy has hem on services.

My analyms is placed wiünn a ̂ cc tica l materialist understanding of disability, based on the 

sodal modd. The chapter begins with a discussion of the sodol modd and the application of 

this to people with learning difficulties. TMs incorporates a discusdon of the sodal identity of 

people with learning difficulties as in need of care and control, and like children. Section 3

In section 4 ,1 demonstrate that the daims of sdf-advocacy both implidtly and ecplidtly E^ply 

to tiimilies, with achievemoit of adulthood as a central thane. There has been little
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examination of this in the literature. Thus sdf-advocacy challaiges the social identity of 

learning difficultieo. (Adulthood and idoitity will be devdoped further in chapter 3.) Section 5 

e?q3lorc3 the development and context of self-advocacy, involving discussion of normalisation, 

other forms of advocacy, user-jnvolvonoit and community care, I denonstrate how the 

context both supports and inhibits sdf-advocacy, but has ensured its concentration on 

services rather than Amilies or other aspects of life.

2. Disabilitv theory and learning difficulties

This section discusses the framework I use in this thesis. I take a dialectical materialist 

approach to learning difficulty, using the sodal modd of disability as a basis. Abberiey 

Gommaitodin 1987 that disaWlity had been undŒ theorised. The lost ton years have seen the 

development of a rich dd)ate, though it remains on the margins of sodology (Oliver, 1996). 

Howev^, at this stage learning difficulty is on the margins evm of the disability dd)ate 

(Chi^pdi, 1997). rhis section devdops on understanding of people with learning difficulties 

03 on oppressed group and discusses the social idcmtity of people with learning difficulties as 

in need of care and control.

The modd of disability on which are based popular consensus, medidne and 'officialdom' (for 

example, the Office of Population Cen^s Surveys and disability legislation; Chadwick, 1996), 

is an individual model. This means that disability is ultimatdy reducible to the individual 

person and her or his impairment. An individual's impairment leads to disability, and he or die 

is d^)«idait on otha^. In this model, the need for pesorial assistance carries with it an 

implictOion of lack of control. Looming difficulty has historically been explained udng the
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individual model: The subnormality of the individual, rather than the subnormality of the 

environment, tends to be blamed for any inadequacies' (Ryan and Thomas, 1987, p.27).

The value of a materialist q^proach is in placing expeience in its historical, economic and 

political context. Disabled writers such as Finkelstein (1980), Abbedey (1987) and Oliver 

(1989,1990) have devdoped a social theory of disability. This e?q)lains disability as a social 

construction and as oppression. Disability is historically and culturally specific, a product of 

the mode of production and its attendant ideology. Thus the modam condition of dependency 

is a product of industrial sodety. The social theory drifts the emphasis fi*om individuals and 

their impairments to disabling environments. It is not the individual's impairment that disables 

but society. In place of dependmcy, the social model argues for autonony the point is not 

to do without assistance, but to control it. (The materialist method is still being devdoped to 

understand the history of disability, e.g. Barnes, 1996; Abberiey, 1996; Qeeson, 1997).

There is wido ranging ddxitp, often fi-om a feminist perspective, calling for a renewal of die 

social model to take account of the lived, personal experience of inpairment (French, 1993a; 

Crow, 1996; Keith, 1996). Attention is also paid to psychology (Finkelstdn and French,

1993), discrimination (Bames, 1991), prgudice (Morris, 1991), imagery (Barnes, 1992a) and 

identity (Shakepearo, 1996a). Moving in a postmodernist direction, Shakespeare (1994) has 

analysed cultural rpresaitation of disability.

There is debate as to whether exploration of difidence dilutos the oSbctiveness of the social 

modd (this debate is outlined by Shakepeare and Watson, 1997). It is not a question, in ny 

view, of having to move away fi'om a materialist standpoint to incorporate the personal
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experiaice and impairment. As Abberiey explains (1996), inpairmmt itself is materially and 

socially constructed. A dialectical materialist pproach avoids a crude oppoâtion between 

the person and society; people are social bdngs and experience is a product of interaction 

betweei pe"sonal and social, agency and structure.

However, it is regrettable that people with learning difficulties are laigdy marginalised in the 

disability literature. This is despite People First joining the British Coalition of Organisations 

of Disabled People in 1994, consideed by some to be taking the movemmt 'down a very 

dynamic path' (Campbdl and Oliver, 1996, p.203). Some people with learning difficulties 

discuss disability theory - for example, Aspis (1997) discusses internalised oppression - but 

the voice of people with learning difficulties is absent in disability ddxates (The Powerhouse in 

Morris, 1996, is a rare exception). Than has bear some pplication of the sodal model to 

people with learning difficulties, by academics with a specific interest (X̂ l̂liams, 1989; 

Chfppdl, 1992 and 1994; Clegg, 1993; Walmriey, 1994).

Even before the devdopment of the social modd, writa^ discussed the social construction of 

learning difficulties. Through ethnographie studies, Edgerton (1967) and Bogdan and Taylor

(1982) concluded that the labd martal retardation is social. Bogdan and Taylor question 

whether there really is a phenomenon of mental retardation: "Many of the so-called retarded 

do not possess the imperfections and characteristics that have be«i attributed to than' (1982  ̂

p.3). Edgerton's position, however, is to accept social construction but also to recognise the 

reality of the impairment.
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The history of learning difficulty is under-researched, itself a sign of marginalisatiorL 

Wol&nsba-gcr has discussed the difrcrcnt constructions of learning difficulty at different times 

in history : 'other', non-human, menace to society, object of ridicule, object of pity, burden of 

charity, eternal child, diseased, and dead or dying (1992). To the needs of the industrial 

revolution, discussed by Oliver (1990) and Ryan and Thomas (1987), Walmsly (1994) adds 

the development of literacy as a further process by which people with learning difficulties 

w a^ marginalised. Williams (1992) highlights that people with learning difficulties were not 

just characterised as Ailed workers but also Ailed parents. Brown (1994) demonstrates that 

people with learning difficulties were also segregated due to the percdved moral dangos of 

their sexuality. Eugenics and the 20th century mass incarcoation of people with learning 

difficulties have beoi analysed as a product of modonity (Radford, 1994) and of the social 

and economic needs of the capitalist y stan  (Williams and Walmsley, 1990). It is no accident 

that the 1913 Mental Deficiaicy Act occurred in the same poiod as the 1905 Aliens Act - a 

struggling syston, with fears about the quality of the population, was targeting the 'oiemy 

without' and the 'aiemy within'. The sc^xegoating purposes of the Act can be seoi in the link 

between fedxle-mindedness and recdpt of Poor Rdief. Only now is the social history of 

learning difficulties being recorded from the perspective of the people themsdves (e.g. 

Atkinson, 1993; Atkinson e/a/, 1997).

Williams (1989) opois a discussion about understanding people with learning difficulties as an 

oppressed group, though this discusaon has yet to fully devdop. (Some devdopment of the 

discusdon has taken place regarding disability in general, for example, in relation to nurdng 

practice; Northway, 1997). The common expaiaicc of people with learning difficulties is 

increadngly wdl-documented: congr^ation and segregation in large-scale institutions, or
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qxecial provision in thé community, such as hostds, group homes and day centres 

(Wolfensberger, 1972; Open Univerdty, 1990). The m^ority of adults with learning 

difficulties living independently in the community live in poverty (Davis et cd, 1993) and 

isolation (Flynn, 1989). In practice they lack citizendiip (Wakndey, 1991a) and thdr lives 

often have little soise of purpose (Jahoda and Cattermole, 1995; Brandon and Brandon,

1995). People with learning difficulties have beoi denied adult status (Joikins, 1989) and 

have had all aspects of thdr lives professionalised (Baistow, 1995). Until the devdopment of 

sdf-advocacy, people with learning difficulties had little opportunity to ^>eak for themsdves 

(Williams and Shoultz, 1982).

The oppression of people with learning difficulties is complicated by the existence of 

cognitive impairment. Application of the social theory to learning difficulty requires a 

dialectical ^xproach. French's discusdon (1993a) of the reality of an impairment which will 

not disappear through sodal or environmental manipulation is pertinent to learning difficulty. 

Discussion of the reality of inqxairment is new on the disability theory agoida (for example, 

Morris, 1996) and is necessarily cautious because of the risk of leaving the way opoi to a 

return to an individual ^proach. Whetha or not somdxxdy so labelled has an impairmoit can 

be a social construct. Womoi particularly were labdled as impaired and institutionalised due 

to what was considoed moral laxity and inability to support themsdves (Williams and 

Walmdey, 1990).

Nevotheless, the reality ofintdlectual and learning impairment for the nuyority so-labelled 

has to be imdostood in ordo* to understand the CTqxerience. Williams (1989) points out the 

need to distinguish between the social construction of learning disability as a problon and the
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specific needs of people with learning difficulties for social, economic and political support. 

An acknowledgonoit of the reality of impairment raises the question of severity of 

inqxairmoit. Sdf-advocacy has so Ar tended to only encompass people with less severe 

impainnents, though the boundaries are constantly moving (for example, Sanderson's 1995 

discusaon of the devdopment of self-advocacy opportunities for people with profound and 

multiple impairments). This chapter returns to this in reference to other forms of advocacy Qn 

section 6). It is a point particularly important in the discussion in ch^xters 4 and 5 about 

participation in research.

The social identity of people with learning difficulties is important in orda to understand the 

context for self-advocacy. People with learning difficulties are defined as in need of care and 

control, fisr thdr own and society's protection, and to justify this, inAntilised. 'Care and 

control' originates in the justification for early approaches to learning difficulty. An outline of 

the care and control ddxate in the period of the devdopmoit of policies on learning difficulty 

can be found in Cohen and Scull (1983) and Trait (1994).

^iproaches to people with learning difficulties have had both care and control dements to 

than. As Brown points out (1994), 19th century philanthropists, such as L'Arche, worked 

fi'om a rdigiops inqiaative, sedng a need to protect 'innocents' from sodety. On the otha 

hand, growing numbos of dispossessed, unemployable people raised the need for a 

sc^%oat. Polides also had to 'protect the outride world finm the scxâal, moral and "racnal" 

threat which people with learning difficulties were seai to rqxresent' (Williams, 1992, p. 152). 

Womoi with learning difficulties in particular were stoeotyped as 'immoral, carrios of 

venereal disease, bearers of defective childrai, promiscuous, ova-fertile and a cause of
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potential social, economic and moral decline...' {ibid, p. 153). These influences have been the 

ideological basis for service provision, rooted in an individual model of disability which sees 

these two needs of care and control as stemming fî om the disabled posoa Community care 

has inherited these functions. Though idealist, Foucault's ideas on sodal control (1980) are 

helpful for understanding the multi-Iayoed, all-povasive characta of control.

The powa of savices to maintain dependency and control is evident at all levds. The 

dependency of disabled people created by industrial sodety (Oliver, 1989) is particularly 

popetuated by services, where the ideology of care has predominantly meant taking 

responsibility (Morris, 1994). Bames argues that polides create dqxendoioy 'by not providing 

[disabled people] with the confidoice, practical and intellectual skills' (1990, p.203). 

Qcndinning has dononstmted the negative efrccts that polides can have, which in the 1980s 

'intensified scrutiny and control' by professionals and otha"s (1991, p.38). Baistow describes 

the 'colonisation of ordinary lifis' (1995, p.38), as allaqxects of life are problonatised, and 

profiîssionals develop career structures around the lives of people with learning diffieuMes.

lipdfys theory of'street-lovd bureaucracy' (Hudson, 1989) analyses the power of staff such

as social workers. In this theory, due to their exercise of discretion, fi'ont-line workos have

rignificant control over users. Aspis, a campaigns with learning difficulties, explains how

internalised oppresrion of people with learning difficulties gives staff power:

'...when growing up, people with learning difficulties learn that professionals are 
hdpful and supportive by the one to one attrition they recdve... The bare feet 
that a sovice provida nods or passively listens to a person with learning 
difficulties makes him or h a  fed valued.' (1997, p.653)
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Alongride the control must be remembered the 'care' - that many workers goiuinely want to 

better the lot of people with learning difficulties. Nevertheless, the structures and ideologies in 

which they operate are based on an individual model which militates against it.

Care and control are intimately linked to infantilisation. Jenkins (1989) demonstrates, through 

medical, psychological and behavioural models, law and popular conception, that the view of 

people with learning difficulties as eternal children is deeply ingrained in society. The power 

relations in the lives of people with learning difficulties involve femilies as wdl as savices; 

femilies will be discussed in chapter 3.

The reality of impairment and the social idaitity of people with learning difficulties have

inqxlications for their oppression, particularly in toms of thdr ability to fight back The theory

of learned hdplesaiess is useful here (Sdigman, 1975), suggesting that if people are

fi'equently in rituations over which they have no control, they can learn to bdieve that they

can do nothing to change things around them. Aspis exqiresses the reality of this socialisation,

curbing the ability to fight for abetter life:

Through the labdling process people with learning difficulties have had thdr 
expectations of life limited by other people. They are told to accqit what is 
"realistic" rather than having the challoige to go fisr something that is not 
available.' (1997, p.653)

Collectivity is also difficult because of the isolation of people with learning difficulties fi'om

eadi other and divisions made by services betweai difi^oit impairmoits (Chappell, 1994). I

discuss the normalisation prindple bdow, but one of its effects is disassodation of people

with learning difficulties fix)m each other, due to the conception of mixing with otha disabled

people as a problem.
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The balance to all this is that people do not just take it lying down'. There are many anecdotes 

of people in institutions sabotaging and resisting (e.g. Atkinson, 1993). Sdf-advocacy itself is 

an example of thousands of people with learning difficulties oiganiring. 'Empowerment' is the 

buzz-word of enlightened profesrionals encouraging a counter-balance to the control of 

others. It has a myriad of meanings (Sovian, 1996, found ten!) and is often used 

interchangeably with user involvement and sdf-advocacy.

Baistow (1995) suggests axqxowameat commonly moans dthor on individual aim, to be able 

to control your own life and take part in dvil sodety, or a collective tool to combat 

oppression. This broad interpretation of en^w om m t is talcon by, fer exanqile, Ramchoran 

or a/in  a collection addressing all ar^ccts of life (1997). Nevertheless, empowerment is very 

often given the narrower meaning of shifting power towards users of services (e.g. Winn, 

1990). Control is so pervasive that even enqxiwerment is fest becoming a tool of 

profesrionals and the justification for savice roles. As Baistow says, empowerment becomes 

someüüüg a powerless person needs doing to them - 'dedding vdio riiould bo empowered is a 

sign of poweri (1995, p.41). Dowson (1997) contrasts empowerment with taking power, 

arguing that there will be little diange without the latta. (This discussion is devdoped in 

section 7.)

Many disabled writers advocate collective action to adiieve social change (e.g. Oliva, 1990; 

Corbett, 1994). Sdf-advocacy is often seen by academics as having this purpose. Williams

(1989) and Walmsley (1994) both suggest sdf-advocacy as a way of achieving change. 

Howeva, employmoit of the sodal model in understanding sdf-advocacy necesritates a 

deeper analysis. This chapta goes on to discuss the devdopment of sdf advocacy, its claims.
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history and influences. I show that the oppresrion of people with learning difficulties is such 

that power ova self advocacy can lie in the hands of services, and often operates according 

to the individual model of disability (Goodley, 1997).

This section has discussed the limited zqiplication of the social model to learning difficulty. 

Use of the modd to understand self-advocacy necessitates an analysis of the oppression of 

people with learning difficulties and the care and control idoitity. People with learning 

difficulties do organise for a bctta life, but this discussion suggests that the pervasive control 

in their lives inqxacts also on thdr attcnqrts to organise. The ohrqita now goes on to examine 

the sdf-advocacy literature.

3. The sdf-advocacv literature

This section discusses the nature of the literature on sdf-advocacy. I begin by placing this 

literature in the context of the growing "politics of partidpation". I then discuss the dual nature 

of the literature and riiow that there is a focus on service change.

The last few decades have seen a development of the "politics of partidpation', recognised by 

popular media (for example, Livas, 1995; Ghazi, 1995) and academics. We are in an age 

which postmodernists characterise as the 'end of the expat' (Williams, 1994), including the 

rqection of claims to absolute knowledge. Bcrcsford and Croft (1993), champions of dtizcn 

involvement, explain that public partidpation has beoi on the agoida for 30 years. Anotha 

feature of the some period has been the cxpanmon of oral history and community publishing 

(Bomot, 1989). I will discuss more fully in chqita A how feminist ideas and the discourse
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within user involvement and disability research have challenged "ways of knowing* and who 

can be a knowef (e.g. Harding, 1987). It is within this context that the literature on self- 

advocacy must be viewed.

There is some empirical research in Britain on sdf-advocacy. Seventeoi years ago Crawley 

first investigated trainee committees in Adult Training Contres (1983), and her survey was 

rqxeated in 1986-7 (1988). Werthdma (1989) conducted a study of sdf-advocacy and 

fiuiiilies, interviewing parents of disabled people. Simons (1992a) has studied self advocacy in 

Bristol, acconqianied by a national ovoview of self-advocacy, drawing on the experience of 

the National Institute of Adult Continuing Education (NIACE) and the Bristol Advocacy 

Project (Sutcliffe and Simons, 1993). Sandoson (1995) has examined self-advocacy 

opportunities for people with profound and multiple inqiairments, and Stalker (1997) has 

carried out a case study of a self-advocacy group. In the pipeline is a Ph.D, ^iprairing sdf- 

advocacy in the lives of people with learning difficulties (Goodley, 1997).

There is a lade of theoiiring about sdf-advocacy. It is fiiequently put forward as a possible 

solution or s t r a ta  for change, as was seen in section 2, but the discusrion rarely goes 

beyond that to analyse self-advocacy itself. Exceptions are Walmsley and Downer (1997) and 

Goodley (1997), both discussed fiirtha later. Walmriey and Downa examine the divosity of 

identity of people with learning difficulties and the need fiar this to be incorporated in the sdf- 

advocacy movemoit. Goodley has ^ lie d  the social modd to sdf-advocacy, arguing that for 

it to be effective it needs to be practised fi'om this perspective rather than fix>m the individual 

modd.
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There is academic interest in related areas, for example, dioice-making (Spackman et al,

1995; Stalker, 1998). The analyris of experiences of women with learning difficulties (e.g. 

Williams, 1992) has led to academic support for a women's conference (Walmsley, 1993a) 

and the writing of a book by, with and about women with learning difficulties (see Walmsley, 

1997). Academics turn to self-advocacy groups for asristancc, for exanqile, Davidson Paine 

and Corbett (1995) in a study of gay men with learning difficulties. In the USA, academic 

interest has focused around, for example, self-advocacy training (Wolfe and Ofiesh, 1996), 

choice-making (Stanclifife, 1995), and peer-support (Rhoades et al, 1996).

Alongside academia, there is a wealth of material produced by those directly involved, 

describing and explaining sdf-advocacy, raising issues, charting history and achievements, and 

rqiorting on sdf-advocacy events. This material fells into two types: rqxirts, books and 

articles by practitioners; and motoial produced by people with learning difficulties themselves, 

dther by groups or individuals. The history of people with learning difficulties is usually 

presented from the pospective of othas. This is not the case with sdf-advocacy, thou^ 

much of their material is not professionally published or distributed.

Thus there are two ddxates taking place: one in an academic context and another among 

people with learning difficulties and thdr allies. The difficulty with access to publishing is 

indicative of the power imbalance in these ddxatoi. Novothdess, it is inqxortant that the allies 

include academics. For example, two conferences took place at the Open Univerrity in 1997 

on the social history of learning difficulty, with people with learning difficulties alongride 

acadonics and practitionos as both partidpants and presenters. As will be discussed in
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ch^)ter 4, thae is a growing number of academics involving people with learning difficulties 

in partidpatoiy research (to wMdi this thesis makes a significant contribution).

Ramcharan and Grant (1994) point out that academic literature reviews Xmû to oveiiook die 

pospective of disadvantaged people. Given the partidpatory nature of my research, it is 

appropriate that this chapter reviews the "non-academic" material.

Sdf-advocacy literature has tended to focus on infiuoidng sovices. This enconqxasses many 

aspects;

• individual planning (Sweoiey, 1991)

• shared action planning (Brechin and Swain, 1988)

• personal fixtures planning (Greasley, 1995)

• service brokerage (Nelson, 1991)

• quality action groups (MSUner, 1992)

• assessment and choice (People First, undated a and b)

• consultation (People First, 1993)

• involvement in planning (Harper, 1988)

• stafiftraining (Harding, 1995)

• selection of staff (Townriey and Macadam, 1996)

• service evaluation (People First London, 1994a)

• fighting cuts (Calderdale Advocacy, 1993)

User involvonent has been the subject of research and a great deal of discussion (e.g. Croft 

and Boesford, 1990; The U sa Centred Services Group, 1993). This fixais on services is 

considered to have achieved a change in service culture (Whittaka, 1996).
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An estimated 40-60% of adults with learning difficulties in Britain live with thdr femilies 

(Simons, 1992a). Deqiite this, the question of how self-advocacy inqiacts at home with 

femilies has beoi little investigated. Simons remarks that most learning difficulty research has 

focused on those people in residential sovices, so Nve know very little about the views and 

experiences of those who have remained at home' (1992a, p.65). A person's involvemoit in 

sdf-advocacy would inevitably have some sort of impact at home - no-one opoates within a 

vacuum. However, the few studies in this area (e.g. Wertheimer, 1989; Simons, 1992a) 

indicate that thoe has been little direct link made by those involved (as monbos or 

supportas) between sdf-advocacy groups and home life, and that any unconscious or indirect 

impact has been very mbced. These studies are reviewed in chapta 3.

This section has introduced the sdf-advocacy literature, showing that while thae is some 

academic interest thae is a wealth of material by people with learning difficulties. A m^or 

intoest in self-advocacy has beoi on services. Neverthdess, the discusrion of the claims of 

sdf-advocacy which follows in the next section shows that sdf-advocacy applies to femilies.

4. Th^ cJaiiii» of sdf-advocacv

This section dononstrates the coitralhy of autonomy, adulthood and the "whole of life" in die 

meanings and claims made for self-advocacy. Sdf-advocacy therdTy represents a rgection of 

the sodal meanings attached to learning difficulty. This section indicates that sdf-advocacy 

applies to femilies.
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People with learning difficulties have defined their own self-advocacy activities. While 

meanings are not homogenous, there are consistent themes:

• speaking up for yourself 

making dioices and dedrions 

bdng listoied to and taken soiously 

learning new skills and personal developmoit 

taking control of your life 

coming together to share ideas and gain strength 

hdping and rqiresendng others 

getting information

being treated as an adult and like anyone else 

rights, risks and responsibilities 

infiuendng and changing sovices at all levels 

canqiaigning against labels and attitudes 

taking up issues, such as woik, boiefits and sexuality 

sodal contact and support

joining with otha oppressed groups aiming for sodal change

• indqiendoice and being part of the real world

(Blade People First, 1994; Brown, 1992; Caldadale Advocacy, 1993; Huddersfidd People 

First, undated; Inclurion Intanational, 1996; Kurowski, 1993; People First, 1993 and 1994; 

People First London, 1994b; People First Manchesta, 1993a and 1993b; Simons, 1992a and 

1993a; Sutcliffe and Simons, 1993; Talbot, 1993; W athdm a, 1990; Young People First, 

undated and 1994).
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This is an extensive list, but clearly indicated is that sdf-advocacy is about all of life. Inclusion

International's committee of people with learning difficulties states this unequivocally:

'Self-advocacy is our gateway through to the real world. We want to be part of 
our own community, to share both the joys and sorrows life holds for all people.
We want to be the same as everyone d%\ (1996, p. 19)

Non-disabled sdf-advocacy campaigners have also defined sdf-advocacy. The key points 

onphasised are the twin aspects of speaking up and action for change (e.g. Cooper and 

Hersov, 1986). Also stressed is that sdf-advocacy should not be seen as a spedal activity 

confined to spedal times but is intended to impact on all aspects of life (e.g. Whittaker, in 

Werthdmer, 1988a; Dawson and Palmer, 1993).

Sdf-advocacy is about both individuals and groups. Cravdey (1990) offers a typology of 

groups, as seoi in chapta 1. Brandon et al say thae is 'considoable confurion between sdf 

and collective advocacy processes' (1995, p. 119), suggesting that sdf-advocacy implies 

individuality. It is cotoinly the case that many of the meanings of sdf advocacy ore individual. 

Nevothdess, it is the collective nature o f sdf-àdvûCàCy that is inq>Oftant - personal gains 

fi)llow, but it is fiom groups that people gain the strength, skills and confidence that enable 

then! to make changes in their lives. Bdng able to meet togetha gives the opportunity fi)r 

political action (Chappdl, 1994). The importance of this point will become dear in the 

discussion about the devdopmoit of sdf-advocacy in section 5.

Personal devdopmoit is the most commonly mentioned achievonait. People First Wales, for 

example, exists in port to "hdp us all gain confidence so we can oqsress oursdves' (Kurowdd, 

1993, p.2). At thdr 1993 conference, most of the Welsh groups counted maeased sdf- 

confidence among thdr achievements. They rqiorted that this made them fed more
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independent, more likely to want to take responsibility for themselves, more able to try to

take contiol Nancy Ward, involved in the self-advocacy movement for a long time, explains:

Before I became involved in self-advocacy, I did not see myself as a person and I 
had no sdf-confidence. Now I have learned to speak in public. Sdf-advocacy 
means sedng yoursdf as a poson and gaining confidence.'

(Nancy Ward, in W athdm a, 1990, p.4)

Making day-to-day décidons, dealing with practical problems, and having more control in 

evayday life are common aims and achievements (Simons, 1992a; People First Manchesta, 

1993a; Black People First, 1994). For many, sdf-advocacy is also about making big changes 

in thdr lives. Leaving home, independence, integration, personal rdafionrinps, jobs - these are 

all major issues (Southwaik Unity, 1995; People First Manchesta, 1993a).

There is also the question of rights. 'Rights are things that mean you should be treated feirly... 

Having rights means being the boss of your own life' (People First London, undated a, p. 15). 

People First Wales are thae to 'make sure we know about our rights, and understand than' 

(Kurowski, 1993, p.2). People First London have produced material to help people with 

learning difficulties undastand thdr rights (1994c) and to oq)lain rights unda the law 

(People First London, undated b). They explain. We have rights and these rights give us 

powa to change things [in] our lives' (1994c, p. 1). As Caldadale Advocacy suggest, otiias 

need to be educated in orda to understand that people with learning difficulties have rights: 

People knowing about our rights makes us fed more confident' (1993, p.32).

Risks and responsibilities are also important. People First Wales aim to 'make sure we are 

allowed to take risks, because that is how we learn to take more responability for oursdves' 

(Kurowski, 1993, p.2). One astute comment fix>m the Wdsh conference was, 'O tha people
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worry about us more than we do oursdves' (p.27). As Park says, 'We learn from past

experiences and mistakes, but if we are babied how the devil can we have past experioices

and mistakes?' (1985, p.42). People First London urge:

'Dont always wait for others to get things done for you because that is not 
having your own responsibility. Get things going yoursdf. Use your common 
sense'. (1994b, p.5)

Family life is discussed in self-advocacy groups, although not voy oftoi. The commonest

theme is the denial of everyday dioice and autonomy, sudi as dq>icted by the Something to

Say project (1987) and the Young Women's Group at Elfrida Rathbone Islington (undated).

People with learning difficulties who spoke to Cooper and Hosov (1986) fdt hdd back by

parents, having to prove themsdves before they woe allowed to do things, and woe

frustrated at being treated difieroitly from siblings. Indusion Intonational's committee of

people with learning difficulties pays significant attoition to femilies:

'Our fiimilies are the most inqxortant people in our lives. They will always be 
there for us but they sometimes have to accept that we are adults like them and 
need to make our own decisions and have our own say. T h ^  need to leam to let 
us take risks and not to ova protect us. Our femilies give us our idoitity or place 
in life. \^thout them life can be very difficult.' (1996, p. 19)

Bdng able to leave home is also important and clearly has implications for femilies. At two 

conferoices of people with learning difficulties, supportas, staff and parents at the King's 

Fund (Whittaka, 1991), a discussion was hdd on hdping parents let go of thdr adult 

children. It was Mt that most parents want to see thdr of^ring become more indqiendent 

but fed anxious when people start speaking up. Marriage, divorce and childrai w ae 

particulariy stidty questions. Lowa Edge day centre group recorded. We've talked about 

paraits stopping us gating engaged' (Calderdale Advocacy, 1993, p.36).
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Adulthood is sometimes ejqilicit: Huddersfidd People First cite Parents that won't let us 

grow up' as a problem (undated, p.5), while participants at the 1993 Welsh conference fât 

that 'some parents can be difficult sometimes - they don't think we are grown up - they do not 

recogdse us as adults in our own right' (Itoowsld, 1993, p, 18). People First London's list of 

rights includes, *You have the right to be treated as an adult who can and who does make 

decisions about your own life' (1994c). Young People First was a project which concmtrated 

on hdping young people with learning difficulties attain adult status (Young People First, 

undated).

Rights, responsibilities, risks, choices, control, confidoice, Independence' - these are the key 

aspects of self-advocacy. All these aspects raise the issue of autonomy. Stainton defines 

autonomy as "the cq)acity to fi^rmulate and pursue plans and purposes which are sdf- 

determined' (1994, p.21). Tndqxoidence' as used in the sdf-advocacy literature has a broad 

meaning, fi'om going on buses to leaving home. Control seems to be the key to the meaning 

of indq)endaice. in practical toms, it does not mean surviving alone without hdp, but having 

control over that hdp. This distinction between indq)endence and autonomy is discussed by 

Oliver (1990) and French (1993b). It is independence fi'om the control of others rather than 

independence fi’om hdp that people sede In the sdf-advocacy literature, 'indqxendoice' can 

therefore be taken to mean autonomy.

Though people with learning difficulties rardy use the term, autonomy is clearly the aim of 

many of the claims of sdf-advocacy. People with learning difficulties are more likely to use 

the toms 'indq^aidoicc' and bdng an 'adult'. Walmsley found that for her reqxondents these 

two concq>ts were interchangeable (1991b). For most of us, adulthood and autonomy are
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seen as synonymous. As Barron asserts, *we genoally associate the onset of adulthood with 

increased autonomy in everyday life' (1997, p.225). People with learning difficulties explicitly 

state that having their adulthood recognised is an aim of sdfadvocaey, especially in rdation 

to families. I therefore contend that adulthood has a central place in sdf-advocacy, both in the 

oq)licit statonents and implicitly in the claims of sdf-advocacy for autonomy.

Claims to adulthood inevitably have important implications for femilies. In an extensive i^wrt 

on the transition to adulthood. Morrow and Richards (1996) discuss the involvonent of 

femilies in supporting the transition. Youniss and Smollar (1985) contoid that the child's 

devdopment to adulthood occurs through relationships within the femily (as wdl as with 

peers and others). Family theory and the transition to adulthood will be discussed in fell in the 

licxl chuter. Tliese daims to autonomy and adulthood are particularly important whoi the 

social idoitity of learning difficulty is considered . Section 2 diowed that the social idoitity is 

tied up with notions of care, control and infantilisation Sdf adv ocacy therefore represents a 

rejection of the meanings attached to learning diffiodty.

The conclusion from this discussion of the claims of sdf-advocacy is therefore that sdf- 

advocacy is to do with the whole of life, with adulthood occupying an inqxirtant position. 

Sdf-advocacy therdiy challenges the social identity of learning difficulty discussed so fer. 

These dements of sdf-advoca(ty furtho imply that sdf-advocacy qqilies to femilies. The next 

section discusses the devdopment of sdf-advooacy, in order to examine how the meanings of 

sdf-advocacy and issues of control have played out in its devdopmoit.
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6. The devdopment of sdf-advocacv

This section traces the history of sdf-advocacy in Britain, connecting its devdopment to 

movemoits internationally, to otha forms of advocacy, and to the policy developments of 

community care, normalisation and user-involvonent. I show that people with learning 

difficulties have recdved the support of professionals from the beginning. The profesrional 

hdp has been a double edged sword: both enabling sdf-advocacy to grow but also enabling 

influence to frill into the hands of services. This infiuoice can be benevolent, though still 

restrictive if based on the individual modd. Services have been able to pull sdf-advocacy in 

the direction of user involvement. Inevitably, givai the place services have in tiie lives of 

many people, changing than will be of great concan. Nevothdess, this focus has taken 

attoition from otha a^cets of people's lives (those aspects oovice workers know loss about) 

and enabled service systems to ©cert control ova the movement. I examine the advisers' role.

Sdf-advocacy has a 30-year history. Its origins can be traced to the 1950s and 1960s, a 

period of increased confidence, whoi civil rights, national liberation and revolutionary 

struggles swept the globe. These movonents touched most oppressed sections of society, 

from disabled war veterans to revolutionary black youth, struggling for the economic and 

social reforms they had beoi promised. The devdopment of disabled people's organisations, 

such as the Union of the Physically Impaired Against Segregation, was part of this. Exposés 

of coixlitions and abuse in institutions (Morris, 1969), new research into tire potential of 

people with learning difficulties and the developmoit of new therapies (O'Connor and Tizard, 

1956; Clarke and Clarke, 1958), and the economic costs of large-scale institutions (Scull, 

1977), all added to a new impetus to change conditions fiar people with learning difficulties.
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It is within this context that the arrival of self-advocacy can be placed (Whittaker, 1996). The 

first sdf-advocacy groups met in Sweden in the 1960s, around a network of Idsure clubs. In 

1968 the first recorded national conference of 20 people with learning difficulties took place, 

followed in 1970 with a conference attended by 50 representatives fi’om Sweden and 

Denmark (Whittaker, 1996). Williams and Shoultz (1982) ©qplain how in the USA small 

groups of people with learning difficulties moving out of institutions in Ndpraska set up 

support groups in the community.

The year 1971 was an inqx>rtant one in Britain. Following the ethical and economic 

arguments against institutions, the govemmoit publidied a White Paper, B etta  Sovices fî r 

the Mentally Handicapped' (Departmoit of Health and Social Security, 1971). Though no 

great l i ^  fix sdf-advocacy, its general principles embodied some notion of people with 

learning difficulties having rights. The same year, 1971, also saw the start of two highly 

influential organisations, the King's Fund Mental Handicap Project, and the Campaign fiar 

MentaUy Handioqpped People (CMH - now Values Into Action), both committed to 

empowering people with learning difficulties. These organisations were champions of 

normalisation, and were instrumental in bringing the theories developed in Sweden and the 

USA (Nirje, 1972; Wolfoisberga, 1972) to Britain It was these profisssionals and 

canqpaigners who initiated the high-profile sdf-advocacy devdopments in Britain

Normalisation began in Sweden, as a pragmatic policy to give people with learning difficulties 

normal living conditions and the same rights as otha dtizois. Wolfensberga, in the US, took 

these ideas and theorised about a process of social devaluation, which he argued needed to be 

addressed by:
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'...the enablement, establishment and/or defense of valued social roles for people - 
particulariy for those at value risk - by using, as much as possible, culturally 
valued means'. (Wolfensberger, 1992, p.32)

The ideas of Wolfensbager have been highly influoitial in the US and Britain. A purity of 

teaching Wolfensbergefs texts has developed Wndi has attempted to stifle ddpate (see 

Brown and Smith, 1992), but inqportant critidans have beoi made. The theory is critidsed 

for promoting conformity to the roles and culture of an oppressive sodety (Elks, 1995). 

Chappell (1992) argues that normalisation feils to give a motoialist theory of disability, and is 

based on inqproving sovices ratha than addresring the material conditions and powa 

relations which shape people's lives. Although a social theory in that it deals with sodetal 

values, the theory assumes disability and social values as given and that the pason with 

learning difficulties has to change (Qeeson, 1997).

Wolfdisbager's position on self-advocacy is contradictory. Whaeas Nirje suggests self-

determination, Wolfensberga subordinates personal prefeoices to prescribed standards of

behaviour - the 'consovatism corollary', Wiodpy within a certain range of optiorrs an

individual should be oicouraged to choose the most consavative (Parin and Nirje, 1989).

W olfensbaga originally appeared to see a value in sdfdirected groups:

'Thae is no doubt that s^regation is a danga, but this danga must be balanced 
against the important functions these [selfrdirected] groups perform'.

(1972, p. 186)

Howeva, his theory encourages mbdng with valued others ratha than people with learning 

difficulties, which cuts aaoss the ability of people to organise. The teaching of normalisation 

focuses only on services and encourages them to devdop according to the normalisation 

principle ratha than the wants of people with learning difficulties (e.g. Wolfensberga and 

Thomas, 1994).
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Nevertheless, normalisation was one of the qaurs to the policy which supported an 'ordinary 

life' for people with Icaming difficulties, and helped sot the conditions in which sdf advocacy 

took root. Crawley (1988) is ocplicit in her bdief that part of the reason for the development 

of self-advocacy groups was a shift in attitudes in line with normalisation.

In 1971 and 1972, CMH organised tsNO Participation conferences. Our Life snài Listen 

(Shearer, 1973). These events, following the lead of the Swedish initiatives, made clear how 

much had to be done to challenge attitudes and struggle away ftom the sometimes horrific 

e?q)aiences described. The discussion was about fomilies as much as services, but 

piofessiuiuils, following tlieir own inteiests and influenced by normalisation, came away with 

the conchition that sdf-advocacy should be established in S0"vices.

The influence of these initiatives ^ e a d  to North America, where staff organised a conforence 

in 1973 in BritWi Columbia, followed in 1974 by a conference run by people with learning 

difficulties themselves in Or^on, attended by 560 people (Wertheimer, 1990). The 

organising group called itself People First. Aft^ the conforence they organised workshops 

and launched a newsletter (Heath et al, 1978), and the second conferaice in 1975 was 

attended by 750 people. The 1970s also saw several meetings in Australia, establishing a 

movement known as Tifth Strand'. The international flavour of sdf advocacy is demonstrated 

in Dybwad and Bersani's 1996 collection of sdf-advocacy stories fl’om around the world. The 

first int^national conference was hdd in 1984, with participants fl"om the USA, Canada, 

Australia and the UK. The third international conformée in 1993 had participants fi'om 27 

diffdmt countries (People First Mandiest^, 1993a).
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In the USA, People First grew up only loosdy associated with services. There was 

considerable support from parent organisations such as the Associations for Retarded 

Citizens (Williams and Shoultz, 1982). The parent led organisation, the International League 

of Sodetics for Mentally Handic^ped Persons (now Inclusion International), invited 30 

people with learning difficulties to run a session at their World Congress in 1982 (Dybwad, 

1997).

In Britain most self-advocacy initiatives took place in services. An early example is the survey 

of views of users carried out by Wandsworth Council in 1974 (Williams and Shoultz, 1982). 

Work in the late 1970s in day centres uncovered the phmomenon of user committees 

(Whelan and Speke, 1979). In 1980, Crawley carried out a national survey of all day cmtres

(1983). She found that 22% of centres had committees, mainly conconed with centre issues 

such as dining arrangements and toilets.

During the 1980s, tha-e was a rapid e^^mnsion of user and sdf advocacy movemmts, fighting 

against poor quality sévices and arguing that people should be enabled to take control for 

thenselves (Beresfr)rd and Croft, 1993; ft>r exanq)les of initiatives, see Beresfbrd and 

Harding, 1993). The learning difficulty model of sdf-advocat^ devdoped at the same time as 

timilar movemmts among other groups, such as people with mental distress (Survivors Speak 

Out, 1988) and older people (Dunning 1995).

In 1986-7 Crawley repeated her surv^ (1988) and found that the percentage of centres with 

committees had increased to 60%, while there w ee also some groups in hoq)itals (27%). 

While most still discussed cmtre-based questions, there was now discussion of policy.
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staffing, and issues such as labelling. Achievements were recorded in the m^orhy of cases, 

such as changes in sovice practice and personal developmmts for the people with learning 

difficulties.

Wertheimer describes the advent of an indqmdmt People First in 1984 as a turning point

(1990). Organisations such as the King's Fund and CMH provided vital financial and practical 

support to these early devdopments. People First London mcouraged the formation of othCT 

groups and linked them together (King's Fund, 1985). Ideas have bem disseminated through 

newsletters, confd-ences and workshops (e.g. People First, 1994; Pippet, 1990; Wertheima-,

1990). There are now national People First organisations in Irdand, Wales and Scotland. 

There have been attonpts to set up an England People First, and now initiatives to launch 

People First UK (Holman, 1997). An indication of the maturity of the movement is that 

People First London is able to admit to difficulties and to learning from a problmoatic year 

(People First London, 1997).

Devdopmmts in sdf-advocacy took place as part of an important progression in the 

campaigns for people with learning difficulties to have an ordinary life. The role of CMH in 

learning lessons from othoa, particularly the USA, and encouraging devdopments ha^ (e.g. 

Thomas et al, 1978; Wertheima", 1986), has bear complemented by the initiatives of the 

King's Fund. In particular, the publication yf/r Ordinary Life in 1980; had a profound effect on 

the thinking of many health and social services dq)artmaits (Whittaker, 1996). The key was 

aiming for people with learning difficulties to move 'in the mainstream of life', which included 

the same range of choices as any citizen' (King's Fund, 1982, p. 8). This was followed hyAn
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Ordinary Working life  (King's Fund, 1984) and Ties and Connections (Tyne, 1988) making 

the same demands for people's day-times and rdationships.

As People First London celd^rate their 14th birthday in 1998, th ^  can boast a victorious 

battle for charitable status, establishment as a limited compare, and many specific projects, for 

example on sexuality, civil rights and accessible information (Sex and Rdationships Project, 

undated; People First London, undated b and c). In addition, there is sovice-related work; 

con^laints, assessment, housing, social work training and evaluations (People First, 1994, 

undated a and b; People First London, 1994c and undated a; Whittaker et ail, 1991).

At this stage, sdf-advocacy tmds to dominated by white mm (Walmdey and Downo*, 1997). 

There has bem some attmtion within People First to the intamts of q)ecific groups; women, 

black people, people with Downs Syndrome and young people (Walmsley, 1993 a; Womm 

First, undated; Black People First, 1994; Johnson, 1997; People First, 1995; Young People 

First, 1994), Outside People First there are specific initiatives such as the Black Frimdly 

Group (Walmsley and Downer, 1997) and the Powahouse, a group organising against abuse 

(The Powerhouse 1996).

A later development in sdf-advocacy was advocacy projects, for exan(q)le. Learning Disability 

Manchester Advocacy Project (Manchester People First and LD-MAP, 1997). These are 

mainly indepmdmt projects, though ofim with finance and support fi’om services. In 1993 

Sutcliffe and Simons drew a picture of self-advocacy devdopmmts. They reported a range of 

imtiatives, fiom user committees in savices, to womm's g^ups, groups for black people, 

canq)aigning groups and independent advocacy projects. Aims and achievemmts of sdf-
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advocacy groups are recorded in a number of their own publications (e.g. Kidderminster 

First, 1989; Manchester People First, 1994; People First Wales, 1996) and reports of events 

at which groups have qx)ken on their progress (e.g. Whittaker, 1991). Tha-e are efforts to 

involve people with more complex disabihties (WWttakw, 1993). There are now generic 

projects developing, joining togetha’ different forms of advocacy and differait groups of 

people (e.g. Fairdeal, 1996).

Sdf-advocacy by people with learning difBculties does not stand alone. Brandon et al (1995) 

examine seven types of advocacy: professional, service professional, advocacy by femilies, 

sdf-advocacy, dtizen advocacy, peer and collective advocacy. Citizen advocacy is the most 

devdoped. It grew out of normalisation and the pacdved need to protect highly vulnerable 

people. This is a form of advocacy involving the partnership of a non-disabled person with a 

person with learning difQcuhies. Citizen advocacy b^an in the 1960s, based on principles set 

by Wolfensberger and O'Brien (Advocacy Alliance, 1985). The principles underline a need for 

a long-term relationship. Many projects have grown up tied to these principles and redsting 

aiQF deviation. However, Simons (1993b) argues for a midway between rigidity and 

abandoning values. This tendency is breaking down as some projects devdop new methods 

(such as diort-term relationshÿs) and link with sdf-advocacy (Giles, 1996).

Another important dimmsion to the sdf-advocacy movement has bem pasonal testimonies. 

The recording of life stories is an activity which echoes the movemmts of other oppressed 

groups, in which the histories of people who have traditionally bem writtm about in terms of 

the dominant ideology in society have bem rewrittm by those people thmnsdves (e.g. Bryan 

et al, 1985). Important landmarks in po’sonal stories were TTw World o f Nigel Hunt by Nigd
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Hunt in 1966 and Tongue-Tiedhy Josq)h Deacon in 1974. The tradition has continued, for 

cxonq)le, with the publication of Edie Wildeÿs story (1987), an anthology of life stories and 

views (Atkinson and Williams, 1990) and the recording of people's experiences of institutions 

and community care (Atkinson, 1993).

Sdf-advocacy has undoubtedly been difficult for femilies. Whittaker (1996) eq>lains that 

naany parents saw the new moves as threatming, but she also knew parents who welcomed 

sdf-advocacy as something they had always wished for. A study day in 1979, hdd by Parents 

for Childrm and the King's Fund, agreed that young people with learning difficulties diould 

have the same rights and choices as thdr siblings, and recommended on advocacy scheme bo 

set up to hdp people get their rights and take on responabiHties (King Edward's Hospital 

Fund for London, 1980). Mencfqa established a Participation Forum {Parents Voice, 1983). 

Some advocacy projects have tried to involve parents in the groups to overcome fears 

(Shouhz, 1994), and otbos have made an effort to explain self advocacy to parents (Dawson 

and Palmer, 1994). However, despite these efforts, and deqnte the evident broad meaning of 

self-advocacy, I have found few mmtions of feinilies in the self-advocacy literature.

It is here that the oppresrion of people with learning difficulties becomes inqx)rtant. One of 

the most rignificant aspects of life for the mqority of people with learning difficulties is the 

service system, from national policy to local services to front-line workers. I have already 

discussed the power services have in the lives of people with learning difficulties. As sdf- 

advocacy has devdoped, so has the interest of service workers. Staffhave become aware o f . 

the need to hdp thdr users devdop choicemaking skills (University ofSouthanqrton, 1994) 

and sdf-esteem (M od^, 1994). Enlightened workers hove set up odfradvocacy groups, often
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calling them People First to ally to that movement, but in feet still service-based. Service 

worka’s have maintained a significant influence as fiie channd through which information 

passes to groups. All of this, although wdl-intentioned, has lead to such a burgeoning inteost 

in user involvmient that other aspects of self-advocacy have bem put in the shade.

When the King’s Fund Information Exchange on sdf-advocacy devoted an issue to 

achievements, all the contributions from difidmt self-advocacy groups w ae alwut changes in 

services (Whittaker, 1992). Individual Planning (e.g. Swemey, 1991), Shared Action 

Planning (Brechin and Swain, 1988) and Personal Futures Planning (Greasley, 1995) are 

opportunities by which people can achieve control and have led to attenqxts to hdp people get 

real control in some areas. Service brokmage is anothm devdopment aiming to place the usm 

in a position to control the finances and buy thdr own services, with the hdp of a personal 

support network (Brandon and Towe, 1989). Elemmts of this idea can be found in the Direct 

Payments legislation now allowing people to purchase thdr own services (Kestenbaum,

1996).

Sdf-advocacy groups are involved in staff reouitment, training and consultation (e.g. 

Townsley and Macadam, 1996; Harding, 1995; People First Wales, 1996), while others 

discuss policy issues such as education, employmmt, wages, transport, and housing (Brown, 

1992). The precedent for evaluating services was s&t by People First London (Whittaker et at,

1991). Now groups up and down the country take part in such research (such as the 

collection of examples by Whittaker, 1997). Howevm, despite all these examples, Simons 

(1993c) found that many people in service-based groups ̂  that they did not have much 

power. Devdopment is isolated and patchy.
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It is important to be clear that sdf-advocacy and uses involvement are not the same thing. 

User involvanmt can be part of self-advocacy, and for many people it is cleaiiy central to it. 

But people with learning difficulties are not usms of services all the time - some are not users 

at aU - and self-advocacy is, as has bem seen, about something much wid^. Barnes and 

Shandlow (1996) point out that evm groups in smvices have objectives beyond a narrow 

service focus. Sdf-advocacy and user involvement are too often sem as synonymous, 

providing a way of smvices controlling sdf-advocacy.

Not all service interest has bem bmevolmt. Some staff may be fearful of sdf-advocacy: 

Crawley describes "the ffeding of loss of control and the subsequent fears that everything will 

go disastrously wrong* (1990, p. 103). Brown bdieves that thme is too much 'smug 

didionesty: profesdonals feding good because they are mUghtened and radical mough to 

"listm" to the service users' (1987, p.2). Brandon makes a amilar point, fearing that sdf- 

advocacy does nothing more than make oppresâon fed dightly bettm. Just tinkmng with a 

day Centre, for example, whm people really want a job and a living wage, *is sinqjly putting 

vdvet on the existing handcuffe' (Brandon, 1988, p.2).

Dowson's important book Keeping it Safe (1990) was a warning that self-advocacy is *fest 

becoming no more than an accessory for feshion-conscious services', whme professionals are 

"trivialising and neutralising’ what could otherwise be an important movement with great 

potential for change (p.2). He looks at a number of ways in which smvices can hold on to 

power. Sdf-advocacy is givm a slot in the tim^able, with smvices choosing whm it happms 

and who g o ^  putting people in sdf-advocacy groups because it will be good for thm:!, or 

taking thmi out as punishment. Sdf-advocacy is deemed to require training first. The smvice
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sets the rules, controls the information, and decides where the self-advocacy group has a role. 

A more overt way in which services try to control sdf-advocacy is by direct challenge - "you 

can only speak for yoursdÇ you're not rq)resentative'. Yet as Harrison (1993) and Beresfbrd 

and Campbell (1994) have pointed out, mai^ users actively attempt to consult and dect 

spokespeople.

Aq)is (1997) argues that the ddHs taught to people with learning difficulties do not equip 

then to gain effective change. They rdy on communication skills and the promotion of moral 

rights which are not backed up by law, rathe* than campaigning skills and knowledge about 

power structures. She argues that this means that the achievements of sdf-advocacy are 

laigely cosmetic and rdiant on goodwill. As one req>ondent said to Simons (1993c): It's kiss 

the bosses'.

The advent of community care l^islation has given a new inq)etus to service providers and 

purchasers to seek the views of usms. I he Social Services Inq)ectorate said of the 1990 NHS 

and Community Care Act, *The rationale for this reorganisation is the onpowerment of users 

and carms' (Social Services Inspectorate, 1991). However, as pointed out by many writers 

(e.g. Barnes and Wistow, 1992; Hasler, 1994; Philpot, 1993), the legislation does not 

promote user-led, user-run services. What was introduced were market prindples - users 

become consumes and speak up in that capadty. Unlike the conditions that led to the 1971 

White Paper, the 1970s onwards have seen economic recesdon and succesdve cuts in wd&re 

spending. The political ideology bdiind the l^islation is expansion of the private sector and 

individual respondbility.
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Wistow argues that the rhetoric of choice has not been matched by reality:

The promotion of choice and indepmdence is inextricably bound up with 
funding adequacy. Choice is limited by the range and levd of smvices available 
and the access to indq)endent living options is restricted by cost ceilings placed 
on domidliary care packages.' (1994, p.9)

The contract culture has led to a fiagm^itahpn of providon of sovices. Mencjq) describes 

community care as Briiam's Oilwr Lottery (Singh, 1995). Consultation has marginalised 

people with learning difficulties (Bewley and dmdinning, 1994). The qdrit of choice and an 

ordinary life are still bdng pudied by organisations such as VIA and the King's Fund, both in 

reddmtial services (Collins, 1992; Kinsdla, 1993) and day smvices (Wertheimer, 1996).

The 1980s saw a shift in political ideology and social policy, with an emphasis from the New 

Right on privatisation and consumm voice, rather than local authority providon and 

collectivity. This shift has mcouraged a dual qsproach to user involvemmt (Croft and 

Beresford, 1990; Bausfbrd and Croft, 1993). There is the consumerist approach, built into 

legidation, couched in terms of market preferences and the right to exit if you do not like it. 

Then thac is the empowerment approach, concerned with collectivity and rights, and with 

change in ffie whole of life. These contrasting approaches are highlighted by, for example, 

Taylor et at (1995) and Barnes and Walker (1996). The govemmmt, through service 

manages and purchases, thus emphadses the individual's rdationship with the sevice, 

l ẑiausG of both the individual modd of disability and the need to dilute oppodtion. Howeve, 

attempts to influence sevices individually will always be limited. Individuals can be 

persuaded, ignored and divided off against each othe. CoDectivdy, people have strengffi, can 

maintain a consciousness of what others want as wdl as Itensdves; and can tackle broade 

issues. From the discusdon so fer, it is clear that the collective dm im t to sdf-advocacy is 

vital as fer as those involved are concerned.
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One undoubted result of the community care reforms, however, is that smvices now have to

consult their users. Simons warned in 1992 of the risk that services would ignore the way

people already speak up and substitute thdr own mechanians, and that services could supply

resources as a way of cutting across indq^mdoice (1992b). George (1995) ^ e s  an example

of an authority setting up a user bureau wdien thme was already a user group. Stalker found,

in her case study of a smvice-based Membms' Council (1997), issues of power and control,

with parametms to choice-making set by the service. Contracting has raised levds of control

ovCT independent advocacy projects, with service agreements tying the project aims to service

interests. One project explains this reality:

'On sevCTal occasions it has been said by deddon-makms "Wlty fund an 
organisation that only makes our life more difficult?"... Several advocacy projects 
have recently been "told off' for carrying out advocacy work in areas of "political 
sensitivity" like budget cuts, digibility mtmia and "normal lirnits".'

(Fairdeal, 1996, p. 11)

People with learning difficulties are in an anomalous porition. The feet of thdr oppression 

means that they are oftm unable to get started without support. Drake (1997) suggests three 

roles for non-disabled supportms of the disability movemmt: exposing, through research, the 

disabling aspects of sodety; supplying resources; and responding to requests for hdp. I 

suggest that people with learning difficulties will often also need someone to introduce ideas 

and fedlitate the beginnings of sdf-advocacy.

A crucial role is that of the adviser, the usually non-disabled fedlitator of a sdf-advocacy 

group. Worrell (1988) and Dowson and Whittaker (1993) have written advice for advisms. 

Advised are often volunteers, or employees of indepcndort advocacy schemes - such are the 

advisers to groups in Manchester, for example (Mandiestm People First and LD-MAP,
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1997). Advisers may have learning difficulties themselves and be supported by a non-disabled 

co-worko*, such as those enqiloyed by People First London. Many advisers, howevm, are 

service workms. People with learning difficulties have e?q)ressed the need for advisms to be 

indqWcnt;

'...the adviser needs to be someone who is always on the group's side - someone 
they can trust. This will be very difficult if the adviser is not indq>mdent and has 
to answer to some higher authority who also have control ov&r group members'.

(Dowson and Whittaker, 1993, p. 14)

In dioit, advisers, "in giving help, are also best placed to act as agents of control onbdialf of 

the service ̂ stan ' (idid, p2).

The role of advisers is very little researched (Walmsley, 1997). Goodley (in press) carried out 

an ethnogr^hic study of four self-advocacy groups. He found no 'good' and 'bad' advisers, 

and argues against assumptions about advisers' abilities to support a group based o i^  on their 

structural position (staff role = bad adviser). Stalker's case study of a self-advocacy group 

(1997) tends more to anphasise the influence of a service setting. Dowson and Whhtakm 

point out that on the whole advisers bdieve in sdf-advocacy. The problem, according to 

Goodley (1997), centres around the understanding of disability eqx)used by the advism. This 

applies to seyice-based and indq>endent advisers alike. He contends that it is the dominant 

individual modd that threatens to stifle sdf-advocacy, which would be better practised fiom 

the sodal modd position.

This is without doubt true. An advism coming fljom the individual modd will support the 

right of people to have thdr views heard, but will ultimatdy see the problems people fece as 

coming fl"om thdr inq)airmmt, and that thdr achievmamt will only be able to go so fer. Sdf- 

advocacy practised fl’om the social model position would see problems as resulting fix)m
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material conditions, funding, poverty, support-levels etc., and would hdp people to fight for 

bettCT conditions. A sdf-advocacy movement rooted in the social modd would be more able 

to withstand efforts of smvices to control it and more effective as an agent against oppression. 

But this is the nub of the problem: the oppression of people with learning difficulties is such 

that they do not always have sufficient control of their groups or access to dd)ates about 

theory and strategy. (Research into how much sdf-advocacy activists are actually aware of 

such ideas as disability theory would be interesting.) The work of Stalker (1997) suggests that 

evm a drilled indqjmdent adviser cannot ovmcome the influmce of the service.

AsçAs argues that sdf-advocacy has become ’a tool to support people with learning difficulties 

to accq>t their position in sodety*, to 'accept the best out of a bad deal' (1997, p.653). Sdf- 

advocacy is, in her view, *moddled on the internalised oppresdon of people with learning 

difficulties' (p.653). This is an important allegation fi-om a sdf-advocacy activist.

Self-advocacy is tuU of contradictions. Much of current practice is influenced by the individual 

modd of disability, as it takes place in a service systmi and sodety which still largely operates 

on that modd. The oppresdon of people with learning difficulties is such that evm thdr own 

movement is in large part in the hands of others. However, much of the support offered to 

sdf-advocacy is gmuindy rooted in a wish to empower people with learning difficulties, and 

(if not yet consdously) advisers and others are groping towards a sodal understanding of 

disability. The oppresdon feced by people with learning difficulties means they need tire 

strength of others in the same fight: sdf-advocacy supporters, the wider disability movement 

and smvice workms in thdr organisations.
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8. Conclusion

People with learning difficulties are a highly oppressed group, whose experiences are made 

more complex by the reality of inq?ainnents which make it easier to both justify and 

perpetuate oppression. The sodal identity of people with learning difficulties is characterised 

by a deq)ly-ingrained perceived need for them to be cared for and controlled. Integral to this 

process and part of its justification is infantilisation. Self advocacy, on the other hand, claims 

autonomy and adulthood. It thus challenges the popular identity of people with learning 

difficulties. I have diown, howevm, in the discussion of the development of sdf-advocacy, 

that the oppression of people with learning difficulties is such that even sdf advocaty is itsdf 

vulneable to the power of services and the int^ests of social control.

This ch^)ter has indicated that most attmtion in the sdfiadvocacy literature has bem paid to 

influencing services. The devdopment of sdf advocacy has bem subject to influences which 

have pulled it in a service orientation. Neverthdcss, the meanings of sdf-advocacy for people 

with learning difficulties cleariy point to self-advocacy bdng about the whole of life, winch 

therefore includes femilies.

I have shown that tha-e are signiflcant g ^ s  in the litmature reviewed in this chapter. The 

application of the social modd of disability to people with learning difficulties is still new. 

Though begun tm  years ago, thme is only a little discussion (e.g. Williams, 1989; Chappell, 

1992; Walmsley, 1994), and a anaD amount of work applying the modd to particular areas 

(e.g. Chappdl, 1994, on flimddnp; Goodley, 1997, on self-advocacy). This t h ^  makes a 

contribution to the application of the social modd to people with learning difficulties.
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There is particularly a lade of theorising about sdf-advocacy itsdf. The sdf-advocacy 

literature is overwhelmingly in the manner of rqx)rts, manuals, examples of practice and ideas 

for skills development. Exceptions are the warnings made by, for example, Aspis (1997) and 

Dowson (1990). Academic interest in analysing sdf-advocacy is feirly unusual. Writers from 

different perspectives liavc argued for sdf-advocacy to be understood as part of normalisation 

(e.g. Crawley, 1988), a route towards dtizmship (e.g. Barnes and Shardlow, 1996), a  

mechanism for user involvement in services, especially in Une with community care (e.g. Jack, 

1995), and a movement to fight against oppresdon (e.g. Williams, 1989). Sdf-advocacy is 

put forward as a possible strategy for change but the discusdon rardy goes beyond that to 

analyse sdf-advocacy itsdf Notable exceptions are Walmsley and Downer's discusdon of the 

possibilities for sdf-advocacy to incorporate divmdty of identity (1997); and Goodley's 

^plication of the social modd to self-advocacy (1997), arguing that for it to be effective it 

needs to be practised from this pmspective rather than fi'om the individual modd. This thesis 

is an important contribution to the new theoretical discusdon about sdf-advocacy.

Mostly clearly, thme is an absence of analysis of the application of sdf-advocacy to femilies. I 

have so fer only refmred to the very anall literature on this, to indicate the subject's neglect, 

and I discuss it in more detail in diapter 3. My investigation of sdf-advocacy and femilies is 

thecfore a dgnificant contribution to the literature on sdf-advocacy.

The next ch^)ta‘ continues the literature review, turning to the literature on femilies with 

people with learning diffiailties and the trandtion to adulthood, and rdating these to sdf- 

advocacy. It discusses the fisw studies of sdf-advocacy and femilies.
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Chapter 3 

LITERATURE REVIEW: 

FAMILIES, ADULTHOOD AND SELF-ADVOCACY

1. Introduction

This chapter reviews the literature on femilies and the transition to aduMiood, in order to 

understand the context for sdf-advocacy and femilies. The eq)erieix%s of femilies are such 

that the recqytion for sdf-advocacy will be very ambiguous. I argue that sdf-advocacy, in its 

claims to autonomy and adulthood, challenges much of the basis of femilies with adults with 

learning difficulties.

I first condder how the concq)ts of care and control apply to femilies. Feminist £q)proaches to 

the femily are discussed within section 2 .1 argue that there is an expectation on femilies that 

they win both care for and control thdr adult children with learning difficulties. The chapt^ 

then reviews the Hteature on femilies. Within the gaieral fernily liteature there is an absence 

of femilies with disabled members, and of femilies in which children stay at home into 

adulthood. However, there are concepts and modds which are of use in understanding 

femilies, and these are ̂ plied.

I examine the extendve sq)arate literature on femilies with manbers with learning difficulties. 

This includes pathological q5proaches based on the individual modd of disability, and more
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rounded approaches. I again locate my analysis in the social model of disability. The 

viewpoints of people with learning difficulties are shown to be laigdy missing.

The transition to adulthood is eglored, including a wider discusdon of identity. Adulthood is 

a problanatic co n c^  for people with learning difficulties. The centrality of adulthood in self- 

advocacy and its rdationship to femilies is discussed. I argue that adulthood is a social 

construction, made more problonotic by the oppression of people with learning difficulties.

2. Cara and control in familics

This section analyses femilies in order to died some light on the litanture that follows. The 

social construction of disability and dependency was established in ch^iter 2 .1 also discussed 

the dual idea that people with learning difficulties need both care and control. This section 

^plies these ideas to femilies. My argument is that the cggectation on femilies is to both care 

for and control their adult sons and daughters with learning difficulties.

Even at the hdght of institutionalisation, most childroi and aduks with learning difficulties 

continued to live with their femilies (as shown by, for example, Bayley, 1973). The femUy is a 

conqiloc institution with various roles, including loving, intimate and protective relationships, 

nurture and prq^aration for future life. Neverthdess, the femily is also a sodal and economic 

institution, with fonctions which preserve social order. One of these primary functions is care. 

It is seen as the natural, integral function of femUies, to care in a loving relationship for 

children and dq>endent rdatives (Dall^, 1996).
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Most people ent^ into a rdationship because they care about somdxxiy, and have childrai 

about whom they also care a great deal. In the femily, the difidence between caring about 

someone and carin g ^  someone (i.e. carrying out practical tasks, or 'tending') is blurred 

(Parker, 1981), Caring is portrayed as '"natiffal", worthy but unremariable, so that the act of 

m t caring would be seen as a defection from normal loving rdationships' (Brown and Smith, 

1993, p. 186). In this way, femily care produces and nurtures the next generation, and looks 

after all those people who arc considoed by the cf^italist mode of production to be unable to 

work and unable to look after thansdves, i.e. those \dio are old, ill or impaired.

Faninist debate about care, in particular conmmnity core, is v@y important in dismantling the 

idealised version of the femily. The 1970s distinction care in the community and care by the 

community originally meant a distinction betwem formal sevice settings and a frills d^ree 

of integration (Bayley, 1973). In the economic and political dimate of the 1980s, this became 

a distinction between formal care and 'infr)rmal' care in the home. Dailey (1983) argues that 

community care rests on a rosy image of the femily, side-stq^ping the oppressive realities for 

many women Women are the 'natural cares' - for men, care means being responsible fr>r a 

person, not doing the phydcal caring himsdf (Dailey, 1996). In community care, woméi are 

assumed to be dependants of men, to be out of the labour market, or able to leave it, and 

available for caring duties at home.

Findi (1984a) bdieves that community care is inevitably sexist, and there should therefore be 

a return to some form of reddoitial provision Dailey argues for new forms of collectivity, not 

proposing a return to institutions but recalling the communal ideals of the early women's and 

socialist movemmts. She mvisages a sodety based around group living, group concern and
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ungendered roles, in which a disabled person would control her or his own life (1996).

Barrett and McIntosh also argue for collectivity, "by building up all sorts of othm ways of 

meeting people's needs, ways less volatile and inadequate than those based on the assumption 

that "blood is thicker than wat®'"' (1991, p. 159), This rdates to the work of Finch and Mason

(1993), who show that reqx>nsibilities in moden femilies are more likdy to be negotiated and 

cannot be assumed.

Although making a vital contribution to the understanding of femilies and care, fianinists have

feUen into the trq) of assuming dq>mdmce. Dailey (1996), though recognising the

interdq)endmce of human life, neverthdess seems to assume the dq>endence of disabled

people. These ideas are countered by disabled womm as oppressve. Keith argues:

In wanting to show how difficult and unrecognised the work of the car® is, 
many have thought it necessary to portray those who may be in need of care as 
passive, fed)le and dmnanding'. (1990, p.v)

Fmtinists have takm an 'us and them' qjproach (Morris, 1991), sq)arating disabled womm

from 'womm'. t hey overlook the frict that, for example, womm with learning difficulties are

oppressed as women, ofrm being kept protected at home and having to take on caring roles

themsdves (Williams, 1992). Smith and Brown (1989) combine these points, describing the

reality of care felling on the shouldms of women, but at the same time recognidng the

paraUds betwem the oppresdon of womm and of people with learning difficulties.

Thomas (1993) asserts that thme is a need to reconstruct concq)ts of care. She argues against 

the charactmistic feminist 'home-based kin-care' concept as too narrow, and argues for a 

conq)rdimdve 'unified' concept to include a wid® range of idmtities, domains and 

rdationdiips. Howev®, this concept is fer fix)m 'unified' because it assumes dq^mdency and
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allows for no posdbility for the 'dq)mdent' person thmisetves providing care. Wahndey 

(1993b) has demonstrated that some people with learning difficulties provide core to parents, 

and some are in mutually supportive, interdq)endmt relationships. Thus, in place of the 

dichotomy betwem car® and cared for, Walmsley proposes a continuum of care.

Nevertheless, the popular eoneeption of people with learning difficulties as dependent and in

need of care remains. That this is so, deq)ite the evident feet that they themselves are often

carers, is partly due to the infentilisation of people with learning difficulties. This is diown in

the statements made by Buck in the 1950s, a parent of an adult:

'...she had no burdens on h® hq)py childish mind. Worry and anxiety would 
nev® toudi h®... I am glad she has i®nained a real child.' (1951, p.22)

Neverthdess, parmts' own experimces will often show them that thdr children do grow up.

Grant describes h® son at 18:

'Along with the razor came adolescence. Suddenly he was a young man. Instead 
of Pd® Pan he took on the persona of Adrian Mole - devdoped spots and fell in 
love, madly. Clothes were of real interest, especially waistcoats, and aftershave 
became a necesdty.' (1995, p. 15)

Thus th®e are countm-pressures to the notion of people with learning difficuhios needing 

constant care and protection. Dependency is countered by thdr caring roles; infentilisation by 

the phydcal fects of growth. But in addition to the caring role th®e is the concqxdon of 

people with learning difficulties needing control. Again, this has been discussed in duqjt® 2, 

and needs now to be applied to femilies.

The role of the femily in social control has long been recognised. Engels explained the origins 

of the fànâfy in the devdopment of private prop®ty and classes, as a unit through which 

private ownership and economic activity were organised (Engds, 1972). Protection of
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property and maintenance of ord® became functions of the femily. For example, in Roman 

society, the head of the household had the pow® of phydcal chastisemmt and even of life and 

death ov® all the members of his housdiold. "From its origins violence and coercion w®e 

built into the family as a social institution’ (Creear, undated). Today's fe n #  is obviously fer- 

removed from the Roman household, but the control role lingers on, both in our l%islation 

and in ideology (Gittens, 1993).

The right to beat wives was endnined in Britidi law till 1896; in 1959 a judge stated that it 

was not a crime to punidi a wife as 'one punidies a naughty child' (Canq)aign Against 

Domestic Violence, undated, p.3). The cultural ejq>ectations that the femily should control 

children can be seen in the popular defmce of anacking and in the moral outrage and 

scq>egoating of femilies, eq>ecially mothers, that follows youth crime.

In 'normal' femilies, the balance between care and control moves in the direction of 

indqjendence (Brannen ei al, 1994), when the care and control dements are assumed to end, 

or continue in a distanced fr)rm, Th®e is very little written in the literature about what 

hq)pms in femilies wh®e the dnld continues in the femily home into adulthood. But societal 

expectation is that people with learning diffioilties need control and care into adulthood, and 

thus the functions of the fe n #  fr>r children are continued into adulthood.

This discussion is important in understanding the recqrtion fi)r self-advocacy. The sodal 

meaning of learning diffiçulti® is in terms of dqiendoicy, infentilisation, care and control, 

dth® in services or in families. Sdf-advocacy, in claiming autononiy and adulthood.
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potmbally challenges the v®y bads of adults with learning difficulties living with their 

femilies. The next section will examine the exp®iences and outlooks of femilies.

3. Families* experiences and outlooks

This section addresses the Ht®ature on femilies. The genaal literature overlooks disabled 

people, while that on femilies with people with learning difficulties has traditionally come 

from an individual, pathological perspective. Thae is thus a sense in which femilies with 

people with learning difficulties are set apart from the norm. This qyproach disallows a frill 

understanding of sdf-advocacy in the femily. A more rounded approach to femilies better 

hdps to understand the conditioning and eqierimces which impact on the eiqieiience of sdf- 

advocacy. This section also danonstrates that the perqiective of people with learning 

difficulties is largdy missing from the literature.

The mainstream literature on femilies mainfy ignores the existence of femilies with disabled 

members, suggesting that such femilies are deemed to be outside the norm Usefiil analyses, 

sudi as Smart (1997) on the changing nature of femilies. Finch and Mason (1993) on 

negotiation of rcq>ontibilities, and Brannen et ed (1994) on adolescence and femily models, all 

largely overlook disability. Harding (1996), on femilies and social policy, makes a brief 

contribution on community care, but based on the assumption that people with learning 

difficulties are dq>endent. Work on adolescence and adulthood tends also to ignore disabled 

people (e.g. Youniss arid SmoUar, 1985) and makes the general assumption that adults leave 

home. An e x c ^ o n  is Morrow and Itichards (1996), who investigate the experience of 

disabled youth achieving adulthood, within a broad study of all young people. They observe
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that many young people (both disabled and non disabled) stay in the femily into adulthood, 

with leaving home a protracted process.

Th®e is, howev®, an @rt®isiv© lit®otiff© on fen#es with children with learning difficulties, 

much of which tends to be of a pathological nature, reinfordng the notion of sq>aniteness. 

The 'official' literature on femilies is almost in its ®itircty from the perq)GCtive of moth®s, and 

in®easngty of siblings and fethcrs. Th®c is little attention paid to the viewpoint of people 

with learning difficulties thrnnsdvcs. Two studies in the 1980s sought the viewpoint of people 

with learning difficulties on femily life (Flynn and Saleem, 1986; Cattermole et ci, 1988). 

These found social isolation and little financial autononqr; a lack of tra n s i of skills from 

s®vices to home and an anxiety about the future. Walmdey's (1996) biogtq)hical interviews 

with 22 people with learning difficulties found views which challenge some of the stereotypes 

of fiunily life, signifrcantty regirding core and dqjendency. The people die int®viewed did not 

accqxt that they w®e dq>endent and defined rdatiorWiips as mutual.

For the most part, I have turned to the self-advocacy literature to find the p®spective of

people with learning difficulties on the femily (see chqjt® 2). Direct refo®ice is sparse, but

groups (particularly indqxmd®t groups) do take up a nUnib® of issues to do with frunilies.

The sdf-advocacy literature demonstrates ambiguous fedings. Indusion International's

committee of people with learning difficulties emphasise that:

'Our femilies are the most important people in our lives. They will always be 
there for us... Our femilies give us our idmtity or place in life. Without them life 
can be very difficult.' (1996, p. 19)

Neverthdess^ people still want autoiK)niy, and it is here that they e^qjerience difficulties. The 

commonest thanes that arise caitre around day-to-day control, bdng treated like a child.
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indqjendence and letting go (such as, Something to Say Project, 1987; Young Womai's 

Group, undated; Cooper and Hersov, 1986).

Most material is from the perspective of parents, espedoUy mothers. Researdi has focused on 

the negative impact on a femily of having a child or adult with learning difficulties. Hirst 

(1985), Pahl and Quine (1987), Landis (1992) and Fujhira et al (1994) have examined the 

health, employment and financial costs, marital status and social isolation of mothers.

Maternal reaction and stress have often been researched (Quine and Pahl, 1985; Sing® and 

Irvin, 1989; Dainc etal, 1993; Oh etal, 1994; Courdl, 1996). Common themes are rdated to 

the son or daughter's bdiaviour, loss of deq), isolation, money, multiplicity of disability and 

health. Though rar®, there has been study of the stress to feth®s (Krauss, 1993) and of 

adverse effects on siblings (Gath, 1974). Kobe and Hamm® (1994) undertook a study of 

dq)resrion in children with learning difficulties. This n^ativity is mediated by research into 

coping strategies (Williams, 1993; Beresford, 1996). For exanq)le, Margalit (1997) looked at 

rerilience, femily çoheâon and adqytability.

Focusing on this evidaice could lead to the conclusion ffiat femilies are too worn down by 

constant and often unsupported care ov® years to worry about sdf-advocacy, and it is 

possible that for some this is the case. Howev®, this traditional picture of burden and stress is 

constantly count®acted. P®sonal accounts (e.g. Haimam, 1975; McCormack, 1978) have 

shown the reality of the complicated and oft®i "normal' life of femilies with children with 

learning difficulties. Many stories stress the pleasures and gains, presenting a very different 

p®spective from the traditional 'handicq)ped femilÿ (e.g. Cole, 1993; Sq)p, 1994; Bochendd,
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1995). The picture thus goierated is one in which self-advocacy could be welcomed and 

mcouraged.

This challmge to the stuffies focusing on n^ative fectors is botii valid and problematic. The 

interpretation behind much writing and research on femilies is a pathological one, i.e. that 

femilies with disabled manbers become themsdves malfunctional. It has been argued that this 

interpretation daiies "the heterogeneity and normality of femilies' (Jeffbrd, 1990, p.35). Many 

femilies with disabled manbers see themsdves as just the Same as any otha. Many 'normal' 

femilies suff® stress, inadequate living conditions, unable to afford basic necessities, isolated 

and without decent childcare (see, for example, Cockett and Tripp, 1994).

I would argue that the problan with many such studies of burden is also that they tend to 

focus the problem of disability within the individual and the problan of coping within the 

femily. The poor material conditiotis and stress levds are described as the impact of having a 

disabled child, and evai levels of paraital coping are sometimes ascribed to attributes o f , 

particular paraits - the problem lies with the disability, and then with the femilÿs inadequacy 

for not coping. The ride of countering this with stories of joy and survival is that the very real 

struggle feced by many femilies could appear to be glibly overlooked in an effort not to 

degrade the person with learning difficulties.

The only way to ffilly reconcile this is to place the responsibility for these conditions within 

society. The social modd argues against an individualistic int®pretation, placing the 

responsibility for the problems learning ffifficuhies are supposed to create at the feet of the 

economic requiremaits and ideology of capitalist sod®y. Thus the low living standards and
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sodal isolation found to be common amongst âmilies with children with learning difficulties 

are due to society's inability and unwillingness to cope with its disabled members; the stress 

suffered is both the result of struggling in these conditions, with inadequate support to cope 

with difficult bdbaviour, sle^less nights etc,; and is also likdy to stem from social 

0 q)ectations and ideologies about disability. Baxter and Cummins (1992) demonstrate the 

stress caused to parents by stigma. Todd and Sheam (1997) show how par^its, fearing the 

effects of stigma on their children, make strenuous efforts to prevent them from learning 

about the labds 2q>plied to them.

Qualitative in-dqxth ̂ )proadies have shown a con^lex picture of femily life and conditions 

(Wethama", 1981; Ridiardson and Ritchie, 1986 and 1989; Hand etcd, 1994). Additional 

perspectives have been added by, for example, fethers' perspectives (Hornby, 1992; Young 

and Roopnaiine, 1994; Herbert, 1995; Ainge, 1995), siblings' stories (e.g. Clancy Smith,

1996) and Walmdey's 0 q)loration of the interdq)end0 ice of care, already referred to above 

(1993b). Such an approach allows for a more rounded understanding of sdf-advocacy in 

femilies, pladng the e?q)erience within the "heta-ogenehy and normality’ of all femilies, but 

rq}predating the impact of specific conditions.

One of the principal fiictors affecting paroits' outlook is the question of support. Studies have 

found that support networks diange throughout life, but that the central character is almost 

always the motho*. The particularly vulnerable periods, Wiere support is often low, are when 

the person with learning difficulties is an adolescait and again whai they are agdng (Grant, 

1988 and 1993; McGrath and Grant, 1993). As a parlait, Thuriow (1996) explains the need 

for support, including support from oth^ parents.
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Services have often played a negative role, particularly at the time of diagnosis, whai parents 

may have been told the bad news', given inadequate information and poor prognoses.

Services are consideed to be poor again at adolescence, part of the process of inftmtilisation. 

Todd and Sheam (1996a) found that s@"vices eq)ect families to always need the same kind of 

support throughout their lives. They found respite services restrict parents' lives with fixed 

and diort times, limiting thdr ability to work or develop outside interests. There are many 

stories of dissatis&ction with sevices (Pask, 1993), fiom parents wbo have had to struggle 

for eveiything (Sinfield, 1996), having their lives transformed by the process (White, 1996). 

Deq)ite being thus forced into becoming ejqjots, Wertheimer (1989) found parental expertise 

is not recognised by professionals and instead they are made scspogoats. Opportunities for 

parents to see thdr children develop and learn about new ideas are sparse. It is particularly the 

case that parents often feel they have been kept at arm's largth, and cast in a villain mould 

(Simons, 1992a). Werthdmer (1989) found that shifts in service approaches tended to 

conq^romise parents - they were told one thing whm their children were young and anotha- 

when they are older. Parents may therefore feel defenâve, contused or cynical about such 

ideas as sdf-advocacy.

The residential options to allow sons and daughters to leave home are shown to be highly 

significant in shaping parents' fedings and anxieties about indq)«id«ice (e.g. Richardson and 

Ritchie, 1986 and 1989; Sanctuary, 1984; Card, 1983). Older paraits have been diown to be 

particularly anxious about future care (Wertheimer, 1981; Walsh, 1992). Prosser (1997), in a 

study of parents of people with learning difficulties over 40, found only 28% had concr^ 

plans. Ldamann and Dako* (1995) found thM younger mothas had the same expectations for 

thdr disabled children as parents of non-disabled children, but emphasised the need for their
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ofi&piing to be supported. There ore finaneial questions too the poverty of parents unable to 

work because of care is often alleviated by the income their sons and daughters bring in. Thus 

insecurity about the future may be a fector in limiting parents' ability to plan for and 

encourage autonomy

When the adult child with learning difficulties does not leave home, other issues are raised.

Werthdmer (1989) found that emotional bonds were greater whai someone stayed at home,

especially for motha-s. Richardson quotes a mother:

You are at war all the time... Thae is the anotional side of you which loves your 
diild dearly and you don't want to part with him. There is the other side, 
common saise, which says now is the time. If you love him, let him go. You are 
doing it for him. But thae is the selfish side too, can I manage on my own? I am 
going to be so lonely...' (1989, p.9)

Werthdma found many paraits saw caring for thdr son or daughta as a job for life'. Todd 

and Sheam point to the redprocal notions of'etanal children' and 'papetual paraits' (1996b, 

p.380). Th^r analyse parenting as a 'greedy institution' which devours the entire person and 

resans outside activities. Thae is an increased fhding among parents ofbdng left tiehind 

(Sheam and Todd, 1994): as their peers' children leave home and tliQr devdop a new 

postparaital lifestyle, the parents whose adult child stays at homo continue with a restriaed 

life, and lade spontandty and wida intaests.

In an analysis of parents' attitudes to recite care, Todd and Sheam (1996a) theorise that 

différait parents have diffaait fiamewoiks: the ccptive and the captivated, those for whom 

respite anphases how abnormal thar life is and how much they want to stop bang a paraît, 

and those for whom it reinforces how much th^r want to be parents - usually because their 

otha life options arc so diminished. Thaefbre, they oigue, services should start by supporting
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paraits to be parents, but as they get olda should support them to be people so that they can 

achieve transition. This seems particularly needed when the lives of many dderly people with 

learning difficulties and their parent(s) are examined. Walsh, for example, has shown how 

much more isolated and restricted life is for elderiy parents (1992). This restriction is also the 

case for their adult children, especially womoi (Grant, 1986; Walmsley, 1993b). A problan 

with the active and eqitivated framework is that it overiooks this aqiect of interdependence. 

It is equally conceivable that thae are cultive and oqitivated people with learning difficulties 

- those who care for paraits but want their own life, and those for whom caring for paraits is 

a desirable adult life. Barron (1997), for example, found young disabled womai seddng 

caring roles as confirmation of thdr womanhood.

Parents in all femilies find autonomy and indqiendaice difficult (Youniss and SmoUar, 1985). 

Brannen et al (1994) use the concepts imbviduation and cœmectedness. Individuation is 

^plied to femilies in the dominant western discourse of adolescence as a process of 

sq^aration. Such femilies are those who value independence for thdr ofi^pring.

Connectedness is chiefiy used to describe femilies whose origin is outride the UK, which 

value solidaristic rdations ratha than individual autonony. It may be that this category of 

connectedness can be usefully applied to femilies with an adult son or daughta at home.

Winik et al (1985) found three types of femily: siqjportive, in which parents would support 

thdr son or dau^to^s transition without ova-protection; dependent, in which the adult child 

remained protected; and cmflict-ridden, in which the tenrion was not resolved. Walmsley 

(1996) found Ikiiiilics felling into Winik et cds three categories, but also more complexity. She 

fbund an additional category of mutually stçportivc rdationshÿs, where hdp was proffoed
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on both sides; and also dqiendent relationships in which it was the parent who was 

dqiendoit. These concepts are useful, both in the adqitation to account for caring roles 

provided by people with learning difficulties, and in that they allow for conflict and a blurring 

of eqimence. ^plication of these flamewoiks can hdp to undostand processes in flumhcs 

with adult children still at home. They lead us into a discussion on the transition to adulthood, 

which has beoi shown to be cortral in sdf-advocacy.

The discusrion in this section indicates that paraits in all femilies find speaking up, adulthood 

and growing indqiendence difficult. The recqition for self-advocacy at home will be 

complicated by the experiences of femilies, including fectors such as support and anotional 

bonds. Service provirion will affect parents' views, including fectors such as the prognoses 

given, levds of support and information, the keeping of paraits at arm's length, changes in 

policy, lack of provirion far the future. The important point is that femilies with learning 

difficulties should not be staeotyped and are not a homogenous group - some may want to 

keq> control, others may be pasrionate fighters for indqiendence, but most will have mixed 

fedings about the ideas of sdf-advocacy, adulthood and indepaidence.

4. The transition to adulthood

This section examines the question of adulthood. Chapta 2 demonstrated the centrality of 

adulthood in sdf-advocacy and pointed out that this would have implications for femilies. The 

argument presoited in this section is that adulthood is a social construction, which for people 

with learning difficulties is heavily infiuoiced by the individual modd of disability and the 

particular oppression of people with learning difficulties. Notions of dq)endency, the "need' to
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control people with learning difficulties and the image of the eternal child, all make the 

transition to adulthood particuloriy difficult. This makes the central place of adulthood in self 

advocacy eq>ecially important for femilies.

As with the literature on femilies, there is a separation between mainstream youth literature 

and studies of disabled young people. TisdoU (1997) suggests that the literature on disabled 

young people has tended to take an individualistic q)proach, more recently influenced by the 

social modd and examination of social barrios; mainstream literature has overiooked disabled 

people as statistically small, and has also often left femilies out of the analysis. There has also 

toided to be an emphasis on a transition fix)m dq)endency to independence (Tisdall, 1997). 

This excludes people with loamiag difficulties fix)m the analysis* asaiming the dependoicy of 

disabled people and emphasiring independence ratho than autonomy.

Clare (1990) explains that becoming an adult is not just to do with getting older. In the 

weston world it means changes in at least four areas; personal autonomy, economic sdf- 

suffidmcy, dtizoiship, and new rdationrinps outside the femily of origiiL Morrow and 

Ridiards (1996) add to this the end of full-time education, parenthood and becoming an 

independent consumer.

In these terms, the transition to adulthood of people with learning difficulties has been of 

in to ^  to researdios. Both Johnstone, who interviewed five young adults (1986), and Flynn 

and Hirst, who interviewed 79 (1992), fbund a sense of isolation and a lack of posonal 

autonomy, but also that aspirations were much the same as those of otha young people. 

Howeva, studies show that these aqnrations do not necessarily come to finition; there is a
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lack of further educational and employment opportunities and a likdihood of continued 

residoice with parents (Hirst, 1983 and 1984; May and Hughes, 1988a; Johnstone, 1986). 

Hirst, in a postal survey of over 1,000 young people with learning difficulties, found that loss 

than one in ten of the 75% who had daytime activities had employment, while 80% of the 

sanple lived at home (1983). Thomson et al (1995) found young adults with Down's 

Syndrome had a limited range of leisure oiployment opportunities, and continued 

*dq)endency' on parents.

Simply using moricers such as employment and independent living is in itsdf a limited notion 

of adulthood. As the Centre for Educational Researdi and Innovation (CERI) reports on 

adulthood and disability suggest (1986 and 1988), when a broader view is talcen such markers 

can be sem to be largely socially created. Having a job, being indq)endent and leaving home 

arc not life expectations in aH societies. Within most cultures these have traditionally been 

male markers, with women bang expected to maintain economically dependent and pasrive 

roles into adulthood. (This will be seoi in chrpta 9 in r^ard  to one of my respondents,

FazHa B^[um) \^thin the relativdy reçoit history of Britain, working class dnldren worked 

from voy young ages and often had to feid for themselves.

Today, with a million young people unenployed and tens of thousands homeless, sudi 

aspirations as getting a job and your own place to live are not achievable for vast numbos of 

youth (May and Hughes, 1988b). Morrow and Richards (1996) argue that economic and 

social changes over the past two decades (such as increasing numbers of young people 

staying in education, housing shortages, increased povoty, low pay, job insecurity, reduced
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benefits, and government strategy to make paroits responsible for thdr children for longer) 

have combined to make more problematic the tranrition to adulthood for all young people.

L%al thresholds are another marker ofaduhhood, which though technically qplicable to 

people with learning difficulties, are still problematic. Few people with learning difficulties 

exercise thdr right to vote, for example (Ward, 1987), and may fece sodal barrios in gaining 

access to adult entertainment (Hudson, 1988). Chappdl (1994), for exanple, discusses the 

finandal restraints which militate against people with learning difficulties going out socially 

and thus cultivating adult relationships. Walmsley (1991a) argues that there mary sodo- 

structural and ideological barriers to people with learning difficulties attaining citizenship.

Autonomy is a measure of adulthood that has been discussed m charter 2. The Further 

Education Uiiit (1991) suggests personal autonon^ as a main indicator of adulthood. Flynn 

and Hirst (1992) investigated autonomy for young people with learning difficulties living at 

home. They found that approximately a third lacked personal autonomy, for example, control 

over money, the ability to go out and privacy. Genda was rignificant in thdr findings, in that 

they finmd that women had less autonomy than mm. Flyim and Hirst also found that 

autonomy decreased with increasing severity of impairmmt. I shall commmt on these findings 

in rdation to my reqx)ndents in chqxter 8.

Thae is also the question of social e?q)ectatioa Jenkins found that long-tom unemployment 

does not prevent young people from becoming adults, partly because parmts and children 

want it:

'Adulthood in Britain is a robust, if imprecise identity, of which people can only 
be dq)rived by drcumstances that undermine its coitral portfolio of rights and 
obligations.' (1989, p. 102)
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It is likely that by this measure many people with learning difficulties will find they are not 

seen as adults. Attitudes which link disability to dependence and the idea of the eternal child 

will make the transition to adulthood more difficult. I have already shown that the ideology 

which has domnated service provision and popular conception has promoted the dual idea 

that people with learning diffiaiMes need to be controlled os unable to control themselveG and 

cared for as dqaendants. It has been shown that medical modds, law and popular concqition 

keq) people with learning difficulties the eternal (Md. Negative and childlike images are 

maintained, for example, through popular media (Wertheima, 1988b) and through use of 

mental ages. The voy notion of learning difficulties is the opporite of adulthood. This denial 

of adulthood reflects and rdnforces infoior social status, rimilar to the way in vèich black 

men were refared to by colonialists as boy", or women are referred to as 'gjrl'.

Youniss and SmoUar (1985) argue that femilies play an important role in the transition to 

adulthood. They see parmts and adolescents in alliance, with parents providing guidance and 

discusrion as wdl as rules. Barnes (1997) argues that there are dangers in assuming a 

conflictual rdationship betwem people with learning difficulties and their parents, and that 

parents can play an important role in empowering their sons and daughtos. But given the 

fa ie n c e s  of many parents of people with learning difficulties, it is not surprising that they 

may not always do this. Unlike parmts of otha children, they may not only have to initiate 

and fosta independence, but also have to deal with (in)adcquacy of services, (un)availability 

of education and employmmt, and fear of social and physical risks (Clare, 1990).

Factors such as prognoses given early in a diild's life and continued posonal care wiU 

influence paceptions of status. As found by W otheima (1989), treatment at the hands of
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services and society will impact on the parents' ability to view thdr child as an adult. Cooper 

and Hersov (1986) talked with parents who explained how they found thinldng of thdr son or 

daughta as an adult difficult as they had always 'mollycoddled' them since (Mdhood. Todd 

and Sheam found that parents felt their of^ring could not be easily cat^orised and held 

anibiguous views of ffidr status. For some this centred around the amount of core thdr adult 

children required, or thdr behaviour, being too young in thdr ways' (1997, p.349).

Thae are, of course, varied parenting styles in all femilies. For example. White and Woollett 

(1992) suggest three main kinds of parenting styles: authoritarian, which demands obedience; 

permissive, in Wnch paraits make few efforts to control; and authoritative, which 

encourages children to gain autonomy while also offering guiddines. Similarly, Brannen ct al

(1994) suggest two variants of the tranrition to adulthood: vdioi the young person is freed 

from parental guidance to achieve adulthood; and when paraits prescribe the new 

responsibilities and status, and adulthood is ascribed. Though Brannen et al use these 

concepts to anatyse femilies from diffèrent ethnic and cultural backgrounds, the concqits may 

be usefel to hdp explain what hqipens to young people with learning difficulties. The 

preceding discussion suggests that adult status may have to be ascribed - and that in maiQr 

instances it is not.

Adulthood can also be seen to have a personal, psychological aspect, a point made by 

Williams and Walmsley (1990). Whetha or not a person is an adult depends to an actent on 

how they perceive themsetves.- Sodalisation of a child with learning difficulties could have the 

result of that child not learning adult skills and behaviours and not even e?qiecting to become 

an adult. The 1988 CERI rq)ort considers that accumulated self-images create an individual's
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identity, and that becoming an adult is strongly linked to maintaining a continual positive 

sense of sdf. Holman (1981) believes that many young adults with learning difficulties slip 

back and forth between adulthood and childhood because of the lack of day-to-day 

e?q}eriences that reinforce adulthood. Establishment of identity throu^ peer groups will be 

difficult for young people whose social lives are isolated and whose friends are also restricted 

in their transition (Atkinson and Ward, 1987).

However, this has to be understood dialectically. Thae is evidmce to suggest that many 

people with learning difficulties devdop positive sdf-images deqnte the attitudes of others 

(Jahoda et cd, 1989). Bogdan and Taylor (1976) saw people in institutions activdy making 

sense of thonsdves despite thdr circumstances. It is clearly the case that the people with 

learning difficulties who demand to be treated as adults view themselves as such even if others 

do not. The sdf-advocacy litoature has dononstrated the demand to 'accqit that we are 

adults' (Inclusion International, 1996, p. 19).

It is useful at this stage to discuss the wida question of idmtity. It has been established that 

people with learning difficulties are seen as children, in need of care and control. The claim to 

adulthood is thoefore in contradiction to everything that learning difficulty represoits. There 

may be an argument that in claiming adulthood people with learning difficulties are trying to 

pass for normal or are evoi in dmial of their own circumstances.

Goffinan (1968) explained the process that takes place in the interaction between a disabled 

poson and otha people as stigma. Stigma is socially produced, the labd society ottadics to a 

person, which then reinforces deviance in the eyes of others. Goffinan has been criticised from
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a materialist perspective (for example, Finkelstein, 1980) because he takes disability as given, 

rather than sodally produced itsdf. Additionally, the expoience of disability does not come 

singly through the interaction with others but from material conditions and the structure of 

sodety. Nevothdess, stigma is a useful concqTt, in describing the intoactions between 

disabled and non-disabled people, if not euqilaining how they come about.

Goffinan argued that disabled people internalise stigma. He described their lives as craving 

accqjtance and struggling to pass for normal. Stone (1995) points out the massive pressure, 

especially on women, to be "normal" and bodily pofoct. However, she asserts that this process 

inadvertently increases the oppression of disabled people by accepting inq>airment as 

negative. As Corbett (1994) says, it leaves the individual isolated in her or his euqserience.

O tha people can reinforce this process. Abberley (1987) argues against the "really normal" 

ideology of many wdl-meaning people, whidi says, "to me you're normal". This denies the 

reality of inqiairment and expaience of disadvantage. The theory and practice of 

normalisation is based on these ideas (Chappdl, 1992) and reinforces the notion that to be 

with inqiaired people is devaluing.

The problem with Goffinan's idea of passing is that it assumes people are necessarily victims 

of the process. While it may be true that many people do stn^gle to "be normal", thae are 

o tha strategies people employ to deal with stigma. I suggest that for many people with 

learning difficulties thae is not the option of "passing". Bdng segr%ated in hostds, group 

homes and day cotres, always being accomparüed by staff or parents, marks than out in such 

a way that they could not hope to pass. Edgoton used the concq>t 'denial' to e?q)lain the
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strategy employed by people with learning difficulties he met in institutions (1993). In a sense 

this is 'deq>' passing - rqecting a labd and striving to be seoi as normal deqnte all evidence to 

the contrary.

Bogdan and Taylor, however, argue that rather than being in doial, these people were

renegotiating thdr identities:

It is not that they dont see thdr situation as it really is. They have a different 
view of it from ffiose who have judged than - they have a "truth" generated 
from a different place in the service system." (1982, p.217)

I would argue that this is much more a posribility. Todd and Sheam (1997) fbund that the 

parents they interviewed strove to protect thdr sons and daughters from knowing their social 

identity. Paraits are "keepos of secrets', keqiing thdr childroi in a "protected capsule". This 

does not prevail them from eiqieriencing the effects of the labd, of course. Souza (1997) 

describes awaraiess from a young age, not of ha* particular labd, but ofbdng treated 

differently. Davies and Jenkins (1997) confirm this, finding that the people with learning 

difficulties they interviewed formed thdr self-identity fixim expaience more oftai than fi*om 

discourse, because thdr parents tried to protect them.

This would suggest that rgection of labds and claiming normality is not consdous pasting or 

denial, but is a response to the experiences people fece. They may or may not be aware of the 

labels that qiply to than, but t l ^  may see other people having the labds applied and not like 

what they see; they may know they get different treatmoit from others and want to be treated 

the same as everyone dse.
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Of course, many people with learning difficulties are conscious of the labds applied. Self 

advocacy is one way in which people become conscious of the labd of learning difficulties. 

Once conscious, again thae are otha strategies. One enqiloyed by the sdf-advocacy 

movement has been to campaign against labelling. Anchorage Self-Advocacy Group (1990) 

describe how they fought labdling. People First has caiqiaigned consistently against "mortal 

handioq)- in fevour of learning difficulties', and continua to claim tiiat term in preference to 

learning disability*. Thae is some validity in this qrprooeh. Attitudes do change ova time (as 

is shown by Corbett and Ralph, 1996, for example) and difi^ent labels do lead to difi^ent 

reactions (Eayrs et al, 1993).

Thae is also a strong element of daiming normality within self-advocacy. As Souza explains:

"Nor am I mentally handicqrped. The term seems to be saying there's a pretty 
little thing. Pm not a pretty little thing. Pm a valuable poson in my own r i ^ .  I 
have a lot to offer. I might have what the doctors call Down's Syndrome but I am 
a pason first as is everybody dse.' (1997, p. 14)

This is not in the sense of pasting, though, so much as Shakespeare's oqrlanation (1996a): 

that people can intanalise stigma and accept the identity sodety imposes, or can redefine 

themselves, devdop a positive sdf-idoitity and go on to challenge exclution and iqustice. 

Souza is not in denial but is rqecdng the idoitity sodety inqxrses on ha.

Corbett links the disability movonent to gay pride (1994), describing as 'coming out' the 

process of accepting the impairment, cddnating your identity with pride and combating 

oppression. Thae are some hints at this in the sdf-advocacy literature, for exanqrle, Dawson 

and Palma (1993) use the tom  ’pride*. Walmsley and Downa (1997) believe sdf-advocacy is 

a way of cddrrating difference. In daiming adulthood, people with learning difficulties are
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perhqrs redefining their identities, rqecting the child-like depœdent identity in fevour of 

autonomy, adulthood and "normal" lives.

Adulthood is thus sodd^ constructed. There is no fixed definition; adulthood chonges over 

time and between societies. Walmsley’s (1991b) stud)' of the meaning people with learning 

difficulties attribute to adulthood found that while the concqrt was hard to grasp because of 

its abstractness, it generally meant independent living* managing your own money, getting 

married, having a home of your own, being treated "right" and not bdng told what to do. 

Other studies have shown the "ordinariness" of people with learning difficulties' aspirations 

(May and Hughes, 1988a; Flynn and Hirst, 1992; Neumaya and Bleasdale, 1996).

It may be easier fiar womoi to achieve traditional adult roles than men. Women with learning

difficulties can be expected to fulfil pastive and caring roles in their adult lives, playing

"housewife" roles within group homes (Brown, 1994) and providing care for parents.

Walmslpy (1993b) discusses the aspirations to care held by women with learning difficulties.

There are of course conflicts within this. Morris explains:

Disabled women... are considoed to be unable to fiilfil the role of homemaker, 
wife and motha, ndtha can they conform to the stœotype of fonininity as it 
qiplies to physical appearance; yet, at the same time, the passivity and 
dqiendency which liés at the heart of disability as a sodal construct is cotainly 
compatible with what it means to be a woman in our sodety." (1993, p.88)

Women with learning difficulties may be carers of parents and of men, but are not supposed 

to be capable of caring for childroi (Booth and Booth, 1994).

1 showed in chapter 2 the inertance of adulthood in self-advocacy. Clare (1990), Centre for 

Educational Research and Innovation (CERI) (1986 and 1988), Flynn and Hirst (1992) and
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Madden (1991) see sdf-advocacy as a route to addressing some of these issues. There is 

evidence that people encouraged to make choices devdop a better self-image (Brown and 

Goldenberg, 1993). Crowley argues that, in her experience:

, .people w oe unable to be assorive about thdr needs if they had a n^ative 
sdf-picture and little awareness of thdr posonal strengths. In turn, poor self- 
advocacy skills reinforced thdr low esteem.' (1995, p.8-9)

It is postible to see sdf-advocacy as having two dimensions hoe: a means of raising 

eqiectations, voicing aspirations, and getting hdp to achieve goals; and an end in itsdf. 

Starting to make décidons and gradually gaining autonomy are part of the normal process of 

growing up. The paraits \dio qx)ke to Cooper and Hosov (1986), Simons (1992a) and 

W othdm a (1989), demonstrate the timilarities betweoi the struggles within these and all 

other families. Todd and Sheam say that 'adulthood is typically a contested identity, as young 

people ejqjoience difficulty in encouraging othos to grant them this status' (1997, p.348).

This is not to suggest that people are not adults until th ^  achieve sdf-advocacy, but to point 

out the timilaiities between the aqiirations of all young people. Due to thdr spedfic 

conditions, it is the case that for many people with learning difficulties the opportunity to go 

through this process may not come till lata  in life and may neva be completed. Self- 

advocacy is a challoige in two respects: it opposes the etonal child and daims adulthood; it 

opposes the notion of needing to be controlled and claims autonomy. Howeva* the questions 

of control and oppression have important inqilications for the ability of sdfeadvocacy to do 

this. I will now go on to examine the small amount of litoature on this subject.
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5. Sdf-advocacv and families - the literature

In this final section I look at the minimal literature investigating sdf-advocacy and femilies. 

The few stucfies which have addressed this area echo many of the points made in the 

discustion thus fer, which influence the recqition for self-advocacy. The studies are too small 

to make generalisations. What is significant, though, is that while there is not a hostile attitude 

fiom parents in these studies towards self-advocacy, there are few links made betweoi self- 

advocacy and home, and levds of autonomy are still limited.

Most examinations of the rdationsMp between self-advocacy and femilies have beoi dements 

of wider studies. Some have just sought the views of parents, for exanqile, Wd)ster"s 

evaluation of North Manchester Sdf-Advocacy (1993), which talked to people with learning 

difficulties but not about femilies. Sutcliffe and Simons' book (1993), which brought together 

findings fiom the National Institute of Adult Continuing Education network with those fiom 

the Bristol Advocacy Project, and Cooper and Hersov (1986) sought the views of both 

people with learning difficulties and femilies. Simons (1992a and 1993a) atired monbers of 

sdf-advocacy groups about speaking up at home. The only study which concentrates on self- 

advocacy and femilies is Wotheimo's examination of the impact on parents when a young 

disabled person is involved in sdf-advocacy (1989).

The studies show parents' mixed feelings towards self-advocacy. Many acknowledged the 

boiefits to thdr sons and daughters, seeing sdf-advcx^acy as important in their lives and 

recogiising an increased assertiveness. They qiprcciatcd their childroi going to a place where 

thqr woe accepted for what they could contribute and were proud of thdr achievements.
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Some felt that self-advocacy did take place at home, and that by con^aiison choices at the 

day centres were extremely limited. Other paraits were scqitical about whetha thdr son or 

daughta understood their self-advocacy group. Sometimes paraits did not recognise thdr 

ofl^mng's choices and got into conflict with staff accusing them of "twisting thdr arms 

bdiind thdr backs'. Risk-taking was a tricky issue, which sometimes led to parents stopping 

thdr sons' and daughtas' attendance at the group.

This mixed picture is echoed by the views of people with learning difficulties in the studies. 

Most had something positive to say about thdr femilies and some had achieved a d%ree of 

privacy and independence within the home. But tensions were also identified; for example, 

people were limited in what they w ae allowed to do and thae were arguments about 

personal relationtiiips.

Simons (1992a) concluded that self-advocacy has had rdativdy little impact on home life. He 

found little evidence of opposition fi*om paraits, but people with learning difficulties made 

few links between thdr self-advocàcy groups and home. Thae were many people 

euqierienced in sdf-advocacy who hardly had any control at home and who appeared not to 

see this as a problan. Werthdma (1989) found that many parents still exacised great control 

ova thdr son or daughta, though sometimes with potitive outcomes (for example, getting a 

job for their son). Many also saw that their control could not be total. Werthdma uses the 

concqit controlled independence to describe privacy and autonomy ova buying clothes, for 

example, which many paraits allowed.
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The impact of self-advocacy at home will be influenced by fectors to do with the self- 

advocacy context and with femilies. Simons (1992a) thought three fectors were operating in 

the self-advocacy context: some people saw self-advocacy as their affeir, to be kept private; 

most sdf-advocacy activities woe directed at services; and there was M e direct contact 

between self-advoCacy and parent oiganisations. Another fector could be isolation at home, 

away fiom the strength of a group. I suggest that the discussion in chapter 2 on the control 

over sdf-advocacy is crucial to understanding this situation.

W othdm a (1989) considered the conditions md experience of femilies as a fector. She 

suggests that allowing people autonomy within the home is harda when thae is continuing 

physical dqiendoicy. Routines are hard to change, and parents do more than they need to 

because it is quicka and coda, and because they often think no one can do it betta. Some of 

h a  respondotts admitted that their offspring w ae capable of more, but that old habits die 

hard. Privacy and confidentiality are difficult: W othdm a suggests that as paraits stay the 

main confidante, they may want to know everything and find not knowing a diallenge. The 

discussion so fer in this chapta, r^arding the care and control functions of femilies, and 

issues of support, services and difficulties in the transition to adulthood, is instructive.

The gap in the litoature regarding self-advocacy and femihes is huge, but the above studies 

tend to confirm the arguments presented in this literature review. The potential challoige of 

sdf-advocacy is against the assumed roles of people with learning difficulties in femilies of 

bdng dependent, like childroi, and m need of care and control. Sdf-advocacy is put fiarward 

by maiy writas as a route towards solving issues of autonomy, adulthood and oppression. 

These few studies, howeva, tantalisin^y suggest that sdf-advocacy, in these cases, makes
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little difference. This would seon to suggest a strong boundary betweoi sdf-advocacy groups 

and femilies (Sibley, 1995, may be usefel here in oqilarning the boundaries individuals and 

society construct). I suggest that the discussion in chqiter 2 regarding the oppression of 

people with learning difficulties and the influence of services and professionals ovo sdf- 

advocacy, and the discussion in this chapter of the expectations and pressures on femilies, 

offer an explanation.

6. Condusion

This chapter has demonstrated that societal oqiectation on femilies is that they need to care 

fer and control their offspring with learning difficulties into adulthood, as if they were still 

children. Difficulties in the trantition to adulthood are common among all young people, but it 

is particularly problonatic for people with learning difficulties. I have argued that sdf- 

advocacy, in its claims to autonomy and adulthood, challenges the meaning society imposes 

on the idoitity of leamirig difficulties. It th o d y  has the potoitial to challenge much of the 

sodal basis fer adults with learning difficulties living with thdr femilies. However, the 

eqierioices of femilies are such that the recqition for sdf-advocacy will be very ambiguous. 

This, and the discustion about controls on self-advocacy in chapto 2, suggest limitations on 

the postibilities for self-advocacy at home.

The chapter has demonstrated gaps in the literature. Thoe is a lack of interest within femily 

theory in femilies with disabled monbers and femilies in which adults stay at home. While 

there are some usefel modds regarding femily types and attainmoit of adulthood, tho*e is a 

sense in which femilies with a person with learning difficulties are set qiart. The literature on
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adulthood focuses on routes and markos not commonly open to people with learning 

difficulties. Within the literature on femilies \vith people with learning difficulties there is only 

a little attoition paid to the views of the people with learning difficulties themselves. The 

clearest gap is on the question central to this thetis of sdf-advocacy and femilies.

The chqita adds to knovdedge about femilies in three w ^ ;  by drawing tc^ether fentily 

theory with what is known about femilies with people with learning difficulties, by

of people with learning difficulties.

Having completed the literature review, the thesis will now discuss the methodology of my 

researdi.
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Chapter 4 

METHODOLOGY: 

PARTICIPATORY AND QUALITATIVE

1. Introduction

Ibis chqner addresses the dual but combined character of the methodology of this research; 

both participatory and qualitative. Partidpatory research is that in whidi people traditionally seen 

as subjects activdy partidpate in the research production process (Freich, 1994). Quantitative 

work could be undertaken in a participatory project, but this diqiter suggests that the same 

argumeits point to both partidpatory and qualitative research.

One of the strengths of quantitative work is the ability to generalise and make predictions from 

results. However, my concern in this project was not to do that, but to discover subjective 

eqieriences, which could lead to stories with common threads. I considered a qualitative, in- 

dq>th, small-scale approach most qipropriate. I also wanted my research to be partidpatory. My 

own practice in self-advocacy centred around hdping people with learning difficulties attain 

more control in their lives. My newcomer's view of research was as just one more activity which 

inqiinges on a person's life, and which could have repercussions on the lives of sevoal people 

dqiending on the implanatation of its findings. It could not be so qiecial an activity that it must 

be exempted fiom the same questions about control that I would qjply to any other part of
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someone's life. I wanted ny research to be a tiiared endeavour, giving people the chance to 

evaluate their own efforts in self-advocacy.

This chqiter discusses the theoretical basis for both participatory and qualitative q)proaches. The 

chqiter b^ins with the theoretical framework for this thesis, from which methodology flows. I 

then turn to arguments which have helped to inform disability research. From potitmsm to 

feminist and other critiques, relationtiiip-based and biogrqihical approaches, I address arguments 

in social research: objectivity, partiality and power. I then discuss ddiates within disability 

research* including the question of participatory and/or emancipatory research. I support the 

central idea in participatory research of opening up the question, who can be a researcher? The 

discustion takes up the questions of the purpose and authority of research. The reality of 

intdlectual impairmoit and the ability to carry out research is eqilored, and my conclusion is to 

suggest caution in assuming what people with learning difficulties can and cannot do. The 

compatibility of these ideas with academic requirements is discussed and I conclude that while 

emancipatory research does not rest eatily in academia, there is mueh that researchers can do to 

make thdr work more participatory. (This discussion is devdoped further in the following 

chqiter which explores my eiqierience.) A key elemoit in both qualitative and partidpatory 

research is reflexivity (Stder, 1991 ; Shakeqieare et al, 1993), a process of scrutiny and reflection 

of ourselves as researchos, our reqxindents and our practice as an int^ral part of the work.

This approach is discussed. The chapter closes by setting up a model for partidpatory research, 

which formed the bads for my practice.

As a thread running through and framing these argummts, I discuss the trmds in learning 

difficulty research, Avhich I briefly present here. The voices of people with learning diffioiltics are
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the "ultimate lost voices' (Atkinson, 1997). Learning difficulty research has tended to be 

medically-based and quantitative (as described by Digby, 1996, and Jackson, 1996), though there 

were exceptions in the 1960s and 1970s of ethnographic (Edgerton, 1967) and auto/biograpMcal 

work (Bogdan and Taylor, 1976 and 1982), Thae is a diflfeence betweoi seeking the views of 

people with learning difficulties and taking than serioudy: one of Bogdan and Taylor's criticisms 

of Edgcrton's work is that he did not place as mudi validity on the views of his reqxindents ̂ vith 

learning difficulties as on case notes and other sources.

Research in the 1970s and eqiedally 1980s became heavily influenced by normalisation 

(Chappdl, 1992) and research with this vahie°base has taided to have an omphads on services 

(e.g. Ward, 1986; Hunqihreys etcd, 1987). Until the 1980s, it was rare to sedc the views of 

people with learning difficulties themsdves (Richards, 1985) and thai attention was paid to 

establishing thdr rdiability as reqxindents (e.g. Sigdman et al, 1981). Much work into, for 

example, quality of life, has sought the opinions of people with learning difficulties using 

standardised measures (e.g. hdce and Perry, 1993). A focus of learning difficulty research in the 

1980s and 1990s has been the experiences of people leaving institutions and moving into the 

community, and this research has devdoped qualitative work based on the views of people with 

learning difficulties (e.g. Flynn, 1987; Booth et al, 1990).

Though much learning difficulty research remains quantitative (see, for exanqile, British Institute 

of Learning Difficulties, 1996), trends in the 1990s have beoi towards relationshÿ-based and in 

depth work (e.g. Booth and Booth, 1994), and biogrqihical methods (Atkinson, 1993;

Walnidey, 1995; Goodley, 1996). New devdopments now arc towards partidpatory research, as 

debates in disability research (Oliver, 1992; Zaib, 1992) and usa* involvement (Barnes and
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Wistow, 1992; Bercsford and Croft, 1993) are qiplied to learning difficulty research, both in 

discourse (e.g. Barton, 1996) and practice (e.g. Richardson, 1997; Stalker, 1998). My work is 

thus an example of the development of participatory research with people with learning 

difficulties.

2. The "hegemony of disabilitv"

C h ^ ta  2 discussed my dialectical matoialist fixunewoiic, based on the social model of disability, 

which has significant implications for methodology. Oliver (1996) has provided a usefiil 

fiamewoik for ei^laming the process. His cj^lanation of the "hegemony of disability' the 

combination of ontology, qtistemology and ejqierience - shows that the way disability is 

undenAood informs the strategies developed in reqionse to it and fiom that the qipropriate 

research methodologies (1996, pp.29-38).

He argues that if disability is understood as personal tragedy, that influences the strat^es 

developed to reqx)nd to it. Theoriang is in terms of prevention, cure, adjustment, deviance, 

stigma etc. Research methodology tends to be positivist or interpretative (note that he considers 

that an interpretative methodology can still fell within this paradigm). Thus the traditionally 

dominant individual or medical model of disability has been the starting point for strategies 

dealing with disability, the type of research conducted and the methodologies that flow fi"om 

that. Rioux (1994) has described much of this research as amilar to research into meades in its 

medical qiproach. Oliver argues that ahemative ways of understanding disability lead to different 

strat^es and d if i^ ^  research mOhodolo^es.
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This is the baâc starting point for examining the methodology ̂ )propriate to my rosearoh. As the 

discussion in this chapter develops, however, I vM  show that precisely wMch methodology is 

best suited to the social model is contested. In a seminal ps^er, Olh^er (1992) argued that the 

social relations of research production diould be ovotumed. He called for emancipatory 

research, based on reciprocity, gain and empowmnent, with researchers' skills and knowledge 

"put at the disposal of thdr research subjects, for tluan to use in whatever ways they choose' 

(1992, p. 111). In the same volume, Zaib (1992) argued that social rdatipns are based on 

material relations. Until material relations change, he argued that emancipatory research is not 

truly possible, and participatory research is the best wc can hope for. This would mean that 

emancipatory research is that which is wholly owned and controlled by disabled people for thdr 

own ends; partieipatoiy research is woilc in partnership, but within the restraints of current 

material rdations.

The issue is still not clear, however, since dsewherc the two terms are used interchangeably (e.g. 

French, 1994, Sample, 1996, stresses similarities), while other disabled academics, though .

as

Shakespeare, 1996b). Variations on the thane include co-operative inquiry (Heron, 1981), 

partnerdup research (Lloyd et al, 1996) and participatory action research (Sample, 1996). Swain 

(1995) identified dx approaches: research as praxis, critical research, democratic research, 

emancipatory research, co-research and participatory researdi.

To reach some clarity about the methodology appropriate for this project, it is therefore 

important to go bock to the arguments in social research which have hdped to inform cuiiisii 

dd)ates, and particularly to see how these have played out in learning difficulty research.
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3. Quantitative research and lost voices

This section discusses quantitative research and issues of objectivity and partiality. Early 20th 

century research on people with learning difficulties was largdy of a medical nature. People woe 

objectified as medical phaiomena; gœeralisations were made which could labd and characterise 

people and justify treatment (see Ryan and Thomas, 1980; Digby, 1996; Jackson, 1996).

French (1994) argues that if researchers choose a stance based on a medical modd they and thdr 

research may become a further source of oppression. One example of this is Miller and Gwynne’s 

1972 A Life Apart, an investigation of institutions for disabled people. They diowed what Morris 

(1991) describes as a dassic pattern of pr^dice: th ^  were stressed by what they e?q)erienced, 

doubted what they were told, and instead concentrated on the p^chological state of the disabled 

people. Paul Hunt, an Inmate' in one of the institutions Miller and Gwyime researched, was 

outraged by their work and wrote about his response (cited in Morris, 1991). On the podtive 

fflde, research into institutions (like that of Miller and Gwyrme, and Pauline Morris, 1969) played 

a significant part in expodng the irgustice of institutions and hdped lead to policy and practice 

change. But still only one dde of the story was told: only the 'cTq̂ erts' had qx)ken (Atkinson, 

1997).

Until the 1980s people with learning difficulties had not generally been conddered capable of

being reqwndents in research.

For persons with profound disability and communication problems in particular, 
there has been an almost systematic and institutionalised exdudon of thdr views '

(Ramcharan and Grant, 1994, p.233)
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In 1984, a survey of learning difficulty research could only find five studies that had actually

sought their views (Richards, 1985). This is similar to the points made by feminists regarding the

exclusion of women's views:

•While studying women is not new, studying them from the perspective of thdr 
own experioices so that people can understand thenselves and the world can 
daim virtually no history at all.' (Harding, 1987, p.8)

Bryan ct al (1985), writing the story of black women in Britain, comment, 'so much of our story 

lies buried' (p.2). This is ev«i more true of people with learning difficulties.

T h ^  WCTC notable acceptions to this trmd. Edgcrton's ethnographic study in the 1960s (1967) 

and Bogdan and Taylor's autobiographies (1982) both sought the views of people with learning 

difficulties using qualitative methods. These are discussed bdow. The dominant trend, howevCT, 

remained quantitative work and there is still a prepondCTancc of sudi studies, even of subjects 

such as rnipowermmt (ZirpoH et al, 1993) and expression of fedings (Lindsay ét al, 1994). A 

glance at any issue of the Britidi Institute of Learning Disability (BILD) Currait Awareness 

Service illustrates this (for exanq)le, BILD, 1996).

Using observations and measures such as before and-afrer studies  ̂measures of'engagement'̂  

counting the numlw of visitors, etc., all have thdr value, but miss out the ingrediait of the 

people thansdves. Filling in a questionnaire in itsdf exdudes most people with learning 

difficulties. Most quantitative studies refy on othw people (stofî  pormts) to fill in the forms. In 

quantitative researdi subjective insights disappear in statistical data. Singly filling in a 

questionnaire lets the researcher know little of the experience of the pCTSon: it is, at best, a 

snapdiot rather than a moving picture. ^\nd quantitative measures may not even provide that 

snapdiot: Sidell (1993), in describing her expeiaice of methodological pluralism, shows that ho-
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quantitative data produced a straight line which, while of value in itsd( did not actually represoit 

the real experiences of any one person  ̂which were shown by qualitative material to be fluid and 

to on dther ride of the line at d iffo ^  times.

Podtivist ^proaches udng quantitative methods are justified by claims to sdw ific objectivity. 

However, researchers do not operate in a vacuum We are influenced by a host of fectors fi"om 

the most concrete to the most general. We do research for reasons: even if wc wont to change 

the world, we also might want a qualification or to get or keep a job. Our research may be 

funded for a particular purpose, More gene-ally» we are a product of a particular stage in history 

and research methods devdop out of prevailing ideologies.

The class which has the means of material production at its diposal, has control
at the same time ovct the means of mortal production...' (Marx, 1963, p.93)

Researches who do not consciously take on an alternative position wiH by defrult be 

pepetuating the dominating pespective. Feminists argue this too - Oakley (1981), fiar example, 

argues that traditional methods devdop out of the dominant group's influence over culture and 

overall outlook (which die characterises as masculine). This means that we cannot be objecte, 

and attempting to be so could have serious consequmces. So-called objectivity may actually 

daiy reality and may create a distance between researcher and researched that is insensitive and 

intrusive; Arguing for objectivity is really the Inequalities of power and the dominance of the 

researcher's values andjudganaits' (Beresford and Croft, 1986, p.21).

Mies (1983) argues for conscious partiality, that is, opm support for particular values or 

interests. This I bdieve to be correct, but again it is not without its posdblc pitMs: the important 

point is which values. In some ways, not seddng the views of people with learning difficulties has 

been perpetuated by research which has used normalisation as its exqilicit value-base. Chuter 2
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discussed the dominance of normalisation in learning difficulty services. Chippdl (1997) outlines 

the history of normalisation, from an idea that was heqied with scorn and derision and therefore 

had to be strong in defence, to becoming the accepted wisdom which it was heresy to criticise. 

Walmdey describes it as "incontrovertible dogma' (1997, p.64). A powerful modd, offering a 

'dream' of high quality services, it has been a driving force of much research. Normalisation- 

based research (such as that into the New Ideas for Mentally Retarded in Ordinary Dwdlings 

(NIMROD) service, e.g. Hunphries et al, 1987) is based on a conscious partiality. This has not 

meant that researchers felt the need to consult people with learning difficulties adherence by the 

researcher to normalisation is seen as sufficient (Chqipell, 1992). Power relations are not 

questioned, the research assurncs disability, "norms' and values as given. Much of this research 

itsdf is quantitative, measuring visits, levels of support dc.

Empathetio research is also cxplidt in its partiality what does it fed lilco to be disabled? but 

produces data that is int^pretcd from a non-tiisablcd point of view, and could use any model of 

disabilify os its framework for understanding. One exanple is Williams (1978), who expresses 

the views he bdieves would be hdd by someone with learning difficulties, and uses this device to 

propagandise the principle of normalisatioa Conscious partiality on its own is not enough - we 

have to go further and keep as the aim the perspective of the pdson with learning difficulties.

A primary concern of some studies has bedi to test the rdiabihty of people with learning 

difficulties as research respondents. Influential work by Sigdman and others tested people udng 

dif^ent kinds of questions to determine thdr ability to be respondents, and this still goes on 

today (e.g. Sigdman etal, 1981; Heal and Sigdman, 1995). T h^  found low levds of 

responsiveness to open-mded questions; high levds of acquiescence (he. saying yes to appease
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the questions) and recency (i.e. choosing the last from a choice of posable answers) with closed 

question-types; and low correlation between the answers given by people with learning 

difficulties and othas. Problans with variants of question formats, acquiescence and recency are 

thus wdl-documented and most studies take these difficulties into account (e g. Atldnson, 1988; 

Booth and Booth, 1994).

However, while not overlooking the real difficulties posed in intayiewing, Simons et al (1989) 

point out some Mings in Sigelman's studies. Questions like 'Are you usually happy?* are in 

themsdves ambiguous, and in any case people's state of h^piness will chatige at different times 

diciting difrdmt responses. Asking the sæne question several times over or addhg obvious 

questions like Is it raining?', will probably lead to confridon, causing people to think thae is a 

catch or that their first answer was wrong arid they diould say something dse. The apparent 

basis of Sigdman's work is that acquiescmce or inconastency is a function of impairment. 

Simons et al (1989) instead suggest that they are more likdy to be the impact of experience, the 

reflection of ambiguous or changing fedings and the result of confusing and pressured 

interviewing methods. This does not mean that we ovelook such risks, but that we work to 

overcome than rather than see than as automatic. There is also an demait here of people with 

learning difficulties being expected to reach a higha standard than the rest of us; we area// 

inconristait - our moods vary, the context of the interview varies, our responses dqpend on a 

host of fectors of which the researdia will not necessarily be aware. This analysis points to the 

need for a dififerait type of approach.

This section has discussed the dominant mdhodology in learning difficulty research this century 

and raised issues of objectivity and partiality. I have suggested that traditional methodology.
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based on an individual modd of disability, has tended to objectify people with learning difficulties 

and ignore their views. I have argued against the possibility of objectivity in social research, but 

that conscious partiality in itself can ovaride the views of people with learning difficulties. In the 

rq?lacanait of claims to Value-free' research, it is the particular values that are important. I have 

argued for the voice of people with learning difficulties in research, and pointed out that vM e 

awaraiess of risks of acquiescaice etc. is inportant, it is again methods based on an individual 

modd of disability which assume these risks as functions of impairment, ratha than looking for 

alternatives which will help to ovacome them.

In the 1970s and 80s, faninists challaiged the foundations of quantitative work based on 

positivist methodologies. They argued that fer from bang an impartial, purdy scientifrc approach 

leading to the creation of genaal truths, methods based on a positivist methodology w ae hiding 

powa-rdations (which they define as genda-based) bdnnd this veil of sdaice, leading to the 

gaieration effects' based on the dominant groups' assunqxtions and intaests. The next section 

addresses in particular the question of powa and the devdopment of qualitative methodologies.

4. Powa and qualitative research

Pow a rdations are a vital theme in most research which challenges traditional m ^ods, whetha 

this is described as disempowerment (Beresford, 1992), appropriation (Opie, 1992), 

commodification (Ramcharan and Grant, 1994), aliaation (Rowan, 1981), or as embedded in 

the social rdations of research production (Oliva, 1992; Zarb, 1992). Davis (1992) asked 

people who had bear researched about thdr exqxaiaces. She found that being researched M  

like intrudon or like being used; there was a fear that what re^xondents said might be used
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against them, or that if they did not co-opaate they might lose out. It was fdt research was used 

to invalidate u sa  exqxeriaces. Similar points are made by feminists such as Oakley (1981), 

Robats (1981) and Finch (1984b). Barnes’ (1994) exqxeriace tells h a  that some people with 

learning difficulties have found the research interview to be as disenqxxwaing as thdr 

interactions with some professional care providers. She bdieves research has a moral onus not to 

add to feelings of disempowerment, and if possible to contribute to its alleviation, and she 

bdieves that this should mean sharing some control ova the research.

It can be argued that researchas are not really all that powerful (e.g. Hammerdey, 1995). For 

example, we have to negotiate access. In my own work I expaienced the difficulty of reaching 

people with learning difficulties directly because of the staff and femiHes who protect access. 

Bell’s (1978) argun%nt about the locally powerful, giving or withdrawing pandsdon, controlling 

access, etc., is rdevant here. The theory of street levd bureaucracy (Hudson, 1989), about the 

pow a of ordinary front-line service workers, is similarly useful for undastanding the ability of 

workers to refuse access to researchers.

It is true that powa is not a straightforward one-dded issue. Atkinson (1997), for example,

discusses h a  feelings of lack of pow a in group oral history work, as group manbers followed

thdr own agendas. Bomat explains how h a  view of h a  own powa has changed:

Though I still see the interview as a powa rdationship, I think I can see dififerait 
©cpresdons of powa and purpose on both ddes. I think I am now more prepared 
for the grit and detamination which the otha person is mediating and less 
indined to think only in tam s of disanpowaed victims. Though I am no less 
wary of creating an exqiloitative rdation^p, by "mining" someone's past, I now 
see evidence of consdous coUudon with the outcome in some cases, and positive 
ajoym ait in participation in othas.' (1993, p.94)
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Barnes (1994) found that some people with learning difficulties have enjoyed the attention and 

interest shown in them, and some have received mataial benefits from research. But die also 

found many who fob tricked, and only participated because they feared they would lose out if 

they did not.

Research is usually a small and marginal part of someone's life; it does not form part of the 

permanent powa structures. But this must not cloud what powa we do have. As researchers 

we oursdves can have the powa of the 'street-levd bureaucrats'. We must also consida who 

controls the research, in whose interests. Zarb exqxlains that

'...we opaate within a social structure which sedcs to silence all oppressed
groups, and neutralise any criticism or protest...' (1992, p. 132)

Research with people with learning difficulties is research with people who may have been 

subject to all sorts of blatant and subtle abuses of powa throughout thdr lives. If carried out in a 

hierarchical, disaiqxxwaing feshion, research can conqxxund that exqxerience. Whai they agree 

to be studied (assuming they are asked) it is likdy that many people with learning difficulties will 

have little real understanding of what the research is about, what is exqxected of them, and what 

win happen to what they say, e^xeciaUy if it is poorly exqxlained. It may wdl be that someone 

discloses very little, but this does not necessarily mean it is because they have power. It may be a 

lack of pow^, a fear of the consequences of talking. It is therefore inqxxrtant to condder ways of 

reducing power imbalances, or of reducing their effects.

Edgeton's early 1960s dhnographic study sought the voice of people with learning difficulties 

for the first time. Edgerton's work has been mtidsed for not taking people's views saiously, 

sedng case notes as fects and people's own accounts as "febrications or rationalisations' (Bogdan
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and Taylor, 1982, p.211), though Edgerton has defended himsdf against this (1993). His work 

was ground-breaking, leading to the accqxtance that the views of people with learning difficulties 

are worth seeking, and that seeking their views takes time. There are few similar ethnogrqxhic 

studies. One example is Wilkinson (1989), who got to know people by being there'.

Since the mid-1980s there has been a growing number of studies seeking die views of people 

with learning difficulties. Possible problons with acquiescemx dc. of course must not be 

dismissed, but can be best ovacome with a more informal, rdationdiip-based qiproach Some 

studies have used feiily structured intaviewing, for exanqxle Malin (1983), Passfidd (1983) and 

Flynn (1987). Malin and Flynn both concluded that less formal, less structured interviewing 

would be preferable to allow people to talk more fiedy. Sinmns et al (1989) advocated taking 

time to get to know people and thdr ways of communicating, usng an unstructured, informal 

approach. Thdr study of the Kirklees Relocation Project with this qxproach had no problons 

with acquiescence or recency.

It is now accqxted by a number of researdiers that bettCT quality data results from the quality of 

the interviewing relationship. In interviewing women in the trandtion to motteihood, Oakley 

(1981) found that they kqxt asking questions back, and she established a personal involvement it 

was unhdpfiil to avoid. In interviewing over time a rdationship devdops, leading to a 

collaborative approach and a greater quality of information. Remaining detached and 'objective' 

does not hdp rapport. People would not give so much if you did not give them something back:

'...personal involvement is more than dangerous bias - it is the condition under
vbich people come to know each otha" and to admit otha"s into thdr lives '

(Oakley, 1981, p.58)
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Some researches into learning difficulty have devdoped getting to know you styles, for example, 

Brandon and Ridlqr (1983), Sugg (1987), Atkinson (1988) and Connelly (1990). Particularly 

notable is the recent work of Booth and Booth, using in-dqxth interviewing on a long-tem 

rdationship basis to come to an undestanding of the expeiences of parents with learning 

difficulties (1994). They see this as a way of gaining new indghts, knowledge and perspectives, 

and ofinqxroving accountability. I adopted this qxproadi to gain a folle undestanding of 

subjective exqxerieice.

Use of biogrqxhical methods is a devdopment with great potential for discovering the lived 

expeience. There is much from oral history that has beei of use in my pursuit of finding out 

some of the exqxeiece of sdf-advocacy and femilies. Oral history traditions explore the 

experience of people excluded fixxm traditional history, producing vadons of history which tend 

to go unnoticed by historians (Bomat, 1993). There are many examples, such as the Hall 

Carpenter Archives' 1989 collection of ledxian life stories, Jewidi Women in London (1989) and 

Keith's 1994 anthology of writings by disabled women.

There has been a growth of oral history in last 30 years (Bomat, 1989). Atkinson (1997) points 

out that this movement has largely left out people with learning difficulties. A posdble reason for 

the rarity of this material could be the apparmt paradox that those who most need to have thdr 

stories told may be least able to tdl them: people with learning difficulties have genially lacked 

the opportunity and tools for such an ex^dse and will very often be restricted in their ability to 

do so unaided. Atkinson (1997) advocates auto/biogrqxhical methods, with both the voice of the 

person and the research^, and setting the individual against her or his social background.
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The recmt development of biographical methods with people with learning difficulties is part of 

the growing interest among researchers to use anti-oppressive, empowering measures, and part 

of the recognition that 'researchers should attend more to thdr own deficiaides' (Booth and 

Booth, 1996, p 17). Telling the story from the point of view of people with learning difficulties 

has been an important dimaision to the sdf-advocacy movement, as seen in chapta* 2. Bogdan 

and Taylor exqxlain thdr 1970s preseitation of Ed's story, the life of a pCTSon living in an 

institution, as coming from a 'difi^ent kind of rdationship with a person we might otherwise 

casually dismiss as dumb or incoherent or "not all there"' (1982, p. 17). Fido and Potts (1989) 

recorded the memories and exqxeriences of residents and ex-residents of a maital handicap 

institution. The Opai University has produced an anthology of writing and pictures by people 

with learning difficulties (Atkinson and Williams, 1990) and carried out group-based 

reminiscence and oral history (Atkinson, 1993 and 1994). There has also beai an interest in 

qxplying biographical methods to other frxrms of research. Booth and Booth (1994) used 

narrative methods to research the exqxerience of parents with learning difficulties, and Walmsley 

used biogrqxhical methods to research caring (1995). Currently, similar methods are bdng used 

to examine the eqxerience of sdf-advocacy groups (Goodley, 1996).

The application of these methods is not without difficulties. Booth and Booth (1996) looked at 

the challaiges in using narrative methods with inarticulate people, deviang various methods to 

oeate a flowing story. Booth (1996) argues for techniques more associated with fictional forms, 

such as attention to character, pace and structure of the story, and the construction of dialogue 

from original fiagmented words. There are dangers here in distortion of meaning, but Booth 

points out that life history work with people with learning diffiailties is inevitably a collaboration 

due to intdlectual limitations. Goodley (1996) warns of dangers in ignoring the social ord«" in
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pursuit of individual subjectivity; particularly that Mure to locate the pdaon in social theory may 

jeopardise a paaon's words, leaving than open to bang cast in the medical modd.

From a materialist perspective, I endorse the inqxortance of placing people in their social context. 

Materialism views social life and history as being "rooted in the mataial conditions of life' (Marx, 

1963, p.67). In undastanding individuals, we must be able to relate individual expaiaices to the 

historical and social context in which they exist. Fife is not determined by consciouaiess, but 

consciousness by life' {ibid., p.90). A dialectical qxproach, in addition, means we cannot just look 

at the surfece picture but must look at the processes underneath. Auto/biographical qxproaches 

have a keen awareness of context, material inequalities and social and political environment, 

understanding the multi-layaed nature of lives.

This section has discussed the devdopmait of qualitative qxproaches in the context of attempts 

to use anti-oppresdve methods that tackle power relations. The next section takes this qxproach 

fiirthCT.

S. Participatorv research

This section looks at participatory research among people with learning difficulties and addresses 

the ongoing and complex ddxates within disability research. Oliver (1992) argues that rgecting 

the positivist qxproach, and turning towards rdation^p-based and biographical methods, does 

not necessarily overcome problems of power: qualitative research can be just as alienating and 

d isai^w aing  because it does not fundamentally ehange the social rdations of production:
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The social relations are built upon a firm distinction between the researcher and 
the researched; upon the belief that it is the researdiers who have specialist 
knowledge and sldHs, and that it is they who should decide what topics diould be 
researched and be in control of the Wiole process of researdi production.'

(Oliver, 1992, p. 102)

This research relationship has been analysed using Marx's forms of alienation (Rowan, 1981).

The rdationdiip is aliœating because it is udng the peson for someone else's ends - the person's 

actions do not bdong to that individual, but to the research^ and to the researdi plan. 

Addressing the balance of power is therefore only possible through the overturning of the 

research relationship. Partidpatory researdi means involvonent through the researdi process of 

people who traditionally have been seai purdy as researdi subjects (or evei 'objects'). It requires 

that assunqxtions about who is the researcher are turned updde down.

Feminists similarly have advocated wom@i researdiing womei as a way of challenging powa" 

rdations (e.g. Stanley and Wise, 1993). Findi (1984b) argues that a shared poweriesmess 

betweai intaviewee and researdia is inqxxrtant. Application of this to disability researdi should 

logically mean disabled people researching disabled people. Howeva, we have to be cautious 

about whetha notions of diared powalessness are possible. It is illusory to imagine that because 

two people are of the same particular idathy that their powa is the same. The Miinist idea of 

diared powerlessness has been somewhat discredited by disabled feminists. As discussed in 

diapta 3, Kdth (1990) and Morris (1991) aitidse feminism for aeating a dichotomy between 

carers and cared for, portraying disabled people as "passive, feeble and demanding" (Kdth, p.v). 

Morris points out that fdninists y/ho investigate community care neva ask disabled people about 

thdr views, and argues that disabled feminists would ask different questions (Morris, 1991). In 

my view, although this is an attack on the earlia fianinist ignorance of disability, it dcxes not
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undermine the bade notion of ways of tackling powa issues; Kdth and Morris both advocate 

disabled people having more control ova research.

Oliva aigues not for partidpatory but emancipatory research (1992 and 1996). Emandpatoiy 

research is that which is wholly controlled by disabled people and aimed at anandpatory change, 

although it may still use the knowledge and skills of non-disabled researchers. It is therefore 

about both process and outcome, and is crucially about the rdations of research production (who 

commisdons research, who owns it, for whose purposes is research conducted etc.?). 

Partidpatory research is that vdiich is conducted within traditional researdi relations, with 

researchers inviting people who would othowise be seen only as respondents to partidpate in 

the research process. It is a recognition of current material relations (vdiere the money lies, for 

example) that leads Zarb (1992) to propose partidpatoiy research as the best most researchers 

can manage, vduch Oliva" (1996) accqxts as long as emandpatory researdi is still the aim.

North (1995), researching refugees, says that thae are obvious reasons why refugees are not 

likdy to carry out research. This could be qxplied to people with learning difficulties. In addition 

to their inqxairment, thdr social position makes carrying but researdi alone unlikdy, with no 

access to research and/or any expectation of eva doing such a thing. Those bits of partidpatory 

researdi vdiich do take place are oases in what still amounts to a desert of opportunity. 

Involvement in partidpatory research could therefore be empowering and be a transition to more 

control. But it does not hive to be a transition - partidpatory research does have value in its own 

r i ^ .  For many people foil involvement in a research project may be liberating; for others it may 

be daunting; for oth^s it may just be plain tedious. It may not evai be possible, givai currait 

power rdations in both research and wider sodety, to erase all unequal or pot^itiahy exqxlohative
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elonents of the research process. A note of caution, however: power in learning difficulty 

research is with non-disabled academics and we dominate the ddxate. We must take care that 

these points do not defend consavatism, and excuse low levds of participation whei more could 

be posdble.

Not all disabled researchers support the goal of emancipatory research. Shakespeare, a disabled 

academic associated with the disability movement, carries out qualitative but not emancipatory 

research. He is sceptical about the ability of researdi to make change and says that research with 

an 'axe to grind' could be dianissed out of hand (by governments etc.) (1996b). This raises 

questions of the purpose and authority of research. In terms of its purpose, Hammersley (1995) 

argues that research diould not be directed toward anything other than the accumulation of 

knowledge. However, it is difficult to see how this is posdble, if we take an understanding of 

knowledge as socially constructed rath^ than just waiting to be found. We cannot talk of pursuit 

of knowledge as if it stands above sodety. The very feet that we are investigating anything is 

because someone wants to know.

Shakespeare does not go as fer, but does comment that it is action that deddes the day. This is a 

useful warning against excesdve claims for research, but in my view a little one-dded. There are 

many examples of research having an effect. Action research is meant to bring about change: 

evaluative research such as normalisation's PASSING tool (Wolfoisberger and Thomas, 1994) 

has a view to inqxroving services. Research into long stay hoqxitals had an inqxact (Morris,

1969). Research can effect change, and th o ^ re  it is important to raise questions about change 

in vdiose int^-ests.
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T h æ  is evidaice to suggest that many disabled people do not feel that much research is 

conducted in thdr interests. French (1994) says that disabled people may fed money is wasted 

on research which does nothing for than. Barnes (1992b) found that research is often thought of 

by respondents as a substitute for action. Davis (1992) found little evidaice of a demand for 

research from people who had beai reqxondaits, and that research had not played a podtive part 

in service change. Oliver (1993) bdieves that because much disability research has contributed 

little to improving quality of life, more disabled people are refusing to take part. Research diould 

benefit people in ways they find useful.

Shakeqxeare (1996b) also makes the point that research with a vested interest will not be taken 

smoudy, and distinguishes betweoi commitmoit to disability politics (vdnch he espouses) and 

accountability to a particular organisation. On this specific point, I would argue that any research 

institution has vested interests. If'official' bodies want to ignore or discredit research, 

commitmait to disability politics could be used to invalidate it as much as accountability to any 

particular organisation. However, there is a broads point about the authority of research. 

Hammo^ey (1995) argues that research involves a claim to intdlectual authority, which brings 

with it an obligation to ensure that information is valid and that the research is carried out 

rigoroudy and property. This is an inqxortant point, and I would not be in fevour of undermining 

sdentific rigour, but this does not dictate who can be a researdier. We have to adc the question, 

authority in whose eyes? This seems to me to go back to the question of powa- rdations, and the 

rdations of research production  ̂Opening up these rdations would broadai the concqxtion of 

who uses research results and judges its authority.
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Hammersley's point also raises the itiqxxrtant question of intellectual ability, whidi is paiticulariy 

pertinent to people with learning difficulties. I shall return to this point, afta* first looking at the 

developmait of participatory research among people with learning difficulties.

Deqxite the devdoping ddxate, there are still few opportunities fixr disabled people to participate 

in disability research (Oliva* and Barnes, 1997). There are some examples of participatory 

research with, for example, older people (Lewisham Older Women's Health Survey Project,

1994). When I began this project in 1994 there were hardly any exanqxles with people with 

learning difficulties. Cocks and Cockram (1995) suggest that this is due to two types of reasons: 

one, limitations or unwillingness on the part of acadanics, and two, because it is difficult to do 

with people with an intellectual impairment. These two danents, social and awironmaital 

manipulation (as ranoval of barriers is termed by Fraich, 1993a) and the reality ofinqxairment, 

are returned to throughout the condderation of researdi approaches.

Devdopments in user involvement have beai an influaice on the participation of people with 

learning difficulties in research. User evaluations are a recent and exqxanding devdopmait. The 

evaluation carried out by People First London in 1990 of reddaitial services in Hillingdon 

(Whittaker et al, 1991) was a landmark. With community care reforms and the growing voice 

fiom sdf-advocacy groups, there has been a proliferation of user-led evaluations of s@*vices, 

though unfortunatdy most are not published. Practitioners and writers in user involvonoit are 

strong advocates of participatory research, qxplying the same demands to researdi that they 

make of SCTvices (Beresford, 1992). Barnes states that, Researchers should be just as aware of 

the values that inform thdr work as are those conc^ned with sovice providon' (1994, p. 1).
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This developing is only slowly being matched in the academic world, though in the time since I 

began my research, the number of such projects has increased. A team at the Norah Fry 

Research Caitre describe research vkich involved people with learning difficulties (Minkes et al,

1995) In one example, a group of people from a day centre carried out a postal survey of 

service users, and presaited the results, supported by their group worker and a researcher 

(Townsley, 1995). Sample (1996) describes a project combining participatory with action 

research. Ward gives several examples of people with learning difficulties bdng involved at 

different levds, from being interviewed, advising, 'involvemait at evay stage', to people carrying 

out their own projects (1996). A team at the Univerdty of Stirling is investigating the conditions 

required for a learning society (Stalker, 1998), and Richardson (1997) at the Umvodty of Leeds, 

is researching people with learning difficulties' experiences of nursng. These are both 

participatory projects.

A project looking at crime against people with learning difficulties used paralld text to make the 

research rqxxrt accessible (Williams and Badiford, 1993; Bashford et al, 1995). There are a few 

exanqxles of sqxarate rqxxrts written for people with learning difficulties, using pictures and 

anqxlifred, larger text (e.g. Simons, 1993a), and paralld texts including illustrations have bedi 

used elsewhere (e.g. Mitchdl, 1992). ThCTe is also the Plain Facts project, wWdi makes rdevant 

research projects accessible to people with learning difficulties (Towndey and Gyde, 1997).

Barton poses the question: are these devdopmaits with people with learning difficulties 

transformative vidon or discourse of ddusion? (1996). This question ranains unanswaed in the 

literature, and, in attempting to find an answer, my work makes an inqxxrtant confribution. 

Researchers aigue for participatory research and give growing examples - what is needed now is
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the real stoiy! Stalka (1998) gives an honest discussion of h a  work and raises the question of 

the reality of intellectual impairment. The social modd of disability could be interpraed to imply 

that aH that is wanting is to ovacome society's barriers, but, as French (1993a) points out, the 

reality is that people do have impairments. The reality of impairment and personal aqxaiaice is 

starting to be discussed within disability theory, e.g. Crow (1996), Keith (1996) (see chqrta 2). 

If we are to take participation of people with learning difficulties seriously, then we must 

acknowledge the impairmait and the implications this mig)it have for gamine involvement. 

Stalka correctly argues that we need to hear more about the views and aqxaiaices of the 

people with learning difficulties involved in these processes. A first in this area is the artide 

publidied by the co-researchers on this project (Mardi et cd, 1997 - see chqita 5).

Walmsley (1997), in discusang the involvement of people with learning difficulties in an Open 

Univadty course team, also raises important questions about the ability of people with learning 

difficulties to carry out academic work She makes a number of observations. The contribution 

of people with learning difficulties is nearly always personal and oth@"s comment on and interpret 

thdr lives. People with learning difficulties always seem to need prompting and advice in thdr 

involvonort. Co-authoring raises problems r^arding accesability of mataial, which audience to 

aim at, who controls the analysis and obtaining suffidait resources. After involvanart in 

research people with learning difficulties tend to go back to thdr previous lives ratha than use 

their new skills dsewhae. Walmsley asks if these points are to do with social barriers or because 

of the impairmait. These issues will be returned to in the of my expaience in the next 

chqxta. My tentative view at this stage is that this is a live and changing debate and the 

boundaries are expanding. While people with learning difficulties undoubtedly have intdlectual 

limitations, the risk in attempting to draw a line, ratha than constantly pushing forward what is
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possible, is that , we M  prey to the dangers of the individual model of disability and positivist 

methods.

The way that these ideas fit with the principles of academic research should be discussed, and 

win be returned to in chqxta 5 in the light of my exqxaience. It seans that most research projects 

actually carried out by people with learning difficulties themselves, in vdnch they hold real 

control, are those carried out outside the academic araia (e.g. People First London, 1994a; 

Towndey, 1995). The King's Fund has conqxiled a book of exanqxles of people carrying out 

evaluations and research (Whittaka, 1997). One example of people carrying out their own 

research within an acadanic context m ^  be the plans to research sdf-advocacy in Europe 

(Wniiams, 1996).

Real involvement makes substantial resource demands. Until rdations of production change, in 

itself dqxaident on bigga dranges, there wiH not be enough resources to do everything. But 

despite the difficulties still evidait, there are now changes taking place. Mqor fiindas such as 

the Josqxh Rowntree Foundation now expect some levd of participation in those projects to 

which they make grants (Ward, 1996). This is an immaise stqx forward. Neverthdess, thae are 

significant otha fectors which make partidpatory research difficult - establidied practices in 

bidding and commissioning, exqxected standards in writing, the demands of research committees 

and so forth. I would tend to agree with Stalka (1998) that mudi of academia is not compatible 

with emandpatory research, unless academics are themselves to be "bought in' by projects run by 

disabled people. Even partidpatory research makes substantial demands.
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This section has examined the ddxates within participatory research. I have discussed research 

rdations and issues to do with the purpose and authority of research. The purpose of research 

cannot be separated out from the intaests of those who engage in it . I maintain that opening up 

the process of production does not necessarUy undermine the authority of research. To suppose 

that it does assumes that research rdations stay the same Qn regard to w/w judges and gives 

work Intimacy) and also makes assunqxtions about the ability of non-academics to do research. 

The section has raised questions about intdlectual inqxairment, and tentativdy advocated caution 

in assuming what people with learning difficulties can and cannot do. The frxllowing chapter 

develops this more fully in rdation to my experience. Much of academia is not compatible with 

anancipatory research, but, within the constraints of the current time (such as control ov^ 

jSnance and otha* rescxurces), there are steps that researchers and prachticxners can take to reduce 

the exqxloitative and disempowmng aspects of their work and make research more participatory. 

The next section discusses reflexivity, a crucial aqxect in dealing with these issues.

5. ReflCTivitv

This chapter has challenged some of the claims made about objectivity, and supported bdng 

reflechve about values. I have argued that rather than being kqxt hidden, the motivations and 

values of research^ should be open to examination; and that an in-dqxth, qualitative prcxcess 

allows for a deqxe* undo-standing of respondents' lives. There are danger in this type of work, 

for excanqxle, in the posable influence exited on respondents through the devdopment of the 

research rdationship, or through immersion in people's lives leading to 'submo^on' (Atkinson, 

1997). Throughout this and the nect two ckqxtas I r^ *  to reflexdvity as a sa^uard. Bdng 

reflective is part of the qualitative research process.
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Reflexivity has been established by a number of feminist and other qualitative researchers as

integral to their work (e.g. Reason and Rowan, 1981; Roberts, 1981; Bowles and Duelli Klein,

1983; Goodley, 1996). As Steier (1991) argues, knowledge is culturally and socially constructed,

so that the researcher and the researcher’s actions are part of the process and should be subject to

self-reflection. Atkinson and Shakespeare (1993) discuss reflexivity in relation to three areas: the

sdf research 'subjects' and practice. In r%ard to the self they describe a circular process:

The self the "I", is part of writing and research, and interacts with ideas and 
people. But "I" can also stand back and reflect critically on that process '

(1993, p.4)

This inevitably means self-disclosure in performance and writing, an honest reflection of one's 

own research practice, and disclosure in interviews as a means of establishing rapport. It means 

developing a self-awareness - an awareness of the influence of self in a research situation. 

Harding (1987) argues that placing the researcher's background, interests and values in the fliame 

opois them to rigorous scrutiny, and therdxy reduces the risk of distortion.

In regard to the research respondents, 'other-awareness' is a first step for the researcher towar ds 

sensitive interviewing and an enqxathetic approach. Reciprocity, and a commitment to reducing 

the power differentiaf are enabled through a reflective qxproach and awareness not just of self 

but of the respondent. Similarly, reflection applies to research practice and its effects. Chapter 6 

looks at reflexivity in practice.

There are important ethical dilemmas in participatory research which can only be dealt with 

reflexively. Davis warns of being '...in danger of sounding no different fi*om service providers 

vdio promote user participation because it is feshionable to do so' (1992, p 36) Stanton asks, 

'Are researchers trying to bring people in to what remains principally the practitioner's concern?
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(1989, p.322). Are we just trying to ease our consciences (Lloyd et al, 1996)? It is important to 

analyse our motives carefully and not allow ourselves to become complacent.

Bernard (1994) shows that quêtions of power are not resolved simply by an Insider’ carrying

out research. In interviewing a black woman as a black woman, she says.

It became apparent to me... that it mattered little to her that we shared the same 
gender and race. Black respondents may view a black researcher as a member of 
what they perceive to be the white establishment, and even as a threat to their 
existence... That the researcher is also a black woman does not necessarily mean 
that concerns about the uses and abuses of research are lessened in the mind of a 
black respondent. Research could be carried out by a black researcher utilising 
frameworks which are Eurocentric and reproduce racist discourses about the 
black community.' (1994, p!21)

Suk Tak Tam, researching the Chinese community, warns against 'ethnic credentialism'.

Althou^ ethnic minority professionals may have language skills and more exqxerience in multi

racial practice, they do not necessarily p o ss^  a monopoly of the truth' (1994, p. 16). This can be 

applied to disability research:

'Analytically, the experience of impairment is not a unitary one... Having an 
impairment does not automatically give someone an affinity with disabled people, 
nor an inclination to do disability research. The cultural gqx between researchers 
and researched has as much to do with social indicators like class, education, 
employment and general life experiences as with impairment.'

(Barnes, 1992b, p. 122)

Participatory researdi does not absolve the researcher from reflexively analysing power relations.

This brief section has shown the safeguards and value of the reflexive element of research. 

Constant questioning and attention to possible phfeUs keeps questions of power, exploitation etc. 

to the ferefl-ont. In this way vdiat may on the surfece seem to be drawbacks or dilemmas become 

part of the process; an exploration of these becomes one of the strengths of the enterprise.
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6.'Conclusion

This chqxter has examined issues in quantitative, qualitative and participatory research. I have 

justified my qualitative and partieipatoiy qxproaches. Participatory research is not a static 

phenomenon, it is a developing idea, without fixed rules and boundaries. I have shown that the 

ddxates in disability research are complex and no one model of participatory research emerges. I 

conclude this chqxter by setting up the model of participatory research I used in my research.

Participatory research endeavours to involve people traditionally seen purely as research subjects 

in all aspects of research production. No element in the fixUowing list (fi-om a range of literature) 

is more inqxxrtant than the others. The suggestion is that researchers attenqxt to make all aspects 

accessible. We should ask who... ? 

commissions and fimds 

defines the topic

explores the issues and the literature 

develops criteria and questions 

chooses methods and designs the research 

carries out the fieldwork 

analyses and interprets 

writes and disseminates the results 

owns the research 

gets something out of it 

(Cocks and Cockram, 1995; Davis and Fleming, 1992; Oliver, 1993; Ramcharan and Grant, 

1994; Rowan, 1981; Stanton, 1989; Zarb, 1992).
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When I began my research in 1994, there were even fewer examples than now of participatory 

research with people with learning difficülties. The question of haw to involve people was 

undeveloped and so the process has been experimental and evolving. My work can therefore be 

seen as a significant contribution to participatory research. A reading of the literature suggested 

two possible models, shown in figure 1. Model 'A' is where people with learning difficulties, 

respondents of a research project, are brought into the process of production of that same 

project. This is the model used by Sample (1996). Model *B' is Wiere people with learning 

difficulties become co-researchers, who then carry out a research project with others as 

respondents. This is the model described by, for exanqile, Townsley (1995).

I chose model *B' as a more straightforward beginning. The first model suggests to me the need 

to find quite a large group wanting to cany out a research project - much harder to find among 

people who will in the main be unfamiliar with research. C h ^ er 5 will eiqilain how my chosen 

model changed in practice and address the issues that arose fi*om this change.

I have used the term 'co-researchers', as used by Reason and Rowan (1981), to describe the 

people with learning difficulties who participated in the research process with me, to distinguish 

them ficm the respondents.
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Model 'A'

researchers respondents and co-researchers

Model 'B'

non-disabled researcher(s)

co-researchers 
with learning difficulties

respondents

Figure 1: Participatoiv resêarèh nrndbls
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This charter has discussed the theoretical basis of both partirapatoiy and qualitative research. 

There now follow two practice chtqjters: Sonny practice of participatory research, and 6 on 

qualitative methods.
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Chapter 5 

CO-RESEARCHING IN PRACTICE

1. introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to describe and analyse the expaience of participatory research 

on this project. I have worked with three people with learning difficulties as my co- 

researchers for more than four years. Ch^jter 4 set out a model for participatory research, 

and indicated that the practice with people with learning difficulties is only beginning to be 

discussed. Jan Walmsley (1997) and Kirsten Stalka (1998) have raised significant points in 

this regard, which I address in this chapta. I set my eqieriaice against the modd fi*om the 

previous ch^)ter, which acquired fluidity rather than ranaining fixed throughout. There is a 

natural narrative in the expaiaice which is reflected in the dironological structure of the 

chapter.

I begin by addressing the question of finding co-researchers and deal with issues of criteria, 

access, consent and n%otiation I then discuss the ovaarching issue of the rdationship 

between the co-researdiers* mysdf and the research: how I approached the task of ensuring 

that people's involvement was not token but that we worked togetha as co-researchers. In 

this respect, my work makes a contribution both to our undastanding and to the 

developmat in practice of partidpatory research.
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I then set my experience against the main elements of the scheme for participatory research 

set out on page 120; involvement in theory (including literature and background issues); 

planning and design (including setting criteria, choosing methods and setting 'rules'); 

fieldwork; analysis; and writing and presentation. Participatory research with people with 

learning difficulties is considaed difficult, and this project has extaided participation to two 

areas - theory and analysis - previously considered particularly challenging. This chapta will 

also show how my work has developed others' experience in terms of writing and 

presentation of results. The areas Wiere there was less participation (commissioning and 

choosing the topic; ownership of the research) are discussed at the end of the chapta.

The discussion in this chapta is reflexive: at each stage I œnsida (questions and points of 

theory fiom the previous c h ^ a . Issues are highlighted which illuminate the points raised by 

Walmsley and Stalka, particularly in relation to the reality of impairment and the 

compatibility of academia and participatory research. The chapta has two conclusions 

endorsing the discussion in the previous cJiq>ta. Firstly, while the reality of impairinent must 

not be underestimated if participation is to be real, the boundaries of what is possible are 

always moving. Secondly, currently, without wida material changes, academia remains 

largely incompatible with emancipatory research; nevertheless there is much that acadenfics 

can do to make their work more participatory.

The process of finding co-researchers is discussed in the next section, but a brief intrcxluciion 

here will help readers through the chapta. All three co-researchers are working-class women 

firom Hackney, London, and members of Hackney People First. The theris uses their real 

names, as they have recjuested, in orda to reœgnise their contribution.
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Justine March - 21 years old at the start of the research, black, lives with h a  motha and 

brotha.

Betty Steingold - 61 years old and Jewish, Betty lived with h a  motha at the start of the 

research, but then moved into h a  own flat.

Susan Justice - 35 years old, white, and fi'om a large femily, Susan had moved into h a  own 

flat two years before the research started.

2. Finding co-researchers

This section discusses the process of finding co-researchers, fixusing on criteria, access, 

consent and negotiation.

Criteria

I aimed for two to four people so that a good working relationship could devdop. I wanted 

people vdio lived with their fimrilies or had recently moved out, with experience in self- 

advocacy. The point was to find experts on the issues of femilies and self-advocacy. I 

considered it was also important to find people who were feirly capable, in terms of taking 

part in research, though I could only go on eariy impressions in this regard. Stalker (1998) 

stresses the importance of recognising intellectual impairment if we are to take participation 

seriously. The argumœts around recognising impairment within the social model of disability 

were presented in chapters 2 and 4. For me, this meant taking every possible stqp to make the 

research accessible, but it also meant a recognition that co-researching would probably be 

quite difficult. There would be opportunities for the co-researchers to learn over a long period
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of time, but as aPkD studait I had to recognise my time constraints and also the feet that I 

was new to research myself with much to learn. It was particularly important not to allow the 

process to be tokenistic. The issue of the reality of impairment will be returned to during this 

chapter

Access

I approached the local Hackney People First. I was invited to a group meeting as the main 

speaker, but the adviser to the group (with learning difficulties himself) asked if I would also 

go to an earlier meeting in place of their supporter, \dio was off sick. I agreed. One of the 

aspects of traditional research I wanted to avoid was assuming a detached stance, in the 

interests of objectivity, yet erqrecting high levels of disclosure ffom respondents, or in this 

case co-researchers (Oakley, 1981). Though I was conscious of the need not to send mixed 

messages about who I was, I saw hdping the group as an opportunity to meet people and 

demonstrate that I was on their side and prepared to give something back. I could not ask 

people to commit themselves to partnership in a research project on any other basis. Stalker 

(1998) correctly points out the difficulties this could pose for my role if offered on a regular 

basis, but this was a one-off while their supporter was sick.

Two wedcs later I was the main speaker. I drew up notes with pictures to help explain what I 

was doing and what being a co-researcher would mean (appendix 1). Having been there 

before helped generate interest. The topic of femilies provoked discussion, and a few people 

indicated thirt th^^ might be interested in getting involved. It was agreed that they would go 

away and think about it, and I would come back again. I wanted people to feel in control, not 

prMsured, and to have the opportunity to look over the picture-notes and discuss with others. 

At the third meeting I attended, four people came forward as possible co-researchers.
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Consent and negotiation

Brown and Thompson (1997), in a thorough discussion of consent, address the question of 

power relation and intellectual ability. They consider that the power relations in vduch people 

with learning difficulties tend to exist, and their likely susceptibility to influence, mean that the 

concept of flee consent is dubious. Anab ŝing different determining conditions for informed 

consent, they conclude that whether or not someone can consent should be decided on an 

individual basis on the premise of as much information as possible. Brown arid Thompson 

recommend the safeguard of an ethics committee. Ï was not in circumstances i^diere such 

committees exist so I relied on a scrupulous process.

Seeking consent became an exercise of negotiation. I considered that singly getting people to 

sign a consent form was unsatisfiictory because it would probably mean very little to the 

person v^o signed. Such a process could in feet be a way of legitimising a lack of 

understanding. I wanted to make sure my potential co-researchers (and later, respondents) . 

understood as much as possible what they were consenting to, and to work out with them 

what being co-researchers would mean in practice. I arranged to meet each of the potential 

co-researchers individually; one also asked me to meet her mother, and another to talk to his 

staff. Negotiation included how much time people would be prepared to spend on the 

research - we agreed monthly meetings, with the clear option of stopping at any time.

I was struck by the altruistic motives of at least two of the co-researchers, Wio wanted to do 

the research so they could help others. Another showed a corisdous aim to take on work that 

she would find stimulating.
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Justine's mother was concerned that I was using people with learning difficulties to inqjrove 

myself. She was reassured by my emphasis on the co-researchers getting something out of it 

too. It was in c itan t to value the co-researchers' iiqnit (a point made by Atkinson, 1988, 

regarding respondents). I hoped tiie experience would be eqoyable, and that they would learn 

new skills and gain respect and self-esteenL Neverthdess, I would be getting a research 

degree and I wanted the co-researchers to get something tangible too. I raised £750 ffom 

local organisations, whidi the co-researchers decided to donate to Hackney People First. My 

financial request also lead to a conqmter access conqiany helping the group devdop thdr use 

of technology. This condderation seemed more important to me at this early stage than to the 

co-researchers. For them, the newness, challenge and ffm seaned to be enough; what else 

they got out of it did not become an issue until later (as discussed bdow), when the money 

was a distant memoiy.

One result of the consent and n^otiation process was that the one man withdrew. He listened 

very politdy and asked lots of questions, then quite firmly said no and eiqilained that he was 

too busy. Powerlessness and susceptibility to pressure were clearly only one side of the 

picture! So the co-r^^rchers were Justine, Susan and Betty - three very different women in 

terms of age, race and culture, but all with the common experiences ofbdng labdled as 

having learning difficulties, being involved in sdf-advocacy, and living with their fiumhès.

3. The rdadonshm between the co-researchers, mysdf and the research

This section addresses the overardiing question of building the r^earch rdationship. My 

prindple was that for co-researching to work there had to be reciprocal trust; I had to expect 

no more of them than I was prepared to give of myself.
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Getting to know the co-researchers and the research

Attention to details, such as the meeting place, was important to ensure a sense of trust. We 

started meeting in a community centre which they had all been to before, was ftee, and was 

easy to get to. Once the vaiue started to charge we moved to me^ in the co-researchers' 

homes. We all met togetha as a group for the first time two months after the process started; 

a feirly informal meeting to start to get to know each otha", make clear what we w e^ doing 

and plan out our work ov^ the next few months. As well as talking, we did activities aimed 

at helping us find out about each other and develop trust. These induded choosing the words 

which desoibe us, and drawing a picture of oursdves and the things which are important to 

us (Further Education Unit, 1992; Something to Say Project, 1987).

This was followed by a meeting on "what is research?*. This comprised brainstorming and 

discusdon about the meaning of tl* word, the purpose of research and different types of 

research. We practised inteviewing and recording using different styles. It was a tun session 

in which we all learned: the co-researchers some femiliarisation with research, mysdf tl% 

^propriatmess of different techniques, and all of us learned more about each oth^.

We agreed a series of me^ings to discuss sdf-advocacy and femilies and thai go on to plan 

the research. The titles for the meetings were, Sdiat is sdf-advocacy?', living with femiHes', 

'self-advocacy and femilies', and two meetings on *planning the research'. Through this 

process, the co-research^ and mysdf together devdoped our ideas and w ae able to look at 

the issues in depth. As will be discussed in the following sections, th ^  hdped s^  the crit^ia 

for the research, worked with me to devdop the questions, set down guiddines and 

principles, and co-designed the research.
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Trust, understanding and ownership

The bdiaviour of research^ is considered one of the most disempowoing demmts of 

traditional research methods. Feminists and others have emphadsed the quality of the 

relationship, accountability and commitment, as crucial in the qualitative research process 

(e.g. Oakley, 1981). Applying this to co-researching, I paid particular attrition to building the 

rdationship, and the way I behaved was central in this. 1 encouraged opai discussion and 

criticism In tarns of disclosure, I tried to give as much as the co-researchers, and aimed 

always to do what I said I would do. The co-researchers took the lead on ny  contact with 

thdr femilies and staff. We kq>t in touch between meetings with phone calls, reminder notes, 

and informal coffees. We went out for meals and Christmas drinks, and we all got invited to 

Betty’s parties.

To avoid tokenism and get real involvonent, I used a numba" of methods. At each meeting, 

we bad an agenda with pictures up on the wall, which was produced by me but was 

contributed to by the co-researdiers, both at the previous meeting (What shall we do next 

time?0 and at the start of each meeting (What dseT). The notes that I sent to them aff^ each 

meeting used thdr own words with pictures. I tried to use a mix of dif^ient methods in the 

sesdons - brainstorming, drawing, fistening to and recording tapes, putting key points on 

stickers and sticking them on charts, putting discusdon points on bits of paper and pulling 

them out of a hat. All exercises woe used with individuals' needs in mind.

P«3onal stories and fedings were shared. The co-researchas fidt able to talk, and we all 

trusted our commitment to confidentiality (a fiict which clearly was hot the case in other 

aspects of thdr lives). The co-researchers often talked through things together, ftequortly by
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passing me. There was real listening, time givm to allow people to talk, and podtive 

suggestions or supportive comments made.

It was important to develop a saise of momaitmn, direction and progress. Each time we 

went through the ovaall plan of the sequence of meetings, and early on made a posta" picture 

of the route of the whole research process so we could chart our devdopmait. This poster 

became known as the Ydlow Brick Road (appendix 2). Each meeting had a looking back and 

looking forward dement. The pace was quite dow as I was only a part-time student.

Although in many ways this was rqipropriate, it also somdimes meant a loss of momentum. 

Inevitably, the sense of progress was up and down, but meeting informally in between 

meetings hdped to keq) the momentum going.

We had many overt discusdons about control. The co-researchers devdoped a sense of 

ownaship over the researdi They b^an to refer to themsdves as Research people'. The 

answer to the question "Whose research is this? changed over time ftom 'Yours' to 'Ours as 

well'. The co-research^ rang me between meetings to keq> a chedc on what I was doing or 

to make suggestions. There was dearly a sense of pride and inqx)rtance: they qx)ke about the 

research dsewhere and gave it priority ovct other things. The question of ovaall control is 

returned to later in this chrqjt^.

This section has discussed the overarching question of avoiding tokenisn and building the 

rdationshq) betweai the co-researchers, mysdf and the research. The chapter now sets the 

eq>eriûice against the participatory research schane in chsipUsf 4. The following sections deal 

with the involvement of Justine, Betty and Susan in key aq)ects of the research process.
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4. Involveinent in theory

Participation of people with learning difficulties in use and gaiaation of theory is dther not 

discussed in the literature or considered very difficult (Stalka, 1998). My work is a 

contribution to making this posdble. We had two co-researchers' meetings on background 

issues, one on sdf-adyocacy and one on femilies. I shared my reading with them, and 

aideavoured to learn fiom them as experts on learning difficulties, femilies and sdf-advocacy.

In the self-advocacy discussion, I wrote the main points fi'om ny  reading on stickers for the 

co-researchers to sort in orda of inertance and thai sfidc on charts. This was used as a 

bads for discusdon on Wiat self-advocacy means and to which areas of life it (qiplies. The 

femilies discusdon b%an with a framework of bade issues fi'om my reading, and used an 

audio tape (Open Univerdty, 1984) to start us off We then talked about our own femilies, 

drawing rdationdiip maps, and our own experimces of becoming an adult. In order to 

encourage diaring, it was inqx)rtant that I divulged as much of ny  own histoiy as they did.

The co-researchers contributed a dififerait per^)ective to that of most litoature on femilies, 

which taids to fe>cus on the perq)ective of the parent or sibling. Mary accounts by people 

with learning difficulties are about leaving home and indq)endence (see chapter 2). The co

researchers' discusdon went further thsui this. They looked at stress, coping and support, 

issues usually seen in the literature as only concerning parents. They discussed the stress of 

femily living, coping strategies, and the support to be fenuid among fiiaWs at the day centre,

It was striking that the conq>lexities of femilies and relationships were understood. For 

example, thae was discusdon of how difficult it must be to be a mother and recognition that 

changes are hard for paraits. Thoe was sophisticated analyds of wly people fed the way
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they do: Ï  don't hate my mum but it's all the tension coming out'; It's fiustratioa Fm jealous. I 

want someone to love, to be there for me.'

At a later stage of the research we spedficafly discussed theory, My aims were to introduce 

the word theoiy* and that I would need to share some of my ideas with than; to show that 

they use theories in small ways all the time; and to gradually introduce complex words so that 

if I used them in lata* meetings th^r would have come across them before. We talked a lot 

about what theory is, defining it as ideas that help us to €3q)lain and understand things, and 

discussed theories in everyday life. I made a chart to show theories on dififa'ait levels. This 

lead to discussion on qiace and time, racism and sexism, class, differences between people 

with learning difBculties and other disabled people. They started saying Wdl, my theory is...'

While this discussion was by no means easy, I believe it was correct to do it. Theory is a 

difficult area for maiy people, with learning difficulties or not, often amply because it is 

unfemiliar. lliere is such a nystique around academia that many people assume they could 

not posably und«*stand, whereas with some p lication  they probably could. This must be the 

case for people with learning difficulties as wdl, at least within the limits of cognitive ability. I 

also assumed that wtiile as a gaieal rule it is correct to produce simplified vations of writing 

for people with learning difficulties, the need to avoid jargon is because it is unfamiliar, not 

because people are de facto inc^)able of understanding the words and concepts. Many people 

with learning difficulties use concq)ts like 'over-protectiori and 'community' - 'big words' 

which they use because of familiarity in savice pariance. Always simplifying everything could 

continue the acctusion of people with learning difficulties fi'om more demanding tasks.

This section has discussed the stq)s forward taken in this researdi in involving people with 

learning difficulties in theory.
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s. Planning and design

This section demonstrates how the co-researchers made a significant input into the planning 

and derign of the research, fix>m setting oiteria for sdT-advocacy and fantilies and provicfing 

the basis for questions  ̂to choosing methods and setting rules.

Setting criteria

The meeting on self-advocacy and families was the opportunity fisr people with learning 

difficulties to set their own ciitaia for the research (Barnes and Wistow, 1992). The 

discusdon made me think afi'esh about self-advocacy and families and raised points which 

became significant in the interviews with respondents (fi?r example, the difficult balance 

between the right to privacy and the need for paraits to understand sdf-advocacy, an issue 

discussed in the findings d iap t^). The result of the discusdon was a list of criteria for the 

research: what the co-research^ thought self-advocacy and families should be about 

(^ipendix 3). These ciitaia were the bads for the questions that w«e asked of respondarts, 

and were also used in analyds.

Choosing methods

I had some doubts about this stage beforehand. It was something of a test: how much did the 

co-researchas really understand? Again I presarted the main points of my reading and we 

had a fiiee-fiowing discusdon about what would be the best way to find out about sdf- 

advocacy and families. I brought into the discusdon my expaiaices fi'om pre-piloting and 

preliminary discusdons with sdf-advocacy groups (see duqyter 6). It was a high-spirited 

meeting in which the co-researdias made excdlent contributions and clearly unda*stood
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what was happaiing. The Ydlow Brick Road was particulariy hdpful in diowing the 

threshold we w ae about to cross.

The meeting came up with a plan for the research, which was to be piloted. They felt th^r 

wanted the research to be about getting to know people, taking time, building trust, and not 

putting people unda pressure. This matched very wdl with my wish to do in-dqpth 

interviewing. The plan is discussed in the ch^)ta 6. One of the things they were firm on was 

that they should do some interviewing, and afta much ddibaation Justine and Susan dedded 

they diould try some on thdr own.

Setting rules

The co-researchers dedded on some research rules. They each threw in ideas, which I wrote 

on slips of pfq)a, which they then took in turn and discussed, keqnng some, rqecting othas. 

It was clear that the co-researchers felt reqx)nability and saw the research as a saious task to 

be done property. Most of the rules were intended as a control on me, as it was antidpated 

that I would do most of the interviewing, but at this stage they were also planning to do some 

interviewing themselves and so these rules w ae remindas to themsdves as wdl. The rules 

focused on control, confidentiality and treatment of respondents; issues that would normally 

be called ethics (appendix 4).

This (and the previous) section have demonstrated the significant involvemait of the co- 

researchas in the back^ound and planning stages of the research. The next section goes on 

to discuss the change that took place in the research rdationship whai it came to piloting the 

plan.
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6. Fiddwork - change in the co-researching retotionghiD

This section discusses the changes in the co-researching relationship, showing the fluidity of 

the eTmeriaice and raiai% issues r^arding the reality of inq^airment.

After eight months of background work, we reached tte  pilot stage. Two of the co

researchers said they were not sure they wanted to continue. When we started I had not 

known what to expect, but I knew that thdr concqq of time-scale might be limited and that 

we w ae not on the same journey. Neverthdess, it still came as something of a shwk. I m a 

with them individually, and it tranq)ired that they both wanted to stay involved, but had 

changed thdr minds and did not want to do any intaviewing thansdves. I put to them the 

idea of forming an advisory group, and they liked this proposal, re-affirming thdr widi to stay 

involved in a snalla role. They both ckose to be called 'consuttanf. The deddon was then 

taken to the third co-researcha, who was happy with it.

This change ftom co-researchers to consultants had a podtive dde. It was part of the whole 

process of movement and change, with its positives and learning opportunities. They still fldt 

committed to the research. They had been involved for dght months and had made an 

invaluable contribution. They had seen it through the background issues and planning stages - 

if they were to change their roles it was an appropriate time.

Later, th ^  refdred to this as the time when th y  "bottled out', suggesting that carrying out 

ftice^to-face research was too daunting - an important point in conddaing ways of involving 

people with learning difficulties in research. No one can be e^q êcted to be an expert at 

everything and tha% must always be the option for people not to participate in some aspects 

of research. However, the questionmust also be adced wWher it was this particular
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approach to interviewing that made it daunting. Other examples of people with learning 

difficulties conducting research have used perhaps a more manageable sqiproach, such as a 

postal survy (Townsly, 1995) or interviews with a set schedule (Whittaker etal, 1991). 

Similmiy, with analysis (as will be discussed in the next section), quantitative material could 

have hem easier to deal with.

The same argumaits led to the conclusion to do both partidpatory and qualitative research 

(and it was the conclusion of the co-research^ that the interviewing should be long-term and 

relationship-based), but this e?q:)erience suggests that these approaches are not automatically 

conq)atible. While fully in tune with the prindples of making the data collection less 

e?q)loitative for the respondaits and more productive for the research, our eqierience was 

disabling for the co-researchers. T hy could not fully partidpate and had to go through 

fedings of inability and "bottling out", which th y  may not have had from more traditional 

methods. This returns to the question of the posdble limitations of people with learning 

difficulties because of thdr inq^airment. Does it mean people with learning difficulties cannot 

do qualitative research? I dtall return to this point again later. Ahemativdy, it could be that 

the subject was too difficult - personal to than, and one which could chaHaige a way of life 

and cross accq)table boundaries.

This change to consultant status meant a change in the modd to which I was working. We 

discussed what a consultant is. In this context, th y  w ae the eq iats on what is feds like to 

be labdled as having learning difficulties. T hy were experts on sdf advocay and living with 

families. Thdr role was to keep up-to-date, say what th y  thought of what I was doing, judge 

my work by thdr rules and give advice. Figure 2 shows the changed model, with Justine, 

Betty and Susan as consultants, one stq) removed from the research process.
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Consultants

researcha (me) respondents

Figure 2: The changed model: ooaqiîtnnts

Although the change to consultant status substantially reduced thdr involvement and meant 

that the fieldwork was carried out by me alone, it was done following the rules and plan they 

produced and with continual refkence to them The change made the long t@m aq>ect of 

involvement more manageable, enabling than to stay on board for four years in total. They 

continued to see themselves as staying with the project until the end. The probability was that 

th@"e would be change again, and although th y  maintained thdr stance on interviewing, I 

hoped to be able to re-develop thdr involvement in the analyds and writing up stages, as did 

in fact happen.

For a year we met three-monthly. My main concerns w ae to e?q>lain what I was doing in 

such a way that th y  could properly comment on it and adc questions, and to demonstrate 

how it was based on the woik th y  had done. I brought to them all the work I did, and picked 

out the main issues and dilemmas. T hy commented and advised, for example, on methods of 

^proaching respondents and interviewing people with communication difficulties. T hy
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successfully argued for a smallCT number of respondents (tm) than my supervisors 

recommmded (tw«ity), because dq)th with each person was more important than rushing 

through a larger number. Betty put me in contact with one of the respondents, and played a 

large part in introducing us and Mping us get started.

The change to bring consultants brought with it difficulties. It was inevitable that interest 

would go up and down over a long period of time, but especially so when we met loss often 

and the research was more obvioudy mine. There was stiU a feeling of commitment, but there 

w ae also some doubts raised. One of the consultants said that all we ever did was chat and 

that T never did anything. Thrir feriings were a product of the change and dmionstrated quite 

clearly that they were conscious of the differmce in control.

These commaits also raise the question discussed in the previous chapter of the purpose of 

research. Wher^is Hammerdey (1995), a critic of many of the bases of participatory research, 

argues that research should just be in pursuit of knowledge, this e^qmience danonstrated that 

that is insufficiait. I could have told Justine, Susan and Betty that research was not 

necessarily about doing all that much, but that clearly was not good enough - they thought it 

should bel But in this case the changes were intangible and the end product was too fiir away.

This raised a number of needs; to discuss thrir feelings s3bout the research; to ensure that what 

we were doing was interesting and ergoyable; and to take steps to make the outcomes more 

real and immediate. The outcome of these discussions was to start the writing process much 

soono" than I had originally intended, to produce a more tangible result. Writing, and then 

lat^  starting on analysis, drew them back into monthly meetings and re-ideidftcation as co- 

researcha^.
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At the aid of the fiddwoik, Susan stopped her involvement, having been a co-researcha for 

three years, because die was no longa intaested. She kept in touch, ringing occadonally for 

an up-date and having an itqnit into the writing. Justine, Betty and I had a discussion at this 

stage about their involvemait. Wo talked about our different paths and what we were each 

getting out of it. We agreed that afta the analysis we would go our sqiarate ways - my job 

was to write the theds while th y  w ae writing their findings rqxirt, though I would hrip 

them do that.

7. Analysis

Involving people in analysis is considered to be particularly difficult (Stalka, 1998). Minkes et 

cd (1995), with some eiqierience of involving people with learning difficulties in research, 

admit to not yet finding a way of involving people in analyds. Goodly (1996) comments that 

it remains to be seen exactly how researchers can truly involve "informants' in drawing 

concludons. Thus the challenge was set to involve my co-researchers in analysis.

The initial problem we faced was the quantity of qualitative niaterial. At the end of the 

fieldwork there w ae 75 interviews and visits, phydcaOy manifested in a mountain of papa 

and t{q)cs. The cœrcsearchcrs ^predated the awrmity of the task but wanted to try handling 

some of the material thanselves. We went through one interview, starting with listening to 

some of the t ^ .  I used thdr criteria for sdf-advocay and fiunilies as categories, wrote these 

on sheets of p^qia and stuck tW n around the room; we then wait through the transaipt. 

Cutting it up and putting each point in the appropriate category.

This sesdon aiabled the co-researdias to learn some aspects of analyds: that the same point 

could fall into dif^%it cat^ories; that thdr cat%ories could be broken down; that there are
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no rigid divisions but that people's lives are complex and contradictory; and that patterns 

emerge which lead to ideas about meaning. The process also showed that there was far too 

much mataial to deal with in that way - it took two hours to go through one interview. We 

concluded that analyds would have to be ^lit into two tasks: diat I would trawl through the 

data and pull out themain points, and then involve the co-researchers in interpretation. 

Unfortunatdy but inevitably this meant that I would put my own slant on the work before it 

reached them.

We discussed issues in interpretation, fbcudng around confidentiality and includon Four of 

the ten respondents Avifii learning difficulties were known to the co-researchers  ̂and they had 

been interviewed on the understanding that \riiat th y  said would be confidential. Their 

identities had to be disguised before I presented the data to the co-researchers. This was 

possible because their intypretation was one stq) removed firim the material, but it would be 

a more difficult issue to resolve if co-researcha were directly handling the data.

Regarding inclusion, the co-researchers raised the question of whether we ^ould invite the 

reqx)ndents to be involved in interpretation. This would certainly have been sq)propriate in 

participatory terms (and would have most directly taken up Goodle/s comment r^arding 

involvement of "informants'), but it would have involved substantially more woik. 

Unfortunatdy, I had to take the decision that though desirable, this would not be practically 

feasible within my restraints as a time- and resource-limited Ph.D student. This rdates to the 

point Hoarding the fit of this type of research with some aspects of academic work. An article 

publidicd from this work (Mitchdl, 1997) and the co-research^' findings report (March et 

al, in press) has been sent to reqwndents.
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Intypretation was not a one-off occurrence, but took place in a number of ways. We 

arranged an analysis weekend, to spend two days immersed in the matmal once I had made it 

more usable. For each respondmt I drew a life-map (these feature in ch^Tter 6 as an 

introduction to the re^ndents) and wrote up the main points on to a diart of the co- 

researchers' criteria. I also presented to them my analytic files (see chapter 6), to spark 

discusdon around themes. In addition to this intensive work, throughout the fieldwork I had 

taken issues, both of m#hod and contait, to the co-researchers for discusdon. T hy 

produced a rqwrt of the findings and Justine co-wrote a conference pq)er, both of which 

were further stages of interpretation

The co-researchos' involvonoit in analyds, throughout a period of over two years, added a 

whole new perqiective to the eiq)erience of sdf-advocay and femilies. Their contribution will 

be highlighted in the findings cluqitas of this theds.

8. Writing and presentation

Making rqxirt-writing and presentation participatory is conddered difficult (Ramcharan and 

Grant, 1994; Badiford et al, 1995). The co-researchers have written, with my support, an 

article on co-researching and a ryort of the findings. An issue raised by W almdy (1997) is 

the question of audiences. She makes the point that in a team of women with and without 

learning difficulties writing a book, of which she is a member, the womoi with learning 

difficulties want the outcome accessible to other people with learning difficulties and the non

disabled womm want the book to be of a type to be taken seriously by academics and poliy- 

makers. This is a difficult issue to resolve. The work of the co-researchers is aimed at both 

audiences, though not without complication. This again raises issues to do with the reality of 

inqiairment and the nature of academia.
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An article on co-researching

Writing an article on co-researching took a series of monthly meetings. We reviewed our 

picture-notes and picked out what they wanted to include. The co-researchers looked back 

critically, reflecting on thdr own development. I t^3ed the discussions, transcribed them and 

read them bade; three times they cut it and added to it. I had some input into the content and 

they adced me to make sure it 'sounded right'. I took this to mean that it was in grammatical 

Enghdi and said the things th y  wanted it to say.

At this time, the British Journal of Learning Disabilities (BJLD) put out a call for articles by 

people with learning difficulties. The co-researchers decided to submit the article to this 

journal, with the proviso that th y  would also try to publish a version of the article in places 

where people with learning difficulties would see it, such as the People First newsletter. This 

meant getting permission fi'om BJLD and abridging the article so that it was appropriate for a 

newsletter. The article was accepted by BJLD (March et al, 1997), with referees taking care 

to make thdr recommendations for change understandable.

BJLD's response raised points about learning how to write, and getting an article that is both 

gommdy written by people with learning difficulties and that is good and interesting in its 

own right. To achieve a result took some discusdon with the editor, as publidnng such an 

article was new for evoyone concerned. My role was as a 'go-bdween'. Chappell adcs (1997) 

how much this affects the intyrity of people with learning difficulties' accounts. By doing this 

are we 'normalidng' - ovolooking thdr learning difficulties and fitting them into a debate in 

which we have already set the rules? If the writing of people with learning difficulties is 

treated editorially the same as everyone dse, is that denying the impairment? But if people 

with learning difficulties are allowed to publish writing that othas would not, is that
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tokenism? The publication of such work is new, these questions are only just beginning to be 

e?q)lored, and conclusions can only be tentative. My view at this stage is that learning to 

communicate ideas is just as important a part of research as discussing theory or choosing 

methods. People wWi learning difficulties wiH always be excluded if we always prevent them 

from learning. It is important to hdp people to communicate effective and gain respect for 

thdr work. Neverthdess, we must guard against setting norms which go beyond effective 

communication, which we then expect people with learning difficulties to fit.

A rqiort of the findings

The co-researchers produced an accessible rq>6rt of the findings in order to make a 

contribution to the devdopment of sdf-advocacy. We dedded on a structure based on the 

picture-notes we already had, covering who was interviewed, how, the main themes and the 

co-researchers' responses to these. We aim to get the report publidied and available to people 

with learning difficulties, advocacy projects, sovices and other agencies (March ef al, in 

press).

We had to condda how to ensure the rqx>rt was both accesdble and of value to a range of 

people, from people with learning difficulties to academics. Bashford et cd (1995) argue for 

use of paraUd text as a way of dnq)lifying academic accounts. The value of this is that there is 

^propriate text for both audiences. The reader with learning difficulties is drawn into the 

main text and the point is made to other readers of the inqx)rtai%e of making ideas accessible. 

Howeva, this a^roadi was not appropriate in this case» as the co-researchers woe 

produdng an original report not a simplified verdon of a rq>ort of mine. The more 

^propriate model was the work produced by People First London (e.g. undated a, 1994c). 

Our report uses words and pictures all the way through. The authors recognise that even with
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all the pictures and straightforward language, many people with learning difficulties will not 

be able to read it. The introduction thaieffire includes an appeal to people who can read to 

read the rqx)it to those who cannot.

Presentation

The co-researchers have made presentations to both people with learning difficulties and 

academic audiences. Th^r did a prestation  to thdr own People First group. This was their 

meeting; they set the rules and so determined themselves that this should be an informal 

event. I was to start o% using the Ydlow Brick Road to e?q)lain the research, and then they 

would take over whai they fdt comfortable. In the event, I only spoke for a minute before the 

co-researchers took ova*, e?q)laining the research process and what they w ee learning. The 

discussion was rqx)rted in the group's newsletto* (Hackney People First, 1994).

The co-research^ have also presented to academics. Justine and I presented a pr^)^ to an 

academic audiaice at the 1997 International Confdence on Human Rights for Persons with 

Mental Handics^s in Prague (Mrtchdl and March, 1997). (Susan had dropped out at this 

stage, and Betty fdt unable to travel.) We prepared for three months, meeting weddy, baang 

the presentation on the co-researcha^' rq)ort. Presentation at an academic conformce means 

specific expectations  ̂but we ensured that the pap^ we submitted was accesable: evoy page 

was an overhead, which conq)rised few words, large print and pictures. In my view, this did 

not rq)resent a watering down of ideas, though it limited our ability to devdop points. 

Howevo', it did require darity.

This was not the first time people with learning difficulties have presented at a confdaice. 

Tha% was, for example, anotho" joint prestation at the Prague confoience. The contribution
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of this work is in extending what has tended to happen previously in presentations made by 

and with people with learning difficulties. Walmsley asks, was the absence of prestCTS with 

learning difficulties at the 1996 Disability and Society 10 Years On conferoice due to the 

'nature and limitations of the impairment', or lack of imagination on all our parts to enable 

them to contribute at the level of an academic conference? (1997, p.74). She obsoves that 

often in presmtations, people with learning difficulties make a personal contribution which is 

thai interpreted by others, and always seem to be advised and prompted by others. She asks if 

this is a limitation of advisers and oiganisers or if it is a limitation inhereit in the inq)airment.

Our 0 q)mence in Prague partly answers these questions. Justine and I took it in turns to 

speak, reading from well-prqjared, well-rdiearsed notes, both making intepretative as wdl 

as descriptive points. Most of the questions at the md wao addressed to Justine, which she 

handled confidently and without prompts. I therefore suggest that it was the assunqffions of 

the organism and not learning difficulty hsdf which prevmted people with learning 

difficulties presenting at the conference to which Walm^ey refers. Prague was successful 

because of thorough preparation, i.e. manipulation of the awironment and removal of 

barriers. Was it also because Justine has only mild learning difficulties? That already is 

b^ging for the boundaries to be extaided again. Justine is also a devdopment worka*, with 

e7q)eriaice of organiang, drama and q)eaking, in addition to co-researching with me fiar ova 

four years. Three years ago she "bottled Out' of interviewing, but die thinks that with the same 

chance again now she might try it. In otha words, it is not just h a  innate abilities that m atta 

but the confidence that comes fiom h a  eiqiaiaices, i.e. it is a social question. Sanderson 

(1995) has written recently of the posdbilities of devdoping self-advocaqr opportunities for 

people who are profoundly and multiply disabled - a long way from confoaice presentations 

but demonstrating that the possibilities are always changing.
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9. Conclusion

This chapter has discussed my experience of co-researching against the model and scheme set 

out in ch^Tter 4. The model has beai shown to require flexibility, but also to be eminently 

feadble. The co-researchers have beai the aqierts on being labelled as having learning 

difficulties, being involved in sdf-advocacy and Irving with their flunilies. Their involvement 

has increased my understanding of these issues and allowed them to explore issues themselves 

in a way they had not had the opportunity to before. As a result, for exanqile, they have given 

a diffmnt perspective on femilies to that put forward by most of n^r reading, which has 

tended to focus on the views of the parent or sibling. These discusdons allowed flar a 

participatory literature review.

The co-researchm set criteria for sdf-advocacy and femilies and rules for the researdi. We 

discussed how to do researdi and practised difl&rait kinds of interviews and methods of 

recording. Building on this we drew conclusions about methods and jointly set the research 

plan They kept an overview of the fiddwork and participated in many of the discussions 

raised in the next chapt^ in r^ard  to respondoits. They contributed to theory and 

partidjpated in analysis, adding thdr own intapretation of the data. They have written about 

their eiqierieices of co-researching which will contribute to the devdopment of paitidpatory 

research, and have produced an accessible rqxirt of the findings which will contribute to the 

devdopmait of sdf-advocacy. They have made presentations about thdr work to academic 

and oth^ audiences.

On a pmonal level, the gains for the co-researchers have included new skills and knowledge, 

req^ect from othm  and increased sdf-estem. It has been an eqierimce which they have in 

the main eqoyed and valued. There has also beoi financial gain. The co-researchers have
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received some public recognition from their artide, report and confemice presentations. 

Walmdcy (1997) adcs i( following involvemeit in research, people with learning difficulties 

go back to thdr previous lifestyles rather than going on to new opportunities. In our 

egm m ce, Justine is now a development worker for a learning difficulty voluntary sector 

agency. She used her involvement in research to hdp her application and now uses the dolls 

and the findings in h ^  work.

There are two areas in which the research has clearly not been partidpatory: in 

commisdoning and choosing the topic, and in carrying out the interviewing. It also remains 

the case that de^rte high levels ofinvolvanent and thdr vital contribution, the relationship 

between us has been unequal - 1 have been in the driving seat. This raises the question of 

whose research this is. Having made the decidon to try co-researching, I immediate^ fiiced 

the feet that this was my Ph.D., so that no matter how much I worked to devdop the co- 

rtaeorehers' control, the ultimate control was mine. The reality of this was never tested as the 

co-researchers never fundamentally challenged the (firection of the research (though they (fid 

change the process, bringing forward the writing stage). Was this because we were all in 

agreement, or because they knew I was really the one in charge? As suggested in the previous 

chapta", this state of afi&irs is perhaps inhaent in the acadanic context.

Howeva, as also cfiscussed in the previous chapter, it is important not to raise up one

particular level of involvanent as a pinnacle. The co-researchas explain in their article:

There were times whai we fdt angry, sad or upset. Somaimes it was hard to 
understand. We fdt a bit navous and shy and we didn't want to do the 
intawewing. But we think that's OK. People diould be able to do whateva parts 
they can. Researdiers should think hard how to hdp people take part in evay bit 
of the research. But you can't make people do bits tiiey don't want to.'

(March a  a/, 1997)
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We cannot be rigid: involvement is a process in which all sides will learn and devdop. Of 

course it is equally important not to be conq>lacent. A sa^uard is the reflexive demait of the 

research - the process I went through as a researcha in scrutinising my work, behaviour and 

motivations,

Several points have been discussed in relation to the reality of inq)ainnait. Following French 

(1993a), all limitations feced by people with learning difficulties cannot be removed through 

social manipulation, because the intellectual impairment does impose some limitations of its 

own. The risk in acknowledging this is the possibility of opaiing the door to the positivist 

paradigm, and becoming conq)lacait in our efforts to include people. This is a live and 

dianging dd)ate and the boundaries are constantly expanding. Without denying the reality of 

the inq)airment, we can neva" say we have reached the limit of possibilities, operating as we 

do in an exclusionary, oppresdve society which limits the capacities of so maiy people.

Academia is by nature an elite world, demanding intdlectual rigour and excluding the 

majority of the population. Nevertheless, inviting the participation of people with learning 

difficulties opens up questions as to how we can enable tiiat involvemart to be real rather than 

token. Chappdl (1997) asks if the marginalisation of people with learning difficulties within 

the disability debate is due to the limitation of leammg difficulty or to acadanics' 

unwillingness to change. Should intellectual dd)ate be manipulated to include people with 

learning difficulties? Or are the problems inherent in learning difficulty? My view is that the 

nature of learning difficulties makes their involvement difficult, but it is academia including 

disabled academics) that chooses to exclude people.

Conformées should allow presentation of material in differmt formats. Our presmtation at 

Prague was not of the normal type, bdng based on pictures and fewm words than usual, but it
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still managed to deal with important issues. There should be a conscious ̂ )proach to ask 

people with learning difficulties to write in edited volumes, as othm writers are, and in 

journals, as BJLD has done. Steps should also be taken to ensure oÛkt material is accessible 

so that people with learning difficulties can have access to otha"s' contributions, not just their 

own. For example, at Prague, the only two presentations people with learning difficulties had 

access to were their own. This does not mean stopping academic dd)ate, but working out 

ways to make the main points easier to understand, perh^s with paralld texts in books or 

accessible hand-outs at conformées. The Social History of Learning Disability Conforence at 

the 0pm  University in December 1997 attenqTted to ensure that all presentms considered 

thdr mixed audience and tried to address everyone.

As indicated in the previous ckq^ter, these stq)s require rignificant change. My own 

experimce was limited by the restraints of my position. This goes back to questions of the 

rdations of production I argued in the previous chfq)ter that academia is not conq)atible with 

emancipatory research, but 1 also suggest that making research partidpatory also makes 

substantial resource danands. Nevertheless, there are Steps that researchers and practhionms 

can take to reduce the e?q)loitative and disempowering aspects of thdr work and make 

research more partidpatory. My work has hem an attempt to carry out partidpatory research 

within an academic context.

The next ch^>ter looks at the qualitative methods used in this research.
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Chapter 6 

METHODS

1. Introduction

This chuter discusses the methods employed in this qualitative study. The centrality of a 

reflexive approach forms the basis of the chapter. In this context, reflexivity £q>plies in three 

ways; 'othm-awareness', i.e. awareness of the respondents; reflecting on the research plan and 

process; and being aware of the relationship between the respondents and mysdf as both 

researcher and person (Atkinson and Shake^>eare, 1993).

The ch^xter therefore b^jns with an introduction to the reqwndents and their sdf-advocacy 

groups. This also has the practical flmction of hdping the readm follow who is who in this 

and furthm chaptms. Section 3 describes the plan for the research, which was based on in- 

dqith interviewing with ten people with learning difficulties and their flimilies. The plan is 

discussed reflexivdy, diowing how the process had to be flexible and smâtive. The sedion 

also briefly discusses the analysis of the data.

This theâs cannot discuss evay issue which arose during the course of the work. However, 

the key issues in an in-dq^th q^proach, as discussed by Booth and Booth (1993 and 1994), 

centre around the relationship established bdweoi the researcher and reqx)ndent. Section 4
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focuses on that, looking at access, consent, getting to know people, eqiloitation, giving 

something back, joint interviewing and withdrawing. The final section examines questions of 

rdiability, validity, rq)licability and gmeralisability.

2. Introduction to the respondents and the seif-advocacv groups

This section introduces the respondents and thdr self-advocacy groups, to aid the reader with 

the discussion that follows. 'Other-awareness' is a first stq> towards sendtive interviewing and 

an empathetic approach (Atkinson and Shakespeare, 1993).

The researdi focuses on ten people with learning difficulties, dx women and four men. The 

mteria for thdr involvement were that they were members of sdf-advocacy groups and lived 

with thdr femilies. I shall briefly describe each person and thdr femily, and use a lifo-mqi to 

show the different activities and people in thdr lives. The descriptions of the ten people are 

then followed by a table which shows thdr group membership and a description of each 

group. The names of reqxindaits have been changed and group names are rqilaced by lettos 

CA',B',etc.).
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Christine May

Christine was 21 years old at the start of the research, a working class black woman living 

with her mother, Vanessa. Christine was a member o f  A' People First. Her older brother also 

lived with the femily, though during the research he was working abroad much of the time. 

Her parents were divorced although Christine still saw her 6ther. During the research she 

found a job as an administrative assistant for a learning difficulty agency and towards the end 

found a boyfriend.
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Figure 3: Life map for Christine Mav
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Esther Cohen

Esther was 60 years old when the research started. She was Jewish and at the start of the 

research was living with her 80 year old mother in a council flat. She attended a day centre. 

She was a member of'A' People First, of which she became the chair, and ofB ' day centre 

user group, which she ran virtually single-handedly. Esther also went to a special club one 

night a week and had fiiends who visited her quite often.
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Figure 4: Life mao for Esther Cohen
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Anita Papandreos

Anita was 15 years old at the time of her interviews. Anita lived with her parents, older 

brother, younger sister and baby brother. Her 6mily was well-ofT and had a big house in a 

middle class area. She was bom in Britain but was Greek Cypriot. She was bi-lingual, but had 

very little speech, using a communication board (the use of which she extended during the 

research). Anita went to a special school, and a mixed disabled and non-disabled youth club 

where Tf Young People First took place.
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Figure 5: Life mao for Anita Papandreos
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Katya Klein

Kàtya was 38 years old at the start of the project, living with her mother in a middle class 

area. Her fether died when she was 13. Eva, her mother, was German and a retired social 

worker. She had an older sister and brother, both of whom were married with femilies. Katya 

hod always had 'normal' jobs and hod recently become a development worker on E' advocaey 

project. She was a member ofD ' and E ' People First groups. Eva was on the management 

committee of Katya's project and attended group meetings. She was a friend of Katya's boss. 

Katya went to an evening class and a special unit of the Guides.
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Heure 6: Life mao for Katva Klein
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Fazila Begum

Fazila was a working class Asian woman in her late 20s. She lived with her parents, brother 

and disabled sister. She attended a day centre where she was a member of T  user group, 

which she had just joined when I met her. Towards the end of the research she also had the 

opportunity to attend 'O’ People First. She had no other activities. At home she was a carer, 

both for her disabled sister and her mother, who beciune ill during the research.
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Fipiine T  Life map for Fazila Begum
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Tracey Barker

Tracey, in her late 20s, was white and working class. She was fostered almost from birth and 

was the only one of 13 children fostered or adopted by the frunily to still live at home. Tracey 

knew her birth mother, who had learning diflficulties, but she died a few years previously. One 

of Tracey's sisters died during the research. Mavis, Tracey's (foster) mother, was a care 

worker in learning difficulty service. Tracey went to a day centre and three spedal clubs. She 

swam, had a boyfriend and went to church. Tracey was a member of T  user group, which she 

left during the research. In the past she went to 'E  People First.
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Figure 8: Life man for Tracev Barker
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Michael Banks

^chael had his 21st birthday during the research. He came from a well-off’ Jewish family. He 

lived with his mother, fether and (at the start of the research) older brother, and had an older 

sister staying in Israel. He attended a co llie, from Wiere he did work experience in an 

elderly persons' home. He also had an unpaid Saturday job at Somerfields. He was a member 

of a 'special' social group, 'J, wdiich was run by its users. They formed a committee to plan the 

social activities and develop self-advocacy.
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Figure 9: Life mao for Michael Banks
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Kevin Waluk

Kevin was a Polish man in his late 20s, living with his parents. He attended a day centre and 

was a member of B' user group, as well as taking part in other advocacy initiatives within the 

service. Kevin went to a special club, but apart from this spent most of his time with his femily 

at home. Mr and Mrs Waluk were known as fighters, battling for better services, taking part 

in consultations and developing something of a reputation in services. Kevin appeared to have 

taken on their fighting spirit, taking up various empowerment opportunities.
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Figure 10: Life mao for Kevin Wahik
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Daniel Shah

Daniel was a mixed-race Asian/white, Muslim, working class man in his mid-20s. He lived 

with his father. H s mother died when he was 11. He had a brother and sister, both married 

with children. He attended a day centre and at the start of the research was a member of "F 

user group, which he left. In his spare time, he visited his siblings and went for walks and bus- 

rides. He used to go to a Mencap chib with his fiither, but they left. He had an on-ofiF 

relationship with a woman at his centre.
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Figure 11: Life mao for Daniel Shah
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Jason Cooper

Jason was in his mid-20s and black, living with his mother and 6ther in a large house in a 

working class area, He had brothers and sisters who had left home and had their own ûmilies. 

Jason attended a day centre and had recently started working at MacDonalds three times a 

week. He attended a social club, but apart fi’om this did not go out. Jason was a member of 

'C user group, taking part in a national project to change day services.
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Figure 12: Life mao for Jason Cooper
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group respondent

*C‘ user group - 

D' People First

"E' People First

T user group

'G* People First 

IT Young People First 

T social group 

j5 independent

3 service-based

— Christine'A' People First

Esther

•B' user group Kevin

Jason

adviser

Sally

Janet

Martin

Daniel

Fazila

Sharon

Simon

Sharon and John

Anita 

Michael

7 attend independent groups 

6 attend service-based groups 

(3 people have attended both types) 

Figure 13: Self-advocacv erwiDS. attgnAinoR and advisers

A' People First was fiinded through People First London, with a worker with learning 

difficulties and a non-disabled supports, SaUy, Esther became the chair during the research. 

A quarter of the 16 or so members lived with their âmilies.
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B' day centre group was run by Esther and Gavin. B' group had been supported by à health 

authority worker, Janet. Part-way through the research, Janet left and was not replaced. Half 

of the eight members lived with their Amilies.

'C user group was a day centre group of four members, taking part in a national project to 

change day services. Martin, a member of staff who played a supporting role, described it as a 

self-advocacy group with a fixed agenda. Half the group lived with their fiimilies.

T)' People First had Katya as secretary. T>' group had links to services, set up ft>r people in or 

moving out of hospital. Katya's mother was a great fiiend of Eliza, the adviser, and was also 

an adviser herself to *D' group. Katya was the only member ftom around ten who lived with 

her&mily.

"E' People First was started for people living in and moving out of hospital. A few years 

previously, the group split (also creating 'G' group). Eliza set up an advocacy project 

supporting "E" People First and user groups in services. Katya was the project's development 

worker. Tracey went to the group befi r̂e the split. Katya's mother was on the management 

committee and often attended 'E' group. Half of the ten members lived with their fiimilies.

In T  day centre group Fazila became secretary. Tracey and Daniel were members (Daniel 

was secretary), but left. The members were elected fix)m the centre planning groups. The two 

advisers were John, deputy centre manager, and Sharon, an independent advocacy worker.

All but one of the six manbers lived with their femilies.
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'G' People First was a split from "E". It only met bimonthly because Sharon, the adviser, was 

busy and the group could not yet function alone. The membership varied considerably, and I 

do not know how many lived with their femilies.

IT Young People First took place at a disabled and non-disabled youth chib. Anita was a 

member. Young People First was supported by People First London, and had a worker with 

learning difficulties, with a supporter (Lisa). All the seven members lived with their femilies.

T social club was run by its users, who formed a committee to organise social activities and 

develop self-advocacy. There was parental involvement, T group having been established by 

parent pressure. All the twelve members but one lived with their femilies.

(The numbers of members are all £q)proximate, as membership and attendance varied.)

3. The research plan and process

This section explains the plan of the research, designed between myself and the co

researchers, and the flexibility of its practice. A reflexive ^proach demands openness and 

recognises uncertainty about the likely course and direction of the work (Atkinson and 

Shakespeare, 1993). This does not indicate a lack of rigour. Careful planning is necessary in 

interviewing people with intellectual impairments, particularly about sensitive issues which 

cross boundaries between parent and adult-cWld, public and private domains. This section 

demonstrates the importance of both careful planning and flexibility.
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The centre-piece of the research plan was a saies of interviews with ten people with learning 

difficulties and thdr fiimilies. The methods used were piloted with four people with learning 

difficulties and thdr femilies, who were then incorporated into the main study. A life-story 

style was used to provide an overall context. This was followed by a more focused interview 

which looked more specifically at sdf-advocacy and fiimilies. There were also vidts to sdf- 

advocacy groups, a parents' group meeting and intaviews with group advisers. This section 

finidies with a discusdon of the analyds of the data fi'om this in-dqxth work

Reflexivity requires, as Goodley says* 'being sendtive to our informants' and our own fedings, 

percqitions and speedi' (1996, p.339). Atkinson (1997) comments how difficult it is to do 

this in practice. I kqjt a log*, dnular to Atkinson's reflective diary, to critically examine my 

peiffirmance as wdl as to reflect on what the respondents did and said. It was useful for both 

reflecting on the detail aixl posdble meainngs of individual events, as well as placing such 

events in abroad^ fieme. The log was where I exandiKd my intaviewing tedmique after 

each interview, whae I agonised over dilemmas, and where 1 started making connections and 

picking out thanes. The log pointed to next stq>s and indicated areas I needed to take to 

others fi)r discussion: to co-researchers, supavisors or supportive fiiends. This activity 

underpinned the research throughout.

The research

During the pilot phase I devdoped fi âmeworks within which sdf-advocacy in femilies could 

be esq l̂ored. These were based on my literature review, the co-researchas' ciitaia, and 

piloting experiences. Cheddists and questions for each interview were based on these
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frameworks (^jpendix 5). Thus the questions came from what people with learning 

difficulties wanted esqslored.

a) Discussion in the refondent's self-advocacy grotq).

Atkinson (1988) found that group interviews helped to alleviate anxieties, that members could 

help each otha*, and the presence of peas could serve as a check on the informatioa 

Additionally, for me, visiting the groups was a chance to g a  a more rounded-out view of the 

respondents' sdf-advocacy context, and a group discussion of femilies and self-advocacy 

which could inform intaviewing.

b) Get-to-knaw period o f varying lengths,

Simons et al, (1989) stress the importance of a femiliarisation period in orda to be able to 

understand people's lives and communication. I expected that this would vary between 

reqwndents, sometimes taking place sq)aratdy and sonietimes alongdde and part of 

interviewing. Issues in getting to know and building the rdationship are discussed in the next 

section.

c) Interview person with learning difficulties four times.

The first interview was in an open style, starting from the question, 'What do you want to tdl 

me about your life?' Walmsley (1995) had the experience of one person who did not like fiee- 

ranging questions because she felt vulnerable. In case my open-aided approach made people 

fed uncomfortable, unsure how to start or guessing about what was really wanted, I was 

prepared to talk about mysdf. A checklist was used as a back-up if the discusaon ran dry. 

Saisitive issues such as adulthood and identity w ae not raised in the first intaview unless the
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respondent talked about them. The second intaview was loosely structured, using the 

checklist to ensure as many aspects as posdble were covered. Intaview three was on sdf- 

advocacy and femilies. As this was a more difficult subject, and in orda to avoid leaving 

people floundering, I decided to make it more structured, a flegdble schedule. I 

considered giving the questions in advance, but discussion with the co-researchers suggested 

this would be too daunting and unnecessary in a long-tam project. Intaview four used a 

checklist to return to points for detail or clarification.

I aimed to use a relaxed style, but with precise wording and femiliar, simple language, and to 

adc a saies of simple questions ratha flian one long one. Atkinson (1988) fevoured open- 

ended questions to avoid the pitfells of acquiescence and recency. Howeva, as Booth and 

Booth discovered (1996), open-ended questions can produce low levels of reqxinâveness, 

espedally with people Wio are not vay articulate. I tl^refore had to be prq)ared to break 

questions down. Booth and Booth's techniques of gradual dimination of alternatives and 

successive ̂ )proximation to determine what a req)ondent means w ae both useful, though 

sometimes felt like interrogation. The ride of ]xitting words in people's mouths had to be 

balanced by reflexivity and by the long-term nature of the research allowing me to get to 

know people.

d) Interview parent(s), try fo r three times.

These were to follow the same bade structure of a life story style first followed by more 

specific discusdons on sdf-advocacy. I anticipated that paraits would probably not need four 

intaviews due to fewa communication issues; in practice the range was fiom one to three.
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e) Interview adviser(s) (mce.

With the advisers, we planned just one interview with a schedule. This was partly because, 

although vital for back-up and context-setting, the advisers w ae not central to the research.

probably the parents, they would not need a long-term trust-building approach. They would 

be used to a formal approach, to discussing the topic and, importantly, w ae not talking about 

a personal matta. We dso had to consida the time-scale and resources.

J) Joint interview with person andparent(s).

Atkinson (1988) found joint intaviewing useful for seeing the dynamics of rdationdnps and 

roles. I attempted them also to attain à new perspective. The next section examines some of 

the issues that arose in joint interviewing.

g) Parent grotqj.

Towards the end of the research, the paraits were invited to attend a parents' group meeting, 

to which four came. The meeting was to complement the discussions I had with innumaable 

people with learning difficulties in self-advocacy groups. The aims were to keep than in 

touch with the researdi, to g a  their reqionse to the findings so fiir and to go deepa into 

issues.

Recording

My aim was to ta>e-record and transcribe, for thoroughness, as well as to make it eada to be 

informal. The tape was also a betta way for people who could hot read to have a record. I 

took notes when the refondent did not want me to record than, but this felt more formal.
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and created a distance. Occasionally, when people started talking before I could reach for my 

tape-recordCT, relying on memory and writing up after (as by Booth and Booth, 1994) made 

for a foirly accurate record. I gave respondents copies and diecked back that th^r agreed with 

the record.

FlexibOity

With this plan as a baas, the e?q)eriaice was actually fluid. The in-dq)th nature of the process 

allowed flexibility towards the needs of each re^ n d a it. I did not fod a need to fit everything 

in or to tadde questions in an order, or push issues beyond what people wanted to say at that 

time. The checklists and questions evolved throughout, as I reflected on each intaview.

The^ needed to be flexibility with parents who were difficult to reach and only wanted to be 

intQ-viewed once. The next section deals with questions of access and consent; the point here 

is that the plans had to be condensed in orda* to attain a sense of a lifo story, as well as some 

ddail on sdf-advocaCy, without seeming to rush through.

There are several exanq)les of flexibility required with people with learning difficulties. I met 

Jason m. times, weekly, because each interview was only about twœty minutes. He had a 

short attention span and taided to md inta-views abruptly. I tried interviewing him without 

the tape-recordo' in case that was putting him oft! I ^owed him photographs of my fomily, 

job and home, whidi w a^ successftil in drawing him out more. I took the pictures from tl% 

What's On guide (Cragg and Garv^, 1990) to help us talk about control at home - he said. 

This is great this, I like doing these pictures'. I tried the same method again for going out and
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hobbies and this time it did not woric so wdl, suggesting that he needed variety. For the final 

interview with Jason, we went through self-advocacy questions like a formal questionnaire, 

which he seemed to eiyoy, as if it were a quiz.

Communication skills were a particular issue with Anita. I met Anita seven times after first 

meeting ha* in h ^  sdf-advocacy group. The first time, I had with me the pictorial 

rq)res0 itation of what the research would be like, and used this to ask questions, which she 

answered with sounds and gestures. When I arrived the second time, she had been thinking 

about the interview and arrived with pen and paper. It turned out she could read and write, 

though this was a physical struggle. I discovered that she had a communication board at 

school whidi she neva" took aiQfwhae dse, so I asked her to bring it with her next time, 

which she did, with a fold^ of extra symbols. The efforts die made suggest that the research 

became important to h&. Another time I took the What's On (Cragg and Garvey, 1990) 

pictures to help me adc questions. I wrote everything down in notes, which she read as I was 

doing it to check I had got it right, though I used a tape-records as wdl so that Anita could 

hear her voice for the first time.

Analysis

The in-dqith, long-term nature of the work generated a large amount of material; qualitative 

data fi*om 75 interviews and meetings.

I anticipated that the impact of self-advocacy at home would be conditioned by a numbs of 

Actors: the nature of the self-advocacy involvement; the levd of conscious efibrt to transfs
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sdf-advocacy to home; the experiences and attitudes of Amily members; and Actors such as 

age, gends, ethnicity and class. I thsefore planned to deal with the material in two broad 

areas, the self-advocacy context and the Amily context. Anoths significant area arose fixim 

the study: identity Thse is therefore a grounded dement to this work, that is the discovery 

of theory fi'om the data (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). It is not possible to leave to one ride 

entirdy the assumptions with which a researcher liters a fidd, and it is in this regard that 

refiexivity is so inqxirtant, but I attenqited to allow ny work to be shtqied as mudi by issues 

that arose fiom it as by n ^  assunq)tions at the start.

I explained in chapter 5 that the analysis was split into two tadcs, the trawl through the 

material for thanes and then intapretation. The first part of the process was done just by me, 

afta an attempt with one interview with the co-researchas. I transcribed the t^>es and did a 

bade content analyds as I went along (Wd>a, 1990). Following Lofiand (1971), I then wait 

through each transcript, picking out points and themes, creating an 'analytic file' for each 

thane. This process created 76 analytic files, which w ae then grouped into themes:

• sdf-advocacy issues (meaning, importance etc.)

• self-advocacy groups and their approach to Amilies

• the translation of sdf-advocacy into the Amily (paraital knoi^edge, privacy, 

percdved impact etc.)

• general Amily issues (history, inpact of disability etc.)

• peaking up at home, according to the co-researchas criteria

• 'big' self-advocacy issues, such as leaving home, indpendaice

• identity (adulthood, learning difficulty, gaida etc.)

• change.
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This material went through several phases of inteipretation, both with the co-researchers and 

without them, including three spaiate stages of writing, re-grouping and applying thœiy. I 

interpreted the data according to the thanes aridng from people's own testimonies and 

against the criteria set by the co-researchers, and the claims and expectations arising from the 

sdf-advocacy and Amily literature.

This section has discussed the dialectical rdationship betweai the plan, necessarily careful and 

detailed, and flexible practice, important in qualitative and enpathetic woik. I have also 

briefly addressed how the quantity of in-depth material was dealt with analytically. The 

chapter will now go on to reflexively discuss the researdi rdationship.

4. The research rdationship

A key issue in qualitative, in-dpth woik is the rdationdip between research^ and

researched (Booth and Booth, 1993 and 1994). Atkinson and Shakepeare explain that a

reflexive pproadi requires looking at 'research encountas, our intaactions with the subjects

and the building of research rdationships' (1993, p.6). Trust and rpport have a bearing on the

quality and validity of people's accounts;

"The actions and attitudes of the researcher must both validate the researdier's 
id^ithy and what he or she daims to be doing as wdl as show that the subject 
is valued as a person in their own right'. (Booth and Booth, 1993, p.48)

I support the view that without trust people are unlikdy to allow a rese^cher into thdr

private lives. The establishment of this relationship is discussed here in terms of access,

cons^t, getting to know people, flexibility and exploitation. I also disoiss partioilar points in

rdation to joint interviewing, which itsdf throws up a numb»* of issues.
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Access

Gaining access was the first s tp  in establishing a relationship, and so had to be done with 

care. I address here the main issues which arose in accessing respondents: using 

intermediaries, the laigth of time involved, and access to parents.

Walmdey (1995) writes of the potoitial pitMs but also the necesrity sometimes of going 

through intermediaries. I wanted to avoid having to adc the permission of othe* people to 

reach the person with learning difficulties. It is not ea^r to reach people directly, as mai^ 

people with learning difficulties have staff and Amilies as 'guards'. I ruled out attenpting to 

readi people through home addresses - services could be unwilling to rdinquish addresses 

and tdqphone numbers, and it would put too mudi power in the hands of parents. As the 

project was about people involved in self-advocacy, it made sense to go through self- 

advocacy groups. Using the London People First list, I contacted individuals in the 

groups in my locality, aiming to visit the group if appropriate (i.e. ifthae W0 % people in it 

who lived with their Amilies and if I was wdcome). Finding groups had a snowball effect - 1 

was put on to o tto s through the original contacts, including savice-based groups.

An alternative route I tried was to adc advocacy workers to suggest particular people. This 

left nry request open to their interpretatioa Some paid attmtion to my explanations, and 

suggested names and how best to make contact. Others, howev^, contacted people 

themsdves, discussed with their Amilies as well, and then came back saying they had no-one 

interested. Much more successfully, one of my co-researchas suggested one of the 

respondents and Adlitated our meeting.
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A feature of this work was how long it took to do things respectfully, waiting for discussion 

and consultation within groups before bang able to visit. It was important not to rudi the 

process. Some groups were hard to get to - particular people ̂ mcluding those with learning 

difficulties) gate-kqTt or wâ e veiy forgetful. Some groups wa"e swamped with viators and 

wary because they were always bang asked to do work for otha* people. In total I viâted 

elevai groups.

Access to parents

When I began, I adced people about meeting their parents as part of the initial discussions. I 

soon abandoned this ̂ xproadi, because agreeing to let me talk to their parents required a 

âgnfficant d%ree of trust wMdi took time to devdop. Sdf-advocacy and Amilies is a difficult 

issue in itself because it crosses boundaries whidi perhaps people are not ready to ax>ss, and 

people with learning difficulties may have fdt uneasy about my spending time with "the other 

dde'. Confidentiality and confidence in me w ae important. Anita, ny fourth respondent, 

wanted us to get to know each other before I contacted her mother, and I then instituted this 

as the general practice.

I did not meet the Begums or Waluks because Fazila and Kevin did not want me to. Fazila 

said her parents' English was not good and there were no brothers and dstas at home to hdp 

translate. Having got to know her, I wondered also about the attitude h ^  parents would have 

had to the research and whether her refusal was in order to avoid trouble. Kevin said he kq)t 

things to himself. I q)oke to the manage of his day cWre (vdia-e his group took place), and 

she confirmed this. He had been engaged in many user-involvemmt opportunities and his
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parents had exqjiessed concern about his level of commitment and the effect it had on him at 

home. But there was the additional issue of service intaests clouding the matter: the manager 

said that work with the Amily was difficult and they fdt they were having a breakthrough at 

that time wfaidiüi^ did not want put in jeopardy. It was important in establidiing trust that I 

should not force the issue.

This raised the question of how important was the parent perspective. Did die research with 

that individual still stand without the parents? I dedded that it did, given the discussion in 

cluq>ter 4, but the parent would have added an important aspect. Not readiing two parmts 

unfortunatdy meant that my research ̂  victim to the age-old problem of only reaching the 

people that were keen and not those who p^haps had problems with self-advocacy. It also 

could have affected thdr son's or daughter's involvement - for example, Anita (whose mother 

did eventually get involved but took a long time to agree) ̂ t  at one stage that thee was no 

point in her carrying on if h e  mothe was not doing it.

In all cases bar one the mothers were the principal cares (three were sole cares) and I spoke 

mainly to then. Î interviewed Mr Shah as the sole care. I managed to interview two othe 

Athers as wdl, but two I did not see at all; I neve m e them and thee was no evidence of 

their being interested.

Consent

Consert was anothe important A eor in establishing the rdationship. The conseit issues 

raised in regard to co-researches in chapter 5 w ee also important in Aiding reqiondents.
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The main issues that arose in r^ard  to consent with people with learning difficulties w ée the 

question of powe, making the research understandable, and the length of the consent 

process. Pareits w ee harde to persuade and to pin down once they had agreed. Issues for 

ffiem included the value of taking part md vdiethe or not they knew about their sons' and 

daughters' self-advocacy involvaneit.

Edgeton, in the 1960s, exqilained to people with learning difficulties that they did not have to 

talk to him, but "frankly, I doubt that they bdieved me' (1993, p.xv). Many people with 

learning difficulties might be conditioned into answering questions no matt^ who ades than 

and without exqiecting to have privacy. I could also see that no matter how hard I tried some 

people would neva* really understand what I was doing. However, as suggested by Walmsley 

(1994) and Stalker (1998), and shown by my search for co-researchers, people are not just 

pliable victims. In frict, it was not easy pasuading people with learning difficulties to take part 

in research. It was unfamiliar to them and it certainly did not grab many people whai I first 

explained it. I preferred to have people volunteer afta* group discussions; whai I did 

approach people directly, twO turned me down.

I followed Booth and Booth's (1993) assumption that when people had agreed to see me thar 

commitment was conditional. After group meetings, I arranged to chat to volunteers on their 

own. I explained research as gathaing information, finding out something new so that we 

could learn from it, and perhaps support sdf-advocacy better in future. We talked about what 

it would be like - when, where, how often, etc. - and that I would try to aisure as much 

control for them as was possible within constraints. We talked about what they would get 

out of it - that it could be eigoyable, a diance to talk, and it would be a chance to contribute
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to something which would help otha-s. Walmsley (1995) had an information sheet to aid 

explanation. I used a pictorial representation of what the research could be like (appendbr 6).

I also used ideas sudi as diowing them my tape-recorder, or diowing than what research 

looks like m book form, it was not easy explaining - afta* discussion, Katya asked, 'So is it a 

sdf-advocacy group you're setting up7 To Jason, I described what I wanted to do as 'some 

work, and thai had to explain that I was not trying to get him a job!

As with other aspects, the process of consait changed throughout. Katya and Klein were

my first respondents. Both had beai interested whai I met tto n  at E ' group. I spoke to them 

on the tdqxhone lata  and arranged to visit to exqxlain the research. I then arranged to go bade 

again in two wedes for fiie yes or nô  and then made arrangements to come back a third time 

to start interviewing. This lengthy process was lata  stortened. This was partly to reduce the 

risk of losing potaitial reqxxndents, but also because I started to fed that the longa process 

was not necessarily hdpful, possibly leaving people to make a dedsion with insuffidait 

understanding or information. Perh^s it would be easia to dedde itT was there and they 

could adc me questions. Leaving than to think could also have built it up into somdhing 

more daunting than necessary.

\^rith Anita I did not o fo  to go away to let h a  think. She agreed afta discusdon to be 

intaviewed and made an arrangement for me to come back to start. Lata, I shortened the 

process furtha. I arranged to meet people to exqxlain the research, and whm they agreed to 

be interviewed  ̂I did so there and then. This meant I interviewed them while they w ae keen, 

but it might also have meant I pushed than too qiuddy. T h^  had no opportunity to refied. It
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also carried the risk of reducing the time I had to get to know people, so I tried to ensure that 

I intaviewed them several times so as to achieve the same depth as I readied with the others.

Consent from parents

A numba of Adors made parents the hardest of all to pasuade. Unlike the advisers, this was 

not part of their job, and in thdr comparativdy isolated circumstances they w ae unlikdy to 

have such an overview. Most importantly, the subjed was much more private, much more a 

part of them, their identity and thdr whole life. Clearly for parents thae was a lot at stake. 

Thae was also the Ad that the people with learning difficulties were to a large extent self- 

sdecting, whereas the parents w ae then unda pressure to agree. A particular sticking point 

was the value of doing research. For example, Christine reported that h a  motha was 

scqitical at the start about the value of what I was doing, but ova time, as I worked with 

Christine, die started to see the value and wanted to gd involved.

One consait issue with three parents was that they had no knowledge of thdr son or 

daughta's self-advocacy group. I had to take particular care in dealing with this, to maintain 

trust in the research relationship. I discussed it with the people with learning difficulties Ast. 

With two people, they did not mind thdr parents Aiding out from me. Both these Amilies 

proved to be positive about thdr son or daughta having privacy, were not worried that tiiey 

had not known, and were immediately supportive of self-advocacy. These people obvioudy 

knew their parents wdl! This still raised the question of the impact of research: the 

introduction of new knowledge and the effects this could have had on Amily dynanncs. In 

Danid's case he did not want his A tha to know about the self-advocacy group, although to
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was fine about his being intaviewed (which I think demonstrated his trust in me). I put the 

researdi to his A tha in more general terms, talking to him about the impact of the things 

people do when they are in the day centres, and about getting people's own perspectives 

instead of just that of profesdonals.

Getting to know people

Simons et al (1989) urge a Amiliarisation period in orda to be able to understand people's 

lives and communication. This was vay inqxirtant in my research, though it did not occur in a 

fixed Ashion. Getting to know people was sometimes clearly s^iarate fi'om intaviowing, for 

example, chatting ova a coke at a youth club, but usually the two w ae blurred (as with 

Stalka, 1998).

Booth and Booth (1993) argue for honesty and reliability. Taylor and Bogdan (1984) 

recommend paying homage to reqxindaits' routines, establi^nng what you have iii common, 

hdping people out, being humble and acting interested. I attenqited to put these into practice 

as much as posable (though I preferred to be interested ratha than just act it!). I gave people 

control ova the place of intaview as mudi as possible.

Atkinson (1988) tpok gifts as a mark of reqxect, to value people's time and contribution, and 

to help set an informal atmosphere. I bought people drinks \diere appropriate and gave thank 

you cards at the end. Interviews started with talking about what we wanted each otha to 

know about oursdves. I told them a bit about nysdf and they usually talked about themselves 

quite readily, with the levd of my questioning variable dqxending on the articulateness and
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readiness of the re^ndent. This reciprocity is good practice within qualitative research 

(Oakley, 1981; Shake^earee/o/, 1993).

The people widi learning diffiodties showed agis throughout of becoming more confident 

and more in control, for exan^le, switching the tape on and ofî  reading my notes, or setting 

time limits. Anita did a deal: TU tdl you more about me if you switdi off the tape and tell me 

about your boyfiiend!' T h^  became confident aiough to adc me questions, comment on my 

life and evai give me advice. To hdp this confidence, it was usefid, \diere posable, to talk 

about things they were the exq)erts on, for example, Katya talking about Guides. Devdoping 

confidence was the case for some paroits too. For example, when I arrived for the second 

interview with Mrs Banks die was much more rdaxed. I had s ^  h ^  a summary of the first 

interview which she enthused about. She tdked much more eaaly and introduced new 

information, which I finnk showed how the rdationddp had become more based on trust.

Exploitation

One of the purposes of my qualitative q>proach was to try to overcome the potentially 

exploitative nature of research. Howev^, occasionally the research did fed exqiloitative: I 

arrived, got someone to pour their heart out, and thm left. They had no control over what I 

did with the mataial. The slightly rosy. It's great to have someone to talk to' approach of 

Finch (1984b) was found to be too easy by Walmdey (1995), who had re^ndents who later 

regretted opening up. Some of nry reqxDndents said they had probably talked too much, 

aiggesting that they may later have r^ d te d  their levd of disclosure.
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There w ee many exanqxles of people eqoying and appreciating the process. I have generally 

been seen as a genuine and wdcome peson. Three parents said they never said these things 

to othe" people (Mr Banks said, You know more about me than anybody dse*). I have 

usually been thanked for listeimg. \Yith several of the people with learmng (hfficuhies 1 fdt 

conspiratorial, confidante-like. With Tracey’s pareits there was a sense in which this was an 

occasion. They we"e waiting for me - Mr Barke* came out of the door as I came up the path 

and Mavis said she had been thinking of'doing a Joan Collins'. Mrs Cohai appreciated 

talking, saying to me. You're the only one who will do it'.

Unfortunately, there are also examples of people not ergoying it. When I rang Mr Shah about 

a joint interview, he became angry, saying I was bdng like a social worker - he had hem 

interviewed in good fidth, now he did not know what he had got into. He obviousfy wanted a 

detached event which he had no part in other than to answer questions. In retroqxect, I can 

see that I ovoiooked this.

Giving something back

Some respondents exqxected 'something to show for it'. I b^an  by giving back a transcript. 

Katya's mother, Eva, appreciated it, but handing over a lengthy document to people with 

learning difficulties felt inappropriate. I went to great efforts to hdp people understand and 

then I gave them a tome to read. I wanted to value them  ̂I ̂ varAed them to feel they had some 

control, and I wanted than to have a concrete result, something they could keq) and diow 

others. Howeva, I felt it was off-putting giving them a transcript, maybe maldng people fed 

inadequate or threatened. Katya did not read hers; Christine tried to and stopped. Instead I
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decided to give back a t^xe, which ̂ vas much more successful. Tracey listened to her ttqxe as 

soon as I gave it to her. Esther listened to hers on her head-phones when she went to bed. 

Othes did not want anything at all. I continued giving a transcript back to parents and 

advisers, until I bunqxed into one of the advisers who said how embarrassed he was when he 

read his. I then started to give a summary or a t^^e, unless they particularly wanted a 

transcript.

What else did they get back? In a anall way the research has contributed to change for some 

of than. Anita now uses her communication board at ha" youth club and in People First; 

Estho’ ftdt that the research was part of the accumulation of confidence which hdped her to 

make lifi>ehangng decisions; otbcas have appredated the opportunity to malce soxse of their 

lives and to daiify ideas. Virtually everyone wanted to be kept in touch, as Kalya said, 

Because we've put so much into it'. I have sent them published artides. In this way they can 

see how their part of the process has contributed to a bigger project, and while the changes 

whidi may or may not result fi'om this are less tangible and a long way off, they can at least 

see publications to whidi they have contributed.

Daniel wanted help to discuss dignités with his Ather which were brewing beneath the 

surAcc. I exqxloinod that I could not solve his problems, but I could perhaps help than to talk. 

As has been discussed above, the attempt to arrange a joint interview with Danid and his 

Ather backfired. This highlights the dilanmas around the purpose of research. Many of my 

aiguments for participatory research centre bn people wanting a result, wanting to see 

change, but that is not the case for everyone. Mr Shah wanted an event with no intact.
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Joint interviewing

T hæ  are particular points in joint interviewing which require attention. Atkinson (1988) 

found joint intaviewing useful for sedng the dynamics of rdationships and roles, but also 

expaienced the risks ofinfiuaice, lack of confidentiality, and of people being ridiculed and 

humiliated. Booth and Booth (1994) also had mbœd exqxeiences. Thdr respondents fdt at 

ease and sparked off each other, there was mutual prompting, cross-questioning and 

challoiging, but the people without learning difficulties could dominate and there was a risk 

that the interviewer could collude in this, especially with the danger of udng language that 

would exclude the person wiffi learning difficulties. Bearing these warnings in mind, I 

attanpted joint interviews to get a new pa'spective and see the dynamics of the rdationship. 

Joint interviews took place with Katya and Eva, Nfichad and Mrs Banks, Esttor and Mrs 

Cohen, and Christine and Vanessa. The other Amilies wanted no more interviewing.

I raise joint interviewing in this section because there was a soise in which it dianged the 

research rdationship. I will use Katya and h ^  motha  ̂Eva as an example. I got the sense that 

Katya ̂  she must have said something wrong whai I adced h a  about doing a joint 

intaview. She agreed but she seaned nervous, as if she was going to be exqwsed, or as if I 

was not on h a  dde afta all. In its Avour, the joint intaview meant we could focus on the 

issues that w ae central, and it led to new data. Howeva, it was upsetting for both. Eva got 

quite angiy and fiustrated, and Katya became very defensive, evidently feding unda attack. I 

wondered if I left them more antagonistic than txefore. And was I actually impartial? Katya 

seemed to tlnnk I was on Eva's dde and I could fed mysdf on the edge of Booth and Booth's 

pitAU of coHudon (1994). P a h ^ s  joint interviewing is not appropriate in work based on
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relationships, particularly on an issue which aosses boundaries like this one. Joint 

inter\iewing perhaps requires special skills which are not usually addressed in the Iheroture on 

interviewing techniques.

Withdrawing

In relationdup-based research. Booth and Booth (1993) argue that withdrawing has to be 

done sadtively; people usually have a restricted network and the research relationship may 

assume great dgnificance. Stallcer (1998) points out the otha side to this; why diould we 

presume that people would want to make fiiaids with us, or that this would be a problem if it 

were the case? Oakley kqxt in touch with some of h a  respondents (1981). In my exqxaiaice 

this proved not to be an issue. Generally the respondents understood it should end. Some fdt 

attached to the research, exqxressed a substantial interest, and wanted to be kqxt in touch with 

how the work progressed. Most of the reqxxndaits ended it very m atta of Aotly. I sait them 

a card with the last transcript or tape and promised to keep them in touch if they wanted that.

This section has discussed aqxects of the research relationdnp, demonstrating the need for 

flexibility, care and saishivity in in-depth work The next section looks at rdiability, validity, 

rqilicabihty and generalisability.

6. Reliabilitv. validity, replicabilitv and generalisabOitv

Sigdman et al (1981) raised questions of the rdiability of people with learning difficulties as 

respondents. These argumaits were addressed in the previous ch^xta. Carrying out long-
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tarn intaviewing allowal for checks internally: asking questions in différait ways, repeating 

back what people said, and in the case of Anita, letting h a  read what I had writtai to check 

for accuracy. Returning t̂ qxes, transcripts or summaries allowed for anotha check, and in one 

instance a parent did make a couple of Actual corrections to the notes. 1 could also compare 

between interviews and with otha respondents, and make observations. Overwhdmingly my 

mdhods worked. In particular, the people with learning difficulties showed themsdves to be 

rdiable - stories w ae consistait and they fitted with what paraits and advisers said and with 

what I saw.

W hae thae were potential problems, I was particularly careful. An issue with people with 

learning difficulties is that often they arc not very articulate, the people Booth and Booth 

describe as "not having much talk in ffiem' (1996). My reflexive approadi meant that I 

constantly examined my technique, addng mysdÇ was I putting words in people's moutiis, 

was Ï asking leading questions, was I talking too much? Whai I repeated what reqxondents 

said to check I had understood, they almost invariably said. Yes'; did they mean it, or had I 

actually changed what they had said?

There were times when there could have beai recency and acquiescence. At times it was 

particularly noticeable that when I suggested a posable answer it was agreed to, and whm I 

suggested a choice of answers the last option was agreed to. Again refiexivity was vital. I 

adced mysd( are people echoing me, or saying what they think I want than to say, or getting 

confiised by the same question bang asked? On the otha hand, it was also common for 

people to disagree or to correct me whai I made a mi^ake. OvaaB these problans w ae 

dealt with through the long-term aspect and refiexivity.
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In terms of validity, several people w ae not good on dates and times (though I understand 

that this is common for people without learning difficulties too). Talking about the past - 

especially for Estha, who was olda and going through big dianges - was not all that easy. 

Kevin could only junAlod anecdotes about the past. But preddon in the timescole was 

not what was important: my point was to get a feel for the person's life and context for thdr 

sdf-advocacy.

Estha also sometimes gave wtiot fdt like set-pieces, but that does not invalidate than - we all 

have our fevourite stories (Atldnson, 1997). It was therefore important to k e^  checking and 

to fit what she said with otha testimonies and observation. The long-term approadi meant I 

could g a  to know h a  and h a  way of cqxealdng, and it also meant I could see the changes she 

was describing toldng place, so that thae were constant rcfiacnce points to real processes to 

hdp me understand.

There were sometimes contradidory answers, i to issues 1 was trying to address were of a 

sondtive nature. To aslc about control and choice at home, for excample, could have suggested 

that there were things wrong in probably the most important rdationdiips people have, and 

could have opened up oil sorts of feelings. Inevitably, many of these would be contradidory. 

To ask someone if they ore treated like an adult or a child could be fdt as a dired challenge to 

fiidr status and consequaitly thdr dignity and self-esteem. Sometimes it seemed that people 

w ae giving the safisst answa first, or the answa which rdained pride and dignity. For 

example, they would say yes they are treated like an adult, arxl then go on to explain 

dtuations v tiae  th ^  had beai treated like a child, or to describe how one parait treated 

them difiaently fixxm the o tha Sometimes vriiot seemed to be contradictoiy answers turned
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out to be explanations of change. Change was an important Actor for all the respondents. For 

example, Christine was aware that she was growing up, and die said hersdf that h a  views 

and Adings kept changing I was afta feelings, thoughts, values, pacqxtions - these are not 

rigid things, Contradiction in this Sdise is not a sign of lack of validity,

Traditionally, research also uses such measures as rqxlicability and generalisability. These 

measures are not appropriate for this research. This research was small-scale and rdationship- 

based. Thus while the approach can be adopted by othos and improved, it could nev^ be 

possible to rqxlicate and achieve the same results. Similarly, vM e some of the exqxeriences of 

my reqxondents may be typical, there can be no intention to gdieralise from such a small-scale 

study. Barnes (1994) rgects these measures and instead argues for accountability, utility, 

conastency with values, accuracy, feasibility, propriety, percdved impact, and ability to 

achieve beneAs. This research stands up wdl on Barnes' measures. It has been accountable all 

tAough to the co-research^ is consistait with Ae values of self-advocacy, and has proved 

itself feasible. Accuracy comes from Ae in-dqxth, long-tam, rdationAip-based nature of the 

research. The impact of Ae research has been examined reflexivdy. Utility and ability to 

achieve benefits are less easy to judge at this stage, Aough Aere have been dear benefits to 

the co-researchers and to some reqxondents.

The one area where I have doubts is in terms of propriety. Barnes does not exqxlain what Ae 

means. It is a loaded tom  wiA moral and ethical overtones, and perhaps thus not a useful 

measure without more discussion. If by propriety Barnes means 'fitness', Aen I suggest a 

qualitative approach is correct for this kind of research. Howeva", as discussed in chapta" 5,
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Aere were aspects of Ae research which Ae co-researchers found too daunting. In this sense 

thae remains Ae a question about Ae 'fit' of participatory and qualitative research.

7. Chndusion

This chapter has dealt wiA issues ariang fi’om Ae qualitative, in-depA nature of this study: 

refiexivity, planning and fiexibility, the research relationship, and mattas of rdiability, validity, 

and oA a measures. It has danonstrated that Ae jqxproach requires carefiil scrutiity and 

rigour in orda to reach an undastanding of subjective experience.

This chapta concludes Ae three diaptas on meAodology and methods. The Aesas now 

turns to the findings fiom the research.
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Chapter 7 

SELF-ADVOCACY GROUPS 

AND THE TRANSFER TO HOME

1. Introduction

This chapta is the first of three which discuss Ae findings fi’om my research. I exqxlained in 

chapta 6 that I anticipated that the data would AH into two main aeas, the sdf-advocacy 

context and the Amily context, and that a third main area, that of identity, arose during Ae 

study. This chapta exqxlores Ae first of Aese.

Two Aemes run through all three findings chapters. One is that of crossing boundaries. This 

idea is devdoped by, for example, Sibley (1995) to describe Ae boundaries that individuals 

establish for the purposes of idaitity and security, and that societies establidi to maintain 

orda. Boundary crossings are thaefore significant events. The topic of self-advocacy and 

Amilies aosses the boundaries between public and private, services and Amilies. Taking sdf- 

advocacy into the Amily moves what has in Ae main been a service issue into the private 

Amily domain I discuss Ae boundary between sdf-advocacy and home in this chapta. 

Studying this area in itsdf crosses boundaries, and is pahaps an exqxlanation of \diy the co

researchers did not want to do interviewing, why two people wiA learning difficulties did not
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want me to meet their parents, and why one allowed me to interview his A tha but not to 

discuss Ae self-advocacy group wiA him.

Anotha, related, theme Aat flows through Ae three ch^Tters is that of Ae difference between 

the surAce picture and the reality undemeaA The reqxxndents, boA wiA learning difficulties 

and parents, often initially gave "public" verrions of stories that were emotionally removed 

from Aemsdves, easy to tell and safe (as found by ComweD, 1984). The dqxA of Ae 

process, howeva, as chapta 6 Aowed, led to a development of trust which allowed more 

personal, private stories to be told. The theme of the surAce picture and reality undemeaA is 

raised in this diapta in Ae distinction between prindple and practice in sdf-advocacy.

The literature review in chapters 2 and 3 discussed the meanings of sdf-advocacy as to do 

wiA "all of life". A its daims to autonomy and adulthood, sdf-advocacy challenges the social 

identity of people wiA learning difficulties as in need of care and control and being like 

children, and Aerefbre has inqxlications for Amilies. However, the small literature on self- 

advocacy and Amilies suggests that Aere are few links made by Aose involved bdweai sdf- 

advocacy groups and Amilies.

I argued that the deqxly ingrained function of services to care for and control people wiA 

learning difficulties means that their attempts to organise are Aemsdvés often subject to 

control. This has meant a service orientation in sdf-advocacy practice and a lack of emphasis 

on Amilies. The literature review also danonstrated Ae inqxxrtance of Ae adviser, in boA 

supporting and potentially inhibiAig sdf-advocacy, due to sovice intoest and the influence of 

the individual model of Asability. The adviso’s" role is unda-researched (Walmsley, 1997) but
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there are interesting points made by Goodley (1997 and in press). This c h ^ e r examines 

Aese issues of service influence and adviser roles in rdation to my respondents.

I found in my research an apparently Arm boundary between sdf-advocacy groups and home 

Section 2 introduces this boundary and the difference between principle and practice. A 

section 3 ,1 discuss Ae role of Ae adviser and Ae influoice of sovices m Ae sdf-advocacy 

groups, finding that boA are significant controlling Actors m Ae practice of sdf-advocacy. 

Section 4 looks at the attitudes and policies of advisers m rdation to Amilies. Thae is a 

tension betweai parents' "need to know" about sdf-advocacy and Ae right of members of self- 

advocacy groups to privacy. The advisers oftai seem to deal wiA this tairion by having vay 

little communication wiA Amilies. Advisers and service workers taid to see parents as 

inheraitly conservative, as barriers to new ideas. Howeva, A ae seems also to be a Aar and 

unease among advisers and service workers at Ae challaige of self-advocacy to Adr own 

roles, and Aey themsdves may also find change difficult. The co-researchoS suggest that the 

distmction between principle and practice could be put to good e^Ct: that parOits should be 

informed about sdf-advocacy, but not Ae details of groups.

The control exerted by Ae reqxondents wiA learning difficulties ova Ae trananisrion of self- 

advocacy to home is explored m section 5. They do manage aqxects of Ae relationship 

between the self-advocacy groups and home. Débité Ae liAe communication, sdf-advocacy 

has an impact at home. Section 6 continues Ae boundary crosang wiA a discusrion of Ae 

reception for self-advocacy in Amilies; the aAtudes of parents to self-advocacy and its 

percdved impact. The parents I interviewed on Ae "wtiole supported sdf-advocacy, and boA
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parents and people with learning difficulties were able to point to positive effects of self- 

advocacy as well as n^ative.

I use case studies to reflect Ae dqxA of this research. The participatory character of the work 

is central to it, and so throughout each of the findings cluqxters I indicate Ae contribution to 

intopretation of the co-researchers. In order to follow Ae names of people and groups in this 

and ensuing chapters, Ae reader Aould refer to the introductions in chapta 6.

2. Prindple and practice

This section introduces an important finding in this research, that Aere is a distinction 

between Ae surAce picture of sdf-advocacy and the reality undaneath, and an apparently 

firm boundary between sdf-advocacy groups and Amilies. I suggest that this situation is at 

least partly rooted in the ownerrinp of and control ova sdf-advocacy.

Chapta 2 saw the claims made for sdf-advocacy and the strides takoi by Ae sdf-advocacy 

movemoit rince its b^jtongs in the 1960s. Oi% of its earliest proponents (without learning 

diffioflties), Andrea Whhtaka, has argued that Ae devdopmoit of sdf-advocacy led to a 

profixund change in savice culture (1996). U sa involvemoit is now the orda of Ae day and 

it is accqxted by service workers that people wiA learning difficulties have Ae right to speak 

for themsdves. Howeva, thae have beoi inqxortant warnings about service control (e.g. 

Dowson, 1990). Aspis (1997), a sdf-advocacy activist, quoted in ch^xta 2, raises questions 

about who controls sdf-advocacy and if it is really quipping people to make meaningful 

dianges.
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The findings of my research suggest that Aese warnings are well-founded. My respondents 

wiA learning difficulties all Aought sdf-advocacy was inqxortant. R e^ndents talked about 

small and large décidons, and issues of independoice and the whole of life. Their views of Ae 

groups, however, were different For exanqxle, wiA Anita, Ae group got a shrug, while self- 

advocacy was very inqxxrtant. Danid said speaking up for yourself was important but his 

group was not really working: Yuck,' It's cr^ '. Tracey said, T wasn't all that keoi on it, I 

think I got a bit bored wiA k.' The distinction between principle and practice applies to 

sevoal a^xects, but the subject of this Aesis is sdf-advocacy and Amilies. This section 

discusses genoal points to Aow this distinction; Ae case studies in later sections will fiirther 

illuminate Aem.

The respondoits wiA learning difficulties Aought sdf-advocacy was applicable to Amilies.

Christine, for example, exqxlained self-advocacy thus:

'Something that happens everywhere I think. Probably in your job, in your home, 
probably wiA friends, probably going out. It happens in different places '

However, Ae topic of Amilies was not discussed in the service-based groups and was talked 

about but 'not much' in the People First groups. Only I f  Young People First and 'f  group 

talked about Amilies wiA any frequency.

The respondents wiA learning difficulties, parents and advisers all thought that parents Aould 

know about sdf-advocacy. The view of my co-researchers was clear: that parents' views were 

vital in determining how much could be tranriated to home, and even wheAa or not people 

could partidpate in sdf-advocacy groups. One co-researcher, Susan, said. They can easily 

stop you getting involved. They can just say "No you can't go".'
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Information and understanding of self-̂ âdvocacy would go a long way towards improving the

ability of people to speak up at home. One of the co-researchers, Justine, e?q)lained:

Ï  talk to my mum about People First, and what I do there and what sort of things 
go on thee. But die wants to know more about what th ^  actually do, because I 
don't think die really understands.'

Parents would seen to agree. Christine's mothe, Vanessa, said there was veiy little 

information available and should be more so that die could undestand better. Thee is a 'need 

to know*.

But almost without exception, the groups had very little communication with fomilies. The 

exception to this was T social group, which had a dgnifioant level of pareital involvement (I 

return to T group in more depth below). I found that dx of the ten sets of pareits had only 

partial or no knoi^edge at all of ther son's and daughter's menberdûp of a self-advocacy 

group, and four of the te i had not heard of self-advocacy. Thee were differences between 

service-based and indepeideit groups. The pareits knew about the group if it was 

independent. The excqihon to this was IT Young Peo]de FinA \diidi took place in a youth 

dub setting and therefore did not involve going directly fixim home. Parents did not know 

about the group if it was service-based. The exception was C uso" group, \diich contacted 

parents as part of its wida" project of dianging day savioes. Parents Imew about the piindple 

of self-advocacy if Iheir son or daughter was in an independent group, their son or daughter 

was in a service group, they only seened to know about sdf-advocac^ if there was anoth^ 

context as well, for example, if thdr son or d au b er also attœded People First.

Thus, from my findings, although in piindple self-advocacy means all of lifis, in practice the 

self advocacy groups did not see discussing or relating to fiimilies as within their remit. Those
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findings support those of Simons (1992a), who found little direct link betweai sdf-advocacy 

and fomilies, It would therefore seem that the boundary between sdf-advocacy and home is a 

strong one which it is not ea^  to cross.

An initial explanation for this difference between principle and practice could be that sdf-

advocacy has been idealised and that the reality is simply more mundane. For example,

Katya's mother, Eva, thinks that not matching up to claims is perhaps to be expected:

'[It] is sort of typical of any kind of organisation in many ways, which is that you 
subscribe to the philosophy but the way if s carried out is not -.'

Sdf-advocacy has had to be promoted and defended, eqxxâaHy in its early days, which would 

lead to a tendency to empharise the positives (similar in some ways to the early evangdism of 

normalisation, see Chappdl, 1997). It has been necessary, in countaing the social idoitity of 

people with learning difSculties and the traditional individual modd of disability, to 

demonstrate that people with learning difficulties can speak fiar themsdves, and that th^r 

diould have the opportunities to do so. Service workers have needed education and have had 

their practice challenged (e.g. by Coopo" and Hersov, 1986; Dawson and Palma*, 1993). 

People with learning difficulties have needed thdr rights rairing, as wdl as practical 

suggestions as to how to get started (e.g. People Rrst London, undated a). Perhaps 

inevitably, then, there has been an evangelistic tone, and perhaps equally inevitably;; the reality 

is less glowing.

It is also to be aq)ected that an idea conceived in the abstract wiH not run smoothly when

carried out in real life. This seems to be what one day centre manager meant when riie said:

'What you hear is not what you get. We can all spout it but it doeait mean we do 
it.'
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Sdf-âdvocacy groups vary, âmily experiences are heterogoious, and people with learning 

difficulties and adviso-s are all diffî *ent in their abOhios and motivations. It is for this reason 

that ny study has looked for the subjective e?q)erience in its context, and a dialectical 

materialist approach demands a recognition of diversity of experience and the real rituations 

in wMdi people and thdr ideas opoate (Marx, 1963).

However, there is more to the q)lit than 'inevitability'. Simons (1992a) looked for possible 

reasons within the sdf-advocacy context, suggesting that the focus of groups was services, 

that people with learning difficulties saw sdf-advocacy as "thdr thing* to be kqn private, and 

that there was little contact bOween sdf advocacy and parent groups. In my research, there 

was no evidence of contact between self advocacy and parent groups (such as Mencop). Both 

the other reasons suggested by Simons are echoed in my findings. Confirming the discusrion 

in ch^)ter 2, Owno-Ship q^pears to be diqmted, and control to rest significantly in the hands 

of advisers and with a service interest. This is not the only foctor at play, however; the people 

with learning difficulties I interviewed did exert control, particularly in the area of maintaining 

privacy and taking sdf-advocacy home.

The chapter moves on to address control and influence in the sdf-advocacy setting.

3. Families as a subject for sdf-advocacv - the role of advisers and services

Chapter 2 discussed the particular oppression of people with learning difficulties, and the 

pervasive influence of services. The role of the adviser was also discussed, particularly how 

important it is that the adviser should be indq>endait (Dowson and Whittaker, 1993).
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Walmsley (1997) commons that their role has been very little studied. My work thoefore 

makes a significant contribution to the understanding of the advisers' role in self-advocacy. 

Drake (1997) proposes three roles for non-disabled supporters of the disability movemoit: 

exporii^ disablii^ a^^ects of society, supplying resources and responding to requests fiar 

hdp. In chapter 2 1 suggested a fiaurth: that because of the oppression of people with learning 

difficulties, they would oftoi need hdp to get started, to learn skills and have their sights 

raised. I rOumto these suggested roles at the end of the next section

Goodley (1997 and in press) offia*s a usefiil analysis of the advisers' role, arguing against 

stereotyping because of their structural porition, aixl enq)harising their modd of disability and 

approach to enqx)werment. He also points out the determination of people with learning 

difficulties thonsdves in supporting sdf-advocacy. My work suggests that the self-advocacy 

expoioice is shaped by both structure and agoicy (of both advisor and people with learning 

difficulties).

I fiaund differences betweoi the service4)ased and indq)endent groups, but in all cases the 

advisers had a very prominent role in detomining the topics of the groups. The ^>ecific 

background and circumstances of the adviser were fectors, but the influence of services was 

particularly significant. Dowson (1990) warned of various ways that services could try to 

control or undermine self-advocacy, including setting up groups, chooring who does and 

does not go, and deciding what the group talks about. I riiaU illustrate these by uring the 

example of F  user group.
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'F  user group

F  group takes place in a day centre, meeting once a week. Danid Shah, Fazila and 

Tracey Barker were members of F  group. Daniel was a member of the group for six months, 

including being the secretary, but thoi left. Tracey rq)laced him as secretary, but she also left 

the group. Fazila had just joined at the start of the research and soon became secrOary 

herself The group's advisers w oe John, the centre d^njty manago, and Sharon, a woiko on 

an indqpendoit advocacy project (hosdf with a sovice background).

F  group was set up by the new deputy manago, John. The centre was organised in planning

groups, and John established a system whereby each planning group elected one person to go

to the uso group. The representative was meant to canvas the views of their planning group,

bring them to the uso group, and th o  rqx)rt bade This was intended to be demooatic, but

in practice it was the opposite. In this way, the service determined the structure and subject of

the group before it evcai began. As Stalko found with the adviso in h o  ease study (1997),

John saw it as his role to set parameters;

"One of the initial problems we had was that it was voy hard for thon to graq) 
not to biiiig personal issues into it. So voy initially, a person would say, "Oh, so- 
and-so pushed in the dirmo queue," and we'd say, "Right, now, have you a 
problon with this particular poson or does it affect everybody dse?" And the 
guiddine that we finally gave thon was that if it affected a lot of otho people in 
the centre then an issue should be brought to the group. And if it was only a one- 
to-one thing, then really they needed to sort it out with their key-worker,'

This approach put people on the spot and would make it voy difficult to raise problems sutk 

as bullying. Unsurprising then, the issues the group discussed woe all Wmt John described 

as 'in-house';
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We had a riiower along the corridor here that didn't have a lock on it. They 
wanted a lode on it, they got it... The new curtains that are down in the hall, they 
had a moan that they had light in their eyes when they were having dinno - new 
curtains appeared.'

John seemed to trivialise issues group members raised, presorting them as 'moans', which

could give the message that raising personal issues was riricy. Meanwhile, he presented the

service as very responsive - things just '̂ Dpeared'. Howevo, he also gave exanqrles of

rimilarly straightforward issues which were not dealt with so miraculously:

'One of the on-going things at the moment is about locker space hoe. The 
building we have is very small, and a lot of people have these massive bags with 
goodness knows what in them... You can't get 500 bags in a locko. But try and 
explain that ratho than have biggo lockos, and they go, "Oh, I don't know 
about that! " So that's one we're pretty much stuck on and we're still tackling that 
one. You know, "If you didn't bring your six bags you wouldn't need bigger 
lockers".'

H oe John was clearly taking the side of the service, expecting the usos to drange ratho than 

hdping thon to campaign. These are predsdy the problons Dowson and Whittako warn 

against whoi they argue for advisos to be indqpoident (1993). John knew about his conflict 

of interest:

"There probably would be more issues come out if there wasn't a staff m onbo 
there.'

But even though thoe was anotho adviso, Sharon, fix>m an indqpendoit advocacy project, 

he hung on to his role. When I asked him about this, he said that he would leave when he 

conridoed that the group was ready. He seoned to be holding on to his 'baby', pohaps 

making his job more intoesting, or boosting his rqnitation as a progresrive manago. Pohaps 

he was afraid, as Cravriey (1990) says, of letting go and sedng it all go 'wrong'. It is also 

possible that the sovice wanted to keep him thoe to maintain control.
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Sharon had a very dififeroit qpproach. Ratho than singly ruling out "personal" issues, or

describing the in-house questions as "moans', Sharon analysed what people raised to find the

issues. For exanqple, bullying was an issue which should be takoi up aooss the board, not an

individual thing to be bruriied aside. She bdieved collective action was needed to really make

changes, and was not so ready to portray the services in a fevourable light. For exanqple, in

r^ard  to the curtains in the dining room, which John said just "qppeared", Sharon described

the group as having to argue fipr something which should have been there in the first place;

Tn the dining area it's a very big room, a big hall and it's mainly glass. There were 
no blinds, no curtains, and people used to sit there and fiy all through the 
summer every year. You go anywhere dse in the local authority or staff offices, 
there's blinds, there's autains or vkateva*. It's massive, the only way I can 
describe it is it's like a fish tank. And whm you bear in mind that tha*e's a lot of 
people Wio do su fo  fiom things like q)ilq)sy and migraines, it's really a gross 
overright. So they wait to the manager, they got a catalogue and quotes of how 
much things would cost and said, "Look, we really want this".'

Sharon was opm to discussing femily issues, sedng it as a way of riiowing her commitment,

and suggesting that curtailing discusrion was a rign of detachment. But the discusrions riie

described took place informally, not in the medings themsdves. Even Sharon, deqpite her

independence and her d if^o it approach, described the group as service-oriented;

It is about them evaluating thdr sovice and then giving thdr views about what's 
happening on a day to day basis in that sovice."

This was pohqps in part due to her own service background. Sharon was aware of John's

conflict of interest, but fdt unable to resolve the problem;

"John is perceived by the group as bong a monber of staff - although he's a very 
approachable member of staff he's still a membo* of stafî  and he still has a 
conflict of interest in that group. And I actually fed it will be eario for the new 
diair to grow into ho  role as diair if he wasn't thoe. And Fm really, at the 
minute, in two minds whetho to say what I fed to John. And I don't know what 
the group fed dther, the group may say, "Yes, we want John to stay".'
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She did not know what the group thought - thoe was no evidence that riie had asked them. 

Sharon was suscqptible to service influence, and h o  position as an independent woiko was 

unable to counto the effects of the service (as Stalko found in the group she studied, 1997).

This sovice influence was reflected in the way its monbers talked about the group.

According to John, the group belonged to the membos, he described it as "their group', and

seemed bemused by his observation that the members did not see it this way:

"Because whoi we asked thon who was running the group, they said, "It's your 
group," whidi kind of defeated the object."

Fazila evidently wanted the group to be about the issues she thought were important,

detailing to me predsdy the issues John ruled out, such as people shouting at ho. But she

then went on to describe the group purdy in a sovice context:

"We got a curtain, we got a fen, two fens, we got all the stufif we need... All the 
groups go back, to feed bade, they want talk and feed back to us. We talk about 
all the group, diflfoent planning groups, and feed bade."

Danid similarly saw the group as about coitre issues:

"Problems in the coitre. Talks about things that goes on in the centre. And see 
what can be done. . .'

Tracey said femily issues were not to be taken to the group:

I f  you've got any problems, you go to your instructor, if you've got aity problon, 
and they write it down in your book."

Fazila was consdous of the diflBaoice between Sharon and John Sharon hdped with the 

tasks:

"She does writing for us, and wegOa chance to do typing and computing."

John, on the otho hand, had a staflF role:

"John does writing down all the minutes, he does that too, so what happening, 
and he feed back to all the staff.'
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Fazila had problems with John as an adviser. She thought he did not listoi or understand, and 

was waiy of saying things in the group that he might pass back to staff. The members did not 

seem to see themsdves as able to do anything about this, howevo.

Due to the dection system, Danid was actually in the group against his will:

"Because the person \dio used to do it stepped down. So my instructor asked, 
when we were in the planning group one day, asked if anyone wanted to do it.
Wdl nobody wanted to do it, I mean I didnt ev«i want to do it. But I got 
lumbered bemise nobody put their hand up.'

Danid described the group as boring, as did Tracey. They both found the tasks expected of

than too much. Tracey explained:

I t was just boring all the time... I think it was about taking things back to your 
planning group, \diich I didnt do... Because I might have been too frightened to 
tdl the planning group.'

Here the service was pladng an expectation on the group members which they did not want 

or fdt unable to fulfil. Danid found the group "too mudi work,' It's a diore'.

Danid also felt undo* pressure from some of the staff and other users. He was angry that the

group was not understood and that instead ofbdng hdped he was bdng qitidsed:

Wdl, one of the reasons why I stqiped down from the group is to do with my 
instructor. I don't like h a  that muck Sometimes I don't like h a  attitude to tke 
group. The planning group came up to the F  group once and they said it was a 
bitching session And that really annoyed me... So I stopped going, because that 
really upsets me.'

This point echoes one of Crawley’s findings (1988), that while catain staff supported sdf- 

advocacy and set up u sa  (then called trainee) committees, these groups w ae goiaally 

unsupported and even sabotaged by staff in the coitres.
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In F  group thaï, it was, in effect, the sovice controlling the group and what it could talk 

about. John kqit the agenda firmly on service issues. Evoi then, he stifled the discusrion, 

defending staff and then rqxirting back, and perhaps creating an environmoit in which people 

fdt vulnerable if they criticised too much or raised difficult issues. His presence prevented 

honest discusrion because of what Sharon pacdved as the group's loyalty to him. Sharon 

was unable to counto the effects of the sovice. Group members did not see it as thdr group, 

found it a chore, and woe even in it against thdr will.

I have used F  group as an extensive case study to illustrate issues of control in the sovice- 

based groups, confirming the warnings of Dowson (1990). I indicated above that the 

indqiendoit groups were different in their attitude to femilies. Nevothdess, in the People 

First groups there were still infiuoices fixim services and differences of perception and 

control. I use 'A' People First as an exanqile.

"A" People First

Christine May and Estho Cohoi were members of'A' People First. The group was supported 

by London People First, fimded indqiendently of services, with a person with learning 

difficulties as the adviso, and Sally as supporto (who did not come fiom a sovice 

background). Unlike F  group, everyone was a membo by choice, having beoi recruited fiom 

local services. The group met once a fortnight on a Wednesday evoiing in a community 

centre, and no staff woe involved.
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Nevertheless, the infhioice of sovices was dononstrated in the subject of the group. Sally 

said. They can talk about what they like', but;

People tend to be more focused on their services than they are on thdr
femilies.... It depends what people are having problems with.'

It is possible thsn services were simply seen as more of a problem. Both Esther and Christine 

said the members could talk about femilies, and Esther did talk about her difficulties when she 

was trying to leave home. However, Christine said she did not talk about femilies and would 

not want to in the group. She made the point that ÿou have to be carefol vhat you say about 

your femily because other group members could use information agoiniA you'. I return to the 

question of priv^bdow . The point I wish to make hwe is that this commmt is roninisoait 

of Chappell (1994) in regard to friendship. Services divide and isolate people with learning 

difficulties from each other, prevoiting friendships from devdoping and undomining any 

sense of commonality. An effect o f this may be that 'A' group membos did not fed th ^  had 

trusting relationships with each other.

Despite valuing 'A' People First for the skills Ae could learn from it, Christine had severe 

reservations. Throughout her childhood die went to mainstream schools, and though die had 

extra help in the classroom, she was ne\̂ er labelled as having learning difficulties until she left 

school. She went to co llie  to retake the exams she had feilcd in sdiool, and was put into a 

training scheme. It Avas thoe that die fin^ came across People First. For Christine, attoidanoe 

at People First was h o  stqi into the learning difficulty world, the first time she had bem 

segregated, and the first time she had been opoily identified by others as having learning 

difficulties. Chqipdl (1994) makes the point that thoe is a diffooice between the imposed 

s%r%ation of a service and the sdf-s%regation of a self-advocacy group. Howevo, this 

does not take into account the reality of many sdf-advocacy groups and the way that they arc
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over-shadowed by the service setting. To Christine, People First was firmly part of the service

syston. If die wanted to get back to a normal life, she would have to leave the group:

Because I fed that People First has got nothing really to do with what Fm going 
to be doing in the future, how Fm going to be living and Wiat FU be doing. Like 
they say tiiat die sort of person you are now, is like, gives you a good id ^  of the 
sort of poson you're going to be in the future. 1 think thafs not really going to 
hdp me in the fiiture.'

Thus even in an indqiendoit group like 'A' People First the sovice influence was pervadve. 

To Christine, People First was like a service, it was labelling and segr^ating.

The study of these two groups indicates differences and similarities between service-based 

and independent groups. I suggest that the influence of services in sd f advocacy is sudi that 

even in indqiendoit groups both advisos and monbers assume services are Wiat it is all 

about. The experience of'A' group suggests that attempts of people to sdf organise arc not 

only controlled and/or influenced by services, but are tainted with the negativity that soviccs 

inflict. The oppression of people with learning difficulties also means that they appear to be 

socialised into assuming that it is not up to them to dedde what happens in the group. This 

leaves advisers in control, setting the tone, so that the groups deal with what the adviser 

thinks is important.

The other side to this is that the respondents with learning difficulties did activdy r^ulate 

thdr experience, a point made by Goodley On press). I return to this issue of people with 

learning cfifficulties! control in section 5. The feet that soviccs have sudi prominence probably 

means that people n'ont to talk about them. And pohaps group membo's do not wont to talk 

about thdr femilies in the groups. There is cotainly a lack of trust, pohaps due to the break-
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up of relationships, fear of what might get back and a lack of real ownership over the 

meetings.

In 'A' People First the sense of adviser control seemed less overt. However, in the discussion 

in the following section of attitudes and polides towards femilies, the role of the adviser can 

still be seoi to be feiiiy decisive.

4. Crossing the boundary to home - adviser attitudes and group policy towards families

Thus fer this chqiter has discussed the control and influence ovo sdf-advocacy groups. This 

impacts on whetho* people with learning difficulties see the group as a place to discuss the 

topic of femilies, or feel able to use the group to deal with femily issues. I now turn to the 

attitudes and policies towards femilies. Thoe was a lack of communication between the 

groups and the femilies, deqiite the goieral accqitance of parents' 'need to know* about sdf- 

advocacy. This section looks at this from the point of view of the role of advisers; section 5 

looks at the role of people with learning difficulties. It is useful to return to F  uso group and 

'A' People First.

*F user group

John hdd some stereotypical views of parons. He gave many stories of parents restricting 

their adult (Mdroi (apparently without sedng the restrictions he placed himsdQ. He bdieved 

that parons see their sons and daughtos as childroi, that thqr protect thon too much, and 

often see thon as pomanonly limited and incapable. Much of this, he said, was down to fear
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of risk-taking (echoing Simons, 1992a). He also bdieved that part of the problon was that

parents do not see their adult child's progression, again echoing Simons' (1992a) and

WolheimeFs (1989) view that paioits are kept at arm's length by services. However, he put

this down not to the fault of the services, who 'make evoy effort', but to the parents not

bdng intoested'. Despite holding these stereotypical views, John bdieved that paroits need to

know about sdf-advocacy. He said;

1 think we diould plonk thon down and say, "Your Johnny isnt five years old 
anymore, he's forty two.. I think we need to teadi the caros.'

John here was doing what Simons (1992a) says staff do: casting the parents in a villain mould. 

His starting point was that the sovice had it right, the parents had it wrong, and the service 

needed to teach them. But he did not 'plonk them down', he passed on no infiarmation and 

continued to keq) them at arm's loigth.

Sharon, with a difi^oit tone, argued that parents and profesrionals all need to learn together 

about sdf-advocacy:

Ï  think if you remove it too fer away fi*om the femilies and professionals, it's like, 
"We're going to move at this speed but you've got to stay where you are".'

In her advocacy project, Sharon gave out a basic information sheet fiar parents, but made few 

other attempts to reach them H a  rhetoric was different firom the reality. Perhaps, as with 

John, she saw the group as so much to do with the day centre that she ejected  it not to have 

an inqiact on femilies. Cotainly the parorts of Danid, Fazila and Tracey did not know about 

their involvonent in F  group.
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"A" People First

Sally, the supporter, made an effort to view things from the parents' perspective, rather than

assuming stoeotypes;

If  they find it hard to accept that their son or daughter is growing up anyway, it 
is hard to accept them maldng decisions and having a say about things. Speaking 
up groups can be seen as quite a radical thing. So paroits are going to be quite 
sceptical, I suppose. Thq/re going to think, "Oh no, are thqr going to be trying 
to radically change everything, are they going to come home and totally 
challenge everything I do?" So it's probably a natural reaction to say, "Oh my 
God, they're changing their whole lives". And people find it hard to change 
anyway.'

(I turn to paroits' views in section 6.) Sally thought paroits needed to know about self- 

advocacy:

Ï  think there's a need for paroits to be aware of what self-advocacy is, and that 
evoyone has a right to say vdiat they feel about things and speak up for 
themselves, I think that's inqxirtant, and thqr should know that that's what the 
aim of the group is. But they riiouldnt be involved in the group, because that 
defeats the whole object of the group bong a qieaking up group and it bdng 
their space.'

But again, the work to hdp parotts become aware (fid not h^ipot Did Sally bdieve that by 

avoiding letting parents know about sdf-advocacy she would prevent thdr concerns, or that 

at least she would not have to confiont them? There is a suggestion hoe that too much 

involvonent of parents would conqiromise the purpose of the self-advocacy group. This is an 

important point, indicating that advisers wresfie with dilonmas about what to do. Sally said, 

"we don't have direct contact because we're there for the members ' This was a point also 

made by Lisa, the adviso of TF Young People First, vdio oqilained that if she worked with 

parents it would be compronnsing. Allegiances would be questioned and people would be less 

likely to talk about thdr paroits in the group if they fdt they could not trust the adviso. As a
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consequence, in 'A' group, Sally did not see it as her role to hdp people take sdf-advocacy

home, for example, in dealing with problems:

It's not that we canH get involved but we don't get involved in that sort of thing. 
We talk generally about how theyle feeling about it and then give ideas which

Sally was conconed that her role as self-advocacy supporter should not be confused with that 

of a service worker. I fdt there was a worry here not to be tainted by association. Howev®*, 

what it did mean was that SaUy kept her distance, parents knew very little, and all involved 

felt thqr should know more.

I found no evidaice of the people with learning difficulties discussing or even thinking about a 

group policy towards their femilies. Whenever I raised the question with the re^ndents as to 

whether parents should know more, and if so how, they always took it as a pasonal issue 

rather than considering a group approach. Esther, for example, showed her mothe* the notes 

from 'A' group occasionally, and said her mother knew about self advocacy because she had 

told her. On the other hand, Danid, in F  group, said his fether did nut know about sdf- 

advocacy, 'because 1 haveni told him'.

One thing this suggests is that the respondents with learning difficulties did not M>ant a group 

approach, but wanted to maintain personal control over the tran^ssion to home. I return to 

this point in the nW  section. It also indicates that a collective approach is difficult for people 

with learning difficulties to achieve and that control ov^ the group is perceived to rest in 

otha-s' hands. I suggest that this is a result of the oppresrion of people with learning 

difficulties, Wiich has served to make it vay difficult for people to organise. This leaves
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control over policy in advisas' hands. Their attitude set the tone and their views decided 

policy.

The four roles for a non-disabled supporter suggested by Drake (1997) and ntysdf at the start 

of section 3 would seem to be exceeded in these cases. The savice-based advisa clearly had 

a conflict of interest and maintained his control in the interest of the service. But more 

broadly, advisers perhaps had assumed a greata role for thanselves because the group 

members had intellectual impairments (Goodlqr, in press, suggests that supporters may 

assume incapacity). This is raniniscait of the commaits of Baistow (1995) and Dowson 

(1997) regarding anpowerment being different fix>m taking powa. The advisers encouraged 

group members to have control, but thqr remained in a powerfiil. position and still had the 

ultimate control. I am not suggesting the advisas I m a w ae ddibcratdy s^fing one thing and 

doing anotha. They w ae well-meaning people, ova-worked, unda-resourced and doing 

what they conridaed to be thdr best. The foars they ascribed to parents they perhqis had 

themsdves, such as challenges to their position and loring thdr role.

Goodley (1997) makes the point that self-advocacy would be betta practised if advisers 

operate according to the sodal modd of disability. None of the advisers 1 intaviewed qx)ke 

in sudi terms. The groups certainly did not discuss any theories of disability, or discuss 

strategies beyond 'showing people what we cari do', 'riiowing people that we are just like 

them'.

I suggest that advisas like John are operating to a tnutitional individual modd of (flsalnlity 

and pathological qjproach to femilies. He qipeared to see the group membas as inheraitly
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limited in what they could do and the service as thae to serve; in his analyris, femilies w ae 

seen without their social context, and w ae simply unable to adapt. In their efforts to 

anpow a people with learning difficulties and to understand femilies, I suggest advisas such 

as Sharon and SaUy wae reacWng in the direction of the social modd, Sharon, in F  group, 

was dearly constrained by the service setting in which she operated, and was probably 

influaiced by h a  own work history. Sally, advisa to 'A' group, had fewa overt constraints 

but was neverthdess working in a gaieral dimate in which h a  work was associated with 

services in the minds of people like Christine (and perhaps evai in h a  own). She also 

wresded with dilemmas regarding h a  propa role which were not easy to resolve.

The dilemmas seem to centre around parents needing to know about sdf-advocacy, but the 

groups needing to maintain manbers' trust, and people with learning difficulties having the 

right to privacy. Through discussion with the co-researdiers, we brought togetha this 

dilemma with the distinction baween prindple and practice. The distinction could be used to 

distinguish betweai parental knowledge of the group and of self-advocacy itsdf. I suggest 

this is what Simon, the advisa to T group, was seddng to achieve.

group

Michad Banks was a m anba o f'J group, a sodal club for people with learning difficulties 

run by its members. The m anbas formed a committee to run the club and devdop sdf- 

advocacy. The worka wiffi die group \vas Simon, xvho hdped organise the social activities as 

wdl as fedlitate the meetings. He came from a non-savice background. Michad described T 

group thus:
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*We're all friends. We meet every two wedcs, going out, staying in, which is what 
we want to do, it's up to us what we do... And it's a speaking up group.'

He said they talk about femilies 'if we want to', and the group listai and give advice. There

was more discussion of femilies in T group than in the others. Virtually all the members lived

with thdr femilies and the subject of the group focused on social life, which necesritated

dealing with femilies. Simon described the group:

Its main aim is to allow people to have access to recreational fecilities that are 
going on in the borough, to plan, to take charge of thdr lives. And breaking 
away from femilies and paroits and taking control of thdr lives...'

Simon's use of language (breaking away) may suggest an inq)lidt assumption that femilies 

are restrictive, but the group members were all young adults, and there is also the suggestion 

that Simon saw this "breaking away* as the same tranrition as all young people expoioice.

'F group was set up by paroit pressure for sodal opportunities and maintoiance of 

rdationships as young people became adults. Thus ' J  group was set up to reqx>nd predsdy 

to that division and isolation to whidi Chappdl refers (1994). In consequoice, for Midiael, 

there was more trust. Mrs Banks, Midiad's motho said, TbeyVe all grown up togetho and 

he feels at ease.'

Because the group was set up by parent pressure, the paroits fdt an involvonent. There were

redprocal phone calls with Simon and information which the people with learning difficulties

took home. Periodically thoe were open events. Simon said:

'There's parents that know the project inside out... They all absolutely adore the 
prindples bdiind what the project is trying to do'.
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Mr and Mrs Banks knew about 'J  group and thought it was brilliant'. Mrs Banks knew about 

sdf-advocacy as wdl, but did not know the details of group discusrions, seeing that as 

Michad's affeir.

This rdationship with parents could have brought with it the risks of which Sally was wary:

conflict of interest and a lack of trust in the adviso. Simon was sensitive to these risks:

'As a group that is based on sdf-advocacy, which we promote, we always put the 
needs of the uso flrst, and on joining the group, the carers and parots do have 
to respect that.'

The setting and history of T group was dearly important hoe, but I suggest that again the 

outlook of the adviso was decisive. Simon could have pushed paroits into the background, 

or he could have gone to the otho extreme and M oi into the traps about \diich Sally was 

worried. Instead, he aimed for paroits to know about sdf-advocacy, but also to undostand 

the need for thdr sons and daughters to have privacy. At the same time, he aimed to ensure 

that the monbers trusted him and the group, and fdt that it was thdrs. For Michad this 

seemed to have worked: 'F group was one of the most important things in his life, he 

described Simon as a 'good bloke', he talked about his femily in the group if he wanted to, and 

he maintained privacy at home. The next section turns to the role of the respondoits with 

learning difficulties in the transfer of sdf-advocacy to home.

5. Crossing the boundary to home - people with learning difRculties in control

This section deals with the strat^es used by the people with learning difficulties to control 

the transfer of sdf-advocacy to home. Chapter 2 «npharised that in the fece of control and
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power rdations, people with learning difficulties are not passive victims but do activdy shape 

thdr eiqieriences. The boundary between sdf-advocacy and home has been demonstrated to 

be a strong one. Simons (1992a) found that one of the reasons for the lack of link between 

sdf-advocacy and home was that people with learning difficulties Mt self-advocacy to be 

'their thing", to be kqX private. This section deals with the issues of privacy and the regulation 

by group manbais in the crosang of the boundary.

Trust in the group was discussed above. This in itself may be sufficient to k e ^  discussion of 

femilies out of the groups. Pa^hqis femilies are just too private to be discussed in a group 

setting. Fazila, for example, explained that F  group was not the place to discuss private 

things; if she wanted to talk about her femily she would do so one-to-one. In this we see not 

just lack of control over the group, feit die people with learning difficulties actively deciding 

for thanselves what they want discussed.

This becomes particularly clear when it comes to what people talk about at home. All bar 

three respondents with learning difficulties said they did not talk about sdfradvocacy at home. 

Tracey and Anita had not told tiidr parents about their groups but wa*e hq)py for mo to do 

so, and their parents supported thdr involvemait. On the other hand, Danid, Fazila and 

Kevin did not talk to thdr paroits about their groups and did not want me to teH them. The 

others did talk to their parents about sdf advocacy groups, but only in a limited feshion, and 

still Avanted to maintain privacy. Christine talked about sdf-advocacy "sometimes"; "I don't talk 

about it that much, but I do talk about it", just to keep her informed." Thoe are d if^o it issues 

hoe; privacy was both wanted for its own sake, and as a strategy for managing the home 

situation I look at two people's experiences to explore these points.
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Esther Cohen

Esther was a monbo of both 'A' People First and B' uso group. For Estho, h o  right to 

autonomy was all-important, and privacy was part of this right. Esther did talk to her mother 

about ho  involvemoit in 'A' People First, but not about the feet that riie also chaired B ' uso 

group at h o  coitre. This highlights that going to a People First group from home meant 

paroits had to know, and some negotiation was necessary. Estho nevothdess wanted to 

maintain privacy. She sometimes showed h o  mofrio notes from the meeting and sometimes 

chose to discuss it with ho, but at otho times chose to keqi things to herself.

There was conflict with h o  motho ovo this, Estho saw that she was maintaining her privaty 

by not divulging details of ho  meetings, but h o  motho poceived this as Estho not really 

understanding sdf-advocacy. Estho said:

"Not talking to h o  about what I done. I don't tdl W  what I do. It's my life!'

Mrs Cohoi said:

'She doesn't tell me anything, she comes home from ho  meeting and goes into 
h o  room with ho  papers. I ask h o  and die says It's just a meeting'. She doesn't 
tdl me what it's about. She doesn't know.' .

Estho's toidency to keep things to hoseff seemed to me to be a challoige to Mrs Cohoi's 

role. When Estho said, I  don't have to tdl you if I don't want,' h o  motho responded. How 

can I hdp you then? How can I be intoested if you don't tdl me?" This is an echo of 

Wotheimo's (1989) point that parents are used to being the only confidante, and find not 

knowing about some things difficult. Here there is conflict ovo the boundary betweoi control 

by a parent and the autonomy of h o  daughto
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Kevin Waluk

Kevin was a leading member of *B' user group. He did not want me to meet his parents. My

information on their views comes from Kevin himself and Susan, Ms day centre manager. It

q>pears that Mr and Mrs Wahik had a reputation in services as frghtos and probably

complainers. Susan's e?q)lanation was that Kevin had a very concerned, articulate femily,

putting forward thdr own views along with other carers, and he seemed to have takoi on

their fighting qiirit. In the past he had been involved in a numbo of advocacy groups. Susan

said Ms femily were not anti-advocacy, but they became concerned because he was doing so

much. The meetings sometimes ovenan the time and that had transport implications, They fiait

that the groups were too much for Mm̂  he got too amdous, and so they *infiuencod Mm' not to

go. He carried on with "B' group without their knowledge. When I asked Kevin about

meeting Ms mother he said:

'She's not interested really... I don't sort of say anything really to her, keep it to 
myself really.'

So, in contrast to Esther, for Kevin, maintaining privacy was a strategy to avoid conflict. It

enabled Mm to continue with Ms self-advocacy activities, albeit in a reduced way, without Ms

parents attempting to stop Mm. My co-researchers commented that:

'.. .loads of people with learning diflficulties have to do that - keep things a secret 
to get what they want.'

Kevin's and Bsth^s expaiences were not everybody's. Some parents respected the l i ^  to 

privacy Although Mavis Barker, Tracey's mother, had not known about Tracey and F  

group, she did know about sdf-advocacy because she was a service worker. She was fine
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about privacy - Tracey was 'allowed secrets' and did not have to account for everything. Mr 

and Mrs Banks reflected Michael's privacy, seeing it as normal. Thqr know about ' j  group. 

Michael told them he could not talk about the meetings because they were private, 'So we'd 

say fine. We'd leave it like that.' The {qiproaches of femilies to these issues are devdoped in 

the next section.

In the previous section, I explained that the co-researchers and mysdf suggest a distinction in 

the information parents receive, between knowledge about sdf-advocacy and knowledge 

about the group. This would appear to be what Christine May wanted. She kept tight control 

over what her motha* knew about 'A' group, but was opai to the idea of her reading rdevant 

material, being trained and discussing sdf-advocacy Avith other parents. Estha also wanted 

privacy regarding boüi her groups, but when it came to sdf-advocacy as a principle, riie 

wanted her mother to know. Danid Shah did not want his fetha to know about Iris user 

group but he did want him to know about sdf-advocacy. The respondents with learning 

difficulties seoned to think that thdr parents understanding sdf-advocacy would enable them 

to maintain privacy, ratho than cut across it. In the case of the Barkos and the Banks, above, 

thdr accqitance of privacy was linked to their knowledge of sdf-advocacy.

This section has looked at the control people with learning difficulties exert ovo the transfia* 

to home. This is a question of rights, autonomy, and management of the boundary between 

sdf-advocacy and femilies. I next look at the recqition for self-advocacy at home.
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6. Grossing the boundary to home - the reception for sdf-advocacv

This section explores tiie attitude of parents to sdf-advocacy and its perceived impact. The 

advisos suggested that sdf-advocacy would not go doxm wdl in femihes. Whoe the control 

lies over daily living will be addressed in chapto 8. This section looks at the boundary 

crossing.

Simons (1992a) found no real hostility to sdf-advocacy among paraits. Wertheimer (1989) 

found parents who were supporters, feeling that thdr sons and daughters had benefited 

considoably. One parmt had setup a sdf-advocacy group. She also found concerns fi*om 

some parents that sdf-advocacy may be devdoping too quickly, putting people in rituations 

wha-e they did not have enough ridlls. Some worried whether their child had a grasp of what 

it was about, and questioned whether people with learning difficulties were intdligait aiough 

(reminiscent of Mrs Cohoi).

My work confirms these findings. The case studies below illustrate the main points. 

Contradicting the advisos, the parents I interviewed generally said they supported sdf- 

advocacy, and were keoi to recdve more information so thqr could undostand it and support 

it betto. This does not mean, howevo, that thqr did not have reservations.

With some parents, the reservation was that while sdf-advocacy is a good idea, it did not 

apply to thdr son or daughto. Thoe were resovations about the effects of sdf-advocacy.

The previous section discussed how Kevin's parents were rqiorted to support self-advoca^ 

but had told Kevin to stop going to groups because of the stress they oeated for him. There
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was an occasional sense from several respondents with learning difficulties that "nothing really 

changes'. There were, howevCT, maity examples of positive effects of sdf-advocacy. Panatts 

felt pride at thdr sons and daughters' new achievemsrts. Some Mt it helped thon  ̂to speak up 

at home. Sdf-advocacy was seén as leading to more awaraiess, both political and sdf- 

awareness. Growth in confidence was commonly recognised at home.

I have chosoi four examples to illustrate these points. They include parents who knew about 

neither the group nor sdf-advocacy, those who knew about the group but not selfradvocaey, 

and those who knew about both the group and the principle, T h^ include parents who 

supported sdf-advocacy and those Wio said their offepring could not speak for themsdves. 

These examples highlight differences with the age of parents, class differmces, and possibly 

also cultural issues. I explain some of the background to the frmilies, but issues raised 

r%arding frmily e?q)eriœces will be addressed in the next chfq)ter.

Anita and Mrs Papandreos

Anita was 15 years old, the second of four children all living at homê  the youngest of which 

was just two years old. Mrs Papandreos and her husband came to Britain from Cyprus. The 

frmily was wdl-of^ living in a big house in a middle-class area, and Mrs Papandreos had 

never had a job. Anita was sevedy pl r̂sically impaired and had very little q^eech. Mrs 

P^^andreos was her primary carer. She described a total lifis change whoi she had Anit& The 

effects were deq> and permanoit: 'something sticks inside and it never goes away*. Mrs 

Papandreos did not talk about h ^  fedings and eq)m«iGes to anyone, evm to h ^  husband.
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Isolation was a striking feature of her life. The femily were not happy with services and life 

was portrayed as ceasdess effort.

Nevertheless, Mrs Papandreos did not need to be encouraged to look for positives. She 

wanted Anita to have a good life and be independent. Mrs Papandreos was the only parent 

who appeared to have no reservations about self-advocacy, and yet she probably had the least 

knowledge. I think this was at least partly due to Anita's youth, so that the ideas Mrs 

Pe)andreos had come across throu^ services were feitiy modan. Anita was also a vibrant 

and frustrated teenager, making many demands, whidi must have impacted on her motho*.

Anita valued privacy, and did not tdl her mother about Tf Young People First because it was

her business (Mrs Papandreos did not need to know about it because it took place at a youth

club). She did not mind my telling her, and Mrs P^pandreos's response was:

'That's Anita's business, if she wants to tell me that's up to her. Anita has to carry 
on her life, she has to dedde what she wants to do. Like this research, if she 
wants to talk to you it's up to her. i'm not going to stop her doing something she 
wants to do.'

Mrs Papandreos had never heard of sdf-advocacy, but she said Anita had to decide what to 

do in her life and she wdcomed sdf-advocacy whai she learned of it: People First srxmds 

wcry good.'

Michael and Mr and Mrs Banks

Michad had his 21st birthday during the research. He came from a wdl-off Jewish femily, the 

youngest of three children. His older brother still lived at home (at the start of the research) 

while his sister was staying in Israd. Mrs Banks had woiked ance Michad was feirly young,
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and the femily had always etiqployed an 02//pair. Mr and Mrs Banks had been devastated 

when Michad was bom, and spent the first few years of his life in and out of hospital. Th^r 

had hem disgusted with the health service and went private, but education and social services 

they thought had been good. They had support from the Jewish community Mrs Banks' main 

concern for Michael was that he did not have fiiaids he could go out with - she wanted this 

for him but also for hersdÇ so that die would be happy fipr him to move on at some stage and 

die could have her own life.

Mr and Mrs Banks knew about Michad's membership o f f  group and thought it was brilliant.

Mrs Banks also knew about sdf-advocacy and dmilariy liked it. Michael said his parents

thought self-advocacy was great. Mrs Banks confirmed this:

'Yes, définit^! If he doesn't want to do something hell tdl you. If he does want 
to do something hell tdl you.... My other cdiildrai do it, so why shouldn't he?

In feet it makes me quite proud to see him do it, that he's got the brain power to 
be able to say what 1% feds and what he thinks '

Mr Banks did not know that 'J' group was about sdf-advcxacy, but he supported the idea

immediately, though with a rider: sdf-advcxacy was Michad's right, as long as it was socially

acceptable. He also suggested that Micdiad had learned to ^leak up anyway within the femily.

1 think that's gcxpd, because he is entitled within his own limitations to be treated 
like anoth^ human bdng on a one-to-one basis. The feet that his acadonic levds 
might not come up to the norm and his behavioural pattern might diffs* fi’om 
others* that doesn't mean to say he hasn't got feelings. He certainly has got 
fedings whicdi need to be satisfit. And I bdieve he should be able to say what 
he thinks in his own way, within socially acceptable parameter. Ycpu know, I 
wcpuldn't like him to go along the street and drop his clothes just because he feds 
like it, it's got to be scpcially within normal disdplines. I bdieve he, like our other 
two children, learned to express themsdves.'
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Mrs Banks thought self-advocacy was in Michael's character, but 'J  group had definitely 

hdped:

1 think it's character as wdl. I mean, you can have a quiet p a^ n , they won't 
necessarily speak up for thansdves. But I think it's Michad's type of diamct^ to 
be independent and ^peak up for himsdf But theyVe obviously brought it out 
and hdped him.'

Mrs Banks had great concern for Michad's acceptance of his disability and sense of sdf. She 

thought 'J group had helped with this. The group had also helped him grow in confidence. It 

offered Michad a social life, which his parents valued. In this way, 'T group hdped with one 

of Mrs Banks' main concerns, which in turn hdped her to think more confidently about the 

future. Mr Banks said, 'without it people like us would suffer".

At one point Michad said sdf-advocacy made no differoice at home. I think this meant that 

he was generally satisfied and did not fed change was needed, because he also said the group 

hdped him to qpeak up at home, and in feet would hdp him get what he wanted if his parents 

disagreed with him. Mrs Baifics said that 'J group had hdped Michad more than anything else 

he did.

Jason and Mrs Cooper

Jason was in his mid-20s, but Mrs Cooper was oldo* than most of the other parents. The 

Coopers were fi'om Barbados; Jason was bom in Britain. He lived with his parents in a 

working class inner dty area. His older brothers and sisters had left home and Jason wanted 

to do the same. Mrs Cooper was the main carer. Her husband, she said, was a "typical man', 

he never did anything! Mrs Coopa" had been very upset whai Jason was bom. She thought
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that profesdonals had been hurtful, and she had never trusted them ance. She had fdt

isolated, and said that h ^  friends and femily were always addng afra" Jason but never W .

She seemed very tired, and said she lived day-to-day. She hoped that one day Jason would

marry and have a good life, but die made no preparation;

1 try not to worry so much anymore. I used to worry till it made me ill, high 
blood pressure. People talked to me, told me not to worry. It's now in God's 
hands. People make plans but God unplans than. There are othar chilcfrai much 
worse than Jason'

The interpretation of the co-researchers was that she wanted him to get married so that 

someone dse would take on the mother role and continue to look after him. They point out 

that:

You don't have to meet someone to move into your own home. It's an extra 
barrier she is putting up'.

Mrs Cooper knew that Jason was a memba" of'C  group, and part of a national project to

change day services. She had received information from the project and from Jason She

knew the meetings were about users' views of changing day services and die did not want him

to miss out. She was pleased that Jason knew about the changes and about government

policy. She did not know about sdf-advocacy, howevCT, and Jason had not told her. When I

explained it to her* she thought speaking up Avas a good thing - but that Jason could not do it:

'Jason says, 1 want', but within mysdf I know there's not a lot he can qieak up 
about at all. If there's anything he's got to say, he does tdl you his mind at times, 
but you can't understand. He can't make decisions for himsdf.'

Jason may have known what his mother thought, saying to me he needed more hdp to speak 

up at home.
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Katya and Eva Klein

Katya was 38 years old, and lived with her mother, Eva, in a small house in a middle class 

area. Her fether had died when she was 13. She had an older stq}-dster and a younger 

brother, both married with children. Eva was German, and had grown up undo* the Nazis.

She remembered disabled people 'disappearing* whoi she was a child. As with the others, Eva 

had feh isolated and at a loss when Katya was young, eqiecially because she was h@r first 

child and she did not know what to eiqiect: KfAya had meningitis os a child, but h ^  difficulties 

did not emeige until die was growing up. She started in normal schools but moved over to 

special providoa Katya was still resentful of this, which was one of the reasons why she was 

determined never to go to a day centre and had ahvays managed to find *normal' jobs. Eva had 

never feh properly supported by savices, and became a learning difficulty social worker with 

the intention of doing better. Eva retired during the research and was refiecting on her life.

She fWt tired. She had always worked hard to support Katya, but worried she had let her 

down. She fdt Katya could have been a leader* had she not been disabled, and feh a great 

sense of loss.

Katya was a devdopment work©* on a sdf-advocacy project, which incorporated E ' People 

First, and wm also the secretary to *D' group. Like one of Wertheirher's paroits (1989), Eva 

was activdy involved in sdf-advocacy. She was a manage" of the project Katya worked on 

and attended both Katya's groups as an advise*. Eva had devoted a lot to sdf-advocacy - I f  

the groups hadn't been in existence [Katya] wouldn't be where she is today*.
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Katya said self-advocacy had helped he* to devdop skills;

When you set up a new group you don't have a clue what to do. People give you 
‘ advice and you don't know. Now I do.'

She believed die had learned, but also that she made mistakes:

It's certainly taught me to say yes or - well, not so much yes and no, as when to 
use it. Not that I always use it at the right time now!'

Katya also believed that sdf-advocacy had devdoped traits she already had, dmilar to Mr 

Banks' view. For example, die thought die had always been a fighter, but sdf-advocacy gave 

her the skills to fight better, Eva said the self advocacy groups had made Katya more fi^cused 

and given her a pMosophy: Katya now had views about the treatment of people with learning 

difficulties and denanded equal rights.

However, E^^ had reservations. She bdieved Katya did not employ sdf-advocacy ddlfiiDy,

and did not accept respondbility:

1 get really mad with Katya because she goes around in her own sweet way 
thinking die has a right to speak up, not realising that that's a way to do it, so 
people actually re ^ n d  in a way she wants than to respond.'

'She doesn't see the other side, the responsibility, and that's very fiustrating. She's 
not devdoped h a  ddlls as much as she could.'

Particularly fiustrating for Eva was their argumait about the future, in whidi Katya resisted

making plans. I return to this in chapta 9, but my point now is that Eva expected Katya to

use Â kat die had learned fiom sdf-advocacy and bdieved she did not. A fta an argumait,

Eva turned to me and asked, *What has sdf-advocacy done for Katya?

'On the one hand she wants to be vay independent, but on the otha hand she 
isn't taking that indqiendaice seriously enou^  or taking the reqionsibility fî r it. 
That is \diat in a way upsets me. Because she's got so many ddlls, but doesn't 
seem to recognise that ^e 's got the respondbility to carry out those ddlls in a 
way.'
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Eva was concaned that the sdf-advocacy movanait as a whole has concaitiated on rights at 

the expaise of reqxinsibility, and at the eiqiense of teaching skills. This is an echo of 

Wertheimer's findings that some parents thought people needed to learn more ddlls (1989). It 

is also a reminda of Avis's point that sdf-advocacy groups are not teaching the skills 

necessary to make real change (1997). Eva was dearly didUudoiMd that the rhetoric of sdf- 

advocacy was ranoved from the reality. Howeva, neitha she nor Katya seemed to see arry 

conflia arising from Eva's own attendance in the groups, or any awareness that this itself 

might inhibit Katya.

These examples have shown the varied reactions to and effects of sdf-odvococy. Crossing the 

boundary to home is not a dear cut issue. As with Simons (1992a), I found no hostility to the 

idea of self-advocacy, though Jason's example shows that not all parents thought thdr son or 

daughto" could do it. The reqwnse of the Banks could in part be due to the work of Simon in 

T grcnip to build a rdationship with parents. It was also dear that up till this point thm; had 

bees no real challerge by Michad wluch would upset the femily, no need yet for anything to 

be ren^otiated. There are dmilarities here with Anita and Mrs Papandreos - Anita's youth 

meant die and her femily still had high eiqpectations.

These examples show class questions; perhaps education, standard of living and expectations 

oflife were also what hdped the Banks and Mrs Papandreos to be so receptive. Thaeare 

posdble cultural and cotainly gmdm  ̂issues in Mrs Cooper's eiqiectation that women look 

after men, and that Jason would need to meet someone before moving out. These examples 

also suggest that the experience of d iffer^ gen^ations infruence the ability of parents to 

accqit sdf-advocacy. Mrs Papandreos and the Banks, younger parents - or periuqis more
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importantly, parents of younger people - were more recqjtive than older, though Eva shows 

not all older parents are the same.

7. Condusion

The distinction between sdf-advocacy in principle and in practice is significant. The principle 

says it should transfo* to home, but the practice of these groups did not aid transmission. 

Despite the genaial recognition of paraits' need to know about sdf-advocacy, there was little 

communication.

The sdf-advocacy experi©ice was shaped by both structure and agency. In the self advocacy 

setting, both control and influence by services and the role of advisas were significant. The 

advisers exerted more control than might be e?q>ected fi'om the principles of self-advocacy - 

certainly more than the four roles suggested at the start of the chapter. I have conddered 

Goodle/s (1997) argument for advisers to opaate fi’om the social modd. The advisers I 

interviewed were not consciously operating to any modd, but some did appear to be inching 

thdr way towards the social modd; however, the influence of services was a significant 

counter-wdght. The advisers were pessimistic as to the impact of sdf advocacy at home, and 

fi'om thdr perspective, the transmission of sdf-advocacy to home was more a byproduct 

than purposeful.

To the members, however, the transfa* to home was a dgnificant issue over which they 

exited some control. This was partly in order to manage a eonfiiedve home situation, but 

also a rights issue to have privacy and autononty. There was an inqaact of sdf-advocacy
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involvement at home, with some positive effects and reqwnses from parents. Section 6 has 

suggested some of the fectors in this.

to

advantage, in order to distinguidi what knowledge parents receive. Who does this and how is 

à matter that could be discussed Avithin the groups. This would enable parents to know about 

self-advocacy Avithout invading privacy, Avhich could in turn give new form to the 

transmission to home.

The next chapter looks at the femily context to discover the e?q)eriaices of control and 

autonomy at home and to understand the conditions and infrumces there.
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Chapter 8 

SELF-ADVOCACY 

IN THE FAMILY HOME

1, Introduction

This chapter eq)lores my findings in relation to the femilies of my req)ond@its widi learning 

difi&culties. As e?q)lained in the introduction to chapter 7, the overarching themes in these 

three ch^>ters are the crossing ofboundaries and the reality beneath the surfece picture.

These themes are continued in this ch^er.

Chapt^ 3 suggested two modds Wnch are usefiil. Todd and Sheam (1996a) use a 

finmewoik of captive and ccptivated parons to describe parents of adults with learning 

difficulties still at home. Qqnive parents would rather not have continuing rertrictions but 

would like to be able to devdop thdr own lives and have thdr of^ning move into 

independoice, Th<ty want to be like parents of non disabled adult children. Q^rtivated parons 

want to continue as parents within the femily home, whidi Todd and Sheam suggest is mainly 

due to lack of other life opportunities.

Winik eta l (1985) used a sdieme which W almd^ (1996) ad^ned:

# siqfporth^ fiimilies are those whidi encourage their adult diild towards autonomy 

without ovo*-protection;
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• mutually stqpœtive femilies are those whoe help is profiled on both sides;

• dependent femilies are those in which either the adult child remains protected or a 

parent is dq)endent on the child;

• cof^ict’eidden femilies are those in which tension is not resolved.

I use these frameworks in this diapto to hdp understand the findings from my researdi.

Section 2 deals with the conditions and expoiences of the femilies in this research. The 

difierence between surfece picture and reality is particularly important. I showed in chapter 3 

that the general fiunily literature largely ignores fiimilies with disabled members, and that the 

traditional literature on femilies with people with learning difficulties has toided to take a 

pathological approach Ttnis the picture is oeated, in much of the literature, of femilies with 

people Avith learning difficulties set apart from the norm. My findings refute this, but neither 

ore they reminiscent of the growing accounts of reward and survival also sem in chapter 3. 

Instead the stories support the many-sided experiaice found by researdiers sudi as 

Richardson and Ritdne (1989) and WcrthdmCT (1989). The fives of the femifies I researched 

have been marked Ity isolation and emptiness. Nevertheless, I found that experiences were 

shaped Ity an apparent contradiction between struggle and difference on one side and a 

percqition of normality on the other. This echoes the two interweaving themes fisund by 

Ridiardson and Rttdne (1989). These eqiaieices inevitably affect the inq>act of sdf- 

advocacy at home. Werthdma* (1989) suggested a number of reasons within the family 

\\bidi could impact on the ability of sdf-advocacy to take place at home. My findings edu) 

ha* suggestions.
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Section 3 moves on to discuss the eq>eriences of my respondents in terms of'^)eaking up' at 

home. Chuter 3 suggested that self-advocacy challenges the e?q)ectation of femilies to care 

for and control their adult sons and daughto’s. I therefore look at the findings in terms of this 

boundary crosdng between care and control on the one hand and autonomy on the oth©-. 

Control in the femily home is a contested area. My findings support those of W othdm^, 

who found paraits allowing a, controlled independence (1989). I found that the people with 

learmng difficulties had significant amounts of control in thdr daily lives, but this was aUowed 

control; the ultimate control still rested with the paroits.

The advisers put forward the idea that people with learning difficulties involved in sdf- 

advocacy lead double lives. This concq>t is used by Simons (1992a) to explain the {q̂ parent 

q)lit betweœ self-advocacy and femilies. I fiaund double lives but also that people's lives are 

complex, with interactions of dififerait fectors, and that lives do not stay the same.

It must be remanbered that achieving change within the femily is difficult. Nobody finds 

change easy, but dianging your femily is hardest of all: It's too pa’sonal. Everybody would 

find that' (advisa*). Roles in society are deq^ly aitraiched and vay hard to change. It is 

harder still because of the isolation of individuals within the femily. The collective strength 

and confidaice gained fix)m a group could dis£q)pear when an individual is on her or his own. 

People are with thar femilies all the time and rdy on them (the statements in chapta* 2 fix)m 

Induâon International danonstrate this). People value thar femilies and are unlikely to want 

to upset tiiem The introduction of new ideas and renegotiation and resolution of difficulties 

will inevitably not be smooth.
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2. Families: difference and normality

This section aq)lores the e?q)eriaices of femilies. In a study of parents' feelings about having 

an adult child with learning difficulties at home, Richardson and Ritdüe (1989) found two 

interweaving themes: the distinct situation feeing parents of people with learning difficulties, 

and the percqjtion that thar lives were much the same as aH femilies. My work endorses this 

apparent paradox. Richardson and Ritchie found the differences to include extra burdais and 

restrictions, doubts about caring abilities, conq)aring thansdves to others 'worse off, and 

concern about the long-term future. The similarities included love, anxi^es about parenting, 

(banging and raiegotiating roles, and teaching indepaidence.

Richardson and Ritchie also found that there were complex responses to caring long-tam, 

both postive and negative. Again, my findings support this. They found effects on parents' 

lives such as restricted anployment, marital strain, effects on other childrai, and realience 

forming a way of life. The femilies I studied wwe all different, but thaïe were common 

themes. I use case studies bdow to illustrate than. The impact on all the femilies I 

interviewed of having a child with learning difficulties was masâve. Many feced medical 

problans and ho^ntal stays throughout eaily childhocxl which meant aiormous upheaval. 

Most of the parents expoioiced total life change, They struggled through years of hard worit, 

sometimes feeing practice jfeom femily and fiiends. The middle (dass paraits fdt they had not 

beoi touched by life until they had a child with learning difficulties. The e?q)erieoce of two 

parents led them to get a job in learning difficulty services, and learning difficulty became the 

whole of their lives (echoing Wertheimer, 1989).
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There were differences between mothers and fethers. Fathers found sharing thdr fedings 

difficult. The mothers woe all the main carers, and fdt that they carried the burden, while 

fethers fdt that they had to be die 'strong one', carrying on working to support their femüy 

(dmilar to the findings of Hornby, 1992). The one excqition to this was Mr Shah, who was 

the sole carer for Danid after his wife died devoi years previously.

Richardson and Ritchie (1989) found that parents got support, both emotional and practical, 

informally fi'om femily and fiiends, but less effective support fixim services. My work 

endorses the latter, but I also found limited informal support networks. This follows the 

findings of Grant (1988 and 1993), that networks change ova time but the constant is usually 

the mother, often unsupported for long periods. All the parents I met were unhappy with the 

way they found out about thdr child's impairment and widi the prognods, information and 

hdp they recdved. They were left to battle for thonsdves (this was evm the case with 

Tracer, who was fostoed). A numba of paraits had been satisfied with some services h it 

none exchidvdy - the main message was isolation and lack of support.

The isolation of the paraits was matched by the enqity lives of some of the people with 

learning difficulties. Some went out sodaliang, though not without restriction, but othos 

went out only to s^regated environments or with parents. Thoe w ae those who hardy went 

out at aU. For two, the issue was around not having fiiaids, for others because of control by 

parents, but only for one did it sean to be his choice not to go out.

W otheima (1989) looked at différait fectors which could infiuoice the outlook of parcmts. 

Her general point is that views of the future are influenced by predictions and expoiaices in
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the past. She found that because of inadequate information and litüo or no hdp* parents had 

decided to cope on their own. This led to fodings of bittoness, resentment and scepticism 

towards services. The impact of continuing phydcal dqiaklency meant that routines were 

hard to diange. Parents saw foansdves as the only ones who could care propaiy, ofioi 

doing more than they needed to because it was easier to do so. My work endorses these 

findings and this is illustrated in the case studies.

Some parents I interviewed seemed to be locked into a negative way of thinking, but most 

swung between feelings. Most fdt guilt about what had happened in the past, and also when 

they considered their own needs. Fedings about the future woe mixed and changing, some 

wanting their own fiiture, others not seeing a future for themsdves (I return to these aspects 

in duqita 9). There was a sense of loss, tiredness, fiustration, anger and sadness. 

Nevothdess, thoe was also a strong sense of'getting on with it'. Most of the parents 

considered their lives normal, reflecting that perhaps no lives are normal: It's not ordinary, but 

lots of people dont have ordinary lives.' Parents said maity positive things -thdr son or 

daug^iter was 'a character', they erqoyed their conqrarty, they were proud, they admired their 

acMevonents, they had learned fiem than and become better people themsdves. Only two 

parents struggled to find podtives.

I now turn to two case studies to illustrate these points: Mrs Barker, mother of Tracey, and 

Mr Shah, fetha ofDanid, These illustrate common diemes, but also have dififeroit outlooks. 

They show some issues to do with ethnicity, garder and class diSdences.
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Tracey and Mrs Barker

Tracey was 28, the only one of thirteen childrai fostered or adopted by the Barkers to still 

live at home. (Tracey was the only child to live permanently with the femüy and not be 

adopted, because social sovices had not allowed it.) The Barkers lived in a councU house. 

Mrs Baiicer was the main carer, and in recent years also woiked as a carer in a roqiite service. 

Mr Barker was a retired sldlled worka. He sat in on the first interview but then left it to his 

wife. Mavis, to continue with the interviews.

Tracey came to the fîimüy as a new baby. Mavis was not told there was anything "wrong" with 

ha:

They didn't actually say that h a  mum was maitaHy handioqiped. They said 
something about h a  mum and that die did have fits at times, but due to 
confidentiality we were neva allowed to have a lot of information about parents.
That was all sealed unda a doak of confidaitiality. So Tracey actually came to 
us an unknown quantity.'

Tracey started having (q>ü(^c seizures and not feeding. For two and a half years the fiumly

struggled on with little help or information. When Mavis was told Tracey must have

something wrong with ha, she refused to bdieve it, because she doubted h a  own abüities to

cope. It caused a strain on the marriage:

'A diUd care ofifica came on the scaie, and he said that she had a saious 
problem I said no she hadn't, because I was coping ^  if she had a serious 
problan I wouldn't be able to cope. But it caused a lot of problans within the 
mamage because Joe kqit saying that I was stiqfid, because Fd neva had a baby 
I didn't know how to cope with one.'
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Tracey eventually had an EEG when she was six, where Mavis met a nurse vbo had tested

Tracey when she was bom. What die learned thoi set in train a life of determination and hard

work teaching Tracey ddlls:

'She called again for Tracey. So 1 said, "Yes, that's Tracey." And she looked and 
she said, "I can't bdieve it, it's a miiade!" I said, "Why?" So then she told me, 
when Tracey was just a few hours old she'd done an EEG, and the prognosis was 
v^etable. Her brain was so bad that nothing would ever be done with it. No one 
had ever told me. So the odds were really stacked against us, and she just is a 
mirade. So that's how it all started with her. But 1 just completely refesed to give 
up on ha. I felly made up nty mind to keq) h a  in the community. Whoi I was 
told about Tracer, die had sevae epilqisy, die wouldn't come to much, h a  
prognods was poor, and I was vay, weacy suicidal. I felt wretched, I wanted to 
die and take h a  with me, an awfel feding. A lot of self-restraint! Because Tm a 
Christian I just had to keq) praying my way through, I fidt so bad. Anyway, 
having got through those torible two weeks, I dedded Td go hamma and tongs 
at everything I could possibly think of to give h a  every opportunity.'

Mavis woiked hard for years to teach Tracey skills, with social services t r ^ g  to persuade h a

to put h a  in reddential care. The Barkers woe satisfied with some savices: education was

goierally good but health services were poor. Mavis had help fixim some fiioids and

ndghbouis, though, Theyll have than Wioi theyYe tiity but when they get bigga they tend

to back off a bit.' She also described being excluded firom femily gatherings, and vobally

attacked in the community for having all those childrai:

"With fostaing, I was bringing things into the femily which w a a it wanted. 
Which meant that I b^an  to lose support of femily and fiiends quite badly. 
Because had I stopped with two white childrai that w ae accq^table and in 
schcxil, that would have been OK. But that wasn't my calling at all. And so 
thoefore I was dealing with childrai who w oe conqilet^ disadvantaged. 
Because eventually people had to be told about Tracey, by which time she was 
neariy three and people could tdl something was wrong. And then by that time 
we'd beai adced to have anotha child, who was black, and that created problems 
with fiiends. So it wasn't always easy*
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I was struck by the love and compasdon Mavis expressed. H a  stoiy has a cmsade-quality, 

fighting to defy the odds. She said she always treated Trac^ as normal, e?q)ecting the same 

for h a  as for the others, but at the same time Constantly training'. Tracer seemed to me to be 

a project. Mavis said she still had 'a few things she wanted to woik on', such as Tracey's 

cooking skills, and then she woidd be 'ready*-as if prq^aiing for h a  project to be launched. 

The co-researchers commented that the rdationship seemed quite claustrophobic, though 

they could understand why - there had been such a fight to keq> Tracey, there was a poor 

prognosis, and the femily had suffered several losses recently (including the death of one of 

Tracey's sisters).

Mavis's experioices also led h a  to g a  a job in learning difficulty services and set up a motha 

and toddla group: I  do that because I was isolated.' Mavis's early isolation was now broken 

and die had a full life. This was also the case for Tracey, though all h a  social opportunities 

were d th a  qiecial clubs or going out with h a  femily. The otha childrai increased the 

opportunities for Tracey. Tracey copied them, and wanted to be like them Mavis described 

hoseîf shutting h a  eyes when Tracey went off playing and climbing with the othos: Tve died 

a thousand deaths'.

Despite thdr evident difficulties, the Barkers considered their life normal. Mavis knew that 

sounded strange givai thdr drcumstances:

Tracey is absolutdy no different fi'om all the otha kids.... As fer as Tm 
conconed it's as ordinary as anything, but otha people say they don't know how 
I live the life I do! But to me it's nothing.'

The Barkers were overflowing with positive things to say about Tracey. There were lots of 

affectionate stories about Tracey when she was younga and now. They w ae very proud of
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all her swimming trophies. Mr Barker described h a  as a 'card', with a strong sense of

humour. Both described h a  as fun to go out with. Having Tracey had taught Mavis much:

It's taught me patience for a start, and taught me total acceptance. They all need 
to be looked at as individuals with particular needs, but not to make excuses for 
them Not to be patronising about them, like, "I do this because they gjve me a 
lot of love". I don't like "mental handicap", so HI do all I can and pull all the stops 
out to hdp them reach potential.'

Tve had a very, vay hard time. In feet to think what she can actually do, it really 
is a mirade. She wasn't expected to do anything. And that she fentadses and 
makes things up and does dl sorts of weird and wonderful things - 1 can accept 
that.'

Mr Shah and Daniel

Daniel was 27 years old and lived with his fetha in a small council house. His motha had

died whoi he was a young teoiaga. Danid had an olda brotha and sista who w ae married

with children. Mr Shah described the birth of Daniel as just one of those things':

It w aenl no shock or nothing, we just knew it when the baby was bom. They 
told us that he was disabled and that he would be like that all his life. That's all 
thQT told us, nothing dse. Nothing inqDortant. Wdl, that is inqwrtant, but that's 
all... My wife took it harda really than me. Because I accepted it, these things 
h£q)pen.'

Mr Shah played an active part in caring for Danid. Thoe was considaable inq)act on femily 

life:

'We couldn't do things as a normal femily. We had to break it up in parts. That's 
how it is. We couldn't go on holiday as a femily group because nobody accqated 
a disabled child in the house or hotd or anything. Ibat was the main problem, 
because the \Abole femily could not be togetha.'
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Mr Shah described an isolated femily, eq>ecially as he was never accq>ted by his AÀdfe’s white 

femily, and his own femily was thousands of miles away. He voiced the feelings of many 

parents:

I f  we'd had proper guidance from somd^ody who knew the deal with it, then we 
would have been better, but we neva had nothing. We couldn't turn to anybody.
It's just trial and error with us.'

Mr Shah's lifë changed dramatically, not so much with the birth of Danid as following the 

death of his wife, whoi he became the sole cara. He came from a wealthy femily in Bahrain 

and lived a flamboyant lifestyle, building up an international business. Then his wife died and 

life has gone down since' - he neva found work again and now lived in rdative povaty, 

reliant on boiefits and with 'no life'. Mr Shah's life at the time of the research was blighted by 

his struggle with D add ova personal hygiene.

Mr Shah attoided a Moicap group for deven years, but left this when one of the people with

learning difficulties attacked a voluntea and the vohmtea was disdplined for defending

himself. He considered services to be of no hdp and now fdt the bitterness and scqdcasm

found by W athdm a (1989):

'Got no hdp at all. Terrible thing was, not even thoi, whoi my wife was dying.
And all of a sudden they qmmg out and there woe soâal workers and they just 
were thae for a couple of days and then I didn't see than again. And that's all 
really, didn't get no hdp fium anything I think theyYe a load of rubbidi. They just 
don't care. As long as they get paid, that's all that matters to them. They couldn't 
care less, and that is a feet. Sometimes I think the day centre is a waste of time as 
wdl, personally. He's not been taught to be indq>endent, nothing.'

Mr Shah said he M t frustrated, angry and sad:

1 flsd like screaming sometimes. I fed like walking away, leaving it aU, I can't 
take it any more. He's got no life, Tve got no life.'
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Daniel was bored at home. This emptiness was partly connected to the control Mr Shah

exoted over routines, but Mr Shah also felt it was to do with Danid's unwillingness to take

respondbility for himsdf. Towards the end of the research Danid did b^in  to sort things out

for himsdf and started at a new club. Things did not chaise for Mr Shah, however:

Tve got no life. None at all while he's here. While he's living here - Im not 
complaining - Tve got no life at all, completely none. Nilch. Because if I go out 
with a female friend, if they find out Tve got a disabled person, they don't want to 
know. Whidi obvioudy that's true, wby should somdxrdy dse give thdr life to 
looking afta somdxxly dse's kid? No.'

Mr Shah said he did not see thdr lives as normal, but then explained that his life was normal 

to him:

Td say it's oitirdy difreroit. You can't call it normal life really. Because Tm so 
used to it I can say it's normal now. I think it's normal to me.'

He struggled to find positive things to say about Danid, instead onphadsing what Danid

could not do, and goioalising about all people with learning difficulties:

'As long as he gets someffiing to eat, nobody tdls him offi and the tdevision to 
watch, he’s got no problans. Whidi he haai't really. I used to go to Moicap 
charity, I knew evôy one of them. And they don't sean to have any stress 
whatsoeva. They just couldn't care less. Not really. They live much longa, and 
that's all really, they live stress-free. They make out that theyVe upset, and afta* 
two minutes theyVe foigotten all about it. That's one thing I have noticed. They 
don’t sean to get oldo, it's just one wave-length thae all the time.'

Mr Shah swung between thinking Danid would learn complete sdf-care eventually to 

thinking he could not learn anything. He also seaned to have no idea about the agonies 

Danid feh ova the issue of leaving home (this is discussed in the next diapta). He wanted 

the best for Danid but was locked into this n^ative way of thinking. This was all 

conqxiunded by his experience of services which taught him that there was no providon that 

could hdp them, d th a  at home or for Danid to move out. Mr Shah saw a bleak future for 

himsdf did not plan, and lived day-to-day:
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Td say thœ 's a big fiill-stop thoe, a foil foll-stop. I can't see nothing really. As 
you get olda, you're just resigned to do one thing and say wdl, that's it. I cant 
go any fortha forward or go backward, it's just stagnant.'

These two case studies highlight the common thanes, but also otha issues. The increased

isolation of parents from outside Britain is illustrated, W iai thdr wida femilies live in otha

countries and Wiai they fece radsm hae (as discussed by Atkin and Rollings, 1992). G aida

difidences are particulariy noticeable in that the impact of having Danid did not substantially

afreet Mr Shah until his wife died (though thae dearly woe efrects on the femily as a Â bole).

His role had to diange totally to become the sole cara, and he resaited this. Mrs Baika,

howeva, was a cara from the start and this became h a  driving purpose. Class difrdoices

are evidait too: Mr Shah had descended into a lifestyle of poverty from conqiarative wealth,

AAbich he also resented, while the Baikers Avere working class and may neva have expected

anything difrdoit. The co-researchos sugge^ that perhaps with Mr Shah tl^ ^  are cultural

fectors, both in his oq)ectations of a fetho's role, and in his approach to disability:

Probably the way parents were b ro u ^  up thansdves will afifea the way they 
bring up their child. Maybe his attitudes are different because ofw hae he comes 
from.'

Mrs Baika and Mr Shah have difl^ait outlooks. It is probable that the class and genda 

difrdoices are linked to this. What is clear is that thae cannot bo a crude 'cause and efrect' in 

femilies. A materialist approach means that these conditions and oqiaiaices arc fundamental 

in imderstanding the reception within femilies for self-advocacy, but a dialectical qiproadi 

requires a recognition of the subjective dements, which means that similar histories do not 

automatically lead to the same outlooks
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This section has oqilorod the experience and outlooks of the fentiHcs I studied. Attitudes to 

the future I come to in diapter 9. The next section turns to the question of control and 

autonomy within the femily.

3. Care, control and autonomy

This section addresses the boundary between control of the person with learning difficulties, 

one of the e^qiected functions of femilies, and autonomy, one of the central features of sdf 

advocacy. Chqiter 7 showed that thoe was not a hostility to self-advocacy among the 

parents I interviewed, and indeed it was seen to have positive impacts in terms of confidence 

and awareness. Chqita 9 looks at independence and adulthood. This section examines daily 

control and autonomy within the femily setting and the concqit of double lives. The section 

concludes by returning to Todd ar^ Shcam's ccptrve and ccptivated fiiamework (1996a) and 

Walmsley's (1996) adqitation of Winik e/a/*s (1985) cat%ories of stpportive, mutually 

supportive., dependent and confUct̂ 'ridden femilies. These are useful for discussing autonomy 

within the femily.

Simons (1992a) found people with learning difficulties who were vociferous in their sdf- 

advocacy groip but barely had any control at home, and qpeared not to be troubled by this. 

They were, for example, addressed like a child by their parents, were not allowed to go out, 

and w ae given instructions for their everyday personal tasks. Werthdma (1989) also found 

parents exacising considerable degrees of powa, many taldng on the role of teacha in the 

home. They saw themsdves as whoe the buck stopped, but also recognised thM thdr 

pow a could not be total. She found controlled irukpendence, where parents allowed
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autonomy in certain areas but not others. Renegotiation of roles was difficult due to thdr son 

or daughto's percdved status. Some of Wothdmer's parents admitted that their sons aM 

daughters were more cq)able than they w oe allowed to be. They still fdt the need to remind 

thdr oflfepring to do things even if they did not need personal care

These findings were endorsed in my work. All the repondoits with learning difficulties 

described control over their bade movonents at home, such as getting up and about in the 

mornings, deciding when to go to bed, when to bathe etc. In the main they fdt that they did 

speak up at home, and affirmed that they ̂  in control (or "in charge of themselves', or "their 

own boss'). These views were supported by thdr parents. There w oe variations however, 

including dififering percq>tions of how much control they felt they had.

As discussed in chapta 3, Flynn and Hirst (1992) found womoi had less autonomy than moi 

and people with more severe impairments had less autonoiny. Without suggesting that genda 

and inpairment issues are uninportant, these findings were not edioed uniformly in my data. 

There were dgnificant goida issues with FazOa (which are discussed in diapta 9). To help 

to understand control at homo, I ipply the co-researchers’ critaia (qpendix 3) to three of my 

respondoits to show varying levels of control and particular issues which arose fiom the dttfa.

Christine and Vanessa May

Christine was 21 years old, black and working dass, living with h a  motha in an irma dty 

council house. H a  older brotha lived with them when he was not working abroad; h a  

parents w ae separated. As explained in chapta 7, Christine wait through normal schooling
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and it was only on going to coU^c and starting at People First that she was labdled as having 

learning difficulties. Vanessa, her mother, wanted Christine not to see hersdf as disabled but 

to make a life for hersdf. She saw Christine as her little peadi', very loving, thoughtful, and a 

fighter She knew Christine wanted to he independent, but was a little worried at what she 

stnv as her naïveté, bang too trusting and easy-going. She also thought that Christine slipped 

in and out of taking responsibility.

Christine said yes to involvement in 6mily talks. By this, the co-researchers meant

involvement in Amily discusâon and dedsions, knowing what is going on, feding a part of

the fiunily, rathCT than bang k ^  out of decisions or out of fiimily knowledge. Vanessa said

she sometimes dehbaatdy did not involve Christine in house décidons, to mcourage her on

the path of leaving home. Christine thought this was accq>table:

Because it is her house, die's paying the rait here. And if it was dffierait, like me 
having my own house, it would be diSdent then, but it's not.'

This is an important point. The co-researcWs had thought that a good dgn of self-advocacy 

at home would be the fiill involvement of the people with learning difficulties in aU âm3y 

décidons. Christine's eqierience suggests that in fiict this would be a dgn of the 'mutuality* in 

Walmsle/s fiamework (1996). Vanessa and Christine saw proper autonon^ as Christine 

bang encouraged to devdop her own life rather than mutually dialing in Vanessa's.

In regard to control at home, Vanessa said:

'She's got 110% of it! She's got to have her say and Fve learned to let ha* have 
the last word.'

Vanessa thought that Christine would say she had less control. She was rigjit. Christine said 

die fpcaks up at home, but sometimes her mother thinks die has to talk for me, she doesnt
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let me say my own thing.' Christine resented having some of her life structured by her

motha's expectations and said Vanessa still reminded h a  to do things (echoing Wertheima,

above). Nevertheless she ̂  in control of h a  daily life, and accq^ted that she should be told

to do some things around the house:

This is my mum's house and we each do our little bit, and as long as me and niy 
brotha are hau we have to do certain things '

As with femily talks, this was not total sharing as the (pparent peak of self-advocacy at home 

but a measured lack of control as part of the push towards indqpendence.

Control ova money was a difficult issue for most respondents, but not so for Christine. She 

had a job and h a  own bank account. H a  motha hdped her with the accounts but did not try 

to control the money. Christine consciously paid towards bills, paying a contribution \diich 

Vanessa worked out. H a  expaiaice was not typical, as will be seen bdow.

Anotha of the co-researd^' criteria was bang allowed to go (mt. Christine went out,

though not without restriction. She was ejq^ected to tdl Vanessa where she was going and

with whom, and there was a suggestion that Vanessa could veto some things:

*Because it's getting dark, and there's foimy people out there. And like die always 
wants to know whae Pm going because something could happai to you and she 
wouldn't know whae you were or who you're with.'

Christine complained that Vanessa always wanted to meet h a  fiiaids and vet than; Vanessa 

said this was true because of Christine's epilepsy. She wanted to be sure she was with people 

Wio would understand and hdp. Here there are the fears of risk pointed to by advisers, and 

echoing W atham a (1989).
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Christine raised an interesting point regarding sharing and talking. She thought Vanessa

talked more to h a  brotha because he was olda. She showed a dedre to be allowed into h a

mother's concerns in an adult feshion;

T think sometimes she doesn't always tell me the truth. She'll only tell me half of it 
and shell say, "Tm all right, nothing to worry about..." I don't think she really 
thinks Pm grown up enough yet, that I really fully understand.'

Cliristine also tliought that as you grow up you tdl your poraits less: 'Ac you're growing up 

you taid not to tdl than everything you're doing.' There are evidaitly different sorts of 

talking, die child tdling the paraît everything and two adults sharing. Similarly to 'femily talks' 

and house rules, a lot of talking and dialing is riot necessarily a dgn of sdf-advocacy, it is the 

kind of talking and dialing that counts. What seemed to be happening hae was the 

raiegotiation that takes place in all femilies as adolescents get olda (Youniss and Smollar, 

1985; Brannai e/o/, 1994).

Jason and Mrs Cooper

Mrs Coopa said qieaking up was good but Jason could not do it:

I f  there's anything he's got to say, he does tdl you his mind at times, but you 
can't undastand. He can't make décidons for himsdf.'

In answa to the question did he speak up at home, Jason rqilied, 'Not me, I can't. My mum

do it.' He had some control ova the badcs eadi day:

T g a  ready for worK I g a  up myself. I can wash unda my arms. My mum 
wadies my hair. My mum does shaving good for me. Cereal for breakfest, I g a  
it. My mum tdls me to go to work because I don't want to be late. Mum gets 
diima but I choose. I go to bed nysdf.'
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Mrs Cooper encouraged him to be autonomous in the home, but was pesdmistic as to his 

abilities to be so:

Tie tries to be independent, goes up the road, goes shopping, if I give him a list 
hell go. He should be more indqiendent, but it's his brain... He makes himself 
somahing to eat, cup of tea, he can't g a  into a meal. I shown him at times, how 
to cook, so he can do jadca potatoes. I pray hell go fiom strength to strength. I 
show him, tell him what he should do.'

Jason did not go out, apart fiom to a special dub. This seaned not to be connected to lade of

control. Mrs Coopa wanted him to:

'He won't go out. I say find yoursdf a giiifiiend, but he wont go out, he doesnt 
like it. EqiedaUy wfaai he hiears all the trouble outdde, he gets scared.'

There was no evidaice that he aspired to a social life. Mrs Coopa said he was like his fetha

in this respect - he stayed at home and aijoyed having the house to himsdf. My co-

researchers suggest that his choosing to stay in may be a consequence of isolation:

Maybe he feds he cant go out and mea otha people because he's stayed at 
home so long.'

Trac^ and Mavis Barker

Tracey felt in diaige of herself getting hersdf up and out in the morning and sorting hersdf 

out at night, and qiending h a  time in the house as die wished. But she ̂  that she did not 

yet make all h a  own choices, fi)r exanple, she had to ask h a  motha for money.

Tracey's control ova finance is an interesting point. She had vay little control compared to 

Christine and Katya, who both worked, but more than the otha respondents. H a  paraits 

kqrt Tracey's baiefit money and handed ova qiaids. Tracey had no knowledge of the 

amount of h a  income and was uncertain whetha the money die was spaiding was hers or
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her mother's. Mavis gave h a  aound £20 each week. She said Tracey did not have to account 

for everything, but if die was spaiding unwisdy then Mavis would intervaie. For five years 

Mavis gave Tracey an additional £5 on a Saturday to budget, to g a  some food for h asd f and 

h a  dog, but she sp&A it on sweas, so Mavis stopped it, Mavis presented these arrangements 

as Tracey having a lot of control, but the money was clearly wdl unda Mavis's control, and 

Tracey fdt this. Neverthdess, Tracey did have more financial fieedom than many of the otha 

respondents, who were daily given the precise amounts that thdr parents thought they would 

need.

Housework is anotha intaesdng point in Tracey's eqiaiaice. The co-researdias saw this as 

an important dgn of people making a contribution to the housdiold on an equal basis, bdng 

valued, and bdng able to hdp. For Tracey, housework was all part of h a  'training'. Mavis 

eqilained:

'She has to keep h a  own bedroom clean.... She is responsible for changing h a  
clothes r%ularly and putting them in the wadi.... Saturday die is expected to get 
a couple of bits and pieces.... 1 see all this as things she has to do for herself. It 
doesn't often go wrong, but she forgas and we have to give reminders '

As with the othas, Tracey only did the s a ^  tasks ratha than those seen as more ridcy, such 

as ironing. Ratha than a reflected, equal contribution, these w ae things Mavis rmxk h a  do 

so that she would learn ddHs. There a e  echoes here of Baistow*s point about the dilemma of 

anpowermart (1995): is it posdble to for Mavis to anpow a Tracey or does this negate the 

purpose of empowermait? Barnes (1997) agues tha parents can empowa their ofl^ring, 

and this would seem to be the point of the apparaitly accqited need for parents to know 

about sdf-advocacy. Mavis interpreted h a  own efiforts as anpowament and hdping sdf- 

advocacy, but I also had a sense tha Mavis was firmly in control, pafecting h a  project.
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These case studies show a mimba of intaestmg points. Firstly, in femilies in which there was 

a pudi towards gaining autonony, there was less diaring and joint decidon-making, the 

suggestion bdng that total sharing would be more in line with a long-term mutual rdationdiip 

rather than one in winch the person with learning difficulties was expected to gain autonomy 

and perhq)s move on.

Secondly, although there w ae dmilar general esqieriences - all the reqxindents had basic daily 

control - the percqitions of control and outlooks of the femilies differed. With Christine thae 

was a sense of direction. Both she and h a  motha w ae aiming not just for autonomy m the 

femily but indqiendence from  the femily. She had a job, controlled h a  own money, and 

although still subject to h a  mother's control in some req)ects, there was a sense of h a  being 

on a path potentially of h a  own making. With Jason, there was a much stronga sense of Mrs 

Coopa bang in control and Jason bang allowed out on a ran. Both Jason and Mrs Coopa 

pacaved him as having little control. With Tracey thae was a path, a saise of direction, but 

this was unda Mavis's control, and Tracey would not be ready until Mavis said so. She was 

bang trained, and h a  autonomy was controlled.

Thirdly, there w ae some areas in which parents particularly seaned to want to maintain 

control. Money was an area whae hardly any of the reqx)ndaits had control. There was a 

clear distinction between budgeting with thar own income, and controlling that which was 

allocated to than by someone else and whidi they did not even pacave as thars. The co- 

researchas saw this issue as particularly inqx>rtant, pointing out that parents seem to see 

finance as all-or-nothing: You may need hdp to budget but you can still be in control.'
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Safety was another issue which meant limits w ae drawn - even for Christine. Self-advocacy 

was accq)table if it was regarding day-to-day matters within the home, but harda even for 

the most supportive parents on otha issues. Much of the autonomy the respondents 

e?q)eriaiced would seen to be the çontroU ed m k p m k r m  of Werthdma (1989). When it 

came to stq)s which w ae on the edge of the safety mark, self-advocacy became a lot harda. 

This point will be e?q)lored in the next chapta.

Before returning to the femily fiameworks, I wish to turn to the idea put forward by sevaal 

of the advisers I interviewed, that many people with learning difficulties involved in sdf- 

advocacy lead double lives. This was a concqjt found by Simons (1992a), who suggested that 

many people with learning difficulties were like two difiaent people - one in their sdf- 

advocacy group and anotha at home. I want to consida this in the light of try findings.

The advisers were doquent on the subject of double lives. Janet, advisa to B' group, said:

'Particularly with the people in that group, 1 think they know what they can say at 
the day catre, and w h a  they're at home they know what they can say in the 
home avironment. I think they know what rocks the boat at home and what 
causes problems at home. So I think they kind of switch roles, a d  they're vay 
good at it.'

Simon, advisa to J' group, concurred, but a^hasised also that thae was a mixed picture:

'W ha they’re with us they c a  be a vay dominant figure, a leading figure, they 
take a leadaship role with the group, very forward, quite persuasive to some 
people a d  able to motivate others. And th a  you take them home a d  thdr 
parats perhaps treat them as if they're only five or ax years old a d  totally undo 
all that work, a d  undamine that pason's confidace and so on. What is picked 
up is that parents do actually notice that somd)ody is gaining loads of 
confidence, say that thae's things they neva knew they undastood, a d  thae's a 
few surprises from time to time. But unfiartunatdy, I think that thdr ability to 
continue down the sort of road that we do is o ffa  a problem. Not in all cases - 
there's some wonderfiil parats out there that will do aiything in orda to let thdr 
son or d ag h ta  live a  in d q aid at life, a d  hdp th a i with mistakes '
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The advisers bdieved this must lead to frustration. Janet said:

Because theyVe b e a  told theyVe got aH this powa and they can change things 
a d  blah, blah, blah, and they c a  have control ova thdr avironm at, and they 
go home and it's not happening. I think it c a  make people very frustrated a d  
very angry.'

Howeva, the picture is not so clear cut as paple simply leading double lives. Simon himsdf 

indicates that it is a long process a d  that change c a  be s e a  (It is ironic that advisers talk 

about double lives in regard to home life, w h a chapta 7 has shown that advisas may not 

allow people with learning difficulties much control within the sdf advocacy setting dtha.) I 

use the exanq l̂e of Estha to illustrate the con^lexities.

Estha C oha

Estha C oha was 61 years old a d  at the start of the research lived with h a  dderly motha. 

W ha I first met Estha, she lived what might be thought of as a classic double life. At h a  day 

centre, where she r a  B' u sa  group, some of the otha usas afifectionatdy nick-named h a  

'God', a title she appeared to relidi. She became choir of'A* Paple First and was involved in a 

numba of u sa  involvement opportunities. Estha was e v a  described by h a  day centre 

managa, Susan, as having'a inflated sense of power*. But at home, Susa said, *Esthawas 

neva aipow aed, despite having a high profile and bdng very articulate dseWiere.' Janet, . 

the forma 'B' group advisa, said she thought Esther's motha had a lot of control ova ha.

Certainly Estha felt that h a  motha tried to run h a  life, and she wanted to leave home. 

Estha described herself as feirly self-suffident while she lived with h a  motha, getting herself 

up and out in the mornings and partially running the home:
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T stay at home and do the housework now, and mum goes out across the road, 
and ^ e  comes back I told h a  to keq) out of the flat while I do the flat out. I do 
all the way through, and she can't tdl me what to do, I know what Tm doing 
myself. I undastand, I dear up, wash up, and die sits down and has a rest and 
does the bingo. I want to go in the k h d ^  she doesn't like that, she goes in and 
out. So I don't go in the kitchen.'

Esther's overriding thought was, Tt's my life, not hers.' She said she had been living with h a

motha too long. Estha said die was not involved in femily talks; How can I be involved

w h a  people tell me what to do7

'She keqis telling me off a lot. I don't like it. Living there is no good to me or 
ha.'

At 81, Mrs C oha seemed to be a londy a d  fiightaed woman. Estha had b e a  raioved 

w h a  die was two years old, and Mrs C oha still felt guilt and bewildament about the early 

days:

They took h a  away, didnt they. She was two w h a they took h a  away. 
Because I had three otha children, I auldn't ap e. She had one anvuldve fit, 
a d  that was that. She had one fit that paralysed h a  down the right dde, and she 
didn't grow anymore... I had three otha childra to ansole so it wasn't so 
bad. They w ae all right, those three. But she only had the one anvuldve fit, and 
that took h a  back... I said to the doctor thei, "You should have let h a  go".'

I asked if die still Mt that now. 'No. Now Pm lost without ha.' Estha had returned to Mrs

Cohen when she (Estha) was in h a  early 40s:

'The femily didnt like it, they thought I was doing wrong, but w h a  they saw ha, 
what she was doing, and how I brought h a  up, they thought it was marvdlous, I 
done wonders '

Having Estha back dianged Mrs Coha's life and gave h a  a diance to start again with a 

Wiole new focus. She taught Estha embroidery, crcxket a d  knitting, a d  how to do 

housework She attempted to teack h a  cooking, a d  tried to teach h a  to read a d  write. She 

did not manage this, but Estha did learn to type.
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Mrs Cohen did not know that Estha was in a user group at the centre, but she did know that

the centre was 'putting ideas in h a  head' about leaving home:

Tt seems that people are talking h a  into move out. She knows if she moves out, 
that's the last shell see of me. Naturally I don't [want h a  to leave]. Tm lost 
without h a  I don't know I wish they wouldn't talk h a  in, that's all T can teach 
h a  things, I don't mind teaching h a  to cook and things like that. But they're 
trying to talk h a  into leaving h a  home.'

It seemed that in h a  wish to keep Estha, Mrs Cohai ̂  it necessary to point out all the 

things Estha could not do. Thus, although she deaiiy felt immensely for Estha, die was very 

negative about ha. The co-researchers wondaed if Mrs Cohen could get some care hdp 

herself so that Estha could move on. They thought that if Mrs Cohen did not have to 

d q a id  on Estha, thdr rdationdiip might improve.

During the researdi Mrs C oha became ill and Estha was moved into a hostd while h a  

motha was in hospital. Estha grabbed this opportunity, dedaring, Tm not going bade, she 

can't tdl me what to do no more'. It took a year of being pushed from pillar to post for Estha 

to finally get h a  own adapted flat as part of a community support sdicme. Whai she got this 

flat she was traiiendously proud, eeplaining how it meant she could have fiiends round and 

go to bed as late as she wanted.

Estha had mixed feelings about the support die got from h a  motha during the moving 

process: 'She's been great with Tidurt Tm doing. She wants me to have my own life'. Howeva, 

T don't want to go back to ha, she's the one who can't undastand.' Estha ̂ t  for h a  motha 

left bdiind:

T think she will be vay tired. Pm really vay sad for h a  in that flat. I want h a  out 
of there because it's no joke for ha.'
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She was pleased when h a  motha went into sheltered housing near one of h a  otha 

daughters. Estha rqiorted that Mrs Cohen bad accqited that Estha had h a  own place and 

die was starting to enjoy h a  own new life. Mrs Cohen died shortly afta the research aded 

and Esdia was vay upset, eqiedally that ha moAa had neva seen ha in ha own flat.

Estha's story danonstrates a numba of points. We see hae Walmdq^s category of 

dqiendent parent (1996) and the caring role carried out by people with learning difficulties. 

What is also clear is the bond between Estha and Mrs Cohen, which, as Werthdma found, 

was particularly strong afia years of care (1989). In chapta 7 ,1 diowed that, for Kevin, the 

double life was a strat^y for dealing with conflict ova self^idvocacy, a compromise podtion 

to make life run as conflict-fiee as he could manage. For Estha, howeva, the double life was 

fer from this - it was a cause of constant irritation and a spur to graq) the opportunity of h a  

motha's illness to move out. There was frustration and conflict for Estha directly aridng 

fiom h a  involvanent in sdf-advocacy. But although she may have felt for a period of time 

that "nothing changes', h a  situation did change. H a  experience danonstrates that resolution 

of conflict is posdble and ev a  double lives do move on.

I return to Todd and Sheam's framework (1996a) and apply it to my respondents. As a 

reminda, the captive parents are those who would like to stop bdng parats; the captivated 

are those who want to stay as parats.

captive parats captivated parats

Eva Kldn Mrs C oha
Mr a d  Mrs Papadreos Mrs Coopa
Mr and Mrs Banks Mr a d  Mrs Wahik
Vaessa May Mr Shah
Mavis and Mr B aika Mr and Mrs Bqgum
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There are problons with this framework Firstly, the cat%ories are mutually exclusive while 

real experience is more complicated. For this reason, I have placed Mr Shah, Mrs Coopa and 

the Barkers in thdr categories with some rductance. Mr Shah a d  Mrs Coopa had dements 

of'captive' paroits about them: Mr Shah was resentful of his role a d  the impact on his life; 

Mrs Coopa was tired a d  got through life with a sense of drudgery. They both said that they 

would like thdr sons to move on. Neverthdess (as will be seen in chq^ta 9) they both also 

put up many barrias to thdr sons' indqaidence, as if they were afraid of diange. They both 

catainly lacked anything that would fill the gap. In the case of Mavis and Mr Barka, I have 

placed them in the captive category because they w ae aiming for Tracey to leave home and 

had ideas for thdr own life; on the otha hand, devdoping Tracey had been a life project for 

Mavis and one die was unlikdy to rdinquish before she had determined Tracey was ready.

Secondly, also problon^c is Todd and Sheam's idea that parents are captivated through lack 

of opportunities. This is supported in the cases of Mrs Cohen, Mr Shah and Mrs Coopa. 

Howeva, there is a sense in which the Waluks and Begums are not so much in want of otha 

opportunities as positivdy choodng this one. I wiH introduce the reada to Fazila Begum's 

atuation in the next chqita, where this idea of choosing to remain togdha wiH be eqilored. 

Thirdly, the term 'captive' is negative: it suggests that parents who want their own lives are 

trapped. This may be the case with some. Eva, fiar example, feh frustrated that Katya was not 

moving on smoothly and perhqis would describe hersdf as captive. But the othas, though 

they had worries, were taking stqis to allow themselves and thdr ofi&pring to move on.

Fourthly, missing fi-om this framework is the notion of intadependace (Walmslqr, 1993b). A 

numba of my respondoits with learning difficulties were not just recdvers of care. Fazdla's
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parents and aster w ae physically dqiendat on ha. Mrs C oha was emotionally and to a 

lessa ex tat practically dqiadent on Estha, a d  Estha wanted to get away. Although I am 

sure Mr Shah would deny it, Danid wanted to lave but Mt a reqxinsibnity for his fether's 

emotional wdl-bdng (as will be se a  in c h ^ ta  9). It may therefore be useful in these 

instances to qiply the captive and cultivated cat^ories to the people with learning difficulties 

themsdves.

captive son/daughta

Danid Shah 
Estha C oha

captivated son/daughter

Fazila B%um 
Kevin Wahik

The cat^ories used by Winik et al (1985) and adqited by Walmsley (1996) are useful to 

devdop this analyss ffirtha.

supportive parents

Tracey and Mr and Mrs Barker 
Michad and Mr and Mrs Banks 
Anita and Mr and Mrs Papandreos 
Christine and Vanessa May

mutually supportive families

Kevin and Mr and Mrs Walpk 
Fazila and Mr and Mrs Begum

dependent adult child

Jason Cooper 

dependent parent

MrsCohoi

conflict-ridden families

Danid and Mr Shah 
Katya and Eva Kldn

This scheme allows for conflict and a blurring of aqx^ioice, ratha than the mutuaDy- 

exclusive nature of the other categories above. The conflict-ridden femilies are those in which
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there is as yet no resolution. Nevertheless, people still overlap into different categories - for 

example, I have placed Jason in the dqiendort (adult) child category, but this does not mean 

that Mrs Cooper was unsupportive. The B^;ums are in the mutually supportive cat%ory, but 

chqiter 9 will show that this is not without complications. Importantly, nodnng is static. 

People and their circumstances change. Mrs Cohen features hoe in the dqioidait paraît 

cat^ory, but this does not indicate that Estha was thae to stay - die moved on and h a  

motha did manage to devdop an optimistic view of h a  own new life. Thae is nothing to say 

that conflicts cannot be worked through nor that femily crises will not act as a catalyst and 

change the relationdiip. Apparaitly stable femilies now could fece difficulties in the future 

whai the circumstances change. What will happen, for example, in Midiad's femily when the 

challenge comes?

This section has raised points r^arding indqiaidaice and prqiaration for the future. Chapta 

9 takes up this discusdon.

6. Conclusion

This d iq ita  has discussed the e?qiaiences and outlooks of femilies and the reality of sdf- 

advocacy at home for my reqxindaits. My findings have refiited the traditional pathological 

literature on fiimilies with people with learning difficulties and have supported the rounded 

studies such as Richardson and Ritchie (1989). I have found femilies diaractaised by the 

apparoit paradox of difference and normality. My researdi has supported the findings of 

Werthdma (1989) r^ardiug fectors wliich mfluoice paroits' outlooks. My work also diows
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that a materialist approach has to be dialectical to fully represoit the life experioice and 

outlooks of femilies.

The chapter has discussed the boundary betwem care and control and autonon^, supporting 

Werthomefs suggestion that the indqiodence allowed within the home is controlled. The 

concept of double lives suggested by Simons (1992a) and used by advisas has b e a  diown to 

be partly founded, but that the reality of eqierience is more complex and changing.

I have used different frameworks from frunily theory to hdp illuminate these expaiences. I 

have used the captive and captivated framework, but I have shown it to have limitations. 

More useful has been Walmsley's (1996) adaptation of Winik et als (1985) categories. It is 

within the supportive femilies that sdf-advocacy seems to take place most smoothly, though 

e v a  hae there is still the question of boundaries around people's autonomy. The issue hae 

would seem to go back to the question of care and control and societal e?q>ectations of 

femilies. The normal femily control a d s  with adulthood and indqyadace; with people with 

learning difQcuhies it goes on. This raises questions about adulthood and the labd learning 

difficulties.

The next chapta will look at how the issue of idatity interacts with the question of 

indepadence and sdf-advocacy in the frimily.
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Chapter 9 

INDEPENDENCE AND IDENTITY

1. Introduction

The discussion in previous chaptos has pointed to the inqx)rtance of independence and 

adulthood within the e?q)erience of sdf-advocacy and femilies. Chqrta 8 e?q)lored control 

within the femily, which inevitably raised the question of devdoping indq)endence. This 

chq)ta examines the rdated concqrts of autonomy, indq)adence and adulthood in the 

context of sdf-advocacy.

The two thanes of the reality beneath the surfece and crosdng boundaries continue through 

this chq>ter. My findings refiite certain stereotypes of femilies in regard to planning fiar the 

future. One staeotype, oftai hdd by service workers, is that parents hold back thdr sons and 

daughters with learning difficulties, while they want to move on (as suggested by Sutcliffe and 

Simons, 1993); anotha, found in the literature (e.g. Richardson and Ritchie, 1989), is that the 

people with learning difficulties are rdativdy passive in the transition process. This chq>ta 

oqDlores the reality bdiind these assunqitions. The chqita also looks at two boundaries: 

betweai childhood and adulthood; and betweai adulthood and learning difficulty.
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Chaptos 2 and 3 discussed the inqiortance of the distinction between indqiendoice and 

autonony. Oliver (1990) and French (1993b) take up this issue in regard to personal 

assistance and indq>endent living. They argue that what is required is not self-sufficiency, but 

conb-ol ova help - tiiat is, autonomy ratha than indepadace from hdp, This #tinction is 

inqxirtant when conadering my findings. My respondents all lived with their femilies, but 

most already considoed themsdves indqiendent, meaning that they had some autonomy.

There follows from this a second distinction betweai autonomy within the home and

it. This d iq ita  will diow the importance ofthis with Katya and Eva 

Kldn - both wanted Katya to have 'independence' but to Eva this meant die hoped Katya 

would leave home at some point in the not too distant friture; to Katya it meant she wanted to 

maintain her indqiendaice widiin the femily home. In this chapter I use 'autonomy* to indicate 

control, and Indqiaidence' to mean leaving hôme.

I argued in chapta* 2 that sdf-advocacy aims for autonomy, and that this is intimatdy linked 

to a claim to adulthood. Indqiendence Qn tarns of leaving home) and autonomy are both 

markers of adulthood (e.g. Clare, 1990). This chqiter oqilores these interlinked concqits, 

udng the markers of adulthood laid out in chapta 3: leaving home, getting work, forming 

partnerships and parenthood. I find that while my reqipndaits aqnre to these markers, they 

have in the main not achieved them

Joikins (1989) makes the point that even in the absence of such markas, young people still 

attain adult stafris, principally because it is a sodal role ’̂ c h  paroits and adolescoits want 

and expect to achieve. He argues that people with learning difficulties are denied adult status.
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because of the sodal idatity of learning difficulty in medical, l%al and popular modds. I 

therefore examine the views and e?q)ectations of my reqx>ndats with learning difficulties and 

their parents r^arding adulthood. The parats desoibed people with learning difficulties as 

bdng in a 'suspoded phase' - not daldro, but not quite achieving adulthood dther, The 

people with learning difficulties either saw thoisdves as adults or as in transition.

In chapter 3 I discussed the identity of people with learning difficulties and argued that in 

rqecting labdling, many people with learning difficulties are redefining thdr own identity. I 

discuss this in the light of my findings and find at least some of my respondents rqect the 

social identity of learning difficulty in fevour of adulthood (It is because these two constructs 

are thus connected that this chapter is atitled idatity ratha than just adulthood.)

Chapta 8 used fiamewoiks fipr understanding autonomy within the fiunily. The g a a a l femily 

literature has useful modds for moves towards indqpadace and adulthood. Branna et al 

(1994) use the concepts of individuation BXid connectedness. Individuation is qpplied to 

fiunilies that value indepadence and prqpare for it; connectedness to femilies that want to 

s t^  togetha and place less value on independace. Branna a / (1994) also use two models 

of tranmtion to adulthood. One is where adulthood is achieved, w h a  the young person is 

freed from parental interferace and forges h a  or his own idatity and lifestyle, and asaibcd, 

w h a  parents confer respondbilities and adult status. Branna er a/ use the division mainly in 

regard to different ethnic/cultural groups, using the ideas of connectedness and ascribed status 

to describe femilies of non-UK origin. I find both these fiameworks are usefiil for 

undastanding the experiace of my reqpondots with learning difficulties. The cultural issue is 

particularly inqxprtant, and I explore this aqpect with the expaiace of Fazila B%um
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My work shows that individuals and femilies have different hopes and expectations Hoarding 

adulthood, in which the distinction between autonomy and independence is very important. I 

ask the question, has self-advocacy, in chanqpioning autonomy, feUen into the trap of actually 

championing m kpm dem x, thus not represoifetg the wishes of those people and femilies 

who hold other values more highly?

The chapter is strucWred as follows. Section 2 introduces key issues and discusses my gacrol 

findings in rdation to existing literature and theory. I use four case studies as the centrqpiece 

of this chapta, in section 3. It is not possible to sqparate out questions of independace, 

autonomy and adulthood, and so I offer stories which incorporate a numba of issues.

Sections 4 and 5 th a  analyse the points raised in the stories; section 4 around autonony, 

indqpendace and ra%otiating roles; section 5 around adulthood and learning difficulty.

2. Autonomy, indenadace and adulthood - the issues

I suggested in chapta 2 that autonomy, indqpadace and adulthood are integral to sdf- 

advocacy. This is rdnforced in my work, whae my reqpondats defined these terms rimilatiy. 

For example, Michad said of sdf-advocacy, 'AH I kiiow is it's an adult thing.' Tracey defined 

adulthood as 'doing things indqpadently'. Parats and advisers made the same links. These 

terms require some analy^ thoisdves, before I move on to explore the expericnec of than.

Chqpta 2 diowed self-advocacy to claim autonomy in that it aims for rights, choices and 

control Autonomy is an ela^c tom  wiiich does not prescribe particular settings. Autonomy 

is not a term used by any of the paple with learning difficulties I interviewed. They use the
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term "mdqpendence" to mean the same thing. Tracey, Katya, Mldiad and Fazila all saw 

independence as achievable wiihin the home. They gave exanqples, which included having 

responsibility, 'going on the bus on my own', shopping, controlling money, having a door k ^ , 

looking after themsdves, aid being on thdr own in the house. Anita, Esther and Christine 

saw independence as requiring leaving home. The people with learning difficulties here give 

independence a broader meaning than that in common parlance, where it is used to mean free 

from hdp, or sdf suffidocy, espedally in the context of personal care, aich as washing and 

cooking. Mary of the parents 1 interviewed interpreted independence as leaving home.

As I explained in the introduction, Oliver (1990) and French (1993b) point to the inqportance 

of the distinction between indqi^idence and autonomy. To define inde)0 idence as fiodom 

fixpm ary hdp is in itsdf disabling. Some people would not be able to get out of bed in the 

morning without hdp and many people with learning difficulties are unable to perform 

practical care tadcs without help. In feet, in tade^dence is a feature of human society 

(Dallai 1996). The important point, th a , is not to be independent frxpm hdp, but to have 

control over that hdp, i.e. to have autonony. The sdf-advocacy Irtoature, in chanqpioning 

'independace', much of the time would appear to mean autonomy, and I suggest that it is 

perhaps a weakness of the literature that this distinchon is not made suffidendy clear.

Autonony and leaving home w œ  both of significance to my respondents, and intimatdy 

linked to aduhhcpcpd. Markas of adulthcpcpd were discussed in chapta 3. My respondents' 

expaiace of autonomy in the fiunily home was disassed in chapta 7 . This chapta 

particulaily looks at the otha markas: leaving home, work, paihiadpqps and parothood.
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Briefly I present the experience of all my reqpondents to give a g o o a l picture. The case 

studies in section 3 epqplore these in detail.

Leaving home

both parent and person with learning difficulties want the person to leave home

Christine Anita Tracey Michad 

both want to stay together conflict

Fazila Kevin Katya Danid Estha Jason

Work

got jobs got work experience aspire to work

Christine Katya Michad Jason Anita Faala

no aspirations had work in past

Tracey Daniel TKevin Estha

Partnerships

got one already aspire do not aspire

Tracey Danid Jason Christine Estha Katya TKevin
Michad Fazila Anita

Parenthood

None were parents or really expected to be.

These, markers w oe recognised by the reqpondents with learning difficulties as signifiers of 

adulthood, and as such maiy aqpired to them. But it is also dear that they were largdy not
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yet attained. Wertheimer (1989) found that some markers were more accqptable to parats 

(e.g. jobs) than others (e.g. sexuality), and this chqpta explores this. Leaving home was the 

marka which had most significance for ny respondents and their femilies.

W othdm a (1989) warned against the staeotype of parents holding on and people with 

learning difficulties wanting to leave. This stereotype is implicit in much of what my advisas 

had to say. Wertheima found that leaving home was hard fi)r parats to contemplate, but that 

thdr adult childra could also find separation difficult. She also found parents who wanted 

thdr dpildren to be indqpendat. She comments that all parents find these issues difficult, but 

that with parents of people with learning difficulties the timescale is o fia  longa and the 

bonds do sa  the longa the pason stays at home. My research rdnforces these findings.

I find a second stereotype in some of the (limited) literature on leaving home. This is the 

assumption that the issue is all down to the parats: the views of parats are the fixus, and 

they are taken as the only active players. The people with learning difficulties are assumed not 

to initiate devdopments. My findings refiite this. This is not to suggest that there is not useful 

work on parats' views that can inform ny findings.

Richardson and Ritchie's inqportant work on letting go' (1986 and 1989) found three 

portions of parents - those seddng a move (due to health reasons or emogendes, long-term 

planning, or a fiseling that the 'time has come'), those who did rxpt want thdr son or daughta 

eva to leave, and those who were ambivalent. ! similarly found these positions, and that 

parents could epqpress more than one view.
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Richardson and Ritchie (1989) found various reasons why parents made the deddon to keqp 

their ofifepring at home. Many parents felt it was thdr respondbility and that thdr home was 

the ’propa place', often ideas Wnch were reinforced by services and sodety - the parents who 

k ^  thdr chil^ea at home woe the 'good' ones (though there is an ambivalence hoe, with 

such femilies also often characterised as 'ova-protective'). They found some parents who 

planned for thdr sons and daughters to leave, but many who got into a habit of living day-to- 

day, growing in mutual depoidoicy and thinking nothing would change. It was not until th ^  

got older that they started to realise thdr own vulnerability. I found parents with a day-to-day 

qpproach, though some were consdous that this would have to change.

For Richardson and Ritchie's parats, the future seemed bleak This was partly a question of 

who would care for thdr son or daughter - there were grave concerns about where they could 

go and the adequacy of services - but also a question of who would care cr&wT them This 

was reflected in the views of some of ny  parats. What stands out in ny work, however, is 

the significant number of parats v4io did not live day-to-day but did plan; for indqpendace 

for their sons and daughters, or for them to stay in the femily. E v a  in the conflict/ambiguity 

category, with Katya and Eva there was planning. Thdr conflict arbse fixpm each planning 

difterot things.

Card (1983) found that one of the key reasons mary parats wanted to keq> thdr sons and 

daughters at home was because they did not see thdr child as an adult without the normal 

epqpoience of adolescace and the child pushing to make changes. In these instances it is the 

parents who have to take the initiative. This was the ease with some of my parats. 

Werthdmer (1989) found that it is hard for parents to see their sons and daughters as adults
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in the absence of otha markers such as jobs and rdationdüps. As discussed in chqpta 3,

addeving these markers is not a straightforward issue for any young pason going through

the tranation to adulthood. Neverthdess, Jenkins (1989) found that long-term

unemployment, for example, does not prevent young people from becoming adults. This is

partly because of otha aspects such as l%al thrediolds and benefits, but mainly because

parents and children want it;

'Adulthood in Britain is a robust, if imprecise, identity, of which people can only 
be deprived by drcumstances that undermine its coitral portfolio of rights and 
obligations' (1989, p. 102)

One issue my case studies explore is, in the absence of markas for my reqpondots, do they 

see thoisdves as adults?

This section has briefly analysed meanings of autonomy, indqpaidace and adulthood, and 

pointed to some of the inqportant issues. The next section presents the stories of four of my 

respondents, whidi illustrate the range of positions and issues raised in this section. Sections 4 

and 5 will th a  devdop the analyas fuitha.

3. The stories

The reada diould refer to the case studies in diapta 8 or the vignettes in chapta 6 for 

background to these stories. The exception is Fazila, \dio has not b e a  discussed in the 

findings diaptas till now, and so h a  story hae has more background detail.
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Katya and Eva Klein

Li this family, it was the mother who wanted her daughta to leave, and Katya who wanted to 

hold OIL Their stoiy demonstrates différât aspirations to autonony in the home and 

indqpadace from it. What is also shown is how someone can be paceived as an adult 

through bdiaviour and appearance.

Katya had a high d%ree of autonony within the home. She often coped on h a  own for two 

weeks at a time w ha Eva was away, but w h a Eva was at home Katya did less, seeing 

housework as h a  mother's responsibility. This frustrated Eva, because Katya would not take 

responsibility for hasdf. She said when Katya did tadcs she did not look at whetha she had 

done the job properly and th a  Eva had to deal with the consequences. Eva had tak a  a 

conscious Step to lessa h a  control ova Katya and allow h a  autonomy. She said all parents 

try to control and protect, but it is not posdble to do so totally: T dont always know what 

she's doing. And I had to learn, as every motha had to do, to let go.'

Howeva, there was argument about the future. Eva wanted Katya to move on and was

determined to have h a  own life:

Tn recent years Fve b e a  telling Katya die should be prqiaring hersdf for moving 
out, and this is my house, and that she should be thinking that if she wants 
something difident die needs to think about moving out. So there have b e a  
times v b a  Tve not involved h a  dehberatdy. Because it's nice and cosy at home, 
she needs to move on soona or lata. And thae are times w h a  actually she is 
daianding things Wiich change ny  life, and Tm getting resatful of that.'

She said the next step was for Katya to try out h a  aunt's flat, now empty because h a  aunt 

had died. Eva had not moved deddvdy on this because she though it would become clear 

w h a  'the time was right'. Howeva, during the research this issue became an increadng
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source of t^isioa Katya did not want to use the flat. In fact, for Katya, bang allowed 

autonomy in the home was a reason to stay. She said she wanted indq)endence, but meant 

this as autonon^ within the home. H a  younga brotha having left did not niake Katya think 

that she could:

Tie's just making a life of his own. He's able more than I am, and he doesn't need 
the help I might need, so let him get on with it!'

Eva fdt finstration at what die saw as Katya's lack of responsibility and lade of making plans. 

Eva did not want to make plans^K atya, but found it hard Wiœ Katya did not. Eva saw it 

as a contradiction, ever a filing, of sdf-advocacy. She had hoped sdf-advocacy would hdp 

Katya to leave home.

Eva would also like Katya to have a partner, but Katya was not interested. She found it an 

anbarrasang subject - she giggled and deflected questions. She said die did not think about 

it. Eva had more mixed fodings on the idea of Katya having children, becfuise in ho* social 

work she had to deal with the "reality" of inadequate support and potentially 'tragic' lives for 

the children.

Katya's job as a self-advocacy devdopment worker was very important to her. She had

always be@i ddermined not to go to day caitres because die knew someone who did and it

"put him back'. Eva said:

Katya, at this moment in time, is happier than she's been for a long time because 
the job is giving her a lot of job satis&ction.'
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Katya saw hersdf as an aduh and said die was treated like an adult, though somdimes she

tkiught Eva spoke for her. Eva was the only parent who firmly saw ho' daughter as an adult,

though this was not without struggle. She said Katya had had a long adolescence; but she was

not an adolfôcent any more - 'you can see the lines' She had beei forced to see Katya as an

adult because of her bdmviour:

'When she was young I used to watch her and how she played and now I don't. I 
quite delibaiatdy know that she can handle hosdf and I let her go. I don't know 
all her thoughts anymore. When she was a child she would chat and talk and now 
she doesn't. She does come out with thoughts and ideas Wiich obviously are 
aduh. She isn't on my mind 24 hours a day. It's this letting go which to me 
indicates that die's not a child, she's an aduh... Sometimes as a paraît you fed 
quite guihy, because she can be around here even and die's not on my mind.'

Daniel and Mr Shah

This story is reminiscent of marry of the expaiaices Richardson and Ritdiie found (1989). It 

is not simply a case of Danid wanting to leave and Mr Shah holding on. Feelings are 

complicated on both ddes, and the dtuation is wracked whh tendon and worries. Savices - 

or lack of providon - bear a reqxinsibility hae.

Communication betweai Danid and his 6 th a  seaned to be poor. Many times ova he said 

he could not talk to his fatha dxmt the future and his wish to leave home. Mr Shah said they 

had talked but Danid 'doesn't take h in'. He said Danid did not undaotand that he needed to 

be dean first* and th^  there was nowhere to go. He also said Danid was not really capable of 

long-tam plans. Mr Shah wanted Danid to speak up, but thai put him down because he 

argued about the 'wrong things'. He said Danid had his own mind, but thei desaibed him as 

a programmed madiine; he could not make big deddons and was unable to learn.
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Neverthdess, Mr Shah also said, "Evay right that Fve got, he's got the same right.' There was

a sense in which he recognised that Danid was thinking about something'.

He won't say what he thinks, he just says. Don't know". I say. You do know, 
you just won't say it'.'

Mr Shah clearly had affection for Danid and had tried to teach him to be indqicmdcmt, but he

believed Danid had no realistic thoughts of the future. In foct, Danid was tom about the

ftiture. He wanted to leave home and have his own Hfè, like his brother and sister* but also felt

a respondbilhy to stay with his fother, who would otherwise be left with no-one:

My b ro th s  and asters have moved out I hem  living with him the longest And 
I want to move out.'

T do want totdlm y dad that I want to move out, but I don't know how. Because 
he's got no one, he's on his own. And if I go hell be all on his own. I don't want 
that, but-.'

Mr Shah did not know about these thoughts, and made no plans:

'As for as I know his fiiture is bleak. Hell aid up in a home if I die. Funny aiough 
I just live day-to-day, I don't make any plans. I have never ever made plans, if I 
make plans th^r always seem to go wrong He can't do nothing Hell end up in 
a home.'

One of the problems he saw was lock of provision: 'Well, sodal savices can't do that support 

anyway. Fve seen it.' Neverthdess, he fdt both their lives were vay restricted, and said he 

would like Danid to be able to leave home at some stage in the future.

Danid had an on off relationship with a woman at his day caitro, but his fitha^ did not seem

to take this seriously. Danid would like to get married and had vague hopes of having

diildren one day. Mr Shah said a long-term rdationship was possible but unlikely;

T didn't stop any of my otha children so why should I stop him?... If he falls in 
love with som^ody or wants to live with somdpody, yeah, I wouldn't stop him.
But at the momait he M s with evaybody in love!'
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Daniel wanted to talk to his 6 th a  about developing his rdationship with his gidfiiend but felt 

he could not. He said he would like to h a  see h a  'especially in the evenings', suggesting sex, 

but then became embarrassed and apologised to me for mentioning the subject.

Regarding work, Danid said he wanted to stay at the day centre ratha than g a  a job. Mr 

Shah said, 'Oh, no, no, no. Day centre. No, I can't see him getting a job, there's no possibility.' 

How much Dardd's position was truly what he wanted and how much was to fit in with his 

fotha was not posdble to tdl.

Danid saiw himself as an adult. Ho said he was treated like on adult at home, because ho could

do things for himsdf and was able to go out on the bus. Mr Shah said Danid was like a three

year old. At other times* he referred to Danid as an adult lie is old enough to know his own

mind' - but then qualified this with a rider - 'at least in years'. He said that Daniel took no

responsibility for himsdf and that he talked betta" with the grandddldrai:

He's talking with them, screaming like babies do, "No, this is mine, you can't 
have this!" like that. Thai you know how for his mind is devdoped, that's the 
only way you can tdl '

The co-researchers th o u ^  that Mr Shah was ignoring the evidaice of Danid's adulthood 

because he wanted to ding on to him as a diild, for his own security, afiaid of diange. They 

also wondered if Danid still needed to accept he was an aduh and to realise he had to take 

responsibility; then maybe Mr Shah would be forced to see him that way.
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FazOa and the Begums

Fazila's stoiy is particularly intaesting. It demonstrates a different value system to that 

assumed by much of the literature on gromng up and leavi% home. Thae are clear culturd 

and gender issues hae. Fazüa and h a  fomily wished for h a  to stay in the fomDy, though there 

were still contradictions and conflicts within this.

Fazila was in h a  late 20s* an Indian woman and m anba of "F u sa  group. She lived with h a

pararts, two olda brothers and a younga sista, who had severe physical and learning

impairments. Fazila was a cara for h a  â s ta  and h a  motha, who became ill during the

research. She also paformed a nuniba of housdiold duties;

Tve got to look afta my mum and hdp h a  washing up and drying up and wash 
clothes, die can't do it hasdf.... I look afta n^r sista as w ^. Sometimes my 
mum do it. The lady comes in the morning, and at night I do it... I get h a  
changed, and then g a  in the bed, and afta die's gone to deep I go downstairs, 
do the washing up and tidy up, and then I go to deep.'

Fazila equated autonomy in the home with domestic diores and said die liked it:

Tm clean like that, not messy. It's not good if someone comes in your house and 
your house is a mess. Got to look nice.'

At otha times die seaned to resent looking afta h a  dsta, and complained of not deeping 

wdl on the coüdi (whae die had to deq> for a while so die could attaid to h a  motha). 

Housework and caring seemed to tie the fomil/s expectation. H a  respondbilities were 

outside of h a  control: I  have to work you see, that's not up to me, I can't worry about that.'

Fazila knew she was treated differently foom h a  dblings due to h a  impairments:

You see I got two brothers, my mum and dad, I can't interrupt them talking... I 
got to be quia. I don't fed down, that's not what I fed like. I fW like if I was like 
my brothers... they're deva. Tm not deva.'
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Fazila attended H day centre and went nowhae dse . Towards the end of the research die

had the opportunity to go to 'G People First. She had wanted to go for some time but h a

parents had not allowed ha. Fazda said she had to stay in with h a  d sta  (1 don't blame my

dstaO; if h a  brothers went out she had to stay with h a  parents, and vice versa.

T want to go to some different places, like a club, go outing and that, I haven't 
got that, no life to go anywhae, stuck in thae. It's not boring, I have to say. But 
people in here (the centre) th ^  do something, they go clubbing, and I dont g a  
that. Stuck indoors, that's it.'

She also suffered some radsm on the centre transport, which she gave as a reason why h a  

paraits did not la  h a  go out.

Fazila did not la  me mea h a  paraits. She said they could not speak good English, but I 

wondered iÇ as with Kevin, thae was a degree of sdf protection involved. She had not yâ 

told than about h a  involvanent in 'F group, and there was dgnificant tendon between the 

day centre and home, so I think keqping me from them was conflia-avoidance. The taidon 

seaned to me to be rooted in a numba of things: h a  paraits placing restrictions on ha, 

differing percqitions of h a  support needs, and a lack of cultural understanding on the part of 

thecaitre.

One example of the conflia between the centre and home was when h a  watch broke Fazila

bought a new one wiüi money fiom the centre and h a  parents rang in to complain. She

explained this to me in this way: T didn't want a watch, they forced me to go'. Fazila wanted

work eiqierience but was fiustrated by differing pacqptions of h a  support needs:

'[To] my mum and dad I mentioned work aqperiaice. They said to me, "Your 
eyes really bad".... "You cant go on buses." Because I got short-dghted, and I 
cant see very wdl. But [the centre] dont understand, you see. And they wont 
listai to me at all. Same thing all the time, and Tm really fed up with it.'
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So h a  fomily would not allow h a  on buses, but she perceived that the centre were at foult for 

not recognising h a  situation and providing the support necessary.

Fazila's attitude changed during the research. She originally felt restricted by ha fomily vdiile 

the centre were offering h a  more opportunities (though was fiustrated at the lack of the 

work experience). Some months lata, the podtion reversed: h a  fomily she saw as 

understanding and the centre were causing h a  trouble. She knew this was a change of 

approach: 'Because inqproving, my fiimilÿs improving to me. They're helping me very much.'

By h a  descriptions, howeva, the situation did not seem to have changed, except that she was 

now deeping on the couch. This change in view could simply be indeddon: we all say 

different things at different times depending on how we feel. Howeva, Fazila's change in 

attitude also struck me as a pragmatic way of dealing with the ongoing tendon. At first the 

centre were good because they w ae giving h a  opportunities which h a  fiimily were trying to 

restrict; but this led to too many problems at home* so she dealt with it by accepting h a  

femilÿs perspective. The influence of fiimily was muoh stronga, and perhqps the centre was 

eada to rail against* ^vith less at stake. The go researchers commented that she did seem to 

be too reshicted by h a  parents (in fiict they said she seemed lilre 'a servant'), but there was 

perhaps not much she felt she could do about it:

It's sad* but she has to deal with it by accepting it. You cant fight all your life
unless something's going to change.'

I also speculate that the change in attitude came about when h a  fiiture role in life became 

deara to ha. Fazila had b%un by saying she wanted to leave home, which would require an 

arranged marriage:
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Because we're fomily, and anybody's not allowed moving to anotha house alone. 
Not alone, because we get married first, then we are allowed to move house.'

Fazila said she wanted an arranged marriage like the rest of h a  fiimily;

Td like to get married. Need to find a boyfiiend first. It's religion see, my religion.
I find a boyfiiend first, with a degree or Wiateva comfortable for me, his age and 
things, arranged marriage.'

She said she did not know if it would happen, and suggested that h a  impairments would 

make it less likely.

Lata* in line \vith h a  change in attitude to h a  paraits (and the move to the couch), she said

she had no wish to move out* h a  role was to stay at home and help She saw for haself a life

of caring for others in h a  femily:

No, I don't want to leave home. I got to look afta my parents, or my sista or 
brotha. I cant leave home. I neva can be separate. To help out. Because my 
mum's ill, my dad's ill. Can help out, do some manage to my mum.'

This was not presented as a n^ative prospect. There are genda as well as cultural issues 

hae* ^vith Fazila seeing caring as an important woman's role: being on aduh was to do typing, 

caring.' Feminists have traditionally denigrated caring as exploitative, but fipr disabled women 

it may be inqxirtant and confer status (as found by Barron, 1997).

Fazila's experience seems to fit whh Brarmen et ats connectedness (1994). Her refoence to 

racism on the centre transport may be significant in shaping her views of her fiimily. Racism in 

society may make the wider world a dangerous and threatening place while her fomily seem 

to be secure. An exploration ofbladc people whh learning difiSculties' eqperioice of racism is 

uncommon, though has begun (e.g. Black People First, 1994; Walmsley and Downer, 1997).
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To Fazüa, independence was 'doing something in your life.' She saw independence as

achievable witim  the home:

T don't want to leave home. Want to stay with my parents. And independent, go 
out, do your own thing. Like going on the buses and that.'

She was certain of her adult status. She said she was an aduh and was treated as such at home 

but not at the centre. Tm not a kid, Fm not a child, Tm grown up.'

Michael and Mr and Mrs Banks

Michael and the Banks' story illustrates the femilies where parrats plan for a move (like some 

of Wertheimer's respondents), showing that this is not without its dilemmas and fears. Aduh 

status for Michael was still contested. This story also highlights class differences.

Michael's parents wanted him to have a good life. Michael was confident he would get the life 

he wanted, but there was one exception to this. He said he would like to leave home at some 

stage but said early on in the research that if his parents did not want this he would stay at 

home. He seemed uiqperturbed by this apparent contradiction, and I wondered if this was at 

least in part because his older brother was stül at home. He said, 'My place is at home where 

my parents and my brother is.' Michael was still young, and he was looked after arid 

comfortable at home in a way that did not mark him out from the rest of the fiimily because 

they had an au pair.

Meanwhile, Mr and Mrs Banks had plans for him to leave home - thqr had started to look 

round places, and had a time-scale for introducing ideas to Michael. Unlike Mr Shah, they 

had no concerns about lack of provision. As part of the Jewish community they had access to
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Jewish housing support schemes, and had sufficient finances to pay if necessary. Mr Banks

said it was possible for Michael to change the plan. He said he would like Michael to initiate

the process of leaving, though he saw it as in the future:

'As time goes by he may, through someone else mentioning it that lives in one of 
these places, and he might think it's time he left home. Now that wont happen till 
[the others] leave home.... He may feel, "Well Tm 20-odd years old, I want to 
leave home"... And Fd much rather that. He could leave home like they had.'

Mrs Banks said she wanted her own life but would like Michael to stay as long as he was

autonomous in the home, though she was happy to have a long-term plan fi>r him to leave if

that was what he wanted. She said she found it very hard to let go, but she also did not want

the restrictions on her own life:

Independent within the femily. If T could get to that stage I wouldn't dream of 
him going away from home... I think I might be a bit selfish and say if he wasn't 
independent then I would fed very held back and I wouldn't like that.'

Michael saw independence as achievable at home: Being by myself in the house, going on 

buses, going shopping.'

Towards the end of the research his brother left home and this did make the issue more 

immediate for Michad. His parents had planned for him to go into a group home in five years, 

but he suddenly suggested this be reduced to two years. Mrs Banks was taken aback by this 

change, although Mr Banks had professed he expected it. It seemed to bring the long-term 

plan much closer. (The research ended before any long-term effect could be seen.)

Michad had his 21st birthday during the course of the research. He still went to a youth club, 

and at different times he defined himself as a boy and a man. He said he was treated like an 

aduh, giving the example of doing things for himself in the home. He sdd, T am very sure I 

am treated like a grown up'. Mr Banks constantly referred to Michad as a Tdd' - but said that
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was the way he talked about everyone young. When I probed, he admitted he did not see

Michael as an adult, but did see it as their job to make him one;

'Chronologically he may be an adult, but I think fiom his development point of 
view he's a child. And we're trying to make him an adult because we're instilling 
in him things he can and shouldn't be doing and what have you, Mchad's trapped 
in the middle there some\diere between a child and an adult. But that's only 
because of his mental abilities, it's not because of his aspirations, it's not because 
of us keeping him down'.

Michael defined adulthood, in part, as 'going to work. He had a Saturday job and had hopes

for a full-time, paid job out of it. Mrs Banks saw Michael as having a job in the future and

was proud of his college work:

T hope he will get some sort of meaningful job, because he is quite capable of - 
certainly work. Because you only have to show Michael once and he's quite able 
to do it.'

Mr Banks wanted him to have a job that was gainful, fulfilling and etqoyable. He wanted him 

to have self-respect and purpose.

Michael said he hoped to get married in the future but he did not have a girlfriend yet. He

thought his parents 'would be very hqppÿ if he got married. Mrs Banks was happy for him to

get married or live with someone, if it was in a sheltered environment. Her approach to his

sexuality, however, was more appropriate to a young teenager:

Tt doesn't appear that Michael is very sexually aware. He knows about it and he 
' says he wants a girlfriend, but I don't think it's a sexual thing, it's just that he 
wants to be like his brother and have a girlfriend. It was a couple of years ago, 
this girl used to come, and she was much more sexually aware than he was. We 
had to watch her actually! Had to be careful!... We wouldn't leave them in the 
house on their own.'
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Mchael had vague hopes for children, seeing his future as "happy, getting married, having

children.' Mrs Banks was open on the question of children, though recognising the difficulties:

Tt would depend on what the girl was like. You can't say no, you dont know 
what will happen, it's hard to say. I dont know. Id need a lot of thought about 
ffiat.'

Mr Banks said they were fortunate that Michael was impotent. He thought Michad would be 

a caring fether but not capable.

4, Individuation and conncctgdn^s

A number of points come out of these stories. The first thing that stands out is the refutation 

of the stereotype of the parent holding on and the son or daughter pulling away. In fact only 

one respondent, Esther, was in this situation < and she was the one vdio moved on during the 

research. This point endorses the findings of Wertheimer (1989) that many parents want 

independence, and that separation is difficult for both parties.

Sqzondly, the assumption that the parents are the only active players is also refuted. Echoing 

Richardson and Ritchie (1989), the parents felt that they were the ones ̂ o  had to initiate a 

move. However, I think it is a mistake to assume that this was because the people with 

learning difficulties did not try to initiate moves themsdves. My respondents did - but 

sometimes they waie not heard by their parents. Mr Shah appeared to sweep aside Danid's 

aspirations. I fdt that to him if was more important to maintain his idea of Daniel as not 

thinking, than to fece up to the challenge of making changes. The Banks said they wanted 

Michad to take the initiative but assumed he would not - they were unprepared for Mchad 

suggesting he leave home. The wish of Katya and Fazila to stay at home was not through lack
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of thinking about it - they had thought about it and knew what ihey wanted. I suggest that 

because of the assumption of parents, services and society (and researchers), that the parents 

have to initiate and the people with learning difficulties do not, signs of people doing just that 

are overlooked.

An important point is the similarity between these e?q)eriences and those of any femily - 

feelings of guilt, hopes for children to have a good life, fears that they will not cope, different 

aspirations between parent and child. There are differences, however, particularly with the 

time-scale concerned and in comparison with siblings. The time-scale was slower for all my 

respondents than their siblings. It is noticeable that the assumption of all the parents - even 

Eva, who was so keen to resolve the issue - was that the move to leave home would be Hn the 

future', either at some unspecified time or with a safe time-scale of several years.

In all these instances, there were siblings who had left home, who had woik, and were 

married with children already, and the achievements of siblings had an effect on the person 

with learning difficulties. This was with the exception of Katya, who saw herself as having 

different ambitions - was this because she felt she could not do it, or was it a sign of her 

confidence that she did not feel the need to just follow her siblings?

My findings do support there being considerable fears and dilemmas for parents beyond the 

"normal' experience, thus supporting the finding in cluqjter 8 of the experience of both 

difference and similarity. There were fears about safety, siq)poit levels, and not having had 

enough help to deal with these issues (supporting Riehardson and Ritchies's findings (1989) in 

regard to feihire of services, and also supporting Todd and Sheam's argument (1996a) for
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parents to receive different kinds of help at different stages). Michael's story suggests that 

difficulties regarding support are related to the economic circumstances of the femilies.

An important point in terms of self-advocacy that flows from this is the question of where the 

control lies. As seen in chq)ter 8, the respondents had control in their daily lives but this was 

allowed control, and there was a suggestion that it would be harder to allow people to have 

control over the bigger issues. The sense of control in each of these stories, in my view, is that 

it remains in the hands of the parents. The only parent who lost that control was Mrs Cohen 

(see chapter 8), interestingly when she herself was in a condition society deems as being in 

need of care and control - old, frail and ill.

With Katya and Eva, the distinction between autonomy and independence is inqx)rtant. Katya 

did not plan to leave home, while Eva was preparing for separation. To Katya, 'independence' 

did not mean leaving home, but meant autonomy. The distinction between autonomy and 

independence is also inq>OTtant with Fazila. She intended to stay in the femily home as a carer, 

but still considoed that she could be autonomous. Additionally, there was the issue of 

different value systems. Not all femilies aspired to independence; for Fazila, her role in the 

femily qspeared to be more highly valued. There is clearly a cultural point here. There is also 

an intedinked gender issue, with Fazila seeing caring as an important woman's role.

Other markers were also difficult. As Wertheimer (1989) suggested, work was emer for 

some parents to deal with. Katya's and Christine's experiences show the value of work - a 

symbol of adulthood and indepmdence, a conduit to friendship, confidence, security, money, 

and respect. The Banks wanted Michael to have these benefits; to have self-respect and
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purpose. Mr Shah stands out as not thinking Daniel could work, though two of the other 

parents not case-studied here, Tracey and Jason's parents, felt the same way. Their reasons 

were that their ofi&pring were not cq)able, and that they erqoyed the day centre. In my view, 

these feelings about work were connected to those about leaving home: to do with fear of 

change, and in the case of Mavis and Tracey, interruptions to the plans. I could not speak to 

Mr and Mrs Begum, but I gleaned from vdiat Fazila said that they probably did not like her 

aiming for work - perhq)s it would interrupt her care role.

Although most of the respondents with learning difficulties were keen to talk about 

relationships and their aspirations to marry or live with someone, sexuality itself was a 

difficult area, embarrassing for people to talk about. None said anything about homosexuality. 

Parents all claimed to want their offipring to have relationships. I think part of fois \vas again 

'one day in the future', but also an indication of parents' desire, as suggested by Richardson 

and Ritchie (1989), to have someone vdio would care about their child in the future.

Parenthood was a different matter again Mrs Cooper vaguely hoped that Jason would have 

children, I think part of a general wish that he could be like everyone else; the other parents 

gave it more serious thought. Out of a desire for their offepring to be happy and have the life 

they wanted, three sets of parents - Eva, the Banks and Mrs Pq)andreos - did not rule it put 

conq)letely. Nevertheless they had grave doubts. Eva, for example, was concerned about the 

reality that would fiice them (a reality graphically recorded by Booth and Booth, 1994). Mr 

Banks' concerns were that Michael would be caring but not cq)able, confirming and 

extending to men the point made by Williams (1992) and Brown (1994) that women with 

learning difficulties have historically been seen as unfit parents. With my respondents, there
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was a gender split regarding parenthood: the women mainly did not want children, while the 

men had vogue hopes. The women saw children as too much to cope with, and they saw little 

opportunity, and I speculate that they had been encouraged to think so. The men seemed not 

to have considered the coping aspect.

I use Brarmen et a/'s concepts of individuation and connectedness (1994) to help understand 

these e7q)erionccs. Individuation describes femilies that value independence and prepare for it; 

connectedness depicts femilies that want to stay together and value independence less.

individuation connectedness

Christine and Vanessa May Kevin and Mr and Mrs Waluk
Anita and Mrs Papandreos Fazila and Mr and Mrs B%um
Tracey and Mavis and Mr Barker Jason and Mrs Cooper
Michael and Mr and Mrs Banks

Three femilies arc not in this scheme, because they are a mixture. Eva espouses individuation, 

but Katya wants to stay in her current more coimected arrangement. On the other hand, 

Esther valued individuation but Mrs Cohen wanted to remain coimected. With Daniel and Mr 

Shah it was not so much Daniel wanting individuation and Mr Shah wanting connectedness - 

though that is there - but that they wCTe both pulled both ways.

This fits with the fimneworks in the previous chqjter. At the risk of being too bald, I suggest 

that the cq)tivated parents have a connected outlook, which means they hold on to 

parenthood and close femily life, creating dependent or mutually-supportive femilies. The 

captive femilies have an individuation outlùûk, which means that they wOnt their own lives, 

and achieve such by creating supportive femilies. There obviously are overlq>s - no people
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live Out their lives in categories - but one of the values of bringing together these frameworks 

is to take the negativity out of the notion of being cqrtive.

I vrant to make a final point in this section Eva sees Katya's desire for autonomy within the 

home, for connectedness, as a failing of self-advocacy. I suggest that perhaps the failing is in 

not making the distinction between autonomy and independence: self-advocacy champions 

autonomy but uses the language of independence, and thus perhq)s falls into the trap of 

advocating one particular form of autonomy. While this overlooks the distinction, it also 

overlooks different value systems. It may be that this is connected to the observation of 

Walmsley and Downer (1997) that the self-advocacy movement is still dominated by white 

men. Self-advocacy perhqjs reflects the value systems of white men; and by being seen to 

espouse independence raither than the broader autonomy, possibly prevents full participation 

of women, people fi’om different ethnic groups or those with different values.

The next section develops the is^e of adult status and the rdationship of this with the identity 

of learning difficulty.

5. Identity

Wertheimer (1989) suggests that disabled people slip in and out of aduh status, a point also 

made by Holman (1981). Jaüdns, on the other hand, suggests that people with learning 

difficulties are not ascribed aduh status at all (1989). My conclusion on this from my findings 

is that my respondents were ndth» slipping in and out of adulthood nor denied h eonq)letely:
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they seemed to be in a kind of'suspended phase', wavering on the boundary into adulthood 

but not reaching it folly.

It is

identity question. Chapter 3 argued that learning disability is not synonymous with adulthood. 

Jenkins demonstrates how medical, psychological and behavioural models, law and popular 

conception all point towards people with learning difficulties being the 'eternal child', for 

example, by using mental ages. Charters 2 and 3 showed that while policies such as 

normalisation and the self-advocacy movement fight a battle in the opposite direction, these 

are up against powerful ideas which encourage the parent to see the adult with learning 

difficulties as a child. Community care can reinforce this, with the roles of care and control 

carried out by institutions being passed on to families.

In the main, my respondents with learning difficulties saw themselves either as adults or in 

transition - despite the treatment they sometimes received. They saw the traditionalmarkers 

as signifiers of adulthood and in the main aspired to them, but the fiict that they had largely 

not achieved them did not deflect fix>m their sdf-image. Clearly a range of factors affect 

people's views and it is not straightforward that being treated like a child, or not leaving home 

or getting a job, automatically means you see yourself as a child. The 'robustness' (Jenkins, 

1989) of the aduh identity as a desirable goal in society must be very influential.

In general, the parents wanted to protect and keep their sons and daughters safe. They tried 

to see than as adults, though in thar minds they were ehildrem Part of the problem may come 

from the interpretation of adulthood as being certain behaviours - hence Eva saw Katya as an
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adult because she behaved like one; Mr Shah thought Daniel behaved like a three year old. 

There is a sense in which many of the people with learning difficulties were perceived as half

way between children and adults, as expressed by Mr Banks (an echo of Todd and Sheam, 

1997) This view is backed up by Sharon, one of the advisers:

'There's seems to be a suspended phase of not quite reaching adulthood.'

I use Brarmen et al% concepts of ascribed and achieved adulthood (1994) to help illuminate 

the development of adult status within the family. There was an assumption by some parents 

that they had to ascribe aduh status. This is similar to the question of independence: perhaps 

they did not always see the developments their sons and daughters made themselves. Some 

parents hoped their child would achieve adulthood in a 'normal' fashion. Others hoped for this 

but recognised there would probably be a mix. The social identity of learning difficulty makes 

it hard for people so labelled to achieve adulthood, and they perhaps need some ascribing.

expect their child to achieve expect to ascribe

Eva Klein Mr and Mrs Banks
Vanessa May The Waluks
Mrs Papandreos Mavis Barker

The Begums

Vanessa and Christine's relationship appeared to be based on the expectation that she would 

achieve adulthood in a 'normal' way. Vanessa described their arguments as the same any 

mother and daughter have during the transition. With Christine still young, this expectation 

had yet to be tested in practice. Further down the line, Eva's frustration in part came from 

wanting Katya to achieve independence herself and resisting ascribing a lifestyle.
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Missing from this framework are those parents who wanted to keep their son or daughter as a 

child. There was a difference between those parents who wanted to see their of&pring 

achieve adulthood, could see their development and wanted them to experience a "normal' 

transition, and those who left them to achieve adulthood on their own because they were not 

willing to ascribe aduh status. They insisted on sedng their son or daughter as a child despite 

the evidence to the contrary.

hold on to them as a child

Mrs Cohen Mr Shah Mrs Cooper

I have suggested that an important factor Â fiiich prevents my respondents fiom being fully 

adult is the social identity of learning difficulty. Cluqjter 3 showed that there is a strong 

elemart of claiming normality within self-advocacy. My respondents with learning difficulties 

and their parents tied self-advocacy to what is 'normal'. Tracey said. You're trying to be like 

some people outside, you're trying to be like them*. Mrs Banks raised the normality of self- 

advocacy uiq)ronq)ted, relating it to what her other children did.

Chapter 3 debated Wiether in claiming normality, people with learning difficulties are 

attempting to pass as normal, as Goffinan suggested (1968), are in denial, as argued by 

Edgerton (1993), or are redefining their identity, as argued by Shakespeare (1996a). Charter 

3 showed that some parents try to shield their sons and daughters from their social identity, 

but they still acquire an understanding of the social implications of that identity through their 

daily experience (Todd and Sheam, 1997). I sugjgest that this is the case with Jason. He was 

not aware of his label learning difficulty and he disowned the label 'disabled', but he kriew
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there were things he could not do and that his mother had to help him Jason probably does fit 

Edgerton's ideas of denial - he simply did not know about his social identity and claimed he 

was 'normal'. His claim to normality was an unconscious one.

The others, however, were different. Charter 3 suggested that participating in self-advocacy 

is one way in which people with learning difficulties become consdous of their social identity, 

and this was certainly the case with all my other respondents. (I think Jason's situation was in 

part because 'C group was formed especially to take part in a national project rather than to 

develop self-advocacy, and so such issues were not as explicit within it.) In my view, thdr 

claims to normality were redefinition rather than denial or passing. They all knew they were 

labelled as having learning difficulties, they know they had impairments and needed help, but 

they did not accept the label. I use Christine May and Michael Banks as exanq>les.

Christine May

Christine knew that because of her epilepsy she needed people around her. She said if she had

not had special help* T wouldn't have got this job.' But she did not accept that she should bo

labelled, because it meant that she was assumed to be unable to do things:

'Society classes certain people like a learning difficulty, but I think to myself that I 
haven't. Maybe I have got certain things that maybe I dont understand or need 
help with, but I wouldnt class myself as someone with learning difficulties. I can 
do everything the same as everyone else. I mean, because Fve got epilep^, I 
wouldn't class that as like an illness or anything. Because it doesnt affect any part 
of my life really. Certain times, sometimes when I have a fit, attack, most of the 
time it's while Fm sleeping. And when I do hâve them my mum's always there 
and Fm not really aware of it. So it doesn't affect me, like doing things or 
working or doing sports or things like everybody else.'
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This was not just that she was attempting to distance herself from other people with learning

difficulties (as Edgerton would suggest). She had strong views about the treatment of people

with learning difficulties:

Everyone should be treated fairly, they shouldn't really judge people or put a 
label on everybody. Like people with learning difficulties put all in one group or 
something, because if they do that people will think they're different froin other 
human beings, like people with no problems at all, and they're the same as 
everybody else, there's no difference.'

Christine rejected a duality of either having or not having learning difficulties, and instead 

placed herself on a spectrum along which we all lie.

Michael Banks

Nfrchael was conscious of his difficulties:

T can't wash up or dry, because my hands need to be steady and things might 
drop on the floor.'

The Banks got involved in medical research which might find a cause of his inq>airment. Of

this, Mchael said. It will be good to know. Fve always wondered Wiat was wrong.' Although

he knew he had something 'wrong', he did not accept the label of disabled:

T can go out, I can cook, I can make tea, I can have a bath myself. I don't find 
that disabled... Fd say that was very normal.'

Christine and Mchael were aware of their limitations and of their need for support, but 

rejected the label. Christine was vociferous in her views of the way society treats people. The 

problem as indicated in chapter 3, is that adulthood and the label do not rest easily together. 

At least some of ray respondents rqected the label learning difficulties and claimed adulthood 

instead.
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Sdf-advocacy is part of this process; it is a normal, adult thing to do, and appears to play a 

part in claiming a particular identity. It is, as chq)ter 3 suggested, both part of being an aduh 

and a route towards it. Having adult status asoibed leaves parents still maintaining control. 

Participation in self-advocacy may give some people the push to achieve rather than have 

adult status ascribed. This does not mean, of course, that sdf-advocacy makes one an adult. 

As Susan, "F day centre manage" said, sdf-advocacy on its own does not necessarily reWt in 

parents sedng thdr child as an adult. Theymay still see them as a child, but a cocky child!' It 

is a dialectical process, part ofbdng an adult, part of a rei^otiation.

6. Conclusion

This diapte" has e?q)lored the interlinked issues of autonomy, indqxndeice, adulthood and 

self-advocacy. My findings have tended to support much of the (fairly q>arse) Iheature on 

this subject. The most inqwrtant points I have rdnfbrced are the refutation of the stereotype 

of parents holding on and childrm wanting to leave (Werthdma^, 1989), and the e?q)erience 

of both similarities with other families arid specific difficulties (Richardson and Ritchie, 1989). 

Also supported are the points by Williams (1992) and Brown (1994) that gender dififeraices 

are important regarding aqiirations to caring, both in terms of caring for parents and having 

childim Women with learning difficulties sean to be accqitable as caras of parents but not 

as caras of childrax

My work has also thrown up new points. People with learning difficulties arc aaivc players in 

the decisions to move on - parents (and services, etc.) may assume that tlwy have to take the 

initiative, but in fact the people with learning difficulties are trying to do so too. Nonethdess,
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the question of control still sCems to be faiiiy securdy in the hands of paraits, until they 

themsdves become fiail and deemed to need care and control.

The distinction betweai autonomy and indqiendence is important and a potential source of 

conflia. Diffaent value systans are at play Wiich mean that not evayone aspires to 

indepaidcnce. Self-advocacy has pcrh^s championed independence at the aqiense of otha 

values, thadiy leading to diaDusionmait (on the part of people like Eva) and possibly the 

excludon of particular groups of people.

Adulthood is difficult for people with learning difficulties to achieve and they seem to be in a 

suspaided phase on the boundary between childhood and adulthood. The social identity of 

learning difficulty is a significant factor in preventing the assumption of adult status. Some 

people with learning difficulties are re-idcmtifying thansdves as part of their involvement in 

sdf-advocacy, rqecting the labd learning difficulty as inconq)atible with thdr aspirations and 

daiming adulthood instead.

This chapter is the last to address findings fiom the research. I now move on to conclude the 

thesis.
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Chapter 10 

CONCLUSION

This chapter reviews the thesis and draws togdher the research findings into some 

conclusions. I assess the contribution of my work to current knowledge and practice. The 

thesis ends with recommmdations for further research.

1. Disability theory

The thesis opened with a discussion of disability theory and its application to people with 

learning difficulties. The social model of disability developed by disabled theorists such 

as Finkdstdn (1980), Abberley (1987), Olivo= (1990) and Barnes (1996) has, I bdieve, much 

to offer the understanding of learning difficulty. The value of their mataialist q)proach is in 

placing experience in its historical, economic and political context. The social modd o^lains 

disability as a social construction and as oppression. In shifting the anpharis from individuals 

and thdr inq)airm@its to disabling mwonmonts, the theory is particulariy ucefiil in e?q)laining 

die oppression of people with learning difficulties and thdr social identity as people seen to be 

in need of care and control.
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However, as discussed on pages 25-6, learning difficulty is marginalised in the debates and the 

social model is only occaâonaUy ̂ plied to people with learning difficulties. I have found that 

applying the modd to the expoience of learning difficulty has required a dialectical ̂ ro a c h  

(in other words, an,understanding that e?q)aience is formed through a number of interacting 

and contradictoiy material and social Actors). The social model aigues that it is not the 

individual's impairment that disables but society; however, as seen in chapt^ 2, thae is dd^ate 

developing around the reality of impairment, and the limitations and personal experiaices 

impairment can mean (for example, French, 1993a; Crow, 1996).

As I aigue in chapter 2, it is not a question, in my view, of having to move away from a 

materialist standpoint to incorporate the pa-sonal experience and inq)airment. As Abbeley 

explains (1996), impairmaA itsdfis materially and socially constructed. Kdialectical 

materialist approach avoids a crude opporition between the person and society: people are 

social bdngs and experience is a product of interaction between personal and social, ageicy 

and structure. In my research, the reality of impairment was confronted and tackled in relation 

to co-researching with people with learning difficulties (see chapter 5). My experience has 

shown an interaction beween both social barriers and limitations of intellectual inqnairment. 

(The ride in acknowledging this is the possibility of opening the door back to individual 

models, which I would vigoroudy oppose.) This conqnlex and tentative understanding of 

learning difficulty has dgnfficant in^lications for sdf-advocacy.
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2. Sdf-advocacy and families

Through the review of sdf-advocacy literature, its claims, histoiy and infiueices, I have 

demonstrated that self advocacy is ahout the whole of life, intimatdy linked to aeWcvenert of 

control, autonomy and adulthood. In its meanings and principles it is both explicitly and by 

in^lication to do with Amilies. Nevetheless, I suggested that its histoiy has been influenced 

by the individual modd of disability and by the pe-cdved need for care and control. Thee has 

been significant intervention by sevices and service agendas, which has meant in practice 

ndther discusdon of Amilies nor the transfer of sdf-advocacy to home has been a dgnificant 

feature. The policy contexts of user-involvement, normalisation and community care were 

discussed and pointed to the influence of sevice interests in determining the practice of self- 

advocacy. The role of advisœ; is under-researched and my work e?q3lorcs this neglected area.

Chapter 3 discussed femilies and noted a neglect within femily theory offlmnlies with disabled 

members and Amilies in which adults stay at home. While thae are some us^il modds 

regarding femily types and attainment of adulthood, there is a saise in wbich femilies with a 

pa"son with learning difficulties are set q)art. Â t̂hin the litaature on femilies with membd"s 

with learning difficulties, there is a tradition of focusing on n^atives and rdnfordng the 

pathological notion of a s^arate "handicapped femilÿ. However, there is a growing number 

of studies which take a more rounded ^proach, reflecting the het@'og@idty of real 

e:q}erienceS; Within this trend, th@-e is only a little attention paid to the views of the people 

with learning difficulties thansdves.
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I reviewed the literature on adulthood and found that it focuses on routes and markers not 

commonly open to people with learning difficulties. I discussed the difficulties in achieving 

adult status and showed a lack of compatibility between the status of adulthood and the status 

of learning difficulties. I returned to community care and theories of care and control to 

demonstrate that the controlling function of femilies continues into adulthood in those femilies 

with a person with learning difficulties. My work draws together researdi on these different 

areas to come to an understanding of the attainment of control and adulthood within femilies 

when die adult child remains at home. In place of care and control, self advocacy argues for 

autonomy; instead of being like childrm, sdf-advocacy claims adulthood. In this way sdf- 

advocacy potentially challenges the expected roles and rdationsh^s within femilies. However, 

I suggest that it is up against powerful forces, in the diape of service control and influence 

over sdf-advocacy and the eqierioices and expectations of femilies.

3. Heterogeneitv. difference and normalitv

The traditional concqit of the "handicapped femilÿ is undermined by my research. The first 

point to make is that all my resporidents' eqieriences were different: stereotypes of controlling 

parmts holding back thdr adult childrai were not found (echoing Wethdma", 1989). There 

were dements of this in each life story; but there were paraits who pushed thdr sons and 

daughtm; to develop, struggling with fodings of guilt and protection. Thae were people with 

learning difficulties Wio did not want to let go; there w ae those who fought for complete 

independence and others who rdativdy pasdvdy waited to be done to; others seemed to have 

found thdr life's niche already in a companionate housdiold or in a caring role.
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The femilies I interviewed evidœtly e)q)«ienced struggle and difference. There was 

dissatisfection with the type and level of support, and die eiqiaience of isolation and anpty 

lives. Supporting Richardson and Ritchie (1989), within these differaices, tha-e was the 

common tfeead of normalityi Without doubt my respond^its, both with learning difficulties 

and parents  ̂were battling to cope with a saies of material and social difldmces and barriŒs. 

However, so much of what they described is rimilar to the eiq^eriences of us all: femily 

•storieS) teaching ind^endence skillŝ  the worries and arguments of reaching a new status and 

negotiating roles. There is real struggle with material and percdved difference, but there is 

no dividing line which conqiletely separates out femilies with disabled members from other 

femilies.

Another important feature is that lives change. The longitudinal dements of the work allowed 

this to come through. I have used the past tense throughout the theds to convey this sense of 

change and that as the reader learns about the re^ndents things have probably changed 

again. People are not members of selfradvocacy groups forever, they do not live with thdr 

femilies forever  ̂however 'sUiek* they may appear to be. Sdfrawareness changes, people grow 

up, thought processes become more sophisticated, views diange; This is not a sign of 

incondstency in the r^)orting or feilure of method, it is the reality of life. What is also positive 

is the evidence through Esth^ that resolution of difficulties is posdble.

4. Principle and practice

The thesis has demonstrated a bade contradiction in the experience of self advocacy. I used 

the distinction between prindple and practice to diow that \diile the meanings and principles
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of sdf-advocacy tq)ply to home life, practice does not consciously transfer self-advocacy to 

home. The service influence is demonstrated in a second distinction between indepoideht and 

service groups, with the former more likdy to talk about and communicate with femilies. The 

role of adv ise was analysed and, I suggest, is deddve in the agmda of sdf-advocacy. While 

some advisers were working to the individual modd of disability, some were grafting toward 

the social modd. However, I suggest that the service influmce was sufBcient to outwdgh 

much of the effect of an indq)endent adviser. While the advisers and services had control and 

influence, the people with learning difficulties also exerted control, particularly over the 

transmission of self-advocaQ  ̂to home. Privacy was important to the respondents, both as a 

right to autonomy, and as a s tr a ta  for dealing with conflict.

All parties recognised the inqx)rtance of femilies understanding self-advocacy in order to hdp 

the people with learning difficulties to q)eak up and achieve some control, but advises and 

people with learning difficulties wrestled with the apparently contradictory need for privacy. 

As 1 diowed in ch^>ter 7, the distinction between principle and practice could be utilised to 

good effect if it were made in rdation to the knowledge parents receive, so that parents are 

informed about sdf-advocacy but not the group itsdf. What is clear is that the parents I 

interviewed supported the concept of self-advocacy, evoi if they did not know about thdr 

son or daughter's involvement, and would have liked to know more to support it better. Some 

of the people with learning difficulties appeared to bdieve that if thdr parents understood 

sdf-advocacy, thdr right to privacy would be rdnforced rather than compromised.
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s. Control and autonomy

Self-advocacy did inq)act at home. In some instances it led to problems, yet mostly poâtive 

benefits were recognised. All the people with learning difficuMes M  that they did i^cak at 

home and had control over thdr day-to-day movements. When it came to the bigger issues, 

such as rdationships and leaving home, femilies found these issues more difficult. Thae is a 

sense in which the day-to-day control that all parties describe at home is allowed control, and 

that real control still rests in the hands of the parents. Wlten we come to the stqDS which 

would take people furtha^ away fix>m that control it is much harder for the parmts. 

Neverthdess, this does not mean that they all cling on and hold people back. Chrqjters 8 and 9 

both demonstrate the efforts of femilies to overcome their feelings and to hdp thdr sons and 

daughters to autonomy and indq)endence.

I have used dif^%it modds to hdp e?q)lore the e?q)^^ces of femilies. Todd and Sheam's 

ca p tif and cqptivated (1996a) and Winik et al (1985) and Walmsleÿs supportive, mutually 

supportive  ̂dependerU and oonfliet riddm  models (1996) have hdped illuminate control and 

autonomy at home.

6. The transition to adulthood

The findings support the link between sdf-advocacy, adulthood and indq)endence. Brannen 

et a ts achieving and ascribing formulation (1994) is particularly hdpful in looking at the 

attainmeit of adult status for a peson with learning difficulties who stays at home. I have 

suggested ffiat some of my respondents, while reoognidng thdr difficuhios and support needs.
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rgected the labd learning difficulties as inconq)atible with their aspirations and claimed 

adulthood instead.

Sdf-advocacy is a challenge because it pudies against the care and control function of a 

femily. In its literature, con%ences etc., sdf-advocacy propagates adulthood and 

indqjendence and champions leaving home. This is necessary in order to challenge the role of 

the femily, but I contend that it does not rcffiect the reality of aspirations and expeiences. One 

of the things my research highlighted was that femilies do not all fit the stereotype of 

struggling poson with learning difficulties and restricting parent - only one of ny reqwndents 

fitted this steeotype and she was the one who left home. Brannai et aH individuation and 

amnectedness (1994) have been useful in e?q)loiing this. The values of conq)lete 

indq)0 idmce, autonon^r and sq>arateness are not necessarily dearable to all femilies or 

individuals with learning difficulties. Theie are femilies in which connectedness is more 

important.

Eva sees Katya's lade of will to leave home as a "feilure" of sdf-advocacy. Is it? Or is it a 

feilure of the sdf-advocacy movanait that it does not allow for difident values? This is 

particularly important regarding different cultural eqpectations, for example, in Adan femilies 

(Brannen et al, 1994). I suggest that this goes back to the question of the differaice betwem 

principle and practice. The meaning of sdf-advocacy in its amplest form is ^)eaking up for 

yoursdf. This should mean that people with learning difficulties devdop lifestyles of thdr 

diooang, not that they have to forge a separate life. Disability theorists have onphasised the 

distinction between autonomy and independence (e.g. French, 1993b). Sdf-advocacy daims
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autonomy but uses the language ofindqnendence, and in so doing may be excluding some 

people.

7. Gender, rare, age and class

Some gender, race, age and class issues are raised by my research. Gender differences were 

generally not âgnificant on issues such as leaving homo or housework, unless combinod with 

connectedness. Gender was an issue in regard to caring. FazQa Begum was e?qnected to be a 

care* in her femily, and saw caring as appropriate work. The caring issue was also evident in 

r^ard  to parendiood. The men were able to hope for diildren without considering coping; 

the women saw (and I (peculate had been encouraged to think) that they would have to cope, 

and believed they would not be capable (as suggested by Williams, 1992). T hæ  was also a 

gender issue with Jason Cooper, whose mothe" wanted him to get married in order that he 

would continue to be looked after. She seemed to see this as any wife's role.

I used Brannen et a ls concept of eormcetedncss to hdp illuminate relationships when an adult 

stays at home, but the original use of the formulation was with parwts bom outside the U.K. 

This aqDCCt is clearest with Fazila, but there are demoits of this with Mrs Cooper, from 

Barbados, and Kevin's PoUdi parent. I have pointed out above that the emphasis on leaving 

home in sdf-advocacy does not take account of d ifS a^  values hdd by different cultures.

Age was an issue with Esther, who was retired and therefore without the same aspirations to 

work as some of the others, and with Anita who was dearly battling through adolescmee and 

had not yet feced the challŒges of some of the other reqx)nd@its. I have found, howeva".
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that most of my respondents eq)erience a suspended phase, despite bang in thar 20s. The 

class difference is clearest with Michael Banks, for whom being looked after was somahing 

that all femily members shared because of the au pair, and ft)r whom future finance, houang 

and support were easier to plan This contrasts with Mr Shah, for example, who could see no 

realistic way of providing Daniel with decait support and living conditions in the future.

8. Double lives

The advisers pose the question; did my respondents lead double lives? On the surfece, some 

did: Esther, affectionately known as 'God' amongst some users in the day centre but portrayed 

as incapable at home; Kevin with his secret life; Fazila with the centre and home pulling in 

differW directions. But it seans to me that the 'double life' idea is not straightforward, and 

not a constant state.

As e7q)ressed by Eliza, one of the advisors, self advocacy involvement will impact at home, 

consdoudy or not. A new e?q)@ience will inevitably have its effects on the individual and 

otha" aspects of their lives. This does not necessarily mean that sdf-advocacy transfers to 

home in a snooth fediioa It could, if an individual lives within a femily which already 

req)ects and aicourages them to q)eak up and grow in control. This can be both when the 

self-advocacy involvement is known to the parents, for example, with Michad and Christine, 

or whai it is not known, for exanq)le, with Anita and Tracey. This does not mean even thai 

that the smoothness cannot be dimupted - such as when the time scale for plans is diortenod.
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Equally self-advocacy can cause conflict* whether conscious or not. Mrs Cohen did not know 

that Esther was in a user group at the centre, but die did know that the centre was "putting 

ideas in her head' about leaving home. Mr Shah did not know about either "F group or 

Damd's aspirations for die future, but they still caused conflict within the femily. Kevin's 

involvemait, on the oth^ hand, had been known by his parents and in thdr view had a 

negative effect to the extent that they tried to stop it. So the group was now a secret, but 

Kevin's leadership role within the service must still have affected his confidence and outlook 

at home. For both Kevin and Fazila, the double life seemed to be a s tr a ta  for dealing with 

conflict, a compromise position to make life run as confiict-fi-ee as they could manage. For 

Esther, however, the double life was fer fi*om this - it was a cause of constant irritation and a 

spur to grasp the opportunity of h ^  mother's illness to move out. In the case of Darüd and 

Katya, however, the conflict rumbled on. The inqxirtant point is that femilies are all different 

and need differed kinds of support and information.

9. The co-researchers* criteria

The co-research^ believed that sdf-advocacy should take place eveywhee. They 

anticipated dif&culties in speaking up in femilies, which they thought would cWre around 

parents not seeing thdr sons and daughters as adults. These two expectations were borne out 

in the research; the respondents saw self-advocacy as bdng about the whole of life, and the 

issue of adulthood was important in developments towards autonomy in the femily home and 

indq)endaice fi'om it. The co-researchers were pleasantly surprised by the support parents 

gave to sdf-advocacy and the day-to-day conb'ol the reqwndmts with learning difficultica fdt 

they had, but waie not surprised that the paraits allowed this control and retained ultimate
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control thonsdves. The co researchm emphadse the need for porWs to Imow more about 

self-advocacy in order that they can understand it better.

The co-researches' criteria were useful for coloring the C9q)erieice at home. In cWqyter 8 1 

suggested that the co-researchers' e?q)ectations of sharing décidons, sharing the setting of 

rules etc. weie not necessarily signs of the peson with learning difficulties moving towards 

autonomy and leaving home. In those femilies in vdiich the person did seem to be on this 

path, there were ddiberate efforts by parents not to involve their son or daughta" in 

everything in order to push them towards indqiendaice.

10. Mcthodotogy

My theds has justified a qualitative, partidpatory ̂ ro ach . My work is built on 

devdopments in learning difficulty research which have moved towards rdationdiip-based 

research and biogr^hical methods. I have combined and built on lessons from feminist 

research, oral history, user involvement and disability researdi. My work is part of a 

pioneering trend, to cany out participatory research with people with learning difficulties. This 

research has demonstrated the ability of people with learning difficulties to talce part in the 

research production process and the value to research of thdr involvement. Chapto* 4 

discussed the distinction between partidpatory and emandpatory research, with partidpatory 

researdi bdng that in whidi researchers invite disabled people to take part in what ranains 

prindpally thdr work, while emancipatory research is that controlled vhoUy by disabled 

people for their own ̂ d s  (Oliver, 1992 and 1996; Zarb, 1992). I argued that partidpatory 

researdi is of value both as a route towards emandpatory research and in its own rigbt.
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As a non-disablcd person, I approached this research with some trqiidation, asking of myself 

the question posed by Drake (1997), What am I doing hac? My motivation to do 

participatory research came in part from this question, attenqpting to be clear whose side I 

was on (Becker, 1970). The work throughout was frauÿA with the ethical dilemmas 

discussed in chapt^ 4, Hoarding uang people with learning difficulties for my own ends, 

salving my conscience, etc. I have argued for a reflexive approach as a sa^uard, with 

contant scrutiny of my actions and motivations. Non -disoblod people dominate the debate 

around learning difficulty, and this has remained a dilemma for me. Neverthdess, as I 

discussed in chapt^ 4, disabled people conducting disability research does not, in itsd( 

resolve questions of power relations, a point made by Barnes (1994; discussed on page 119). 

Oliver and Bames (1997) are very carefiil not to say that non-disabled people cannot do 

disability research.

I have raised questions about the compatibility of this approach and acadania. Without m^or 

changes in research produchon, the demands and controls of âcad^nia will mean 

emandpatory research will lie outside its orbit. Neverthdess, there are steps that researchers . 

can;

make research more partidpatory. Indirectly, academics can thereby assist the chances of 

people with learning difficulties acquiring the skills, knowledge and motivations to carry out 

onandpatory research.

My work has also raised a possible contradiction betweai qualitative methods and 

partidpatioa The same arguments encouraged me to do both. In practice, qualitative 

methods, while appropriate for the subject and to ensure as non^n^loitotive on experiaice for
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my re^ndents as possible, were in part disabling for my co-researchers. This is an issue I

cannot resolve and which points to the need for ftirther exploration.

11. Cnniribution of this thesis

The contribution of this woik is manifold, to the fidds of sdf-advocacy and femilies, to sdf-

advocacy practice, and to methodology:

• Contributing to the analyâs of learning difficulty in disability theoiy.

• E^q)an(hng knowledge of the experience and inq)act of self-advocacy into an oitirdy new 
area.

• Contributing to self-advocacy practice, with recommendations to self-advocacy groups 
and advisers on the nature of their communication with femilies. The findings have been 
presented in an accessible form in a report by the co-researcha-s, which we hope will 
inform sdf-advocacy groups, memba^ advisas and paraits.

• Extaiding femily theory to include femilies with manbers with learning difficulties, 
including those where adults live at home,

• Extending the literature on adolescence and adulthood to people with learning difficulties.

• Building on the small body of work which has looked at the perq>ective of people with 
learning difficulties on femily life, particulaily in relation to the transition to adulthood and 
establidimait of idaitity.

• Adding to the growing tradition, in oral histoiy and auto/biography, of recording people 
with learning (üfficuhies' own testimonies.

• Devdoping reflexive practice in rdation to partidpatory research with people with 
learning difficulties.

• Devdoping the theor^cal discussion around partidpatory and emandpatory research.

• Raidng questions for further &q>loration around the conq)atibility of partidpatory research 
with academia and with qualitative methods.
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12. Further research

This research is in sudi a new area that the picture of sdf-advocacy and femilies has on^r 

bqgun to be painted. A range of issues are raised within the work, all of which would boiefit 

from frirther investigation. In terms of disability theoiy, the application of such theories to 

people with learning difficulties would benefit from eq)loration of the conq)lex interaction

impairmâit. Broad points raised in the findings relating to adulthood, identity, control and 

autonomy require more dcvdc^mcnt, to understand how they are experienced within fiunilies 

and in intaaction with oth^ social fr)rces.

Spedfially in rdation to sdf-advocacy, further exploration of its meanings, the question of 

control ovCT sdf-advocacy groups and the reality of sdf-advocacy as an agent of change, 

would pahf^s start to tackle some of the vital but scndtive questions raised by A ^is (1997). 

More work of an in-dq)th nature is required to start to fill out the picture of the transfer of 

sdf advocacy to home and its impact. A comparative sWdy with people not involved in self- 

advocacy ̂ oups would throw new light again on the inqmct of sdf advocacy. In addition, 

the subject would bcmcGt from action rosearcfe with sd f advocacy groups, to explore ways of 

more activdy mcouraging the transfer of sdf-advocacy to home and asdsdng parents to deal 

with new possibilities,

Partidpatory research with people with learning difficuMcs is in its infency. I hope my work 

can be ofheb? to otha^ in devdoping opportunities fer people with learning difficulties to be 

involved in research and fer the boundaries to continue to be extended. The posdble
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contradiction which arose in this study betweœ partidpatory research and qualitative 

methods would be particularly intaesting to eq)lore furth^. This would involve using 

ahemative research methodologies and would enable me to devdop fiirther research ddlls.

I finish with the contmtion tiiat the research fidds of both sdf-advocacy and fiunilies, and the 

theory and practice of partidpatory retearch, are advanced as a result of this work.
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Appendix 1: WHAT BEING A CO-RESEARCHER 
WOULD MEAN

L e a r n i n g  m o r e  a b o u t  t h e  r e s e a r c h

H e l p i n g  m e  f i n d  o u t  a b o u t  s e l f - a d v o c a c y  a n d  f a m i l i e s

H e l p i n g  m e  t o  p l a n  t h e  r e s e a r c h

H e l p i n g  m e  t o  p r a c t i c e  s k i l l s  a n d  t r y  o u t  t h e  p l a n

K e e p i n g  i n  t o u c h  w i t h  t h e  r e s e a r c h  a s  i t  h a p p e n s

Helping me to und^tand the results

Meeting about once a month and other meetings at other times

W H A T  W O U L D  H A C K N E Y  P E O P L E  F I R S T  G E T  O U T  O F  I T ?

T a k i n g  p a r t  i n  r e s e a r c h

H e l p i n g  t o  f i n d  o u t  t h i n g s  
t h a t  w i l l  h e l p  P e o p l e  F i r s t  
a n d  o t h e r  s e l f - a d v o c a c y  g r o u p s

A  r e p o r t

M o n e y  -  h o p e f u l l y
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Appendix 2: THE YELLOW BRICK ROAD
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Appendix 3: CRiTERiA FOR SELF-ADVOCACY AND 
FAMILIES

1 . F a m i l y  t a l k s ,  i n c l u d i n g  k n o w i n g  w h a t 's  g o i n g  o n ,  f a m i l y  d e c i s i o n s ,  s h a r i n g  
f e e l i n g s .

2 .  T r e a t i n g  y o u  l i k e  a n  a d u l t  a n d  w i t h  r e s p e c t .

3 .  C o n t r o l  o v e r  m o n e y .

4 .  H a v i n g  a  c h o i c e  a b o u t  w h a t  y o u  d o .

5 .  D o i n g  h o u s e h o l d  j o b s  -  a n d  n o t  b e i n g  r e m i n d e d  a l l  t h e  t i m e .

6 .  H o u s e  r u l e s  b e i n g y o w r  r u l e s  a s  w e l l  a s  y o u r  p a r e n t s ' .

7 .  B e i n g  a l l o w e d  t o  g o  o u t  ( e v e n  i f  y o u  d o  h a v e  t o  s a y  w h e n  y o u 'l l  b e  b a c k ) .

8 .  B e i n g  l i s t e n e d  t o  a n d  g i v e n  t i m e .

9 .  P e r s o n a l  c h a n g e s  t h a t  h a p p e n  t o  y o u  b e c a u s e  o f  s e l f - a d v o c a c y  s h o u l d  b e  
n o t i c e d  a t  h o m e .
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Appendix 4; RESEARCH RULES

1 . D o n 't  t a l k  d o w n  t o  p e o p l e .

2 .  L i s t e n .

3 .  P e o p l e  w i t h  l e a r n i n g  d i f f i c u l t i e s  s h o u l d  h a v e  c o n t r o l  o f  t h e  r e s e a r c h .

4 .  P a r e n t s  s h o u l d  b e  t r e a t e d  w i t h  r e s p e c t .

5 .  D o n 't  t e l l  o t h e r s  w h a t  r e s p o n d e n t s  s a y .

6 .  D o n ' t  t e l l  p a r e n t s  w h a t  p e o p l e  w i t h  l e a r n i n g  d i f f i c u l t i e s  s a y .

7 .  D o n 't  t e l l  p e o p l e  w i t h  l e a r n i n g  d i f f i c u l t i e s  w h a t  t h e i r  p a r e n t s  s a y .

8 .  D o n ' t  t r e a t  r e s p o n d e n t s  l i k e  o b j e c t s .

9 .  D o n ' t  t r y  t o  t e l l  r e s p o n d e n t s  w h a t  t o  s a y .

1 0 .  D o n ' t  g o  s h y .

1 1 .  D o n 't  u s e  w o r d s  t h a t  a r e  d i f f i c u l t .

1 2 .  D o n ' t  h e .
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Appendix 5: INTERVIEW CHECKLISTS AND 
QUESTIONS

PERSON WITH LEARNING DIFFICULTIES - INTERVIEWS 1 & 2

Chronology

p r e - s c h o o l
s c h o o l
l e a v i n g  s c h o o l  
w o r k  /  d a y - t i m e  
s o c i a l  
f r i e n d s
s e l f - a d v o c a c y  g r o u p  

Fam ily

r e l a t i o n s h i p  w i t h  p a r e n t s  . 
e x p e c t a t i o n s  o f  p a r e n t s  
r e l a t i o n s h i p  w i t h  s i b l i n g s  
t r e a t m e n t  /  l i f e  c o m p a r e d  t o  s i b l i n g s  
c o p i n g  
s u p p o r t

I d e n t i t y

l e a r n i n g  d i f f i c u l t i e s  /  n o r m a h t y
l i m i t a t i o n s
s u p p o r t  n e e d s
a d u l t h o o d
r a c e
g e n d e r

T h e  f u t u r e

h o p e s  a n d  f e a r s  
j o b
l e a v i n g  h o m e  
r e l a t i o n s h i p s
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PERSON WITH LEARNING DIFFICULTIES - INTERVIEWS 3 & 4

1. Tell me about your self-advocacy group
what kind of group is it?
how long have you been going?
what do you talk about and what has it done?
why do you go?
tell me ^ o u t your adviser
how important is the group?

2. What is self-advocacy?
how important is self-advocacy?

3. Tell me about speaking up at home
do you speak up at home?
do you have control at home? Are you in charge of yourself at home?

4. Do you know what goes on in your family?
are you included in femily decisions / discussions / talks? 
do you feel involved or left out?

5. Tell me about housework
do you do housework / jobs in the house? are you in charge of some things? 
do you look after anyone?

6. Tell me about the rules in your house
who makes the rules? 
what are they?

7. Tell me about making choices at home
do you choose what to eat?

what to wear? 
what to watch on TV?

8: Think about a normal day Can you tell me about the choices you make through the day?

9. Tell me about going out.
do you? on your own?
do you have to ask permission?
do you have to be taken?
do you have to say when you'll be back?

10. If you want to talk, does your mum / dad / family listen?
what you've been doing? 
feelings?
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11. When you do something well at home, is it noticed?
when you do something well at work / at the centre is it noticed at home? 
do you talk about it? Are they pleased?

12. Tell me about you money. Who is in charge of it?
what do you spend your money on? 
what happens about buying clothes? 
do you save up for big things? 
where do you keep it? 
do you need help with money? 
do you pay rent, bills etc?

13. What makes you an adult?
are you treated like an adult at home?

14. Do you have any plans for the future?
do you talk about jobs / leaving home / the future with your family? 
who makes the decisions about your future?

15. Tell me about independence.
what do you think it is?
are you independent? do you want to be independent?

16. Leaving home - what keeps you at home?

17. Are families talked about in the self-advocacy group?
by you or anybody else

18. Is there communication between the self-advocacy groups and home?
like letters, phone calls, meetings with parents

19. Do you talk at home?
about self-advocacy / about the group

20. What do your mum / dad know?
about self-advocacy / about the group

21. What do your mum / dad think?
about self-advocacy / about the group

22. Does what your mum / dad think affect you?
does it make it easier or harder to speak up?
if they don’t like you doing something, do they try and stop you?

23. Should your mum / dad know more? Why? How?

24. Does the self-advocacy group help you to speak up at home?
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PARENTS - INTERVIEWS 1 & 2

r e c e i v i n g  t h e  n e w s  
e a r l y  y e a r s
s e r v i c e s ,  p r o f e s s i o n a l s  
s u p p o r t  n e t w o r k s  
i m p a c t  o n  l i f e  
c a r e  a f t e r  a  l o n g  t i m e  
p o s i t i v e s  /  n e g a t i v e s  
o r d i n a r i n e s s  
s i b l i n g s

D a u g h t e r  /  s o n 's  l i f e  

s t o r y
a d o l e s c e n c e
a d u l t h o o d
r a c e
g e n d e r
s e l f - a d v o c a c y

T h e  f u t u r e

h o p e s  a n d  f e a r s  
j o b s
r e l a t i o n s h i p s  
l e a v i n g  h o m e  
f a m i l y  l i n k s  
o w n  f r i t u r e
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PARENTS - INTERVIEW 2 or 3

1. W hat do you know about telf-advocacy?
What do you know about the self-advocacy group?

2. Do you talk about it at home?

3. Is there communication between the self-advocacy group and home?

4. W hat do you think
about self-advocacy? 
about the group? 
normality of self-advocacy?

5. Should / would you want to know more? How?

6. How im portant is the group in ...'s life?
How important is self-^vocacy in .. .'s life?

7. Changes as result of self-advocacy

8. Does ... speak up at home? Does ... have control at home?

9. Is ... included in family decisions / discussions?

10. What contribution do they make to the household?
housework
care
money

11. Are there house rules? Who makes them?

12. Does ... make choices at home? Take me through a typical day.

13. Poes . . . go out?
transport 
permission 
on own 
time etc.

14. Money - who controls it?
how does ... spend it?

15. Do you talk?
what theyVe been doing / feelings 
listening
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16. Does ... achieve things?
is it talked about / celebrated?

17. Is ... an adult?
is making decisions part of growing up? Difference between being a child and an 
adult?

18. I s ... independent?
what is independence? 
w ill... be in future?

19. Are there plans for the future? Who makes them?

20. Leaving home
what keeps ... at home?

21. Has self-advocacy had an impact at home?
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ADVISER INTERVIEW

1. Describe the self-advocacy group
history
membership - including how many live with families 
adviser’s role - conflict of interest, etc. 
achievements

2. Qualities of that type of group
comparisons with other types

3. What are the kind of things that get discussed?

4. Do families get discussed?
what kind of things?

5. How much contact do you have with families?

6. What experiences have you had with parents and their approach to self-advocacy?

7. How much should families know - about self-advocacy?
about the group?

Why? How?

8. Do you have a policy / strategy on families?
attempt to help parents understand self-advocacy 
attempt to get self-advocacy to transfer to home 

What factors influence this?

9. Does self-advocacy translate to home?
do people speak up at home?
how do parents’ attitudes affect people?

.10. Is there a relationship between self-advocacy and adulthood?

11. Is there a relationship between self-advocacy and independence?

12. How 'normal' is the experience of people who speak up?
is there a link betweoi people W h learning difficulties speaking up and normal 
development in life?
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Appendix 6: WHAT THE RESEARCH COULD BE 
LIKE

/
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